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BACKGROUND 

OBJECTIVES 

APPROACH 

KEY POINTS 

R E P O  R T s u  M M A  R Y  

Proceedings: Workshop on Anomalous Effects in 
Deuterided Metals 

Attempts to confirm Fleischmann and Pons’s observations of 
cold fusion phenomena have met with inconsistent results. This 
second workshop on this topic brought together skeptics and 
advocates to facilitate communication, to examine closely the 
experimental results, and to identify research issues. 

The majorii of attempts to confirm cold fusion phenomena have been 
unsuccessful. Although some researchers have confirmed portions of the 
Fleischmann and Pons experiment, these results have been sporadic and 
difficult to reproduce. The first workshop on this topic, sponsored by the 
Department of Energy, was held in May 1989 in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

To facilitate communication and collaboration among researchers from 
different laboratories/disciplines 

To evaluate data gathered since the Santa Fe Workshop 

To consider possible theoretical explanations of the anomalous effects and 
the implication of these explanations for future research 

As a follow-up to the Santa Fe Meeting, the National Science Foundation and 
EPRl cosponsored a workshop October 16-18, 1989, in Washington, D.C. 
Thirty presentations by workshop participants addressed issues of nuclear 
byproducts, excess heat, and possible theoretical mechanisms for cold 
fusion. 

Three subgroups met separately to consider these issues and make 
recommendations for future experiments and other research in these areas. 

The scientific and/or technological significance of cold fusion ultimately will 
be determined experimentally. 

Procedures must be developed to faciliate reproducibili of an individual 
laboratory’s results by other laboratories. 

rn Collaboration among researchers from laboratories reporting positive 
results and those reporting negative results is critical to efforts to evaluate 
the anomalous effects. 

A convincing set of experimental data should include positive, 
nonsporadic, simultaneous measurements of excess heat and nuclear 
by products. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Workshop on Anamalous Effects i n  Deuterated Metals was held October 16-18, 
1989 in Washington, D.C. The workshop was cosponsored by the Electric Power 
Research Inst i tute  and the National Science Foundation. 

The objectives of the workshop were t o  bring together skeptics and advocates t o  
examine closely the anomalous effects reported by researchers who have attempted 
t o  confirm the cold fusion phenomena observed by Fleischmann and Pons and t o  
consider possi bl e theoretical explanations of the anomalous effects and thei r 
implications for future research. 
surrounding cold fusion were identified and proposed, including the establishment 
of procedures t o  f ac i l i t a t e  the replication of one individual laboratory's results 
by other laboratories and collaboration among researchers t h r o u g h  the exchange of 
personnel and experiments. 

Key steps required t o  remove the ambiguities 

Presentations addressed issues of nuclear byproducts, excess heat, and possible 
theoretical mechanisms. Following the formal presentations a series of shorter 
presentations were given on more recent results. Subsequently three subgroups met 
t o  consider these topics and made recommendations for future experiments and other 
research in these areas. 

These Proceedinss contain papers submitted by authors of 30 presentations made a t  
the workshop, the discussions t h a t  followed each presentation, and summaries 
prepared by the session chairs. 

i i i  





EDITORIAL PERSPECTIVE 

T h i s  Proceedinqs i s  an outcome of a workshop cosponsored by EPRI and the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) on the controversi a1 topic of "cold fusion" research. 
This workshop, held October 16-18, 1989, was the f i r s t  forum that  succeeded in 
achieving a frank and open scient i f ic  discussion on the controversial findings 
reported by Pons and Fleischman and the various attempts t o  explain them. In 
addition, considerable insight was gained about how the experimental effor ts  could 
be improved. This aspect of the meeting's success i s  documented in th i s  
Proceedinqs, especially in the discussions and reports of the breakout sessions. 

The assembly of this Proceedinss has been the result  of considerable effor t  by 
several members of the editorial  committee. We were ably assisted by Henry 
Aeroeste and Carolee DeWitt, who provided sc ien t i f ic  and production editing 
support ,  respectively. Raw transcripts of the discussions were provided by AAA 
Capital; these were edited by John Appleby with support from Henry Aeroeste. 

Credits and thanks for  the sponsorship of th i s  workshop go t o  the management of 
NSF and EPRI who were willing t o  make the session possible even in the face of 
considerable controversy. The success of the meeting, however, was the result  of 
the participants. A very high degree of professionalism was exhibited by a l l  in 
attendance, and bo th  skeptics and advocates engaged in constructive discussions. 

The passage of time between the workshop and publication of this Proceedinqs has 
provided some additional perspective on this subject. Some of the measurements 
reported herein appear t o  be a r t i fac ts ,  unreproducible results,  o r  mistakes. A t  
this time, no clear evidence exists t h a t  "excess heat" i s  a result  of a nuclear 
process. In general, the search for the kernels of real data has been d i f f icu l t ,  
and the relationships between a l l  the anomalous effects  are not  yet understood. 
The final chapter of th i s  saga i s  s t i l l  t o  be written. My hope is  that t h i s  
Proceedinqs will help those interested i n  the history of th i s  controversial 
subject bet ter  understand bo th  the degree of scient i f ic  uncertainty and the 
chaotic s ta te  of knowledge t h a t  existed a t  the time th is  workshop was held. 

Thomas R. Schneider 
Managing E d i t o r  
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Subsequent Cold Fusion Conferences 

1 st Annual Conference on Cold Fusion: Conference Proceedings, March 28-31, 1990, Salt Lake City, Utah, 

National Cold Fusion Institute. 

Anomalous Nuclear Effects in DeuteriunVSolid Systems: AIP Conference Proceedings 228, 1990, Provo, Utah, Ed: 

Steven E. Jones, Franco Scaramuzzi, and David Worledge. 

The Science of Cold Fusion: Proceedings of the 2nd Annual Conference on Cold Fusion, June 29-July 4, 1991, 

Corno, Italy, Ed: T. Bressani, E. Del Giudici, and G. Preparata. 

Frontiers of Cold Fusion: Proceedings of the 3rd Annual Conference on Cold Fusion, October 21 -25, 1992, 

Nagoya, Japan, Ed: H. Ikegami. 
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OVERVIEW 





Section 1 

REMARKS OF DR. EDWARD TELLER: 
ANOMALOUS EFFECTS ON DEUTERIDED METAL 
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REMARKS OF DR. EDWARD TELLER: 
ANOMALOUS EFFECTS ON DEUTERIDED METAL 

We are further than ever from a real agreement on cold fusion. What has been seen has a wide 
divergence in results. I do not remember any case in my lifetime in science when so many experts have 
differed for such a long time on such relatively simple and inexpensive experiments. We are seeing a great 
deal of variability in the results -- whether due to surface effects or cracks or small changes in some unknown 
parameter. The experiments differ in many more ways than a simple theorist can explain. 

I feel like the visitor looking at the giraffe and concluding, "there ain't no such animal.'' According to 
nuclear theory -- from the point of view of the Gamow factor -- there cannot be such an effect. The Gamow 
factor is not as simple as it is normally considered. Indeed, one must consider the temperature average over 
the Gamow factors. But before the hydrogen nuclei really have a chance of interacting with each other, they 
must be within a fraction of an angstrom and at that point the Gamow factor has a value of about 10-50. On 
that basis alone, what we are seeing must be a series of mistakes. 

But this is not the end of the controversy. Some of the good experiments show that something is 
really wrong with the branching of D+D+T + H and D+DSHe3 + n. While I will not exclude a small variation 
in the ratio, the actual value reported is log! Proton producing reactions (the Tritium branch) being 108 times 
more likely than neutron producing reactions. This is simply out of the question if D-D fusion is what is 
happening. 

However, the history of science and experimental physics is full of examples of predictions that things 
are impossible and yet they have happened. I remember what Ernest Lawrence once said about me: "When 
Teller says it is impossible, he is frequently wrong. When he says it can be done, he is always right." 

But what if we are presented with the fact that the results are correct? Then we will have to ask 
ourselves what are the minimum changes which we need to make in nuclear physics to explain the facts. If the 
giraffe exists, how does his heart pump blood into his brain? If the results are correct, then you must assume 
that nucleons can interact not just when they touch. We need to lie able to explain how the nucleons interact at 
distances as great as 1/10 of an angstrom. 

I think it would help if we postulated that the nuclei can interact at 1 0 4  nuclear radii and that the 
interaction is not through tunnelling but some exchange of "particles" which can extend outside of the nucleus. 
It will be remarkable but not impossible that "quarks" could exchange or interact at 10-9 cm with very low 
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probability. This would be a low probability but still much greater than the Gamow factor. The probability 
that this could result in cold fusion is possible even if it is unlikely. If there is such an effect. we will then 
learn something very important. This would be a scientific discovery of the fmt order, the kind for which we 
are willing to spend 5x109 dollars (SSC). 

I therefore applaud the National Science Foundation and the Electric Power Research Institute for 
maintaining enough interest and enough support so that a real clarification of the apparent contradictions can be 

pursued. If that clarification would lead to something on which we can agree and to a reaction probability 
which is small, but much bigger than the Gamow factor would allow, this would be a great discovery. 
Perhaps a neutral particle of small mass and marginal stability is catalyzing the reaction. 

You will have not modified any strong nuclear reactions, but you may have opened up an interesting 
new field (Le., the very improbable actions of nucleii on each other. So, I am arguing for a continuation of an 
effort, primarily for the sake of pure science. And, of course, where there is pure science, sometimes, at an 
unknown point, applications may also follow. 

But, according to my hunch, this is a very unclear and low probability road into a thoroughly new 
area. The low probability has to be balanced against the great novelty. But to think beyond that and ask what 
is the practical application, what this very unknown area of nuclear physics may produce, that I claim, is 
completely premature. 

Thank you very much. 
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF THE PALLADIUM D,O SYSTEM 
Nathan Lewis 

Department of Chemistry, California Institute of Technology 

First, I would like to express my thanks to the organizers of the workshop for 
allowing me to describe my viewpoint concerning the electrochemistry of the palladium- 
D20 system. My task is to describe it without taking a stand for or against the alleged 
phenomena which we are here to discuss. I was told by the organizers that my role was not 
to present negative data but to point out some of the key concepts and possible problems in 
electrochemistry as it applies to cold fusion. Therefore, my presentation is intended be of a 
pedagogical character, but it will not educate the electrochemists in the audience. 
However, I hope that it will provide some background to the physicists and others who may 
not be very familiar with the electrochemical details. I hope to demonstrate what has been 
measured, what has not been measured, what controls are needed, and what other issues 
exist, particularly in respect to the electrochemical charging of palladium cathodes with 
deuterium, to measuring the heat flux, and to measuring separation factors for the isotopes 
of hydrogen. 

A substantial amount of hearsay and rumors have been heard concerning what 
might occur at this meeting and also concerning the citing of positive confirming results 
based on the work of laboratories whose results have not been discussed in scientific 
meetings or written up in peer-reviewed journals. I believe that we must avoid any of these 
pitfalls. Since I must be objective, I will discuss only those things which I feel that I 
definitely know, and which will therefore be from my own direct experience in my 
laboratory. I hope that the same philosophy will be adopted in other contributions to this 
workshop. 

The electrolysis of water requires the application of a current and a voltage 
across two electrodes. A constant current, a constant voltage, or indeed a constant 
power, may be applied, depending on the source. The application of alternative 
parameters will require different measurements and measuring instruments. In 
addition, since different losses occur in different parts of the electrical circuit, the 
potential drops in the various circuit elements should be simultaneously measured. 
While electrochemists know the crucial role which the potential of an electrode 
plays, it has nevertheless been rare when the researchers working in this area have 
reported the values of the individual electrical potentials in their circuit elements. 
Usually, only the total applied cell voltage has been measured. This can be a great 
source of uncertainty in comparing experiments. Hence, the individual potential 
differences should be carefully documented by all workers in this field in the future. 
Measurement of the electrical power delivered to the cell does not appear to be too 
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complicated. However, if one is searching for small differences between the input 
power and the heat output, it turns out to be not quite so straightforward. Because of 
the experimental difficulties which are invariably involved in the calorimetric 
measurements, the facts as promoted by the popular press are certainly different 
from the real-time experimental data. 

Accordingly, I will present some of the published experimental data on this subject, 
which will give a good impression of the magnitude of the effects we may be considering. 
The amounts of excess heat claimed vary from factors of 10% to factors of 400% or 100%. 
The size of such factors makes a large difference in the design of the experiments and in 
the equipment used. In short, we must appreciate what we are looking for in terms of heat 
detection. 

The so-called isotope separation factors are also important. When water is 
electrolyzed to hydrogen isotopes and oxygen, it becomes enriched in the heavier isotope. 
This results from kinetic effects resulting from the different reaction activation energies, 
which depend on the zero-point energies, hence on the vibration frequencies, of the 
different isotopes, and on the complementary effects of nuclear tunnelling. These 
inevitably lead to a concentration of the heaviest isotope in the residue. This effect may 
therefore lead to the detection of tritium. If tritium is detected in large amounts, this 
cannot be explained by these kinetic effects alone. If very large effects occur, amounting to 
factors of a million or more, these cannot be obtained as a result of electrolytic enrichment. 
However, enrichment factors on the order of 2 to 3 certainly are within what one might 
expect from this mechanism. These facts will not be new for the electrochemists, or for 
those who routinely assay tritium. 

In characteristic experiments, one can either apply a known voltage across the two 
electrodes and measure the corresponding current, or vice versa. In all cases, there will be 
an electrical lead resistance, and a resistance in the palladium cathode, which varies 
depending on its hydrogen or deuterium content. There will be a solution resistance, as 
shown. There will be an interfacial resistance at both electrodes, which derives from the 
existence of an electrochemical reaction, which is faradaic, rather than ohmic. In other 
words, unlike those of the other elements, its resistance varies with the applied current or 
voltage. However, for convenience the interfacial resistances can be expressed as an ohmic 
resistance at any given current density. As one would expect, all the above resistances will 
be in series, so that the largest values will dominate in the overall voltage drop. Thus, the 
component which contributes to the largest value must be determined. In a typical cell of 
Fleischmann-Pons type, the resistance in the leads and in the palladium itself will generally 
be unimportant. The m.ost important factors contributing to the voltage drop in the cell 
will be the solution resistance, and probably more important, the interfacial resistance at 
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each of the two electrodes. Measurement of the interfacial component of the voltage drop 
is often measured by current interruption. 

Voltage drop resulting from ohmic resistance decays immediately, whereas that 
from faradaic and diffusion processes decays more slowly. One needs to know the 
potential of the working cathode (or anode) relative to some reference potential, which is 
typically zero on the standard hydrogen electrode scale, i.e, the reversible hydrogen 
electrode at a pH equal to zero. It is difficult to give an absolute indication of this poten- 
tial, but the best values lie between + 4.5 V and + 4.7 V versus the vacuum level. One can 
also measure the electrode potential versus a standard electrode whose value is pH 
independent, or on the normal hydrogen scale, which is measured at the same pH as the 
experiment. This scale is the most convenient for general use with hydrogen or oxygen 
electrode systems, and it will be used in any subsequent discussions. It is important to 
establish the interfacial potential of the electrodes relative to this value. In practical cell 
designs, it is also important to determine the solution resistance. 

Equipment and experiments may differ, but in a typical case the lead resistances are 
small, generally less than 1 SI. The palladium electrode resistance is 9.9 x fl-cm for the 
pure metal and 1.7 x fl-cm for the composition PdDo.8. Thus, the resistance of a 0.2 
cm diameter, 10 cm long rod will lie between 3 x lW3 and 6 x f l ,  depending on its 
loading. This change in resistance may be used to measure the loading, but I believe that it 
is better to remove the palladium from the cell and desorb the deuterium at high 
temperature to obtain a reliable value of the composition. 

Therefore, as is the case of the leads, the palladium cathode resistance is small. In 
constrast, the interfacial resistance, which varies with the current density, can lie between 
about 1 and perhaps 100 f l .  With typical electrodes and current densities, the interfacial 
voltage drop may be between 1.0 and 1.5 V. Electrochemists call this voltage drop the 
kinetic overpotential, and it represents the irreversible work which is necessary to pass a 
given current to produce deuterium and oxygen from D20 at a given rate. The reaction is 
catalytic, with the result that the ease of reaction, which is to say the overpotential at a 
given current density, varies with the electrode material. Palladium and platinum surfaces 
are particularly effective for hydrogen or deuterium evolution. Platinum is one of the best 
surfaces for oxygen evolution, but this reaction occurs at higher overpotentials than the 
corresponding hydrogen process. 

The solution resistance will generally also be quite high. That for 0.0858 M 
LiOH is 49 Q-cm. The corresponding value for LiOD has been measured by Dr. 
Martin at Texas A&M University, and it is about 50% higher than that of LiOH over 
a wide concentration range. Thus, a typical value for 0.0858 M solution is 74 Q-cm, 
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and in a typical cell with 0.5 c m 2  electrodes separated by a distance of 0.2 cm, the 
solution resistance would be about 60 R, which would increase if the interelectrode 
separation increased. Hence, the solution resistance will predominate at low current 
density, whereas the Faradaic resistance should predominate at high current density. 
Another important point is that if experiments in LiOH and LiOD solutions are to 
be compared, we should remember that the Joule heating will be 50% greater in the 
latter at the same concentration. This is important in the design of blank 
experiments. 

For a pH 3 solution dominated by sodium and sulfate ions at 0.035 M, the effect of 
proton conductivity (at the equivalent concentration of about M) will be small. This 
electrolyte is the geological "Mother Earth" composition used by Jones. The correct IR 
drop for two 1.7 cm2 electrodes separated by 2 cm, is on the order of 200 Q. Fig. 3 shows 
the electroactive materials present in this electrolyte. The electrochemical potentials for 
their reactions as shown are expressed relative to the vacuum level. On the pH = 0 
hydrogen electrode scale, the latter is +4.54.7 V. Ions present include Ti, Ni, Fe, H, Pd, 
and Au. The solution resistance is the most important voltage drop across the cell. The 
difference between the anode and cathode potentials is the much smaller difference 
between the interfacial potential drops. The actual values of the anodic and cathodic 
potentials will determine if the electroactive ions can indeed react at these electrodes. 
Thus, if we apply a constant voltage of, e.g., 5 V across the anode and the cathode, a 
current will flow. Its value will be adjusted by the solution resistance, and the current- 
dependent (Le., potential-dependent) interfacial resistances, which themselves depend on 
the reactions taking place at the electrodes. The s u m  of the interfacial potentials and the 
IR drop wil l  be equal to 5 V, but we cannot easily predict the values which the interfacial 
potential differences will take up. Therefore, we cannot absolutely say whether or not 
Ni2+ is being reduced to Nio, or indeed whether the cathode was more negative than this 
potential. Equally, we m o t  say (I priori whether the anode is oxidizing water to oxygen. 
Hence, for a given applied cell voltage the specific electrochemical reactions occurring at a 
given cathode at a given applied voltage depend on the spacing, on the geometry of the 
cell, and on the conductivity of the electrolyte. 

At constant current (galvanostatic conditions) the situation is simplified. The 
voltage drop across the electrolyte double layers is fixed, and the interfacial resistances 
adjust themselves to correspond to the currents flowing, which represent the rates of the 
electrochemical reactions at the electrodes. This is one reason why electrochemists often 
prefer to operate experiments under galvanostatic control, since the reactions rates are 
then independent of the solution resistance. 
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The rates of many reactions are controlled by mass transport. In the example 
quoted, Ni2+ must diffuse to the electrode surface to discharge to Nio. Typical diffusion 
coefficients are in the range cm2/sec. This means that expressed in current 
terms, the diffusion rate of a typical ion in a stirred aqueous solution is about equal (in 
A/cm2) to its concentration (in M/l). If the applied current density exceeds the maximum 
diffusion rate for a particular species, the potential of the cathode will move in a negative 
direction until a reaction is located which can be sustained. For example, if the applied 
current density is too large for the deposition of Nio from Ni2+, the electrode potential 
will go to the next potential range where reaction may occur, in this case, deposition of Feo 
from Fe2+. At this potential, both iron and nickel will be codeposited, with the latter 
under diffusion-limited conditions. It the current is too large to be sustained by both of 
these processes, along with any other cathodic processes occurring at even higher 
potentials, then the electrode will reach the hydrogen evolution potential. Under these 
conditions, gaseous hydrogen will be produced from water, and the trace metals will be 
codeposited. Hydrogen evolution is from water, which is present in overwhelming 
concentration and has an enhanced transport mechanism for H +  and OH- ions. Hence, no 
limiting current would be expected for this process in any reasonable current density range. 
The situation at the anode is similar for oxidative processes, with the anode ultimately 
reaching oxygen evolution at a sufficiently high current density. Again, this reaction will 
have no limiting current in the normal current density range. For information on transport 
limitation, electrochemists make measurements with a rotating disk electrode, which 
permits precise control of the steady-state diffusion layer thickness. 

We will now turn to a further discussion of the implications of electrode 
potential. The Nernst equation for potential contains the standard reversible 
thermodynamic value of the potential (in cV) for a process (corresponding to 
-AGo/nF, where AGO is the standard free energy of the process, n is the number of 
electrons involved, and F is the Faraday), corrected for the free energy change as a 
function of concentration. Since free energy and concentration are related 
logarithmically, a 10-fold change in the latter results in a 60 mV change in reversible 
potential at 298OK. 

In practice, these reversible potentids can be very misleading. If one measures the 
potential of the palladium cathode operating a high current density for hydrogen evolution, 
one finds that it is -0.8 V against the reversible hydrogen electrode in the same solution, i.e., 
the potential at which hydrogen should be evolved according to the Nemt equation. 

to 

There is also controversy regarding the actual estimate of the internal 
pressure of deuterium gas inside the Pd. One often hears figures as high as lo2' atm 
quoted. I would now like to tell you how this figure was obtained and what it really 
means physically. A typical experiment uses a two-compartment electrochemical 
cell with a porous separator between the compartments. On one side is a palladium 
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electrode in the electrolyte, which is saturated with hydrogen at 1 atm. pressure; on 
the other side is a high-surfacearea (hence, highly catalytic) platinum electrode, also 
in contact with 1 atm of hydrogen. No current flows in the system. The potential of 
the platinum electrode is that of the reversible hydrogen electrode in that 
electrolyte, which we may define as zero on our reference potential scale. If the 
potential of the palladium electrode is -0.8 V on this scale, the question one should 
then ask is, "Using the Nernst equation, what hydrogen pressure is necessary to 
make no net current flow for the 2-electron hydrogen reaction at an electrode at -0.8 
V on the hydrogen electrode scale?" The answer is 1027 a m .  Clearly, this situation is 
absurd, since the atmosphere above the palladium electrode is only at 1 atm 
pressure. When current is flowing, the potential which is measured bears no 
relation to the pressure of the hydrogen produced at the surface of the electrode, or 
the pressure inside the electrode. Similarly, the pressure outside the system may 
indeed be considerably less than the pressure at the surface of the electrode, where 
supersaturation may take place due to gas bubble formation. The true hydrogen 
pressure at the surface of, or in the electrode, may be arbitrarily big or small 
depending on the details of the process. 

The potential which is measured gives information on the phenomenon known to 
electrochemists as overpotential. It indicates that the electrochemistry is a high energy 
process, in which an electrical potential can be used to drive a reaction as an alternative to 
using high chemical potentials, e.g., high pressures. It is easy to apply 0.8 V, and for 
example, maintain zinc in a reduced state, whereas it is much more difficult to perform the 
equivalent via the effects of chemical potential, which would require a hydrogen pressure 
of 1O27 atm. 

Potentials are generally measured relative to a reference electrode with current 
flowing, usually under galvanostatic conditions. Alternatively, a potentiostat may be used 
to measure current flowing as a function of the applied potential, again relative to the 
reference electrode. This instrument operates by electronically adjusting the current to 
maintain the potential of the working electrode at the desired value. The value of the 
potential measured will contain the value of the interfacial potential, together with the free 
energy difference between the working electrode (in this case, a palladium cathode and the 
reference electrode). It will also contain any potential drop in the solution, or uncompen- 
sated solution resistance, which can be minimized by a special reference electrode design. 
The uncompensated solution resistance may be measured manually or by electronic feed- 
back built into the potentiostat. If, for example, 0.8 V is applied to the cathode, and if the 
effect of the uncompensated solution resistance is determined to be 0.2 V, then the 
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remaining 0.6 V is a combination of the free energy differences and the interfacial potential 
difference. The effect of the latter can be eliminated by measuring the potential after 
current interruption, which shows an instantaneous drop for the effect of solution 
resistance between the cathode and the reference electrode, and a slower decay for the 
interfacial potential difference. Thus, we are left with the potential value corresponding to 
the free energy difference between the palladium cathode and the reference electrode. 
This will allow us to determine the hydrogen pressure in the palladium alloy phase. 

In our laboratory, we obtained potentiostatic data for a palladium cathode in 
0.1 M LiOD relative to a convenient reference, the palladium-deuterium electrode 
charged to the a-P phase equilibrium, rather than to a reversible hydrogen 
(deuterium) electrode. The former has a reversible potential of +SO mV relative to 
the latter. The results showed the overall current potential relationship both 
uncorrected, and corrected for solution resistance. After current interruption, we 
determined the free energy difference between the cathode and the reference 
electrode. It was shown that the interfacial potential difference was quite small, and 
that the free energy difference is the predominant potential term in this case, 
representing -0.7 to -0.8 V at a current density of 60 mA/cm2. This value represents 
the minimum free energy difference to maintain the palladium-deuterium phase at 
equilibrium with no current flowing. This free energy difference tells us which 
electrochemical reactions are thermodynamically possible under these conditions. 

Most of the University of Utah electrochemical experiments used 0.1 M LiOD as 
electrolyte. However, Brigham Young University's work used a 1.0 mM acidic solution. In 
the first case, a basic solution is used, which contains about M D+ ion, and corre- 
spondingly 10-1 M OD' ion. In the second, D+ ion is l o 3  M. Both solutions contain about 
55 M D20, which supports most of the cathodic process. In both electrolytes, the atomic 
fraction of deuterium in the palladium cathode can be increased from 0.8 to 0.85 by 
continued electrolysis. This has often been reported by measuring the weight change in the 
system, but this method is likely to be inaccurate, since other material can deposit on the 
palladium under cathodic conditions. The most effective method of determining the 
composition is by degassing the electrode, with volumetric or pressure determination of the 
gas evolved. 

If we now turn to calorimetry, I would like to discuss the heat flux 
calculations which must be carried out in open and closed systems. In a closed 
system, in which the only reactions are decomposition of heavy water to deuterium 
and oxygen, followed by their recombination, the voltage across the cell terminals 
multiplied by the total cell current indicates the heat entering the cell. According to 
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the first law of thermodynamics and in the absence of any other effects, this value 
should equal the heat leaving the calorimeter. 

In an open system, the applied voltage is partitioned into two quantities. The first 
part, when multiplied by the total current, represents the energy flow in the form of heat 
into the cell. The second part is the energy which is required to form deuterium at the 
cathode and oxygen at the anode, which escape from the open system. The standard 
enthalpy of dissociation of D20 to give D2 and 0 2  is well known. This value can be 
converted to an equivalent voltage necessary to electrolyze D20 by dividing the molar heat 
of dissociation by the number of electrons per mole (Le., two) and the value of the Faraday. 
The result is 1.48 V for liquid H20, and 1.527 V for liquid D20, under standard 
thermodynamic conditions at 25'C. This equivalent voltage, again multiplied by the cell 
current, must be subtracted from the total energy supplied to the cell to determine the 
output heat flux. 

The difference between open and closed k e s  therefore concerns how much of the 
electric input power is partitioned into the energy flux from the cell and into the energy flux 
escaping with the evolved gases. If the system is closed, all of the input power appears as 
heat energy escaping from the calorimeter. If the system is open, an amount of energy up 
to a maximum value, depending on the electrolysis efficiency, can escape with the gases 
produced. Thus, the correction would be 1.5271, where I is the total cell current, assuming 
that all of the electrode reaction represents water dissociation at 100% efficiency, with no 
recombination. Measurements of the latter have normally shown it to be very small. It can 
certainly depend on cell geometry, and on whether a separator is used between the 
electrodes. I do not intend to speculate on whether recombination can increase to the 
extent of causing a substantial error. I will simply note that it is possible. It can in principle 
occur via two methods. First, deuterium can be transferred via the electrolyte and be 
oxidized at the anode. Similarly, oxygen can be transferred to the cathode and there be 
reduced. Secondly, instead of being electrochemical, recombination can be chemical, tak- 
ing place on catalytic surfaces, such as the sides of the cell where platinum or palladium 
may be deposited. If the fraction of the gases which recombine is x, then the correction for 
the amount of energy lost via the gases evolved will be 1.5271( 1-x). 
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Data on heat fluxes were reported in the original Utah work. I believe that it 
is important to understand this data analysis, because the raw data is not widely 
available and has not been published to date. Furthermore, the data analysis method 
also is not widely known, which leads to confusion regarding the magnitude of the 
effects actually observed that have been ascribed to anomalous excess heating. In 
fact, highly exaggerated estimates of excess power have appeared both in the popular 
press and in some of the scientific literature based on interpretations of the meaning 
of the originally reported excess power figures. For example, are the anomalous 
effects 1000% or 400% of the heat flux into the cell, or less than these values? Based 
on the published data of Fleischmann and Pons, the results show that often the 
differences being determined are very small, and they will therefore require very 
accurate calorimetry for a precise determination. Since both Professors Pons and 
Fleischmann are here, I would like to know whether my interpretation is consistent 
with their actual analysis method or if we have made an error in these calculations. 
(Fleischmann and Pons nod in agreement.) The widely quoted 400% and 1000% 
excess power numbers were calculated based on the assumption that the reactions 
can be carried out at 0.5 V, which assumes no lR, with one electrode evolving 
deuterian and the other oxidizing it. This was based on highly questionable 
assumptions and was never measured in actual experiments. The measured 
excesses are actually very small (10-30% of total input power) in most instances, and 
in most cases, the observed heating power is less than the total input power. Only if 
no recombination is established, and accurate calibration is demonstrated, can these 
values be considered trustworthy. It would be far better to build a calorimeter in 
which the claimed 50 W of excess power yielded a result that was a factor of 2 to 3 
higher than the calibration curve, not a mere 5-10% higher. This should be possible 
to construct and will be crucial if one is to demonstrate unambiguously a substantial 
excess-heat effort. This is a challenge which has not been met to date, but I hope that 
it will be met very shortly in order to resolve this issue. In my view, much of the 
data obtained has been insufficiently accurate to determine such small differences. 
Initial data show the charging of a palladium cathode with deuterium, which 
presumably was not producing excess heat, because of the time required for 
complete charging. In order to claim that excess heat is produced, the calorimeter 
constant must be claimed to be indeed a constant, and its value must be known with 
a high precision. Significant errors can occur in calorimetry, and they must be very 
carefully taken into account in interpreting measurements. 
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This is particularly evident when no recombination is assumed in open cells. 
For example, at low power, the overall cell voltage may be 3V; thus, after subtraction 
of the voltage equivalent to the heat of dissociation of D20, the heat flux entering 
the cell will be approximately 1.5-1, where I is the cell current, assuming no 
recombination. This represents a total change of 50%. Let us consider that a heater is 
used to model the cell. If we apply the same electrical power to the heater as that 
applied to the cell, then if the cell showed no recombination, the heat flux from the 
cell would be 50% of that from the heater. The remaining energy would escape in 
the evolving gases. As the power into the cell (i.e., the applied current and voltage) 
is increased, the fraction of energy represented by that in the evolving gases will 
proportionately decrease. In other words, at progressively higher voltages, 1.54 V 
represents a smaller fraction of the total cell voltage. Thus, performing the same 
experiment with the power into the heater equal to the power into the cell at these 
higher voltages, the heat flux from the cell should approach closer to the heater 
calibration line. Because the effective interfacial resistance is current-dependent, the 
data should not fall on a straight line. As a result, I would question the precision 
and accuracy of the data points in this work, which was reported in a highly 
publicized set of experiments as having confirmed an excess-power production rate 
in heavy water. 

In our own calorimeters, we have maintained the current constant and adjust 
the heater power to determine the calibration constant as a function of time. These 
indicate that as gas is evolved, heat is in fact lost more effectively. Finally, for each 
point the system appears to approach a steady state. The question at issue is whether 
the change in calibration constant can be distinguished from an effect which is 
interpreted as a change in the heat produced by the cell. There are therefore two 
unknowns, namely the heat produced and the calibration constant. In order to 
uncategorically determine both unknowns, a calibration must be carried out at each 
data point. To date, this has not been generally done in most systems. 

Some new data were very recently obtained in a closed system calorimeter in 
our laboratory, and they have only been obtained in one experiment, so far without 
an H20 control experiment. Since the system is closed, no thermodynamic 
corrections are required for D20 dissociation. In the calorimeter, the temperature of 
an internal water bath is accurately measured relative to an external one using 
thermocouples. The system is arranged so that the temperature differences are 
relatively large. After calibration, the current to the internal palladium-platinum 
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electrolysis cell, which had a 4 mm diameter, 1 cm long Cathode, is turned 0x1- If the 
cell had been showing an anomalous heat flux, the point would be far beyond the 
calibration line. We did not observe this. The challenge in Other work therefore lies 
in accurate calibration and proof of an effect for outsideof-system errors- 

I would now like to consider the question of separation factors for deuterium and 
tritium. When water is electrolyzed, a kinetic isotope effect occurs, so that molecules of 
the lighter isotope are preferentially evolved. This effect was studied by Libby, and the 
process has been used for isotopic enrichment. As to the values of the kinetic separation 
factors of the different isotopes, much more information exists on H20/HD (and 
ultimately HD/D2 separation factors) in H20/D20 mixtures than on the corresponding 
D2/DT and DT/T2 values. Three separation factors are of interest. One is the ratio of 
DT in the solution compared with that in the solid palladium phase. The next is the 
corresponding ratio in the electrolyte compared with that in the gas phase, and the third is 
that in the gas compared with that in the solid phase. 

The known HD separation factors are to be expected to be greater than the 
corresponding DT values, because of the smaller mass ratio of the latter. The most 
relevant DT value would be that in the gas phase compared with that in the 
electrolyte, since this is of primary experimental interest. In acidic solution, the HD 
value is approximately 5, and that for DT would be expected to be about 2. For 
alkaline solution, we can use Fleischmann and Dandepani's 1974 data, which show 
that the HD separation factor between the electrolyte and gas phases is somewhat a 
function of potential. For a 1 M base, the corresponding values are 8 to 10. No 
literature data are available for DT, but a reasonable number would be 
approximately 3, which would depend somewhat on interfacial potential, i.e., on 
current density. Thus, if the value is 3, electrolysis of 1% of a dilute tritium- 
containing electrolyte without makeup would cause a tritium enrichment by a 
factor of 1.007. The corresponding figures for electrolysis of 10% of the solution 
would be 1.07; for 50%, 1.59, for 90%, 4.64, and for 99%, 21.5. If the solutions are made 
up to their original volume, which is normally the case in electrolysis experiments, 
then for electrolysis of 10% of the solution, tritium enrichment would be only 1.007; 
for 50%, 1.30; for 90%, 1.36; and for 99%, 1.21. The maximum value will be 1.38, 
corresponding to electrolysis of 81% of the solution. Thus, these numbers, even if 
they are approximate, set an upper limit on tritium enrichment by electrolysis. With 
20 ml of electrolyte, adding 2 ml each day would result in a progressive enrichment 
of 1.06 in 8 days or 1.48 in 56 days. If we take the upper limit value of the separation 
factor, i.e., infinity, the enrichment each day would be by a factor of 1.1. Hence, after 
8 days under these conditions, the enrichment would be 1.21, and 208 after 56 days, 
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so it may be argued that extensive tritium enrichment results from some unusual 
change from the expected value of the separation factor. This subject therefore 
requires further investigation. 

In concluding, I would hope that this presentation has indicated some of the 
pitfalls of this research. 
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DISCUSSION (LEWIS) 

Schneider: 
those observed. Some of the fuel cell community feel that values as low as 0.2 V 
may be possible in a cell with a deuterium anode. 
Lewis: I think that idea is a misconception, based on the experimental data that 
have been obtained for deuterium evolution on bulk palladium. The measured 
open-circuit polarization is about -0.8 V versus the deuterium electrode 
potential. I believe that this is a thermodynamic quantity, not an irreversible 
overpotential . 
positive than -0.8 V ,  according to the first law of thermodynamics. 
Hoffman: Some of the deuterium, or tritium when it is produced, dissolves from 
the gas phase into the liquid electrolyte. 
experiment, particularly those with deuterium anodes, such as in Dr. McKubre’s 
pressurized experiments at S R I .  
Lewis: My analysis ignores any dissolved gas in the liquid phase. I also ignored 
any dissolved tritium in the palladium. 
not closed, with evolving deuterium and oxygen. Other types of electrode could be 
used in closed systems. 
Yeager: The isotope separation factors, as well as the overvoltages, are 
extraordinarily sensitive to a number of variables that have not been emphasized. 
The surface topography of the electrode i s  particularly important. 
values of electrochemical isotope separation factors have often not been measured 
under rigorous enough conditions. 
Fleischmann: There are some mysteries concerning deuterium-tritium separation 
factors. The values obtained in industrial processes tend to be confidential. It 
would be useful to have access to the separation factor values. 
Bockris: We have measured values of 1.7 to 2.2. It is particularly interesting 
that deuterium preferentially concentrates in palladium, which points to reverse 
isotope effects. It i s  also very difficult to understand a separation factor of 
two between the gas and liquid phases. 
Jordan: Since this presentation was intended for non-electrochemists, it would be 
worth emphasizing that the pressure considerations which were discussed are all 
related to equilibrium electrodynamics. 
irreversible electron transfer, it is misleading to ascribe these as being 
equivalent to the effect of a higher deuterium partial pressure. 

One can speculate on reducing the input voltage to lower levels than 

The reaction therefore cannot proceed at overpotential s more 

This can be important in some types of 

I have assumed that the system is open, 

Literature 

If there are overvoltage effects due to 
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Lewis: 
potentials beyond the reversible thermodynamic values. The essential factor is 
how high a voltage one has to apply to carry a given current on a palladium 
cathode. 
Appleby: Do you have corresponding data for platinum? 
Lewis: 
Appleby: Platinum seems to have a higher overpotential than palladium at the same 
current density in the 1 A/cm2 range. Palladium dissolves hydrogen or deuterium, 
whereas platinum does not. 
irreversible kinetic overpotential. 
Lewis: That may be so, but my argument is essentially thermodynamic, involving 
the open-circuit potential difference between the actual electrode in the cell and 
the reference phase of the gas atmosphere. 

The effects of overvoltage will simply further increase the electrode 

Not for this type of experiment. 

The effects observed on both metals involve mostly 
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INTRODUCTION 

The strange behavior of the isotopes of hydrogen dissolved in palladium 

under cathodic polarization is well documented'". 

number of the important features of the discharge of D O  and of D 

for electrolyses in alkaline media as well as of the dissolution of adsorbed D 

in the palladium lattice. At the reversible potential the initial state of 

reactions (i) a D 0 molecule interacting with its surroundings together with 

an electron in the Pd lattice) is in equilibrium with the final state (an 

adsorbed atom and a deuteroxide ion again interacting with their 

surroundings). For experiments close to atmospheric pressure the lattice is 

already in the /3 Pd-D phase. Increases in the difference of the galvani 

potential between the metal and the solution la(+ - + * ) I  (shown here in a 

highly simplified form as a linear potential drop in potential across the 

Helmholtz double layer) from the value at the reversible potential stabilize 

the final state with respect to the initial state to an extent A(dm - +=)F 
joules mole-'. The adsorbed atoms are therefore "driven" onto the surface 

and, in turn, the adsorbed species are "driven" into the FCC lattice, step 

(ii), where they exist as D+ ions, almost certainly in the octahedral 

positions. The adsorbed species are desorbed in the further step (iii). At 

very negative potentials, the D 

A peculiarity of the Pd/D system as compared to Pd/H and Pd/T is that the 

diffusion coefficient of D exceeds that of either H or T!'3' It is tempting 

to attribute this phenomenon to the boson character of the particles but we do 

not wish to let our enthusiasms cloud our judgement - the phenomenon certainly 
requires further investigation. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a 

evolution 
2 2 

2 

+ species behave as classical oscillators"'. 
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The concentration of D+ in the lattice under equilibrium conditions is 

The composition of the lattice at high already very high (D/Pd I O . 6 - 0 . 7 ) .  

negative potentials has still not been established with precision but it would 

be surprising if the D/Pd ratio did not approach unity under these conditions. 

The dominant effect of the increase in cathodic potential must, however, be an 

increase in the activity of the dissolved hydrogen. 

determined under steady state conditions by the rates of steps (i), (iii), and 

(iv) but we will restrict attention here to a quasi-thermodynamic argument 

based on an hypothetical equilibrium of reactions(i) and (ii). For such an 

equilibrium we can equate the electrochemical potentials of the initial and 

The activity will be 

final states 
- - 

'D 0,s 
2 

'D+,m + 'OD-,s 

or 

'D+,m + dmF + - 4.F - 'D 0,s 
2 

i.e. 

In this expression and p - will be close to the standard state 

values. 

which are not accessible to thermodynamic measurement but the change in 

chemical potential of the dissolved D+, 

potential potential difference A(dm - dS) , from the value existing at the 

reversible potential is thermodynamically defined ( as is A(dm - d S ) ) .  

OD ,s 
2 

It should be noted that p D + , m ,  and (dm - ds) are quantities 

due to a change of the galvani 

Values of A(dm - dS) as high as 0 . 8  V can be achieved using conventional 

electrochemical systems and values even higher (in excess of 2V) could be 

achieved under special conditions'4'. 

appear to be modest, they are, in fact, of astronomical magnitude. Thus, if 

one were to attempt to achieve the same activity of dissolved D+ by the 

compression of D2 using reaction steps (ii) and (iv) under equilibrium 

While the energy values A(dm - ds)F may 
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conditions (as is customary in heterogeneous catalysis) we would need to 

satisfy the condition 

+ RT In PD (4) 
0 - 

2 
'D .a 2'D+,m + 2',Jil 2 

where P is the fugacity of the gaseous D . We obtain 
D 2 
2 

+ RT/2 In PD (5) 'D .p - pe.m prJ+,m - 0 

2 2 

and, it can be seen that a 0.8 eV shift of the potential of the electrode 

corresponds to a %lo fugacity of D : 27 
2 

0.8F - RT/2 In PD (6) 
2 

Such high hydrostatic pressures are naturally not achievable on earth and, 

even if they were, other phenomena would intervene (formation of metallic D, 

collapse of the Pd lattice). The argument is instructive, however, from 

several points of view: in the first place it points to the importance of the 

"poisoning" of the desorption steps (iii) and (iv) ( s o  as to drive (i) as 

close to equilibrium conditions as possible); secondly, it points to the 

special role of cathodic polarization in causing the "compression" of D+ into 

the lattice; thirdly, it suggests that clusters of D'must form in the lattice 

under such extreme conditions by analogy to the nucleation of metals. 

clustering may well be initiated at the octahedral sites which would distort 

so that these sites might then be more correctly described as being parts of 

dislocation loops. 

Such 

The starting point for our investigation was the question: would it be 

possible to induce the established nuclear fusion reactionsc5' 
2 3 

D + D - T + k + 4.03 MeV (VI 
2 

2 2 3 (vi 1 D + D - He + n + 3.27 MeV 

under these conditions? 

might not be possible. 

experiment has a one in billion chance of success. Nevertheless, there were 

(and still are) a number of further factors which point to the possibility of 

inducing nuclear reactions. 

We were naturally aware of the many reasons why this 

Our discussions always ended on the note: this 

The dissolved D+ is, in fact, a very high 
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density, low ion temperature plasma existing in a high electron concentration. 

We can therefore pose the following conundrum: it would be expected that the 

s-electron density around the nuclei would be high but this would lead to the 

formation of D2. As this is not observed the s-electron density must in fact 

be low. While we do not subscribe to the notion of the formation of heavy 

electrons, we recognize that the electron density in the clusters must be 

highly asymmetric and that it is necessary to develop 3 priori calculations 

about the many body problem (i.e. taking into account the presence of the 

lattice) before it is possible to make any predictions of the Coulomb 

repulsion and nuclear motion in the clusters contained in the host lattice. 

We also draw attention to two further relevant observations. 

source of the original reactions (v) and (vi)(5) appears to have been 

overlooked in all of the comment about our initial ann~uncement(~”). 

neglect has no doubt been due to the change of terminology since the 1930‘s 

(deuterium was called diplogen and the deuteron was called the diplon at that 

time so that casual searches fail to reveal the early literature). 

chamber work‘”” at the time of the dis~overy‘~’showed quite clearly that low 

energy deuterons undergo at the least reaction (v). 

that high density low ion temperature D+ plasmas induced by electron-cyclotron 

resonance in D gas in magnetic mirror devices generate neutrons 

presumably by reaction (vi). 

forgotten. 

Firstly, the 

This 

Cloud 

Secondly, it is known 

(10) 
2 

This observation too appears to have been 

It is now difficult to express our astonishment at our results as they 

became available: it became clear that there were only very low levels of 

radiation in the electrolysis and that reactions (v) and (vi) only took place 

to extremely small extents. Nevertheless excess enthalpy over and above that 

supplied to the cell for the electrolysis of D O  

2D20 2 2D2 + O2 (vii) 

2 
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was being generated and the magnitude of the excess enthalpy was such that it 

could not be explained by chemical reactions. It was also clear that it was 

necessary to carry out large numbers of experiments for long times (the median 

time scale for an experiment cycle is three months) in view of the 

irreproducibility of the phenomena. We therefore made the low cost 

calorimetric investigation of large numbers of electrodes our initial prime 

method of investigation and we give an account of this work in this report. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Fig. 2 illustrates the simple single compartment Dewar cell calorimeter 

The general principles underlying the we have adopted for most of our work. 

design have been described elsewhere"". The central palladium cathode was 

surrounded by an helical anode closely wound on glass rod supports and this 

ensured uniform charging of the cathode. Measurements using dye injection 

(tracer technique of chemical reaction engineering) have shown that at the 

minimum currents used in most of the experiments (200 mA) radial mixing is 

very rapid (time scale < 3 s). Axial mixing is somewhat slower(g 20 s )  but,as 

heat injection into the system is axially uniform and, as the thermal 

relaxation time is I 1600 s ,  the cells behave as well stirred tanks. In 

agreement with this prediction measurements with an array of 5 thermistors 

which could be displaced in the radial and axial directions have shown that 

the maximum temperature variation was 

bottom Kel F support where it reached 0.02'. All temperature measurements 

were made with specially calibrated thermistors (Thermometrics Ultrastable 

Thermoprobes, I10 kn, +0.02% stability per year). 

k0.01' except in contact with the 

The cells were maintained in specially constructed thermostats (1/2" 

thick Plexiglas bath surrounded on 5 sides by 2" thick foam insulation bonded 

on both sides to aluminum foil, the whole structure being enclosed in a 1/16" 

thick sheet steel container); the water/air interface was allowed to evaporate 

freely. 

the bath temperature could be controlled to f0.01' of the set temperature (in 

the vicinity of 303.15K) throughout the whole space at depths greater than 0 . 5  

cm below the water surface and to k 0.003' at any given point. 

level in the thermostats was controlled using dosimeter pumps connected to a 

second thermostat. Up to 5 cells were maintained in each of 3 thermostats at 

any given time. 

Stirring with oversized stirrer-temperature regulators ensured that 

The water 
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All experiments were carried out galvanostatically (Hi-Tek DT2101 

potentiostats connected as galvanostats as shown in Fig, 3). 

could be calibrated at any given operating point using,metal film resistor 

chains in the cells (Digikey +1% accuracy 5 x 200). The procedure adopted was 

as follows: after the addition of DzO (or of electrolyte following sampling 

for analysis for tritium or HDO) the system was allowed to equilibrate for at 

least 6 thermal relaxation times. A constant current was then applied to the 

resistor chain (again supplied by a potentiostat connected as a galvanostat) 

for 3 hours (i.e. > 6 thermal relaxation times) to give a temperature rise of 

I 2' above the sloping base line and this current was then switched off and 

The systems 

the relaxation of the system to the original sloping base line was followed. 

Cell parameters were monitored every 5 minutes using Keithley Model 199 DMM 

multiplexers to input data to Compaq 386 16 MHz computers. The measuring 

circuits were maintained open except during the actual sampling periods 

(voltage measurements were allowed to stabilize for 2s before sampling and 

thermistor resistances were allowed to stabilize for 8 s  before sampling). 

Data were displayed in real time as well as being written to disks. 

example of a set of temperature-time plots and the associated cell 

potential-time plots is illustrated for one experiment at three different 

times in Figs. 4A-C. 

An 

Experiments were carried out on 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 cm diameter x 10 

cm long Pd (special grade, Johnson Matthey) electrodes and on 0.1 x 10 cm Pt 

(Johnson Matthey) electrodes. At the highest current densities used the 

electrode lengths were reduced to 1.25 cm and the spacing of the anode winding 

was also reduced. 

Dewar cells so as to ensure adequate mixing. 

made in DzO (Cambridge Isotopes) of 99.9% purity; light water levels in the 

cells never rose above 0.5%. 

These shorter electrodes were placed in the bottom of the 

Measurements reported here were 

Results reported here have been obtained in 0.1u 
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LiOD prepared by adding Li metal (A. D. Mackay 6Li/7Li - 1/9) to D20; 0.1M LiOD 
+ O.l& Li2S0, and 1& Li2S04 were prepared by adding dried Li2S04 (Aldrich 

99.99% anhydrous, Li/’Li - 1/11) to 0.1M LiOD and D20 respectively. 
batch of electrolyte was used for any given experimental series. 

experiments were carried out both in 0.1M LiOD in D 0 and 0.1M LiOH in H 0. 

6 A single 

Blank 

2 2 

The current efficiencies for the electrolyses according to reaction (vii) 

were determined by measuring the combined rates of gas evolution from the 

cells. Surprisingly, these efficiencies were higher than 99% as was also 

shown by the record of D 0 additions for experiments having low cell 

temperatures. 

(l2*l3); they can be understood in terms of the inhibition of D other work 

oxidation at the anode by Pt-oxide formation and the extensive degassing of 

the oxygen content of the electrolyte in the cathode region by the vigorous D 

evolution. In supersaturated, highly stirred solutions (high current 

densities), rapid degassing is obsenred even near the anode. These high 

current efficfencies greatly simplify the analyses of the experimental data. 

2 

Such high current efficiencies have now also been reported in 

2 

2 
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- Data evaluation. error analysis, and results 

The "black box" reDresentation of the calorimeters 

In common with all other physicochemical and engineering devices, the 

evaluation of data from the behavior of the Dewar-type electrochemical 

calorimeters requires the construction of accurate "black-box" models, Fig. 5. 

In this particular case the models must account for the enthalpy and mass 

balances in the cell which can be combined through the current efficiency, 7 ,  

of the electrolysis. The nature of the enthalpy flows into and out of the 

"black box" will be apparent and we make the following additional comments: 

a) the enthalpy flow into the cell due to the electrical input is 

is the cell 
(Ecell(t) 7Ethermoneutral.cell I The term Ethermoneutral, cell 
voltage at which the electrolysis is thermoneutral; this differs from the 

reversible potential of reaction (vii) since the electrolysis takes place with 

an increase of entropy. 

b) the current efficiency, 7 ,  can be taken as unity (see above). This greatly 

simplifies the analysis of the data. 

c) in the analysis of the data we have neglected the enthalpy content of the 
I \ 

gas stream due to the D 0 content, A d ,  as well as that 

due to the evaporation of DO, 0.75 L. Both these terms have been 

2 

2 

written assuming the gas stream is saturated with D 0 at the relevant cell 

temperature. The neglect of these terms causes an underestimate of the excess 

enthalpy and we have throughout adopted this strategy (see further below). 

The terms are relatively small for values of Ad < 20' but the second, 

especially, becomes large and the dominant form of heat transfer from the cell 

as the temperature approaches the boiling point. 

2 

Our calorimeters are 
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unsuitable for measuring the heat outputs from the cells under these 

conditions. 

d) heat transfer from the calorimeter to the surroundings can be written in a 

variety of ways depending on its design and properties as well as the chosen 

level of approximation"". 

for a hypothetical steady state generation of Q watts is controlled by a 

mixture of radiation and conduction 

For the Dewar-type cells, Fig. 2, heat transfer 

Similarly for the steady state following the additional injection of AQ watts 

to calibrate the system we have 

+ - kR [ [ 'bath + Ae + Me 1 '- eiath]+ kc [ A e  + Me] 

The separate determination of kR and kc leads to an increase in the random 

errors in the estimation of the heat flows from the cells. We have therefore 

adopted the strategy of neglecting the conductive term while making an 

appropriate increase in the radiative term 

' 

Si ki [ [ 'bath + A e  1'- e 4  bath ] 
and 

+ A e  + MB i 4 -  [e 
Si h [ [ 'bath bath 

(9) 

We have shown elsewhere"" that this leads to a small svstematic 

underestimate of the heat flow from the cell (and hence the excess enthalpy). 

However, as the correct value of the radiative term can be estimated from the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the surface areas of the cells, a correction can 

readily applied (if this is desired) to give the heat output from the cells to 
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within 1% of the enthalpy input or 1 milliwatt whichever is the greater. 

These are the figures which we have always quoted in lectures describing our 

initial results(','). 

An important aspect of the approximations (9) and (10) is that any other 

term linear in A# can similarly be accounted for by making an appropriate 

increase or decrease in kR (see below). 

A further factor which needs to be taken into account is that for a 

continuously reacting chemical system (open system) such as the 

electrochemical Dewar cells, the cell contents change with time. 

of the radiant surface decreases with time while the length of any parallel 

The extent 

conduction path increases with time. 

therefore expect the heat transfer coefficients to decrease linearly with time 

and we write 

To a first approximation we would 

Q I k" 1 - 4- 'It][[ # bath + .#I4- e 4  bath ] 
R [ 2FM0 

where the term X allows for a more rapid decrease of the radiant surface area 

(and increase of the length of the conduction path) than would be predicted by 

electrolysis alone in view of the internal solid cell components. 

superscript here and elsewhere in this text denotes a value at a chosen time 

origin. 

The 
0 

e) a general expression for the water equivalent is 

(12) M - MO - (1 + B )  'It 
2F 

where, as for the heat transfer coefficient, the term /3 allows for a more 

rapid decrease of the water equivalent with time than would be predicted by 

electrolysis alone. 

A @ '  dt is the enthalpy input to 
f) the term * F 1: b . 5  + 0 . 7 S [ L ] ] C  P* -P P, D20 ,e  
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the cell due to the addition of D20 to make up for the losses due to 

electrolysis and evaporation. Here Ad’ is the difference in temperature 

between the cell and make-up stream. In practice it has been found convenient 

to add D 0 at fixed intervals of time and, provided measurements are initiated 

at times longer than 6 thermal relaxation times following this addition, the 

effect of this term can be neglected in the further analysis. 

2 

We therefore obtain the differential equation governing the behavior of 

the calorimeter 

‘P,D20,L 2F Id, - ‘P,D20,L 2F 
[. - (1 + 8) 71t (1 + B )  YIAB 

= ( E c ! f l  - YEth.-wtral,cell )I + Qf(t) + AQH(t-tl) - AQH(t-t2) 

R bath 

Equation (13) is difficult to apply because Ecell(t) and Q (t) are unknown 

functions of time. 

small changes of temperature at any given origin, e o ,  we can carry out a 

Taylor series expansion at this point and, retaining only the first 

derivatives we obtain 

f 

We note, however, that since we are only concerned with 

At9 + L ]]}IAB’ = AB‘ (14) 
{ 7 dEc .ll + d [?[ $--I [‘P,D20,v 

We assume also that Q(t) is constant during any one measurement cycle and, 

taking note also 

AH0 = AH0 + 
c 011 b 0th  

as well as of b) 

of 

c vicP,iAe (15) 

and c) we can write (13) in the more tractable form 

i 
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pIAe 
‘P, DzO ,L - cP,DzO,L 

[ ‘ - E  + %‘]I + Q,(t) + AQH(t-tl) - AQH(t-tz) 
eo I Ec m11 thormonwtra1,bath 
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&&g Jvaluation and Error Analvsig 

Analytical solutions using the linearization of the radiative heat 

transfer term show that the heat transfer coefficient to be used in the 

evaluation of Q from measurements at a single point is 
r f - 

+ ')It . This result would in fact also be predicted 
2FM0 1 

directly by applying the argument outlined in d) of the previous section to 

Equation (16) but would not be predicted from elementary considerations of the 

heat balance at a single operating point. 

fit the whole of the experimental A8-t plot to Equation (16) in accurate 

evaluations of Q 

The result highlights the need to 

f' 

The analytical solutions give results which are in close accord with the 

experimental data for small values of A8 (these solutions will naturally not 

be applicable for large values of A8 say, >lo C ).  In order to obtain 0 (11) 

r 1 

approximate values of Q, we have therefore applied 

the calculation scheme illustrated in Fig. 6 using equations (9) and (10). 

Calibrations in which an amount of heat, Q, is injected into the cell using 

the resistive heater, have shown that this can be accurately recovered by 

injecting a further amount AQ and by applying (9) and (10). Nevertheless the 

estimates of Q and Q based on the approach using the scheme outlined in Fig. 

6 are evidently approximate, Tables 1 and 2. Accurate values of Q have 

f 

therefore been obtained by fitting the whole of the transient calculated from 

(16) to the experimental data using non-linear regression. In this fitting 

procedure we have used the simplest forward integration method 

"n+1 - ABn + [E] At 

n 

and we have used the parameters Q, k:, Qf and (1 + A) estimated according to 

Fig. 6 as starting values for the regression procedures. The parameter 3 has 
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been estimated from the Ecell- t plot using linear regression; in this way the 

number of parameters to be fitted to (16) has been reduced from 5 to 4 thereby 

speeding the calculation. In view of the curnature of the parameter space 

hypersurfaces, it has also been found to be convenient to regard 

as one of the free parameters 
[ E:ell - E the rmon eutral, bath )I + Qf 

'P, DzO, +! M0 
of 

the calculation. 

We have used a Marquardt-type algorithm for the fitting procedure and it 

should be noted that the diagonal elements of the error matrix derived in this 

calculation (the inverse of the matrix used in the parameter estimation) 

directly give the standard deviation of the parameters. In this way we have 

can be 
[ - E thermon eutr a1,bath ]I + Qf 

shown that the parameter A 

'P, DzO, +! M" 

estimated to 0.1% throughout the operating range. This is also the error of 

]I + Q, since the error of Mo is 0.01%. Even [ E."ell- Ethermoneutral.bath 

higher precisions could well be achieved by using more structured AB - t 
profiles than those of Figs. 6 and 7 but we have not done this so far in our 

work as we have only estimated [Eo - E )I to = O . l %  (the 
c e l l  thermoneutra1,bath 

error of this quantity is controlled by a ) .  This error must be added to that 
I 

]I + Q, to obtain the total error of the excess 
Of [ E:ell- Ethermoneutral.bath 

enthalpy listed in Tables 1 and 2 
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Resul tS 

Fig. 7 illustrates the degree of fit which can be obtained by using the 

non-linear regression procedure outlined in the previous section and Tables 1 

and 2 illustrate the results of measurements of the excess enthalpy using both 

the approximate and exact methods of data analysis. 

some data taken prior to our first publication ( 6 ' 7 )  which were obtained using 

only the approximate method of data analysis. 

We have also included 

The marked excess enthalpy production on 0.1 and 0.2 and 0.4 cm diameter 

electrodes, (Table 1) must be viewed in terms of the slightly negative excess 

enthalpies for the blank experiments , Table 2 .' This slightly negative value 

is due to the method of calculation which underestimates' the heat output from 

the cell (see previous section). In many ways we regard the "zero" result on 

0.8 cm diameter electrodes (and on the sheet electrode at low current density) 

as the most significant blank as it shows that almost exact thermal balances 

can be obtained using our methodology for systems identical to those giving 

marked excess enthalpy. The differences between the 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and the 0.8 

cm electrodes also point to the importance of the metallurgical procedures in 

devising electrodes showing excess enthalpy generation. 

'Much of this data was available at the time of our first publication but the 
Editor of Nature refused to publish a letter to correct the many erroneous 
statements which had been made in the Editorials of the Journal. 
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Discussion 
(14-21) It can be seen that many (perhaps all?) of the assertions e.g. 

which have been made about our experiments are erroneous. 

here that it is perfectly possible to obtain accurate values of the heat 

output from the cells and, hence, the excess enthalpy provided due attention 

is paid to the design of the calorimeters and control of the environment and 

providing modern methods of data analysis are used. 

importance of deriving error estimates from a single exDeriment rather than 

from the variation of a parameter (here the excess enthalpy) from a set of 

emeriments as the variability of the parameter may itself be a key feature of 

We would stress 

We would also stress the 

the phenomenon to be observed. In this context it is of interest that the 

variability of the results at low to intermediate current densities (which 

have been widely used in attempts to replicate our work) is large and far in 

excess of the errors of each individual experiment. This variability may 

point to the importance of the precise nature of the surface conditions and/or 

history of the electrodes in defining the phenomenon. 

It can be seen that the excess enthalpies increase markedly with the 

current density so much so that the results have the appearance of a threshold 

phenomenon. However, experiments of very high precision at low current 

densities are required before this can be confirmed. On balance we still 

believe that the results confirm that excess heat generation is a bulk 

phenomenon, Fig. 8, although this cannot now be stated as firmly as it 

appeared from the results available in the spring of 1989. 

enthalpy generation during the duration of a typical experiment ( 3  months) are 

such (hundreds of Megajoules that they must be attributed to nuclear 

processes. In particular, it is inconceivable that chemical or non-nuclear 

physical energy could be stored in the system at these levels and then be 

released over prolonged periods of time'22'. 

The levels of 

The phenomenon of "bursts" in 
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the enthalpy production which we first de~cribed"~' shortly after the 

publication of our preliminary paper"' is also of interest in this context. 

Figs. 9A, B and C illustrate the At9 - t , the specific excess enthalpy - t and 
the cumulative specific enthalpy - t data for the largest "burst" we have 
observed to date. The total specific excess over the period of the "burst" 

(S16 MJ over 16 days) is again of such a magnitude that the heat release 

can only be attributed to nuclear processes. 

burst was 17 times (average value) and 40 times (peak value) of the enthalpy 

input. In some cells e.g. Fig. 10, the temperature rises rapidly to boiling. 

When this occurs, it is difficult to accurately measure the heat flows (see 

section c above). The heat output, however, must be extremely high. 

The heat output during this 

We have confined attention to the calorimetric data but here note finally 

that it is perfectly feasible to observe very low levels of neutron production 

(of the order - 10 s ) from cells generating excess heat providing 

counting is extended over prolonged periods of time'24'; tritium production up 

to a level 8 times the starting concentration has been observed in experiments 

in Utah following "bursts" in the enthalpy producti~n'~~'. 

possible to attribute such observations to the operation of a set of 

-2 -1 

It is hardly 

non-nuclear phenomena. Providing adequate funding is available, an high 

priority for further work must be the identification of the products of these 

nuclear reactions. 

implementation of factorial experiments in which we are seeking to define more 

closely the effects of the many variables which control the excess enthalpy. 

The instrumentation and procedures which we are using in the execution of 

these experiments are essentially the same as those described in this paper. 

Our current work is concentrated on the design and 
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Table 1. Excess enthalpy observed for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 cm diameter palladium rods as a 
function of current density, time elapsed since start of experiment, electrolyte 
composition, and electrode batch. 

Approximate Specific 
Ec.ll Qinput Qexcess 

Rod Batch' Current 

Dia. 6 Density Specific Qexcess 

From Regression 
Analysis Electrolyte' Q.XC.8. 

-3  
/w cm 

-3  
/cm /mA cm-' /v /w /w /w cm 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.1: 

0.1* 

0.1- 
0.1* 
0.1 

0.2 

0.2 
0.2 

0.2" 

0.2* 
0.2* 

0.2" 

0.2 
0.2;" 

0.2 

0 . 4  
0.4' 

0.4* 
0 .4  
0.4* 
0 . 4  
0.4:" 
0 . 4  

0.4** 

8 
64 
64 
128 
128 
256 
512 
512 
1024 

8 
64 
64 
64 
128 
128 
256 
512 
512 

1024 

8 
64 
64 
64 
64 
128 
256 
512 
512 

2.754 
3.637 
2.811 
4.000 
3.325 
5.201 
9.08 
6.085 
11.640 

2.702 
4.139 
4.780 
3.930 
8.438 
4.044 
6.032 
8.25 
9.042 
7.953 

2.910 
5.137 
5.419 
4.745 
3.519 
6.852 
7.502 
8.66 
10.580 

0.0304 
0.419 
0.032 
0.984 
0.089 
2.93 
1.51 
7.27 
4.04 

0.058 
1.040 
1.30 
0.956 
5.52 
0.250 
0.898 
2.68 
3.00 
5.13 

0.137 
2.88 
3.10 
2.24 
0.198 
8.50 
2.38 
5.70 
7.23 

0.0075 
0.042 
0.001 
0.160 
0.005 
0.313 
0.17 
1.05 
1.03 

0.036 
0.123 
0.006 
0.024 
1.65 
0.028 
0.056 
0.66 
0.603 
2.80 

0.153 
0.502 
0.263 
0.117 
0.0005 
1.05 
0.311 
2.18 
1.65 

0.095 
0.53 
0 ~ 140 
2.04 
0.486 
3.99 
17.3 
13.4 

105. 

0.115 
0.39 
0.019 
0.077 
5.25 
0.713 
1.42 
16.8 
15.3 
71.2 

0.122 
0.40 
0.209 
0.106 
0 ~ 002 
0.84 
1.98 
13.9 

10.5 

0.1442 
2.043 
0.5131 
4.078 

13 ~ 77 
112.8 

0.021 
0.077 
5.68 
0.714 
1.498 

16.03 
75.42 

0,214 
0.145 
0.0023 
0.842 
1.999 

11.09 

fO .0002 
+O .003 
20. 0006 
fO. 007 

f0.02 
fO.l 

t o .  001 
fO.001 
20 .01 
~0.001 
20.002 

20.01 
20.08 

fO. 003 
20.002 
+0.0002 
20.009 
fO .003 

20.02 
.* 

(a) All rod lengths lOcm or 1.25cm or 8.75cm 
(b) 2): 0.1M LiOD; Y :  0.50B Li2S04; H: 0.lM LiOD + 0.45M Li2S04. All measurements were made 

in the same batch of D 0 of 99.9% isotopic purity. 
made since March,1989.' 
Measurements made(g:,ior to March, 1989; different data set to that shown in the 
preliminary paper . 

All measurements in Y or 4 have been 

( c )  
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Table 2. Results for blank experiments on platinum and palladium rods as a function of 
current density, time elapsed since start of experiment, and electrolyte 
compos it ion. 

Approximate Specific 
Qlnput Q.XC0.. 

Rod Batch' Current 
Dia: & Density Specific 

Q.XC.0. 

From Regression 
Analysis Electrolyte' QOXC... 

/cm / m ~  om-' /v /w /w /w /w 

Palladium Electrodes: 
0.1 2 w  32 3.605 
0.1 2 w  64 3.873 
0.1 2 w  128 5.186 
0.1 2 w  256 8.894 
0.1 2 w  512 11.29 

0.8 1 2 )  8 3.365 
0 . 8  22) 8 3.527 

b 2) 0.8 2.604 

Platinum Electrodes: 
0.1 2) 64 3.800 
0.1 2) 64 4.138 
0.1 2) 256 6.218 
0.1 W 64 4.602 
0.1 W 64 4.821 
0.1 W 512 12.02 

0.212 
0.479 
1.482 
5.931 

1.458 
0.365 
0.397 

15.70 

0.452 
0.520 
3.742 
0.624 
0.668 
16.86 

-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.003 

0.000 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.002 
-0.003 
-0.001 

-0.009 
-0.014 
-0.001 
-0.007 
-0.008 
-0.000 
-0.000 
-0.000 

0.000 
-0.008 
-0.028 
-0.023 
-0.038 
-0.007 

-0.0097 
-0.0165 
-0.001 
-0.008 
-0.01 

-0.001 
- 0.0006 

- 0.0007 
-0.0094 
-0.032 
-0.0232 
-0.0392 
-0.01 

f0. 0002 
fO. 0005 
fO.001 
fO. 006 
f0 .02 

f0 .004 
+O .0003 

+O. 0004 
+0.0005 
fO .004 
fO .0006 
+0.0006 
+o .02 

~ ~ ~ 

(a) All rod lengths 10cm. 
(b) Palladium sheet electrode 8 x 8 x 0.2cm. 
( c )  D: 0.1M LiOD; W :  0.1M LiOH; All measurements in D 0 were made in the same batch as that 

used in the experiments in Table 3. 
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GLOSSARY E SYMBOLS USED 

Heat capacity of liquid D 0, J mol-'. 

Heat capacity of D 0 vapor, J mol-'. 

'P, D20, .!. 2 

'POD 0,v 2 
2 

Heat capacity of 02, D ~ ,  or (D~o)~, J mol-'. P, i C 

Measured cell potential, V. 

Measured cell potential at the time when the initial values of the 

parameters are evaluated, V. 

Ec.ll 

c e l l ,  t-0 
E 

thermoneutrd.bath 
E 

F 

H 

I 

kc 

kR 

k:: 

kl 
k'' 
R 

c 

L 

M 

M0 

n 

P 

P 

P* 

Potential equivalent of the enthalpy of reaction for the 

dissociation of heavy water at the bath temperature, V. 

Faraday constant, 96484.56 C mol-'. 

Heaviside unity function. 

Cell current, A. 

Heat transfer coefficient due to conduction, W K-'. 

Heat transfer coefficient due to radiation, W K-4.  

Heat transfer coefficient due to radiation at a chosen time origin. 

Effective heat transfer coefficient due to radiation, W K - 4 .  

Effective heat transfer coefficient due to radiation at a chosen 

time origin, W K-4. 

Symbol for liquid phase. 

Enthalpy of evaporation, J mol-'. 

Heavy water equivalent of the calorimeter, mols. 

Heavy water equivalent of the calorimeter at a chosen time origin. 

Iteration number (data point number). 

Partial pressure, Pa. 

Fugacity, Pa. 

Atmospheric pressure, Pa. 
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Q 

Q, 

R 

T 

t 

B 

-Y 

AH0 

AQ 

AB 

r 

ae 

Ae O 

AB 

Ae 
n.calc 

M e  

ebath 

x 

Rate of steady state heat generation at a given temperature, W. 

Rate of generation of excess enthalpy, W. 

Gas constant, 8.31441 J K-'mol-'. 

Absolute temperature, K. 

Time, s .  

Dimensionless term allowing for more rapid time dependent decrease 

of water equivalent of cell than that expected from electrolysis 

alone. 

Current efficiency of electrolysis toward a g'Lven reaction. 

Standard free enthalpy change, J mol-'. 

Rate of heat dissipation of calibration heater, W. 

Difference in cell and bath temperature at a given rate of enthalpy 

release, K .  

AB - ABo, K. 

Cell temperature at a chosen time origin, K .  

Difference in cell and bath temperature at the nth time interval, K ,  

Calculated difference in cell and bath temperature at the n 

interval, K. 

Difference in experimental cell and bath temperature at the nth 

time interval, K .  

Temperature rise in cell due to application of a calibration pulse 

of heat, K .  

Bath temperature, K. 

th time 

Dimensionless term allowing for more rapid time dependent decrease 

of heat transfer coefficient of cell than that expected from 

electrolysis alone. 

Standard state electrochemical potentials, J. 

Electrochemical potentials, J. 
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Y 
i 

U 
n 

X2 

Stoichiometric coefficients. 

Sample standard deviation of a given temperature measurement, K. 

Sum of inverse variance weighted deviations between experimental 

data and values predicted by the model using the non-linear 

regression fitting algorithm. 

Galvani potential in the metal, V. 

Galvani potential in the solution, V. 

Slope of the change of cell potential with temperature, V. 
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Figure &Fends 
1. 

2. 

3 .  

4A. 

4B. 

4c. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Schematic diagram of the D 0-Pd interface, indicating the pertinent 
reactions at the cathode and approximate energetics of the interfacial 
region and of the Pd lattice. 4 - is the galvani potential difference 
across the interface. 

2 

m 

The single compartment Dewar calorimeter electrolysis cell used in this 
work. 

Schematic diagram of the feedback circuit used in this work for 
conversion of a potentiostat to a galvanostat with effective protection 
against electrical oscillation. 

Temperature above bath vs. time and cell potential vs. time data for a 
0.4 x 10 cm Pd rod in 0.1M LiOD sogution. The applied current was 800 
mA, the bath temperature was 29.87 C ,  and the estimated Q was 0.158 W. 
The time of the measurement (tfken at the end of the caligration pulse) 
was at approximately 0.45 x 10 s after the beginning of the experiment. 

Same as Fig. 4A except the time of measurement was at approximately 
0.89 x 10's. 

Same as Fig. 4A except the time of measurement was at approximately 
1.32 x 10's. 

Schematic diagram of the complete "black box" model of the Dewar 
calorimeter used in this work (see Fig. 2). 

Estimated Q, - 0.178 W. 
Estimated Q, - 0.372 W. 

Schematic diagram of the method used for the determination of the heat 
flow in the Dewar cell, Fig. 2. 

Figure showing the degree of fit of the "black box" model in Eqn. (10) to 
actual experimental data from an experiment using a 0.2 x lOcm Pd rod 
cathode in 0.1MLiOD. The dotted line in the figure represents the fit 
obtained using estimated values of the several cell parameters and was 
obtained by the forward integration technique described in the text to 
force the fit of the data to the model at the starting point (t - 0), the 
point of application of the calibration heater pulse, the point at the 
end of the calibration heater pulse, and the point at the end of the 
experiment. The solid line (which in this figure is coincident with the 
experimental data) is the fit obtained to the model by using the 
Marquardt algorithm for the non-linear regression technique described in 
the text. 

Log-log plot (Excess enthalpy vs. current density) of the data in Table 1 

A. Responses for a large, extended "burst" of excess enthalpy The 
figure shows the cell temperature vs. time (upper plot) and the cell 
potential vs. time (lower plot) for a 0.4 x 1.25 cm Pd rod electrode in 
0.1M LiOD solution. p e  current density was 64 mA cm-2, and the bath 
temperature was 29.87 C. 

B. 
function of time, and 
C. 
of time for this cell. 

Figure showing the calculated rate of excess enthalpy generation as a 

Figure showing the total specific excess energy output as a function 
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10. Plot of cell temperature vs. time plot for a 0.4 x 1.25 cm Pd electrode 
in 0.ly 
boiling. 

LiOD just prior to a period during which the cell went to 
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SCHEMATIC OF GALVANOSTAT 

Fig.  3 
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The discussions that follow refer to the papers presented at 
the workshop, not the paper submitted here for publication. 
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DISCUSSION (FLEISCHMANN) 

Mansour: 
the palladium? 
Fleischmann: That is where there is most room. 
the grain boundaries and defects. 
Mansour: 
data? 
Fleischmann: 
systems, so the information is reasonably well known. The general opinion is that 
the octahedral sites are occupied by deuterons. 
Appleby: 
we have data on the activation for energy for deuterium diffusion in palladium? 
Fleischmann: 
high PdD ratios. 
Bockris: For hydrogen in iron, it is about 5 kcal/mole. 
Appleby: 
translational model seems to suggest. The well depth suggests quantized energy 
levels, as do the separation factors. 
Chubb: The diffusion coefficient value is a function of the deuterium 
concentration. At low concentration, it is two times greater for D in Pd than for 
H in Pd. 
Fleischmann: The diffusion coefficient for the deuterium in the palladium lattice 
is higher than that for hydrogen, which is a strange phenomenon. 
higher than that for surface diffusion. I would say that you cannot explain these 
phenomena unless you assume the bosonic character of the deuteron and leave the 
question to the quantum mechanical theoreticians. 
Bockris: Based on normal considerations, I would expect light hydrogen to have 
the greater diffusion coefficient. 
Fleischmann: 
lattice and is faster in the surface at high concentrations by about a factor of 
two. 
Chubb: In addition, the superconducting temperature range is 2 K higher for ?dD 

than for PdH, which runs counter to all traditional views on isotope effects. 
Huggins: However, 
for hydrogen in metals such as palladium, the diffusion coefficient is so high 

Why would you expect to find the deuterium at the octahedral sites in 

You would also expect it to go to 

Is light hydrogen known only to exist at large sites, and based on what 

There are some low-temperature neutron diffraction data on these 

In reference to the depth of the energy wells occupied by deuterons, do 

I do not know the value under these extreme loading conditions, at 

That value is about 8 kT, which is not as low as your classical hindered 

It is also 

I agree, but there is no doubt that D diffuses faster than H in the 

We repeatedly discuss these systems as fast mixed conductors. 
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that one cannot use the normal lattice oscillator jump model for the diffusion 
process. In essence, almost every vibration becomes a successful jump. Thus, one 
must use some kind of a cooperative motion model with very low shallow potential 
wells. 
Teller: When you have diffusion in a thin palladium layer, the effect of 
solubility may also make a difference. 
difficulty leaving, whereas deuterons might easily go both in and out. 
Fleischmann: It is important to carry out a reexamination of the diffusion of 
hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium, as a function of loading. The solubility of 
tritium also requires study. 
Teller: This would be very important, and it i s  also of practical value. For 
example, experiments were conducted at Livermore some years ago on H/D and D/T 
separation, or deuterium and tritium. 
Lewis: 
deuterium in 8-phase PdD. The value is 5.7 kcal/mole. In addition, the 
equilibrium ratio of solubility of hydrogen to deuterium in palladium is 10, 
though the ratio varies somewhat with pressure. Hydrogen is therefore more 
soluble by about a factor of 10 at the same pressure. 
Appleby: How do you reconcile the 5.7 kcal/mole value with classical potenti31 
wells? The energy levels should be quantized. 
Fleischmann: The 
argument concerning the separation factor is based on the local behavior of the 
sys tern . 
Teller: Did you say that there was evidence for more than two deuterons on one 
side of an octahedral site and that condensation to a metallic phase might be 
favored? 
Fleischmann: More than two may perhaps be accommodated. 
far as saying that there is a free condensation to a metallic state, but I think 
it might be favored with deuterium. 
Teller: This would be important, and it is relatively open to experimental 
investigation. 
greater than the solubility of the proton. 
Fleischmann: Yes, there should be an inversion. 
Teller: I am confused by your statement that the process is aneutronic and 
produces no tritium. 
neutrons, and the other producing tritium. 
produces no tritium, then you have nothing. 
Chubb: 
are bosons. 

Protons may easily enter but may have 

I have some data with me on the activation energy for diffusion of 

It would depend on whether or not there is localized motion. 

I don't want to go as 

At high densities the solubility of the deuteron should become 

In fusion, there are two parallel reactions: one producing 
If the process is aneutronic and 

Using the bosons in, bosons out rule, one could produce a-particles, which 
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Lewis: 
Teller: 
produced, which is a real contradiction. However, it is possible to obtain soft 
radiation in the ke V region, rather than in the Me V range. 
Chubb: 
the higher energy range by George Chambers and coworkers. 
reported at the Santa Fe meeting and will appear in the conference proceedings. 
The results cannot be viewed as conclusive because of a later failure in their 
detector. 
Teller: Low radiation and low neutron counts are very much outside o f  what is 
usually observed. 
try to exclude. 
Lewis: 
experimentally observed that pal 1 adium charged with hydrogen wi 1 1  me1 t on exposing 
it to oxygen. 
Fleischmann: Our electrodes have never ignited. 
Lewis: May I say one thing about your calorimeter calibration? I understood that 
you have a temperature-dependent quadratic term for radiation, plus a linear term 
for conduction. The heat transfer equation is therefore complex. 
use only one temperature difference data point to determine the functional form of 
the equation. 
independent experiments required? 
Fleishmann: At low temperature differences, the expression 1 inearizes. 
Hoffman: 
absolutely correct, is this always so for the heat in? A true RMS voltmeter is 
rarely used for galvanostatic measurements. 
arcing, a normal volmeter will not respond to it. 
Fleischmann: The electrical system is under feedback control, so it will be 
extremely difficult for this system to show any surging. 
Bockris: 
4mV. 
Lewis: The value would depend on the potentiostat, if it is used, and whether or 
not it is stable. 
Fleischmann: 
first precautions to obtain accurate results. 
Jordan: 
recombination, did you in fact collect the gases and measure this? 
Fleischmann: 
neg 1 i g i bl e. 

Would you be satisfied with a-particle production, with no radiation? 
Yes, but it is peculiar that there seems to be almost no radiation 

Alpha particles may have been detected at the Naval Research Laboratory in 
Their results were 

However, a-particle production is not something that I would 

Have you had any problems with ignition of palladium? We have 

However, you 

Is this enough to show that the [T('K)I4 term dominates, or are 

Granted that your calibrations and measurements of the heat out are 

If there is any surging due to 

We have measured ac effects in our equipment, and we have seen about 

Our system is stabilized against oscillation, which was one of our 

When you said that you had at most 1 percent loss o f  gas by 

Yes, we collected the gases. The effect of recombination was 
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Oriani: In what sense are deuterons, i.e., positive charges, present in the 
lattice? They must be tightly screened by electrons. 
multiple occupancy of a lattice site where each species is creating a total volume 
expansion? Measurements of the volume o f  the entities in the lattice exist. 
Fleischmann: There is a problem here. The concentration of deuterons or protons 
in the lattice is more than that in solid hydrogen. 
electrons is comparable to that in silver. As one adds s-electrons, and if there 
is screening, one would expect the electric field gradient at the nucleus core to 
depend on the deuterium concentration in the lattice. 
occur via the s-electron wave function, and we have nuclear magnetic resonance 
measurements. 
potential of 0.8 eV, you would expect to obtain D,. Since that species is not 
formed, one probably does not have the electric field gradient. There is in fact 
tetrahedral distortion and an asymmetrical electric distribution. 
Rafelski: 
distribution of the electrons about the deuterons. 
Oriani: 
Fleischmann: Some of our unpublished work shows that one can produce D-. 

How does one understand 

The concentration of 

A field gradient can only 

If you had a high density of deuterons and an excess chemical 

Another possible explanation is that there i s  very asymmetric 

Instead of D,, why can you not form D-? 
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DISCUSS I ON (PONS) 

Bard: 
heat flow as a function of temperature, which would give a linear dependence on 
temperature difference. Now you are stating that radiation, not conduction, is 
the primary heat loss mode, so that the Stefan-Boltzmann law with a [T ( 'K ) I4  
temperature dependence term appl ies. 
in your original argument? 
Pons: For small temperature differences, it does not make a significant 
difference whether you use a conductive or radiative heat transfer coefficient, 
since the higher terms in the latter linearize. 
Bard: I am referring to the assumptions which you made in your presentation at 
the American Chemical Society meeting in April. 
Pons: In April, there was a lack of understanding of the heat transfer 
coefficient using the linearized Stefan-Boltzmann law, as some questioners 
admitted. 
an expression of heat-conduction type to explain the simple heat transfer 
coef f i ci en t . 
Lewis: Did you use the Stefan-Boltzmann expression to treat the original data? 
Pons: 
calorimeters operated at low temperature differential, and the expression which we 
used then is what I indicated. 
Lewis: 
electrical power input into a resistor which demonstates the form of the heat 
transfer function? 
Pons: 
Jordan: 
you limited to doing this because the experiments last many days? 
Pons: We extrapolate back to the time that solvent is added. 
dependent upon how rapidly the D,O is being consumed. At very low current 
densities, it may be several days before an addition is made to the 
electrolyte bath. 
day. 
Lewis: 
temperature? 
Pons: 

You reported originally that you used Newton's law of cooling to estimate 

Why have your assumptions changed from those 

Since the calorimeter operated at low temperature differences, we used 

We have always considered both radiative and conductive terms. Our 

Do you have experimental data on the calorimeter showing varying 

Yes, those data are in our paper. 
You extrapolate your calorimetric response back approximately 45 h. Are 

This time is 

At high current densities, additions are made perhaps twice per 

In one case, your cell temperature was 32.8'C. What was the bath 

In that experiment it was 29.86'C. 
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Lewis: With only a 3'C temperature difference between the cell and the bath, does 
radiation still dominate heat transfer? 
Pons: Yes. 
Lewis: That seems to be unusual. 
Huggins: How long is your calibration pulse? 
Pons : 

Pons : 
Bard: 
Pons : 
Chu: 
Pons : 
Chu: 

; Chu: 
The heaters are on for three hours for calibration. 

Because the temperature of the cell increases. 
Did you use an oscilloscope to check for ac effects? 
Yes, we observed 4 mV of oscillation. 

About 16 MJ. 

Why does the voltage of the cell fall? 

How much excess energy did you see over the period of 8 million seconds? 

That represents more than 100 percent excess heat. What is the maximum 
current density which you have used? 
Fleischmann: We have results up to about 5 A/&. 
Rafelski: When did the major excess heat event occur? 
Pons: It occurred on August 1. However, the cell is still operating. 
Oriani: In your excess heat results, do you subtract the 1.53 V, representing the 
heat of decomposition of heavy water, from the cell voltage? 
Pons: The integral which I showed did have 1.53 V subtracted. In that particular 
cell, the gas recovery was better than 99 percent. We know how much D,O was added. 
We know the cell current. The gas produced was equivalent to the heavy water 
added to within 1 percent. I should point out that if the excess heat is as high 
as that I have shown, it does not matter if 1.53 V is subtracted. 
Bockris: Concerning excess heat per unit volume, at Texas A&M we consistently 
obtained 10-20 W/cm3 on small electrodes. On larger electrodes results were still 
relatively consistent but were much lower, about 3-4 W/cm3. 
Pons: Our results on small electrodes, expressed in W/cm3, were approximately the 
same as those at Texas A&M. 
Bockris: Do you at present maintain that the effect is in the bulk palladium, so 
that W/ml units are indeed those which are appropriate? 
Fleischmann: Our experimental goal was to obtain results on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 

and 20 mm diameter rods to answer that question. We approached experiments on the 
larger rods with care, because a large electrode melted in our previous work. As 
it turned out, the time required for experiments on even 8 mm rods is enormous. 
They take three months to charge with deuterium, and we have yet to make one of 
these produce excess heat. 
successful. 

We have no idea if a 2 cm diameter rod would be 
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Menlove: 
excess heat? 
Pons: 
With simple equipment, we are looking for neutrons. 
Fleischmann: 
heat, as you can see on our spectrum, which includes 2.223 MeV. 
Rafelski: 
Pons: 
ambiguous. 
Santucci : 
Pons: It is not impossible to do that, but it is extremely difficult. Even if 
one first recombined the D, and 0,, it would still be difficult. 
Gajewski: Do you attribute the high heat output which you have reported in your 
most recent cell to some special treatment? 
Pons: No. I think that the heat burst outputs which we report are now measured 
accurately because we now have an excellent mathematical model to describe the 
calorimeter. 
Lewis: What percentage of your smal 1 electrodes have produced excess heat? 
Pons: The electrodes which we showed as blanks did not produce excess heat. 
have examined a total of about 30 electrodes.. 
Thompson: 
of all of the rods which proved to be positive. 
the 8 mm rod returned from the University of Utah. 
2, and 4 mm rods appears to be identical, although it requires more painstaking 
metallography to complete the analyses. There is a significant difference in the 
8 mm rod, which was operated for approximately the same period of time as the 
others. 
Huggins: What i s  the difference? 
Thompson: 
process used for forming, whereas that of the 8 mm rod has a much smaller granular 
structure. 

During your experiments, did you monitor any fusion products apart from 

The maximum tritium level which we saw was eight times background. 

We see 2.38 MeV gamma radiation when the cell is producing excess 

Yes. 

Did you look for helium? 
We are not ready to discuss our helium results, which are tantalizingly 

We have had "blank" difficulties. 
Did you sample the gases produced by electrolysis for he1 ium? 

We 

It might be interesting to state that we have seen a consistent feature 
We have noticed a difference in 

The microstructure of the 1, 

The microstructure of the small rods is consistent with the drawing 

Whether this was caused by the long period of charging with deuterium 
or whether it was there initially has yet to be determined. 
Santucci: What type o f  metallurgical tests have you carried out on the 1, 2 
4 mm diameter cathodes? 
Thompson: We have looked at transverse and longitudinal sections of the pal 
rods. The structure is absolutely consistent with what a metallurgist would 
expect from a rod which has been cast, forged, and then drawn, which is our 
standard production process. This has been used for the rods that we have 

and 

adium 
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supplied either commercially or to various research laboratories, including the 
University of Utah. 
Santucci: 
effect? 
Thompson: 
produced excess heat. 
periods, XRD analysis showed that the amount o f  deuterium remaining was 
significantly lower than that in a rod charged at 64 mA/cm2. 
results together may be interpreted as meaning that more excess heat was generated 
in the first rod than in the second. 
Rafelski: Did both of the rods produce excess heat? 
Thompson: Yes. 
Santucci: When you say substantial recrystallization, do you mean around the bulk 
material or in the surface skin? 
Thompson: The recrystallization was at one end of the rod. 
further details because of the limited number of samples which we have examined. 
We have only examined five specimens altogether. 
Bockris: Did you examine the rods for cracking and fissure formation? 
Thompson: We found cracks and scratches to be surface features of virgin rods. 
The intensity of these features increases with the use of increasing current 
densities. 
Bockris: 
Thompson: We provided samples of these for analysis externally. 
received complete analytical results. 
Myles: 
Thompson: 
Myles: What is the origin o f  these specimens, since this is a critical point? 
Thompson: I have not been asked that question before. As far as I know, the 
palladium would have been o f  South African origin. 
Kim: (to Dr. Pons) What ratio of tritium production to neutron production have 
you observed? 
Pons: 
estimate. 
Fleischmann: Without question, there was much more tritium production compared 
with that for neutrons. The most reliable results so far on this ratio are from 
Bhabha Atomic Research Center (BARC) in India. 

So there are no changes that can be attributed to the excess heat 

We have noticed significant recrystallization in two of the rods which 
On rods which had been operated at 512 mA/cm2 for long 

Perhaps, the two 

I hesitate to give 

Can you tell us anything about these tantalizing helium results? 
We have not yet 

Can you describe the origin of the palladium? 
Our main supplier is South African. 

The levels which we have measured have been too small to make any reliable 
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Abstract 

Some thermodynamic and material properties of the palladium-hydrogen system are reviewed. 
Emphasis is placed on the former properties because they may be of particular relevance to the 
excess heat production found in recent electrolysis experiments involving palladium-deuterium. 
Where data are available, differences between the palladium-protium and -deuterium systems are 

noted. 

. 

Introduction. 

Thomas Graham found in 1866 that palladium absorbed large amounts of hydrogen (l).He 
called this absorbed hydrogen “hydrogenium”; he employed this term for the dissolved hydrogen in 
order to endow it with a metallic-like character. Since its discovery by Graham, many papers have 
been published on this classical metal-hydrogen system (2). This was one of the very first systems, 
1895 (3), employed to demonstrate Gibbs’ phase rule experimentally. It was also one of the first 

where hysteresis was observed for a chemical reaction. In this review we will attempt to highlight 
some of the important properties of this system. Hydrogen will be used to refer collectively to all 
three isotopes and when we wish to refer to specific isotopes the terms: protium, deuterium and 
tritium will be employed. Most of the data in the literature are for palladium-protium; generally 
the behavior of all three isotopes in palladium is similar with important exceptions being the 
thermodynamic and kinetic (diffusion) behavior. These isotopic differences will be discussed. 

Structure. 

Palladium is an fcc structure with a lattice parameter of 0.3890 nm (298 K); upon hydrogen 
absorption the lattice undergoes an isotropic expansion retaining its fcc structure. In the dilute, 
a, phase at  298 K the lattice parameter of P d H ,  is 0.3894 nm reflecting its small protium content, 

H/Pd= 0.015, but in the protide, p, phase which co-exists with the CY, the lattice parameter is 
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0.4025 nm and at  1 bar, where the H/Pd ratio is a 0.7, a,,= 0.4040 nm. The volume expansion 
from the Q to the &phase is 10.4% (4). (These expansions are somewhat greater in the p phase 
if the miscibililty gap is not entered (5)). In both phases the hydrogen is disordered and hence 
Alefeld ( 6 )  utilized an analogy with a one component gas c+ liquid system. 

For palladium-deuterium the expansions are slightly less for a given hydrogen content than 
that for protium (7,8). This is believed to be due to the greater zero point energy of protium and 
consequently the larger root-mean-displacement of protium in the interstice. The root-mean-square 

displacement has been measured directly using neutron scattering, i.e., 0.023 nm and 0.020 nm for 
H and D, respectively (9). 

Very early in the history of the use of neutron diffraction for structural studies Worsham et a1 

(10) employed neutron diffraction to determine that deuterium resides in the octahedral interstices 
in the fcc palladium lattice of the /3 phase, Figure 1. Although there have been suggestions 
that tetrahedral sites may be occupied ( l l ) ,  there is no evidence supporting this from neutron 

diffraction. 

Neutron inelastic scattering has been employed to measure the optic mode vibrational fre- 
quencies of all of the isotopes of hydrogen in palladium in both the a and ,f3 phases. Recent 

studies by Rush et al( 12) have determined the vibrational frequencies at very low protium contents 
where the effects of H-H interactions are insignificant, i.e., H/Pd=0.002. Because of the large 
difference in masses between the hydrogen and palladium the hydrogen optic mode frequencies are 
well-separated from the lattice modes and the former may therefore be described by a model of 
localized oscillators. The Einstein temperature for protium is 801 K; this value does not appear 
to change with protium content in the a phase to, at  least, H/Pd =0.012. The corresponding 

Einstein temperature for deuterium is 540 K which gives the ratio 1.49 instead of the expected 

value of f i  =1.41. This is a very interesting result and indicates that the vibrations are markedly 
anharmonic. The Einstein temperatures for protium and deuterium for the /3 phase are 685 K and 
460 K (12); thus, the same anharmonicity appears in the concentrated phase. Even considering 
the three-old degeneracy of these vibrations and the fact that they have to  be multiplied by a 
factor of 2 for comparison to the gaseous species, they are relatively low compared to that of the 
corresponding gaseous molecules giving rise to interesting isotope effects on the solubilities (see 
below). 

Preparation of Palladium Hydride. 

Generally hydrogen is introduced into metals via the gas phase. In order for this absorption 

from gas phase to  proceed, the surface of the metals should be sufficently clean so that the H2 + 2H 
reaction, occurs readily, where H represents the chemisorbed state. Since any oxygen on the surface 
of palladium will react with Hz to  form H 2 0 ,  no special precautions are needed for palladium 
to absorb hydrogen other than mechanical cleaning of the surface to remove grease and other 
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contaminants. With a clean surface, equilibrium should be established relatively rapidly at room 

temperature or above between the gaseous molecular hydrogen and that dissolved in the palladium 
provided that the diffusion paths in the solid phase are not too great (see below). Equilibrium in 
bulk palladium has been obtained down to at least 195 K and even lower for films. 

The thermodynamic criterion for equilibrium between the solid and gaseous phases is the 
equality of the hydrogen atom chemical potentials ~ L H  in the co-existing two phases. The chemical 
potential of H in the gas phase is given by 

where the standard designation refers to 1 bar. Even at  the highest pressures at  temperatures 

below the boiling point of palladium the equilibrium concentration of H atoms in the gas phase 

corresponding to ~ L H  will be extremely small, e.g., at 300 K, p~ = bar. If, however, the 
concentration of H atoms can be increased by non-equilibrium methods, e.g., an RF-discharge, then 
this would greatly increase the effective hydrogen chemical potential in the gas phase providing 
the possibility for the introduction of large hydrogen contents into the metal phase (13). An 
analogous method for increasing P H  is via electrochemical discharge of H +  from solution. The 
gas phase method does not lead to meaningful measurements of the hydrogen chemical potential of 

the solid phase because a true equilibrium does not exist between the solid and gaseous phases. The 

chemical potential within the solid will be governed by kinetic and not thermodynamic factors, i.e., the 

relative rate of the recombination reaction compared to the chemisorbechabsorbed transition. For 

the same reason the electrochemical method cannot be readily used for thermodynamic studies 

electrode potentials equivalent to hydrogen pressures > 1 bar unless the surrounding hydrogen 

pressure is also above 1 bar. It should be emphasized that the overpotential applied during electrolysis 

cannot be converted to a meaningful hydrogen pressure. These non-equilibrium methods, 

nonetheless, provide methods to obtain high hydrogen contents if the surfaces are sufficiently inactive 

for the H-H recombination reaction. 
The direct, but difficult, method which permits the formation of high hydrogen conteiits 

and thermodynamic measurements is the use of high hydrogen pressures. This method has been 
carried out successfully by Baranowski and his coworkers in Warsaw (14) and by Ponyatovskii and 

his coworkers in Moscow (15). These workers have prepared hydride phases of nickel, manganese, 

rhodium, iron, etc. by employing very high pressures of hydrogen. It can be remarked that at  
high pressures the hydrogen fugacity is the important variable for thermodynamic considerations 

and not the pressure. The differences between fugacity and pressure become very large indeed 
at  high pressures, e.g., at  a protium pressure of 20,000 bar the fugacity at  300 K is M logbar 

(16). This enormous difference helps in the successful preparation of hydride phases of metals 
which dissolve hydrogen endothermically, e.g., nickel, rhodium, etc. Palladium, of course, dissolves 
hydrogen exothermically as exemplified by the increase of hydrogen solubility as the temperature 
decreases. 
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Convincing experimental evidence does not exist supporting claims that hydrogen-to-palladium 
ratios in excess of 1.0 can be obtained with the exception of the introduction of hydrogen at  low 
temperatures by ion implanatation. It has been reported that high hydrogen contents have been 
obtained by heating palladium films with H2 at 873 K which, it has been reported (17), leads to 
formation of a tetragonal phase of stoichiometry PdH,l.s. This phase has not been reported by 
any other workers and it would be extremely interesting if it were to  be independently verified. 
The same authors also note that if this phase is heated to 923 K, it converts to a primitive cubic 
lattice (18). 

When the p phase hydride is prepared at  temperatures below the critical temperature, the 
sample is found to  contain a high dislocation density (see below). The hydride phase can, however, 

be formed by passing around the two-phase envelope (Fig.2), i.e., above z 575 K, and, in this 
case, the hydride phase is relatively dislocation-free because it has formed continuously without 
the abrupt volume change which accompanies hydride formation below T,. Some properties of 
the heavily dislocated samples resulting from cycling through the hydride phases differ from the 
properties of the relatively dislocation-free hydride phase, e.g., it was noted above that the lattice 
expansions in the p phase differ (5). 

Diffusion of H and D in Palladium. 

Hydrogen diffuses relatively rapidly in palladium at 298 K although not as rapidly as it does in 
some bcc metals such as V. The diffusion constants for protium and deuterium at small hydrogen 

contents are given by (19) 

DH = 2.5 x 10-7ezp - (21.8kJ/mol H/RT)m2s-' 

and 

DD = 1.7 x 10-7exp - (19.9kJ/mol D/RT)m2s-' 

which give diffusion constants of 3.8 x 10-"m2s-' and 5.5 x 10-"m2s-' at 298 K. 
It should be appreciated that the value of Fick's diffusion constant, D(r), depends on the non- 

ideality of the dissolved hydrogen and in the p phase its value is approximately 4.5 times greater 
than in the dilute phase at 298 K (20). Fick's diffusion constant is given by D(r) = D* (dln a /d ln  r )  
where r is the H/Pd atom ratio, D* is the concentration independent (Einstein's) diffusion constant 
and a is the activity of the hydrogen. (Fick's diffusion constant is the one of practical interest, e.g., 

it can be used to determine the time required to load a sample with hydrogen). The magnitude of 
this diffusion constant for the p phase leads to the result that the root-mean-square distance that 
the hydrogen will move in 1 hour is z 1 mm at 298 K. 

Surprisingly the diffusion constant for deuterium is greater than for protium even though pre- 
exponential factor is greater for protium as would be expected from elementary models for isotope 
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diffusion. The difference in activation energies for H and D accounts for the more rapid diffusion 
of D and this has been discussed by Bohmholdt and Wicke (20); the transition state for diffusion, 
at least near room temperature and above, is believed to be the tetrahedral interstice where the 
vibrational frequency would be much higher than for the octahedral interstice and therefore the 
zero-point energy contribution would be such as to  favor diffusion of the heavier isotope. 

Thermodynamics. 

The most characteristic feature of this system is that two phases form below a critical point of 
Tc = 563 K ,  19 bar and r= 0.257 for protium and T, = 556 K ,  39 bar and r=0.257 for deuterium 
(21). There are no critical point data available for the Pd-T system. 

The two hydrogen phases both exist within an fcc palladium matrix. They are phases in the 
Gibbs sense, i.e., the phase rule predicts that if two solid and one gaseous phase co-exist within 
a two component there should be two degrees of freedom as is observed. X-ray reflections from 

two sets of fcc lattices appear within the two phase envelope. For many years it was believed 
that the a + 0 miscibility gap constituted the complete phase diagram for this system despite its 
inconsistency with the third law requirement that disorder should disappear as T+O. 

About 10 years ago Ross and coworkers (22) (see Figure 2) found low temperature ordered 
phases using neutron diffraction. Their finding of the low temperature phases reconciled difficulties 
with the third law and also clarified the origin of a low temperature anomaly in the electrical 
resistance and heat capacity first noted by Nace and Aston (23). 

As noted above Alefeld (6) compared the a 4 p transition in metal-hydrogen systems to a 
liquid-gas transition for a one component system. He also pointed out that the interaction energy 
which leads to the gas +liquid-like phase change is predicted by elasticity theory when a defect is 
inserted into a finite solid (24). 

Metal-hydrogen systems are very convenient ones for thermodynamic studies because the 
chemical potential of hydrogen relative to iHz(g, 1 bar), the relative chemical potential of hydro- 

gen, can be determined from the measurement of the hydrogen pressure which is in equilibrium 

with the hydrogen-containing metal phase. Thus 

From measured isotherms the values of A/LH can be obtained and from the variation of A ~ H  with 
temperature the relative partial molar enthalpy and entropies can be obtained, i.e., ASH and AHH 
for any hydrogen content in the single phase regions (25). 

Figures 3 and 4 show the variation of AHH and ASH with r which would be expected for 
temperatures above the critical where these thermodynamic quantities are continuous functions of 

r. The data are taken from reference 26 where they were evaluated from data over the temperature 
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range from 250 to 650 K. For Figs. 3 and 4 the temperature has beem arbitrarily taken as 500 K 
which is below T, but, nonetheless, it is assumed that a hydride phase does not form. It can be 
seen that the partial enthalpy and entropy both exhibit minima. The differences in values between 
the ideal and experimental partial entropy data correspond to the partial excess entropies. This 
excess partial entropy is believed to be mainly non-ideal configurational entropy S;" and in view of 

the requirement that the integral molar configurational entropy must vanish at the stoichiometric 
composition we have 

(26). This requirement accounts for the change of sign of S;pc from minus to plus at  r 2 0.65 (Fig. 

4). 
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the enthalpy on hydrogen content using experimental data 

determined at room temperature (26) where there is no longer a continuous dependence of these 
functions on r due to the miscibility gap. There are seen to be discontinuities at the phase 
boundaries although the hydrogen chemical potentials must, of course, be equal at  the boundaries. 

The process corresponding to the relative partial enthalpy for hydrogen solution can be indi- 
cated schematically by the following: 

Its values are seen in Figure 5 to decrease in magnitude as the hydrogen contents increase in the 
single p phase region. The relative partial molar entropy becomes increasingly negative in this 
region. This circumstance. makes it difficult to obtain high hydrogen contents using molecular 

hydrogen. 

The chemical potential of the dissolved hydrogen can be expressed as (25) 

PH = & + RT In ( r / (  1 - r)) + p g  

where the first term on the rhs of the equal sign is the chemical potential at  infinite dilution 

of hydrogen without a contribution from the second term on the rhs which is the partial ideal 
configuration term. The latter may be derived from the Bolzmann equation for thermodynamic 
probability, i.e., S = RlnR, where R is the thermodynamic probability and, in the present case, 
comes from the number of ways of putting the hydrogen atoms (balls) into the identical octahedral 

interstices (boxes). The first two terms on the rhs are the ideal terms and describe the solubility 
only at  low hydrogen contents. The last term on the rhs is the non-ideal or excess term; it is 
evaluated from pressure-composition-temperature data at  hydrogen concentrations above the very 
dilute range. It goes to zero as r + 0 and decreases as r increases from the lowest contents as 
shown in Figure 6. It then passes through a minimum and increases at large hydrogen contents. 
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This excess term (not to be confused with excess heat observed during cold fusion experiments!) 

is the origin of hydride formation below T,. The initial decrease in & is due to an H-H attractive 
force which is believed to arise from an elastic interaction (6,24); the increase in p g  at higher 
hydrogen contents is believed to  be due to electronic effects from the filling of the d-band of 
palladium by the hydrogen electrons. H-H repulsive interactions must also exist in order to account 
for the low temperature ordered phases but they may not be too important at hydrogen contents 
below 0.5. 

Isotope Effects. 

It was early realized that protium and deuterium had quite different equilibrium pressures in 

the plateau regions (27). Recently L2sser and coworkers (28) have extended the study of isotope 
effects in this system to include a detailed study of tritium. Some typical isotope effects are shown 
from Lkser’s results in Figure 7 where it can be seen that at a given pressure the solubility of the 
lighter isotopes are considerably greater than the heavier ones. The plateau pressures also differ 
markedly (Fig. 8). 

The large isotope effect in palladium-hydrogen has its main origin in the circumstance that the 
zero point energy levels differences for the isotopes differ for the gas phase molecules and for the 

dissolved atoms (Fig. 9). It can be seen from this figure that, relative to protium, deuterium prefers 
to  be in the gas rather than the solid phase. Quantitative agreement between the observed solubility 
differences and their temperature dependences using the frequencies measured by inelastic neutron 
scattering has not been so far attained (29). This lack of quantitative agreement may be caused 
by the failure to account properly for the effects of anharmonicity on the dissolved hydrogen. The 
isotope effects for diffusion have alreadly been noted under Diffusion. 

The RBle of Defects. 

The types of defects which can be introduced into palladium are those which can be introduced 
into any pure metal, e.g, point defects such as vacancies, impurity atoms and extended defects such 
as dislocations, grain boundaries and external surfaces. There is no experimental evidence that 
vacancies in palladium contribute significantly to hydrogen solubility. This is probably because a 
sufficient concentration of vacancies has not been obtained for the experimental characterization 
of their interaction with hydrogen. Theory indicates that vacancies should serve as trapping sites 
for hydrogen. (Impurity atoms will be included under Palladium Alloys.) The most important 
hydrogen atom-defect interactions are those with the extended defects. 

It was first noted by Flanagan et a1 (30) that cold-worked palladium dissolved more hydrogen 
than well-annealed palladium. This was attributed to segregation to the stress fields of dislocations 

and this work demonstrated that hydrogen can serve as an effective probe for defects. It was shown 
by Wise et a1 (31) that palladium which had formed and decomposed the hydride phase, contained 
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a large dislocation density, i.e., one which was comparable to that which resulted from heavy cold- 
working. Lynch et a1 (32) showed that if the subsequent dilute phase solubility was examined 
for palladium which had formed and decomposed the hydride without a subsequent annealing 
treatment (“cycled” samples), there was an enhanced solubility which was very similar to  that 
which resulted from heavy cold-working (Fig. 10); this would be expected from the observed 
similarity in the dislocation densities. The only differences in behavior between cold-worked and 
“cycled” palladium is that there appears to  be a greater non-zero intersection along the H/Pd axis 

for the latter samples and that these samples form some hydride phase before the plateau pressure 
for hydride formation p j  is reached. This is believed to be due to  extensive regions of tensile stress 
in the latter samples resulting from the phase changes; in these regions the hydrogen chemical 
potential is reduced and consequently the hydride transformation occurs more readily. 

In order to avoid the introduction of a large dislocation density, as pointed out in the section 
on Preparation of Hydrides, it is possible to prepare the hydride phase in a continuous fashion by 
passing around the two-phase envelope. For example, Manchester and coworkers ( 5 )  have found 
that the lattice parameter of, e.g., PdHo.8 is significantly larger and, of course, broader for an 
sample which has been prepared by passing through the miscibility gap than one of the same 
hydrogen content formed by passing around the gap. 
Hysteresis. 

Hysteresis in metal hydrides has been recently review by Flanagan and Park (33). Isothermal, 
pressure hysteresis for palladium-protium is shown in Figure 11 and it can be seen that the pressure 
for hydride formation, p f ,  is greater than for decomposition, pd .  The belief is that hysteresis results 
from the abrupt lattice expansion/contraction caused by hydriding or dehydriding. As noted above, 

hydriding and/or dehydriding introduces a large dislocation density into palladium which indicates 
that severe plastic deformation has occurred. When plastic deformation occurs, heat is liberated; 
this is a characteristic of an irreversible process. Hysteresis should be repeatable and for palladium- 

hydrogen this is the case. Many hundreds of cycles can be carried out with no significant of changes 
in the isotherms although the sample itself becomes progressively more plastically deformed. 

The minimum work done on the system during a complete hysteresis cycle is (b-a)RTln ( p f / p d )  

where a and b are the dilute and hydride phase boundaries, respectively. This expression results 
from an approximation to an integral; the approximation is made that the phase boundary com- 
positions are equal for formation and decomposition and plateau pressures are constant across the 
whole formation and decomposition isotherms. This work done on the system appears as heat in 
the surroundings. Hysteresis scans may also be carried out as shown in the figure. Such scans are 
always a feature of hysteresis. 
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Hydrogen Absorption by Alloys of Palladium. 

This will not be discussed extensively here because the topic is a large one. Hydrogen solubility 
studies have been carried out with both substitutional and interstitial alloys of palladium and also 
with ordered and disordered alloys. With regard to their hydrogen solubility behavior the alloys can 
be divided into two broad classifications: ezpanded and contracted, where these refer to whether the 
alloys have expanded or contracted lattices in comparison to palladium. With the exception of Pd- 
Rh, palladium-rich alloys all dissolve less hydrogen than palladium at a pressure of one atmosphere 
hydrogen near room temperature. All of the alloys have greater terminal hydrogen solubilities 
than pure palladium. At a given low pressure the expanded ones dissolve more hydrogen, and the 
contracted alloys less hydrogen, than palladium. In comparison to pure palladium-hydrogen, the 
plateau pressures are smaller for the expanded alloys and larger for the contracted alloys (Fig.12). 

This behavior is explained semi-quantitatively by a model in which the volume expansion 
of the interstices in the expanded alloys makes it easier to insert the hydrogen and therefore 
more dissolves. The opposite situation obtains for the contracted alloys. A I seemingly different 
explanation, but which is, in essence, the same, is that there is a long-ranged elastic interaction 
between the impurity and hydrogen atoms which is attractive for those substitutional atoms whose 
volume is greater than palladium and repulsive for atoms which contract the lattice. It has been 

suggested by many workers that the presence of substitutional or interstitial atoms decrease the 
hydrogen solubility at  one atmosphere because of electronic effects due to donation of electrons to 
the d-band of palladium by hydrogen, however, other explanations have been offered involving local 
effects, i.e., formation of unsuitable interstices for hydrogen occupation due to  nearest neighbor 
environments of atoms other than palladium which raise the energy for hydrogen occupation to 
unsuitable values for occupation at 1 atm. hydrogen (34). A model incorporating both of these 
ideas has been recently employed (35). 

Ordered and disordered alloys of the same composition have been shown to have quite different 
hydrogen absorption characteristics (36). It has also been shown that the hydrogen(deuterium) 
atoms occupy the palladium-rich interstices in the long period superstructure ordered form of 

P d j M n  (37). These results indicate that selective occupation of interstices must occur in palladium 
alloys. 
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Fig. 1. Fcc palladium lattice where the Pd atoms are indicated by the large solid spheres 
and the octahedral interstices by the smaller open spheres. At 1 bar and 298 K, D/Pd = 0.65, i.e., 
65% of the interstices are occupied by D atoms in a disordered manner. 
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Fig. 2. Phase diagram of palladium-deuterium after reference 22. 
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Fig. 3. Relative partial molar enthalpies of hydrogen in palladium at 500 K after reference 

26. 
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Fig. 4. Relative partial molar entropies of hydrogen in palladium after reference 26. Solid 
curve based on experimental data (500 K) and broken curve is the ideal partial molar entropy. The 
difference between the two curves is the excess partial molar entropy, S g .  

10 

Fig. 5. Calorimetrically measured. enthalpies of hydrogen solution and hydride phase forma- 
tion at 298 K after reference 26; the open symbols represent data determined during absorption 

and the filled symbols data determined during desorption of hydrogen. 
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Fig. 8. The excess chemical potential of hydrogen in palladium evaluated from the results in 

reference 26 at 500 K. 

Fig. 7. Isotope effects on hydrogen solubility in the a-phase of palladium-hydrogen after 

reference 28 and the references therein. 
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Fig. 8. Isotope effects on the plateau pressures of palladium- hydrogen after reference 28 and 
the references therein. 
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Fig. 9. The relative zero point energies of Hz and Dz 
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Fig. 10. The hydrogen solubility in palladium which had been cycled through the hydride 
phase changes, open symbols, compared to the solubility in a well-annealed sample, continuous 

curve without symbols (273 K )  after reference 32. 

12oOc 

Fig. 11. A schematic isothermal hysteresis cycle for palladium- hydrogen at 120'. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the isotherms for a typical expanded palladium alloy (Pd-Ag) with 

those for a typical contracted d o y  (Pd-Rh). (from unpublished data of Kishimoto and Flanagan). 





DISCUSSION (FLANAGAN) 

Mansour: You cited Worsham’s 1957 paper, which assumed that octahedral sites were 
occupied for the interpretation of their data. 
indistinguishable groups of sites seem to be present. 
Flanagan: Other evidence exists for the occupation of octahedral sites; for 
example, neutron scattering data are completely consistent with this view. 
Theoretical calculations a1 so are not consistent. However, there is no serious 
doubt that 99 percent of the hydrogen occupies the octahedral sites. Any other 
explanation cannot be taken seriously. 
Bockris: In contrast to what you state, there have been claims of palladium 
lattice expansion o f  up to 1.3, or more. 
Flanagan: The claim i s  ambiguous, and it has not been substantiated. 
Fleischmann: 
become positive? 
Flanagan: It can, although it is not well understood. Monte Carlo calculations 
have been carried out to explain it. 
Fleischmann: 
distribution of particle occupancy. 
Flanagan: 
deviations from ideality in the DOe5 occupancy range. 
each other at short range. 
Hoffman: There should be no order at all at very low temperatures. 
Flanagan: There is an ordering transition at 50 K, in the palladium hydrogen 
system. This was an anomaly which was not understood; it was first observed by 
Aston and at the Naval Research Laboratory. Ross in Birmingham and Biaschko in 
Vienna examined the anomaly at 50 K using neutron diffraction in several papers 
published since 1978. 
Mansour: Two references in Lewis’s book The Hvdroaen Palladium Svstem mention 
that a partial migration from the octahedral sites to the tetrahedral sites occurs 
below 55 K. 
Flanagan: 
on neutron diffraction data, which dates from about 1978. 
Talcott: 
WhileOthe system is a complex system, this technique is useful for identifying the 
locations of the hydrogen ions. Most workers in the field will state that at room 

For this particular system, two 

Why can the excess enthalpy in charging palladium with hydrogen 

The assumptions are really impossible unless you suppose a random 

I do not think that it is impossible. One would expect large 
The hydrogens start to repel 

Lewis’s book was published in 1967, so those references were not based 

Neutron defraction data have been obtained, mostly at room temperature. 
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temperature, occupation is definitely octahedral. 
stoichiometry approaches unity, other sites may be also involved. 
i s  unlikely. 
Mansour: 
Talcott: 
that tetrahedral sites may be involved. However, little work has been done to 
confirm this. 
Mansour: Tetrahedral sites may be involved. It is important to understand any 
special effects at low temperature. 
Oriani: Would you care to comment on my feeling that if you have boson 
condensation you should expect a larger negative contribution to the entropy of 
solution, not a more positive one? 
Flanagan: 
Appleby: There is also an electronic component to the entropy. 
Flanagan: 
Voice: 
superconductor. 
Flanagan: I think that the effect is well understood. 
Oriani: You state that a fivefold increase in diffusion coefficient is seen in 
the 8-phase which results from the effects of nonideality. 
mobilities, i.e., the kinetic terms, what is the corresponding ratio? 
Flanagan: It would be approximately the same at normal temperatures. It has been 
examined in some detail by Wicke and coworkers. 
Oriani: 
Bockris: 
permeation as a function of time under electrolysis conditions, one finds that the 
measured permeation varies with stress. This is due to crack formation or healing 
under stress, which gives useful information from the structural viewpoint. 
Flanagan: 
used. 
Hoffman: 
during electrolysis, the solubility in the a-phase then increases. 
true that 8-phase solubility simultaneously decreases, so the total deuterium 
content may be reduced after charging, degassing, and recharging? 
Flanagan: 
Hoffman: 
Flanagan: 
effect might happen. 
Hoffman: The reason is the hardening of the palladium lattice, which prevents 
entry of the same amount of hydrogen in subsequent cycles. 

Over PdD,.,, and as the 
At PdD,., that 

Where do you expect the hydrogens to be situated at lower temperatures? 
Workers who study ion-implanted material at low temperatures w i l l  claim 

That would seem reasonable, since the disorder would be destroyed. 

Oates and I evaluated that effect using the electronic specific heat. 
If a boson condensation occurs, the material would become a 

If you compare the 

That is an important point. 
If one applies an external stress in the elastic region while measuring 

I am aware of that work. Alternatively, X-rays or dilatometry can be 

You stated that after passing through the two-phase region, as occurs 
Is it not also 

I am not aware of that work. 
They are old data from Lewis. 
I must look at the work carefully. 

To whose data are you referring? 

I do not see any reason why this 
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ABSTRACT 
Many of 90 electrolytic cells of various configurations and electrode composition have been examined 

for tritium production, deuterium uptake rate and palladium expansion. Low level tritium production 
has occurred in nine cells. 

INTRODUCTION 

and Pons[l]. Initially we tried to understand how high stoichiometries could be 
achieved. A cell was designed that would allow the cathode to be easily weighed. 
This consisted of a wide mouth glass jar with a small electrical socket in the lid that al- 
lowed the cathode assembly to be plugged in. The electrolyte was found to attack the 
solder and copper in the plug and transfer Cu, Zn and Pb to the cathode surface. Thus 
all cathodes up to cell #25 had a potential surface contamination of these elements. This 
was prevented in some later cells by coating the lead and plug with Torr seal (an epoxy). 
Unfortunately, the Torr seal absorbed deuterium and caused the apparent stoichiometry 
to be too large after about 48 hrs. Gradually, we concluded that high stoichiometries 
were not only impossible to achieve at room temperature, but were probably unneces- 
sary. After the first tritium was produced, the emphasis shifted to reproducing this 
event. Nevertheless, some good background understanding was obtained during this 
early stage which will be described. Over 1400 samples have been analyzed for tritium. 
This large data base has given a good statistical basis for evaluating the production of 
tritium. 

The electrolytic study was started shortly after the announcement by Fleischmann 

RESULTS 
Twenty-five cells were studied using the design shown in Fig. 1. 

Electrolyte 

~~ ~ 

FIGURE 1. Cross-section of cell design #l. 
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The cathodes were Pd coins that were made by arc melting Pd powder 121 which was 
then rolled into a coin shape, approximately 2 mm thick and 1.5 cm in diameter. Plati- 
num gauze anodes were usually used although solid Ni was used in two cells. Alloys 
of Pd+S, Pd+C, and Pd+Rh, in addition to pure Pd, were studied. On several occasions, 
thiourea, As,03 or NaCN were dissolved in the electrolyte to function as surface poi- 
sons. A surface coat of carbon and sulfur was applied to three electrodes using a heated 
mixture of paraffin and sulfur. No tritium measurements were made during this early 
phase. 

The charging rate, limiting D/Pd ratio and expansion were studied. Figure 2 shows 
how the D/Pd ratio changes during 10 hours after the cells are turned on. Some results 
obtained from later work is also shown 

0.8 

0.6 

'CJ 0.4 
b 

0.2 

0.0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

TIME, hr 
FIGURE 2. D/Pd vs time for various alloys. 

The presence of Li in Pd improved the deuterium uptake. At 200 ma, the uptake was 
better than 97% of the D, produced during the first hour. Higher currents saturated the 
effect but showed that a Li/Pd ratio near 0.023 was best. An alloy with Rh and an in- 
vestment bar (a strip cut from a 1 oz Englehard investment bar) showed a significantly 
lower uptake rate compared to the arc-melted powder. We also found that carbon re- 
duced the uptake rate as can be seen in Fig. 3. We believe that because of the low solu- 
bility of carbon, the formation of graphite at the grain boundaries reduces the diffusion 
rate even at low concentrations. The reduced limiting composition produced by carbon 
is near the lower composition limit of the j3 phase. Apparently, once the j3 phase forms, 
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carbon becomes very effective in preventing the p phase from changing composition. 
When Li is added along with carbon, the effect of carbon is eliminated even at high 
concentrations. Perhaps the modest improvement in uptake when Li is alloyed with 
otherwise pure Pd is owing to the elimination of a minor carbon effect. 

0.80 c 0.80 

0.60 

g 0.40 a 
0.20 + Li/Pd=0.047 

0.00 
0 5 10 15 

TIME, hr 

g a O m 6 0 r -  0.40 -1 
0.20 

0.00 
L I 

I I 

0 5 10 15 
TIME, hr 

FIGURE 3. Initial charging of deuterium in I'd-C, Pd-Li and Pd. 

As deuterium is absorbed, the thickness of the coin increases. As can be seen in Fig. 
4, there is a break in slope near D/M=0.4. A similar break is seen in the thickness 
change when deuterium is removed (Fig. 5). 

z 
0 
2 

x w 

i7j 0.10 

a n 

Z 0.05 
Q 
a 
K 

0.00 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .o 

D/Pd 
FIGURE 4. Expansion vs D/Pd for various Li-Pd alloys. 

Charging lithium alloys at 600 ma produces a greater expansion compared to charging 
at 200 ma. The presence of Li also increases the expansion for the same D/Pd ratio. If a 
coin is allowed to lose by sitting in air, shown in Fig 5, the dimension does not return to 
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I 

2 0.14 c Pure Pd h t h  thiourea 
0 

DIPd 
FIGURE 5. Change in thickness caused by charging in solution 

and then discharging a Pd coin in air. 

Other samples that have been followed until all of the deuterium was removed show 
the same behavior. This residual expansion and the increased expansion when high 
charging rates are used is thought to be owing to cracks and dislocations in the struc- 
ture caused by stresses introduced by the a+ conversion. This happens even though 
Pd and the hydride are very ductile. This internal cracking might be the origin of some 
fusion reaction. Carbon may enhance this cracking because of brittle graphite in grain 
boundaries. 

Concentrations of Ti up to 5 at. % has little effect on the ductility. An alloy contain- 
ing 22 at. % Li cracks when it is rolled into a coin. However, this alloy does not appear 
to be as hard as the surfaces reported by Pons after long electrolysis. 

Surfaces that were coated with Li,S or sulfided with €-$S self-heated when exposed 
to air. One electrode got sufficiently hot to ignite paper. Five of the cells exploded 
spontaneously because of a reaction between D, and 0,. No heating of the electrode 
was involved and no tritium was produced. 

Between cell #26 and #40, a new design was adopted. This is shown in Fig. 6 
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Plastic Insert 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  : t Spillover Electrolyte . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

FIGURE 6 .  Cell design #2. 

Tritium measurements were started about 13 days after the first cells of this series were 
turned on. Table 1 shows the materials in the cells and Table 2 lists the tritium values 
for cells in this initial study. Cell #38 contained tap water with 0.2N LiOH. Torr seal 
was applied to the lead between the cathode and the plug that was used to attach the 
assembly to the cell lid. In spite of this precaution, large amounts of Cu and Pb were 
found on the surface of cathode #30. 
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Materials used in cells #26 to #44 
# Shape Alloy Surface Pre- Electrode Container Lead Max 

Treatment Treatment Poison Covering D/Pd 
26 coin Li/Pd=0.047 std none none-thio plastic torrseal 0.820 
27 coin Ni std none none plastic torr seal 0.090 
28 coin Rh/Pd=O.l std none thio plastic torr seal 
29 coin I’d S H2S+C thio plastic torr seal tritium 
30 coin Pd S H2S+C none plastic torr seal tritium 

- 

31 coin Pd+Rh+Li 
32 coin Pd 
A(sc) single crystal 
B(sc) single crystal 
33 coin Li/Pd=0.051 
34 coin Li/Pd=0.023 
35 coin Li/Pd=0.012 
36 coin Rh/Pd=O.l 
37 coin Rh/Pd=O.l 
38 coin Rh/Pd=O.l 

std 
std 
none 
none 
std 
std 
std 
std 
std 
std 

none 
none 
zone melted 
zone melted 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 

thio 
thio 
none, Cu, Pb 
thio, Cu, Pb 
none-thio,Cu 
none-thio,Cu 
none-thio,Cu 
thio,Cu,Pb 
thio,cu,Pb 
30 

plastic 
plastic 
glass 
glass 
plastic 
plastic 
plastic 
plastic 
plastic 
plastic 

torr seal 
torr seal 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 

0.850 
0.810 
0.770 
0.829 
0.767 
0.861 
0.896 
0.848 

40 coin Pd S H2S+C none plastic no 0.835 
41 wire Pd none none thio plastic torr seal 0.863 
42 coin S/Pd=0.0043 std none none plastic torr seal 

plastic torr seal 43 coin Pd+B std none 
44 coin Pd S H2S+C none plastic torr seal 0.745 
coin= Arc-melted powder and rolled into coin shape 
wire= 0.032” diameter ’ 

std=Sanded with 200 grit paper and washed with HN03 
none=Cleaned only with HN03 or ?02 
H2S+C= Heated in vapor produced by a mixture of paraffin and sulfur 
H 2 S + q 0 =  Heated in the above gas after passing through water 
thio= O.OOO4 g/ml added to electrolyte 
All anodes were Pt 

&2’3 
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TABLE 2 

Numbers include a background count of 20 c/min-ml 
Countlmin-ml in cells running when tritium measurements were started. 

Cell Number 
DATE 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 38 40 41 42 43 44 

Start= 
6/13 0 77c 80 78c 

6/15 2 76c 77 74c 154 420468 
6/16 3 103 99 87 125 371181 68 73 71 
6/17 4 80 78c 57 122 37308Oc 75c 78c 77c 
6/18 5 92 83 88 c 13Oc83 91 85 85 
6/19 6 71c 67 70 67 111 72 75 70 67c 76 69 53 
6/20 7 73 71 72 75 78 73 c 80 80 80 60 
6/21 8 73 7Oc 70 70 80 80 69 72 83c 76 25c 65 
6/22 9 64 68 69c 71c 75c 66 67 67 95 26 111 70 
6/23 10 120 74 64 69 77 75 68 68 30 77 

6/1 6/1 6/2 6/5 6/5 6/8 6/15 6/15 6/156/17 6/17 6/17 6/20 6/21 6/24 6/24 6/26 

6/14 1 77 79 71 182 97 

6/24 
6/25 
6/26 
6/27 
6/28 
6/29 
6/30 
7/ 1 
7/2 
713 
7/4 
7/5 
7/6 
7/7 
7/8 
7/9 
7/10 
7/11 

11 80 
12 84 76 83 
13 c 
14 120 
15 105 
16 103 
17 
18 a 
19 77 
20 91 
21 78 
22 80 
23 69 
24 72 
25 85 
26 83 
27 83 
28 79 

77 75 76 
99 88 
110 93 
133 110 

121 
126 
139 
131 
134 
130 
131 
78 
94 
100 
97 
96 
101 

i m  

66 64 31 70 69 
129 70 103 80 

110 
128 
118 
105 
114 
118 
115 
126 
117 

110 
108 
w 

88 
102 
120 
103 
103 
105 
102 
95 
100 
95 
108 
85 
86 
96 
85 
88 
94 

86 
112 
135 103 
113 83 
126 83 
123 80 
128 97 
118 88 
114 88 
122 loo 
128 116 
lo8 91 
111 90 
113 134 
102 94 
109 88 
102 95 

Excess tritium showed in bold type 
c=electrolyte changed 
a=new cell 

Four cells showed an indication of tritium production. The excess values are indicated 
by bold type. Cell #30 give a count rate of 4204 c/min-ml which is 80 times the tritium 
content of the electrolyte. This level was found 10 days after the cell was started. No 
additional tritium was produced during the next three! days. A current reversal after 
this time produced no additional tritium. Cell #29 showed a little excess tritium be- 
cause the electrolyte had been changed about 30 hours before the tritium measurement 
was made. Examination of the spillover showed a counting rate of 2500 c/min-ml. 
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Thus, tritium was produced in this cell before the electrolyte was changed. The charg- 
ing history of these two active cells is shown in Fig. 8. 

1 .o - #29 0.8 

0.6 
r 

0.4 - - 
Reverse 

0 
0 200ma 200ma v) 

50 100 150 200 250 300 
TIME, hr 

0.2 

0.0 
0 

FIGURE 8. Charging history of cells #29 and #30 

Other cells running at the same time, using the same heavy water, showed a counting 
rate between 40 and 80 c/min-ml as can be seen in Table 2. After the electrolyte in cell 
#29 was changed again, another small increase was seen after about 30 days from the 
start. Cells #41 and #43 also produced minor amounts of tritium. Cell #41 contained 
about a foot of 0.032” wire that was wound into a spiral. The small tritium production 
was ignored at the time but later work shows that these increases were significant. The 
few high, isolated counting rates shown by cells #26, #28, #36, #40, #42, and #44 were 
ignored as being possible errors. 

three procedures were applied. Part of the sample ( Cell #29 and #30) was neutralized, 
distilled and counted. The light spectra[31 was measured and compared to a known tri-, 
tium sample and the undistilled sample was recounted after sitting a month. All three 
procedures were consistent with there being tritium in the sample. A similar result was 
obtained when the sample was counted by another group at the Laboratory. Nine sub- 
sequent attempts to make cells that would produce tritium failed until recently. 

then recombiners were added. The recombinate was allowed to run back into the cells 
at first. About 16 cells were treated in this way. An examples of the tritium values are 
shown in the Table 3. 

In order to verify that the high counts were not caused by chemiluminessence, 

Gradually the cells were modified. First, plastic was substituted for glass and 
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TABLE 3 
Counting rates (c/min-ml) of closed cells run with recombiners. 

A background of 20 c/min-ml is included 

Cell Number 
DATE DAY 49 51 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 65 
Start= 8/15 7/4 7/31 7/31 7/31 8/9 8/9 8/9 8/9 8/9 8/9 8/9 8/15 
8/11 
8/14 
8/15 
8/16 
8/17 
8/18 
8/21 
8/22 
8/23 
8/24 
8/25 
8/26 
8/27 
8/28 
8/29 
8/30 
8/31 
9/1 
9/5 
9/6 
9/7 
9/8 
9/11 
9/12 
9/13 
9/14 
9/15 
9/18 
9/19 
9/20 
9/21 
9/22 
9/25 
9/26 

0 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
25 
26 
27 
28 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
45 
46 

78 
65 
61 
68 
70 
71 
64 
66 
71 

60 
68 
67 
67 
73 
66 
71 
71 
68 
74 
73 
69 
72 
50 
71 
71 
73 
81 
67 

82R 

80 
75 
77 
79 
71c 
70 
72 
72 
68 
71 
70 
82 
76 
73 
77 
72 
83 
76 
76 
75 
77 
81 
79 

70 
71 
87 
65 
69 
70 
67 
70 
72 
74 
72 
73 
70 
68 
72 
73 
71 
72 
72 
69 
74 
73 
74 
67 
69 
70 
71 
71 
75 
75 
68 

70 80 60 70 70 70 70 70 70 
68 71 79c 65 68 66 66 66 58 
80 81 78 78 79 91 82 98 89 69 
67 73 67 68 d d 67 71 75 73 
69 68 66 65 d d 68 68 68 67 
70 71 70 70 d d 69 69 73 66 
71 71 73 68 d d 70 69 78 69e 
70 65 70 66 106 71 70 73 80 68 
70 69 80 71 82c 68c 63c 65 71 70 
75 68 68 69 61 70 65 69 72 70 
67 70 66c 66 70 68 70 71 75 66 
75 81 80 65 70 56 73 74 71 
71 71 129 73 69 73 71 72 76 72 
73 72 79 72 72 68 59 68 66 66 
75 67 69 74 71 74 72 76 78 69 
77 71 94 66 70 75 74 68 70 65 
71 69 73 70 73 80 75 77 71 63 
75 71 84 68 69 77 68 69 71 66 
71 74 84 69 68 70 67 70 71 73 
74 73 88 71 69 73 69 71 71 69 
79 76 90 74 71 72 70 70 73 66 
73 82 90 74 75 76 77 73 69 68 
74 75 80 77 76 81 78 72 79 70 
74 73 76 72 67 67 72 72 74 69 
68 76 89 70 72 80 71 73 76 67 
70 80 90 80 70 80 70 70 70 70 
71 70 82 74 72 75 70 73 73 64 
76 73 83 75 76 74 75 71 73 70 
68 71 82 70 72 77 75 73 75 68 
74 77 84 67 80 78 73 77 78 65 
72 76 78 70 73 72 71 70 79 70 

86R 85R 79R 70R 

e=explosion; c=new electrolyte; R= after current reverse 
d=Low count because of suspended black nickel oxide 
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As can be seen in Fig. 9, where two typical cells are plotted as a function of time, 
the tritium values were essentially constant. The line is a least squares fit to sample 
#62. Occasionally a high or low point is measured. However, if these isolated values 
are ignored, the counting rate for inactive cells is 51.1kZ.8 and 53.4f3.6 for cells # 62 
and #63, respectively, after the background is subtracted. All the other cells, except #57 
showed essentially the same behavior. Cell #57 showed a slightly higher average and 
larger standard deviation because of several isolated high values. 
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FIGURE 9. Example of closed cell behavior. 

The latest group of cells have the design shown in Fig. 10. Here the recombinate 
is collected in an I.V. bag. The cell is glass and the anodes are either Pt gauze or Ni 
wire. In each case, there is a minimum distance between the anode and cathode. 
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I P l a s t i c  I'd Bag 
I I-- /- 

FIGURE 10. Cell design #5 

Seven of the nine cells that were started at the same time and are running in se- 
ries at constant current show evidence of tritium production. Two are apparently inac- 
tive. The cell construction of this group is shown in Table 4 and the counting rates are 
listed in Table 5. 
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TABLE 4 
Materials used in cells #70 to #79 

# Shape Alloy Surface rre Date 
- Treatment Treatment Anode Started 
70 wire Pd,Martin none none Ni wire 9/5 
71 strip Pd c-s paraffin, H2S Pt small 9/7 
72 strip Pd c-s paraffin, H2S Pt small 9/7 
73 strip Pd C paraffin Ni wire 9/7 

75 strip Pd c-s paraffin, H2S Pt small 9/7 
76 strip Pd c-s paraffin, H,S Pt small 9/7 
77 strip Pd c-s paraffin, H,S Pt small 9/7 

74 strip Pd C paraffin Ni+Swire 9/7 

78 strip Pd not cleaned none Ni+Swire 9/7 
79 wire Pd,Martin none none Ni wire+Ag 9/7 

strip= strip cut from 0.05" thick sheet 
wire=0.04" wire supplied by Prof. Martin, Texas A&M Univ. 
C-S= Heated in paraffin and then in H2S 
C=Heated only in paraffin 
none= cleaned with dilute HN03 
Ni+S=Nickel wire heated in 3 s  
Ni wire+Ag= A small piece of silver is attached to the nickel wire 
Pt small= Pt gauze made into a 3/8" diameter tube 
All cells are glass 
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TABLE 5 
Count/min-ml obtained from cells #70 to #79 
Values include a background of 20 c/mim-ml 

Counting rate of the recombinate is shown 

DATE 70 
9/7 64 
9/8 79 
9/11 62 
9/12 64 
9/13 60 
9/14 70 
9/15 73 
9/18 73 
9/19 65 
9/20 67 
9/21 71 
9/22 74 
9/25 77 
9/26 77 

9/28 83 
9/29 76 
10/2 86 
10/3 79 
10/4 82 
10/5 84 
10/6 78 
10/10 78 
10/11 78 
10/12 84 

9/27 n 

7% 

80 

62 

63 

69 
78 

75 

80 

71 71g 

87 
99 
80 
100 100 
106 
129 
116 
116 
109 106 
116 
118 
121 98 
121 
128 
118 91 
132 99 
113 
121 110 
126 
115 106 
111 110 
117 
118 

74 
56 
80 
86 
90 80 
97 
95 
89 
97 
93 90 
105 
107 
106 87 
108 
115 
106 90 
107 88 
121 
118 95 
115 
106 98 
108 92 
107 
103 

73 73g 74 74g 75 n g  

59 69 
60 57 66 
77 90 
85 58 94 
100 100 70 60 100 100 
110 73 101 
135 63 123 
128 67 119 
135 72 128 
122 93 70 77 119 115 
133 72 122 
147 67 124 
145 121 68 73 129 107 
153 74 120 
164 78 126 
144 102 72 75 129 110 
147 122 85 75 136 119 
167 77 148 
165 117 76 97 150 124 
151 83 151 
124 107 80 84 122 115 
123 105 81 108 116 128 
130 81 112 
118 80 123 

84 

80 
56 
90 100 
113 
122 
122 
123 
117 96 
121 
131 
117 101 
126 
133 
133 90 
123 124 
123 
132 108 
131 
122 144 
116 103 
133 
116 

78 78g 

75 
83 
84 
86 
90 80 
109 
98 
106 
107 
105 93 
108 
120 
113 96 
120 
124 
124 100 
141 132 
123 
129 100 
130 
115 115 
111 101 
112 
108 

79 79g 

67 
89 
88 
86 
loo loo 
103 
109 
107 
112 
101 91 
112 
130 
119 93 
121 
127 
126 99 
122 
127 
125 
136 
118 
119 
116 
112 

The gas samples are based on 0.5 ml of recombinate and, therefore, have a larger uncertainty than the 
electrolyte. 

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the two inactive cells show a slow increase in tritium content, 
owing to enrichment. This contrasts with the closed cell behavior seen in Fig. 9. 
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FIGURE 11. Counting rate of inactive cells 

Because the current was not constant but was increased from 50 to 400 ma during this 
time, the enrichment rate will not be constant. However, there is sufficient scatter that 
this effect can not be seen. The standard deviation from the straight line is approxi- 
mately f2.4 c/min-ml which is similar to that obtained from the closed cells. 

The cells that are producing tritium are compared in Fig. 12. There is a range of 
values but each exceeded the count rate of the inactive cells in about 3-4 days and con- 
tinued to increase in steps. 
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FIGURE 12. Comparison between all cells in this series 

Several of the cells have showed especially interesting behavior. The two highest cells 
are compared in Figure 13. The scatter of the values is larger than that found for inac- 
tive cells. Perhaps the tritium is being made in bursts and the increase in activity is 
owing partially to dissolved tritium as DT gas which is quickly swept from the solution 
by the steady production of DD. The recombinate, in general, follows the count rate of 
the electrolyte, as shown by the data for samples #73 and #75. In general, the recombi- 
nate contains less tritium than does the electrolyte. So far, there is no indication that 
significant tritium is leaving the cell in the gas phase. Perhaps the production rate is 
small compared to the exchange rate with the D, that is dissolved in the electrolyte. A 
higher production rate such as reported by workers at Texas A & M UniversityL41, is ap- 
parently sufficient to overwhelm the exchange reaction. A completely exchanged solu- 
tion of DT is expected to have a counting rate of about 2 ~ 1 0 ' ~  c/min-ml. 

One needs to realize that because the cells hold 120 ml of fluid, the same tritium 
production in a smaller cell, such as used by workers at Texas A&M University, would 
produce an activity about 10 times that measured here and more quickly saturate the 
liquid. 
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FIGURE 13. Tritium counts for two active cells and one inactive cell. The 
tritium activity in the recombinate is shown. 

DISCUSSION 

tor and excess tritium can be calculated. 

tent, the tritium lost to the gas phase, owing to electrolysis, and adding the amount re- 
turned to the cell when the lost electrolyte was replaced. The excess is the difference be- 
tween the resulting value and the measured amount of tritium determined daily. 

Cell #70 shows no sign of excess tritium production and was used to determine 
the enrichment factor. A minimum excess tritium is calculated for this cell if an enrich- 
ment factor of 0.9 is assumed. This value can also be obtained by comparing the tritium 
content in the cell to that found in the recombinate. The average gas/liquid ratio based 
on 11 sets is 0.87k0.03. An enrichment value of 0.9 was used to calculate the behavior 
of cell #73. 

Cell #73 was the best of seven active cells. Tritium production started after five 
days and continued off and on for about 25 days with evidence of bursts as can be seen 
in Fig. 14. The tritium content of the recombinate was less than the electrolyte and gave 
a somewhat lower enrichment factor (0.8W.04) than that obtained from cell #70. This 
difference is too small to have an effect on the conclusion. 

most or all of it was able to exchange with the dissolved D, gas as the gas bubbled 

Cells #70 and #73 have been followed in sufficient detail that the enrichment fac- 

The excess tritium was determined by subtracting from the initial tritium con- 

We believe that DT gas was produced on the electrode at such a low rate that 
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through the liquid. When production stopped, the DT gas was flushed out of the solu- 
tion by the steady production of D, gas, thus reducing the tritium content. Perhaps one 
half of the tritium has exchanged with D in D20 and remains fixed in the liquid. 
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FIGURE 14. Fraction excess tritium in cells #70 and #73 
assuming an enrichment factor of 0.9. 

CONCLUSION 
The presence of carbon at C/Pd=0.018 (7.6 wt%) significantly reduces the uptake 

rate and the limiting composition. Carbon may increase the likelihood of internal crack 
formation. The presence of Li offsets the effect of carbon and increases the takeup rate 
of deuterium. However, no tritium has been produced in cells containing a Pd-Li alloy. 

Presence of solder and copper in the cell causes Cu, Zn and Pb to plate on to the 
cathode surface even though these materials were not in the electrolyte. 

The electrode expands when D, is added but does not return to the same size 
when the D, is removed. Apparently, dislocations and cracks are formed within the 
metal structure. 

The highest D/Pd ratio obtained was 0.88 for a C+S coated electrode although 
most cathodes reached a ratio near 0.7. 

Tritium has been produced in 9 cells at levels between 1.5 and 80 times the start- 
ing concentration. Over 1400 tritium measurements have been made using 64 cells of 
various designs. The effect of chemiluminescence, counting efficiency, and other sourc- 
es of error have been studied. Based on this background, we believe that the tritium is 
real, it is not caused by contamination and it is not a product of normal electrolysis. 
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However, we can not yet say what special conditions are required to produce tritium. 
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DISCUSS I ON (STORMS) 

Lewis: 
Storms: 
cells. 
using a power supply for each cell. 
Huggins: 
Storms: 
different for another group. 
operation at different current densities is required. 
Hoffman: 
Storms: It was about 2 mm thick and 1.5 cm in diameter. 
Lewis: 
observed? 
Storms: We saw an increase of about 4 percent. 
Werth: 
on the cathode? 
Storms: 
not in contact with the electrolyte. 
Werth: 
Storms: 
palladium powder and lithium metal, and those with a lower lithium content were 
similarly made from a mixture of palladium powder and lithium nitride. 
Oriani: The lithium may actually suppress the degassing of hydrogen by filling up 
the surface, so more gas may be detected in the metal than with palladium. 
Storms: We have carried out absorption studies on lithium alloys, which show that 
they absorb effectively. 
alloy. 
Oriani: 
Storms: At room temperature. 
Huggins: Carbon reduces hydrogen isotope solubility, which is restored by adding 
lithium. Where does the carbon go inside the palladium? 
substitution effect. 
Storms: 
we studied, most of it is present as graphite in the grain boundaries. 

Are your groups of 30 cells connected in series? 

Because of their limited current requirements, this is less expensive than 
We have four stations, each with a power supply driving a series of 

Were the groups of cells different? 
Each group is, of course, operated at the same current, which may be 

Cells can be changed from group to group if 

What was the thickness of the palladium cathode? 

You weighed the electrodes after charging. What weight gains were 

Do you know the origin of the copper and lead impurities which plate out 

Yes, they were from the plug at the top of the cell, even though it was 
The plated layers were a few microns thick. 

Can you tell us how you prepared the lithium-palladium alloys? 
Those with higher lithium content were arc-melded from a mixture of 

The gas does not become irreversibly contained in the 

At what temperature does it absorb deuterium? 

It may not be a simple 

Carbon has very low solubility in palladium. At the concentration which 
Hydrogen 
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or deuterium diffuses through a grain and is stopped by the impermeable graphite 
barrier at the grain boundary, which slows its diffusion rate. 
Oriani: 
amount of cracking due to fissuring increase? 
Storms: It rises to still higher values. Although we have not examined many 
absorption-desorption cycles, the tendency is for specimens to take up deuterium 
more rapidly than they did initially, since there are more cracks allowing entry. 
The total expansion of the specimen will also be greater. 
Santucci: How and at what rates do you do your degassing? 
Storms: 
Depending on the sample, this may take one or two weeks. 
Lewis: Does it not become warm during the process? 
Storms: 
because there is no recombination on their surfaces. 
sulphur on the surface, recombination is very rapid and the specimens may become 
hot enough to burn paper. 
Huggins: 
observe? 
Storms: 
heavy water but dissolves in the electrolyte as DT molecules. 
produced, it is purged from the electrolyte by the deuterium which is constantly 
evolved at the cathode. 
Lewis: 
tritium. Your analytical results must indicate exchange with the electrolyte. 
Fleischmann: 
We did not publish the time dependence of tritium production from our early work, 
which was extremely irregular. 
Storms: I agree. We have observed that once a cell starts to produce tritium, 
the production rate will inevitably tend to reduce. We have not run experiments 
long enough to see if production eventually goes to zero. 
Talcott: In this particular cell design, a spillover of electrolyte- takes place 
on replenishing, because there is a plastic insert inside the glass. 
spillover falls into the glass part underneath. 
from electrolysis, one also has loss of electrolyte via spillage, which requires 
addition of more D,O. The spillage showed a higher tritium content that the 
electolyte, since the loss rate was inevitably lower from here. 
contents were particularly seen in the spillage of cells where the electrolyte had 
been changed. 
Lewis: 

If a specimen is treated more than once with deuterium, does the total 

The specimen simply lies on the benchtop and is allowed to degas. 

Some samples do and some do not. Lithium alloys do not become warm 
However, if there i s  any 

Would you explain the fall-off in tritium concentration that you 

The tritium is produced in the gas phase. It does not exchange with 
Once it stops being 

In that case, distillation of the electrolyte should- have removed the 

We also saw that the electrolyte can detritiate, which is a concern. 

This 
So, as well as normal D,O loss 

Higher tritium 

What fraction of the D,O did you replenish? 
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Talcott: About 10-15 ml out  of 50 ml , or  20-30 percent. 
Storms: The electrolyte in one cell did not  show a high tritium content. Some 
time after the electrolyte was changed, the spillover showed 2500 counts per 
minute per ml. This incidently also shows t h a t  the tritium was produced in the 
cell and was not  ar t i f ic ia l ly  introduced, since there was no access t o  the sealed 

a1 was spillover without contamination of the electrolyte, and the spillover mater 
n o t  changed when the electrolyte was changed. 
Lewis: If you consider the total amount of tritium detected, compared with 
total i n  the amount of electrolyte added, then do a separation factor calcu 
can you say t h a t  you really have made the tritium i n  the cell? 
Storms: More tritium was detected than  was introduced into the cel l .  
Lewis: By w h a t  factor? 
Storms: By a factor of 70-80. 

the 
a t i o n ,  

Hoffman: How did you convert the count t o  disintegrations per minute per ml 
(dpm/ml ) ? 
Storms: We subtract 20 from the counts per minute per ml, representing the 
background a t  the counter, and then we divide by 0.38 t o  convert t o  dpm/ml. 
Jones: When you electrochemically degas your cathodes by current reversal , your 
results show t h a t  tritium levels in the electrolyte hardly change. 
tritium formed i n  the electrode would be driven out .  
Storms: 
than inside. 
Jones: 
Storms: I agree. I am n o t  sure that our sensitivity of detection was high enough 
t o  be able t o  say t h a t  no tritium came from o u t  of the electrode, b u t  i t  was n o t  a 
significant amount compared t o  t h a t  previously in the electrolyte. 
certainly much less than 10 percent. 
Bockris: To obtain greater sensitivity, have you changed electrolytes and then 
reversed the potential? 
Storms: We propose t o  do t h a t  experiment. 
Yeager: Concerning the electrodes which were treated w i t h  paraffin, d i d  you leave 
the paraffin film, i .e . ,  an electrical insulator, on the electrode? 
Storms: The electrode was heated in paraffin, thus giving a weight increase. 
There was certainly a paraffin film on the electrode when i t  was introduced i n t o  
the cel l .  
electrochemical behavior. 
Yeager: 
Storms: Certainly. 
Yeager: 

Surely, any 

We believe t h a t  the tritium i s  produced on the electrode surface, rather 

Even i f  i t  i s  produced in the surface layers, some should be driven off. 

I t  was 

I t  apparently breaks down o r  dissolves, since i t  does no t  affect 

I t  may, of course, break down when a voltage i s  appl ied. 

Such experiments have some of the elements of black magic. 
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Storms: 
work in a sophisticated manner, as we would wish. 
trial and error, in an almost accidental low-key manner, which is embarrassing 
when the time comes to report results. 
high-technology techniques which are available today. 
Chu: 
Storms: 
Chubb: 
Storms: No, its thickness depended on how it was heated. 
Chubb: 
Storms: We have attempted to do that, although results are inconsistent. 
Talcott: 
surface, for example, its carbon composition and heat-treatment history. 
Lewis: Some cells produce tritium, and some, no tritium. Could that not simply 
result from different electrolysis separation factors on surfaces which have 
received different treatment? Your curves seem to indicate that the separation 
factor first increased, then fell to a constant value. 
Storms: The results do certainly vary a great deal. 
tritium seemed to occur. 
Thursday. 
Appleby: What is the electrolyte volume in the cells which we are discussing? 
Storms: It is 120 ml. 
Appleby: How much D,O do you add every two or three days? 
Storms: 10-15 ml. 
Appleby: Let us assume that the tritium is not coming out of the solution at all, 
i.e., that the separation factor is infinite. 
Schneider: 
Appleby: 
minimum of five days, assuming the largest possible separation factor. 
separation factor explanation cannot account for the observed results. 
per minute in the unused solvent do not, of course, all represent tritium. 
Storms: 
background of 20 counts subtracted, i .e., 20 counts per minute per ml . 
Rafelski: 
experiments? 
Storms: 
microseconds. 
Jones: 
Storms: 

A problem which we face is that we do not have the resources to do this 
Much of it has to be done by 

It has not been possible to use any of the 

How thick was the paraffin layer? 
It weighs a few tenths of a mg, corresponding to about 1 micron. 

Is it always the same thickness? 

Did you try correlating tritium production as a function of thickness? 

There are a large number of variables associated with the catalytic 

In some cases bursts of 
The raw data which I show is very new, dating from last 

In five days you would replace the initial electrolyte volume. 
So you would double the amount of tritium in the electrolyte in a 

Hence, the 
The counts 

The starting level would be 40 counts per minute per ml with the 

Can you characterize the electrical pulses in your neutron detection 

The pulses were at about 500 V ,  normally at 80 Hz, lasting for about 5 

Are your neutron data given in counts per minute or per hour? 
In cumulative counts per hour. 
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ABSTRACT 

Electrolysis of 3M LiOD in D20  solution was performed using an annealed 
cylindrical palladium cathode and a concentric wire palladium anode. The 
cathodic current density was 640 mA/cm2. During 177 hr of electrolysis. 
neutron emission was significantly above background. No anomalous heat, . 
tritium or helium were detected. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study, like many others, was motivated by the recent 
announcement of electrochemically induced cold nuclear fusion [ 1,2]. 
Since initial claims of excess heat, anomalous heat generation has 
been observed by others in similar cells [3,4]. Generation of tritium 
has also been reported (51, but at levels too low to account for the 
excess heat. Additionally, low-level bursts of neutrons have been 
observed from electrochemical cells with titanium [6] and palladium 
[7] cathodes. The purpose of the present work was to examine 
neutron release in electrochemical cells with palladium cathodes in 
LiOD. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Electrochemical Cell 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the electrolytic cell used 

in this study. The cell body was glass with a 2 cm inside diameter 
and a length of about 10 cm. It was surrounded by an evacuated 
jacket in order to improve the lower limit of heat detection in the 
cell which was approximately 0.1 W. Temperature was measured 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of electrolytic cell and recombination chamber. 
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with three thermocouples (type K) at different locations in the cell. 
The cathode was palladium wire (5  cm in length and 0.05 cm in 
diameter, Johnson Mathey) surrounded by a concentric anode which 
was also palladium to provide near uniform current densities on the 
cathode surface. The cathode was annealed in an argon atmosphere 
for 12-14 hours at 600OC prior to electrolysis. An ion exchange 
membrane was used to separate deuterium (or hydrogen) and oxygen 
inside the cell in order to prevent any possibility of in-cell reaction. 
The gases exited the cell separately and were fed to recombination 
chamber containing a Pt catalyst. The recombination water could 
then be returned to the cell or retained for later analysis. The 
experimental system was thus completely isolated from the outside 
environment. All experiments were conducted in 3M LiOD. 

Neutron Spectrometer 
Neutron emission was measured on a spectrometer in the Physics 

Department at Brigham Young University. Details of the spectrometer 
are described by Czirr and Jensen [8]. For this series of experiments, 
the spectrometer was operated in conjunction with a neutron flux 
monitor which also allowed detection of neutron emissions in bursts. 

The spectrometer consisted of a 3 pieces of 6Li-doped glass 
placed in a cylindrical glass tube (12.5 cm diameter, 12 cm Long) 
containing scintillation fluid. An energetic neutron entering the 
spectrometer was thermalized by collisions with the scintillation 
fluid. Light emitted from the scintillator was detected by two 
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and integrated to measure the energy 
of the neutron. Once the neutron was thermalized, it could combine 
with the 6Li in the glass and emit a characteristic light pulse which 
is detected by the PMTs. Verification of a true energetic neutron 
requires both signals: integrated energy of at least 1 MeV from the 
scintillation liquid, and the 6Li capture signal. The efficiency of 
neutron capture of this spectrometer is 0.59%. Gamma rays also 
scintillate the fluid and glass, but pulse shape discrimination 
provides excellent rejection of spurious gamma events. 

The flux monitor consisted of 3 pieces of 6Li-doped glass placed 
in a container similar to that of the spectrometer which contained 
mineral oil rather than the scintillation fluid. The mineral oil 
thermalized the neutrons without light emission, and combination 
of the thermalized neutron with 6Li is detected by two PMTs. The 
efficiency of neutron capture of this flux monitor is 1.0%. 

To detect neutron bursts in these experiments, the spectrometer 
and flux monitor were operated in the following manner. The 
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spectrometer was used to measure the energy of neutrons. When the 
energy exceeded a threshold of 1 MeV, a gate was opened allowing 
the flux monitor to record neutron events within a 510 psec time 
window. This window was divided into 510 periods (channels) of 1 
psec duration. Any capture event placed a count in  the channel 
corresponding to the time of capture. Capture in the flux monitor 
indicates coincident or multiple neutron emission since the flux 
monitor is only open when a energetic neutron (2 1 MeV) is detected 
in the spectrometer. 

A Canberra multichannel analyzer (Meridan, CT) was used to 
collect and display the neutron events. This system accumulates the 
spectrometer and flux monitor counts for specified time blocks. In 
the first set of foreground (D20) and background (H20) experiments, 
the time blocks were on the order of 5 hours which did not permit 
correlation of neutrons detected in the flux monitor to the 
corresponding neutron event in the spectrometer. In order to 
achieve better time resolution, the accumulated data from the 
Cannberra system was dumped to a VAX computer at 60 sec 
intervals, giving 1 min time resolution for the second set of 
experiments, and providing correlation between coincident neutrons 
and their spectrometer event. 

Tritium Detection 
Samples of electrolyte or recombination fluid were neutralized to 

pH 6 with HCI, and 2.5 ml aliquots of this solution were placed in a 
glass scintillation vial along with 10.0 ml of AquasolTM scinti l lat ion 
cocktail. The vial was shaken vigorously for several minutes, and 
then placed in a Betamate scintillation counter (Beckman) and 
counted for 10 minutes. 

Gas Analysis 
An evacuated stainless steel container of 1 liter volume was 

attached to the recombination chamber. Gases from the chamber 
were vented into the container. The gas was analyzed on a Finnigan- 
MAT 8430 mass spectrometer in the Chemistry Department at BYU. 
This double-focussing reverse geometry instrument can detect down 
to 2.5 m u .  

Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Small pieces of the cathode and anode used in heavy water 

experiments were rinsed in D20,  dried and attached to aluminum 
stubs with silver paint. The were examined in a scanning electron 
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microscope (SEM) which was also equipped with energy dispersive X- 
ray (EDX) analysis capability. 

Experimental Conditions 
Electrolysis was conducted under galvanostatic conditions at 500 

mA corresponding to a cathodic current density of 640 mA/cm2. 
After an initial transient, the cell voltage reached a constant value of 
3.74 _f 0.1 V; the cell temperature was also constant at 42OC and the 
pressure varied between +10 and -10 psig. 

RESULTS 

Electrolysis in 3M LiOD in heavy water was performed in two 
separate experiments for a total of 177 hours. Two background 
experiments consisting of electrolysis in 3M LiOH in light water were 
also performed for a total of 261 hours. The total electrolysis time 
was limited at 3 to 7 days per experiment owing to deactivation of 
the Pd anode which increased the total cell voltage to unacceptable 
levels. 

Anomalous Heat 
Evaluation of the continuously collected cell voltage and cell 

temperature data showed no evidence of excess energy production or 
excess power production. I t  should be noted, however, that the size 
of the cathode was such that heat generation rates of 5 W/cm3 Pd 
would probably not be seen. 

Neutron Emission 
CaDtu re in SD ectrometer.  Figure 2a shows the number of 

neutrons detected per hour by the spectrometer in the second 
foreground experiment. The solid line i s  the average detected 
neutrons during background light water experiments (see Fig. 2b). 
Note that the emission rate with heavy water started at a level 
commensurate with background and then increased steadily during 
this experiment. 

The rate of neutron production above background can be 
calculated by subtracting the combined background data from the 
combined foreground data and dividing by the spectrometer 
efficiency (0.53%). The resulting rate was approximately 0.09 n/s 
assuming the neutrons are born individually more than 510 p s e c  
apart. If neutrons are emitted in bursts, the actual neutron rate 
would be higher. 
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Fig. 2. Neutrons detected in the spectrometer: a) heavy water electrolysis; b) 
light water electrolysis. 

CaDture in Flux Monitor. Several neutron events were detected in 
the flux monitor indicating the probability of neutron emission in 
bursts. Recall that counts registered in the flux monitor are 
correlated with a neutron event in the spectrometer. These occurred 
mostly as single flux monitor captures, but there were two separate 
double captures in the flux monitor. Figure 3 shows the average 
multiple events per day for the heavy and light water electrolysis. 
There a re  significantly more multiple events (3.3 standard 
deviations) in the heavy water experiments. 
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Tritium 

electrolyte or in the recombination liquid. 

Average multiple events per day for heavy and light water electrolysis. 

No significant evidence of tritium was found in either the cell 

Gas Analysis 

showed no evidence of 4He, 3He, or 3H. 
Mass spectrometry of the gases in the recombination chamber 

SEM Analysis 
Scanning electron microscopy of the Pd cathode showed that the 

surface was covered with dendrites growing radially away from the 
electrode. In some places the dendrites were covered with an 
amorphous material. EDX analysis of the dendrites and the 
amorphous material indicated that the surface was mostly Pd with 
about 1% Fe, a lesser amount of Cu, and very small traces of Zn, Pb 
and Mn. 

Analysis of the anode revealed a very smooth surface with 
occasional deep pits. The wire drawing scratches were still visible. 
EDX analysis indicated 100% Pd with no impurities. 

No Si was detected. 
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DISCUSSION (JONES) 

Santucci: 
Jones: Our spectrometer is sensitive to 14 MeV neutrons, but they would 
detected because we did not go to a high enough energy range on our mult 
analyzer. This has recently been changed, but we have not seen evidence 
neutrons. 

Did you look for 14 MeV neutrons? 
not be 
channe 
of 14 MeV 

Hoffman: 
with solar flares and barometric pressure? 
Jones: We used several stations, but mostly the station at Climax, Colorado. 
Chubb: 
Jones: About 300 microns. It is my understanding that the material is made by 
allowing titanium crystals to grow from gaseous titanium tetrachloride around a 
wire. 
Yeager: In the very high current density cell built by Dr. Bennion, an unusually 
large amount of gas would be produced. 
Jones: Electrolyte is pumped past the electrodes, which are separated by about 1 
mm, at a very high flow rate. Under these conditions, bubbles do form on the 
electrodes, but in a mixing chamber, where they are collected from the center of 
the vortex. 
closed system. 
Yeager: At those current densities, one must be careful of electrical discharge 
at the anode. 
Jones: Dr. Bennion can supply details of the experimental design and precautions 
taken. For example, the system is water-cooled and maintained at 50°C. 
Werth: What levels of cell voltage are seen at these ultrahigh current densities? 
Jones: It is in the hundreds of volts range. 
attaining these high energies would be by the use of impact fusion, in which 

Did you use the Thule station for the cosmic-ray background variations 

What were the crystal 1 i te dimensions of your high-surface-area titanium? 

How do you handle it? 

They are recombined on a platinum catalyst recombination chamber in a 

Another interesting way of 

deuterium and tritium are maintained in a conical cavity and impacted by a 
projectile. 
Miley: I do not think that there is any active work at present. 
approach has been studied in the past, but it appears that higher velocity 
accelerators must be developed to achieve net energy production. 
Jones: Professor Scaramuzzi at Frascati is proposing to use rail-guns to f 
deuterium pellets into a Tokamak. He has a gun which will shoot a small 10 

Dr. Miley, is there any ongoing work in this area? 
Certainly 

. 

that 

re 
mg 
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t i t a n i u m  deuter ide  p e l l e t  a t  about 3 km/s. 
t h i s  p ro jec t .  
Fleischmann: I n  your 9 standard dev ia t ions  (90) event, what was the  t o t a l  neutron 
count? 
Jones: Over 5 days, t h a t  would correspond t o  
about 45,000 neutrons. 
Huggins: Were the  backgrounds run  w i t h  two d i f f e r e n t  de tec tors  simultaneously? 
Jones: We j u s t  have one p a i r  o f  detectors,  so we have t o  use one or t he  o ther  
a1 te rna te l y .  
Chubb: Your lower detectable neutron energy l i m i t  i s  about 1.3 MeV? 
Jones: Correct, so t h a t  t he  de tec tab le  energy range includes 2.5 MeV neutrons. 
Most o f  t he  background energy d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  i n  a lower energy range. 
Fleischmann: What i s  t he  response t ime o r  dead t ime o f  your de tec tor?  
Jones: It i s  20 microseconds. Most o f  the  neutrons which we observe are c lose t o  
2.5 MeV, bu t  we see neutron burs ts  a t  h igher  energies. 
Bard: How long were the  electrochemical s tud ies  using pal ladium w i r e  cathodes and 
anode a t  640 mA/cm2 operated t o  search f o r  t r i t i u m ?  
Jones: The t ime was about s i x  o r  seven days per run. 
Santucci: 
co inc ide  w i t h  low temperature neutron burs ts  from deuter ided t i tan ium? 
Jones: Yes. D r .  Menlove w i l l  discuss these i n  the  nex t  presentat ion.  

We have agreed t o  work together on 

The r a t e  i s  about 0.1 neutron/s. 

Have you done acous t ica l  measurements t o  de tec t  phenomena which may 
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During the Workshop on Cold Fusion Phenomena, Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 22, 1989, 
we reported ms Alamos National Laboratory report LA-11686C (September 1989)] on the mea- 
surement of neutrons emitted during pressurized & gas experiments using Ti and Pd samples. 
The experimental program has continued since the Santa Fe meeting, and our data base has more 
than doubled. 

Our recent work has included detector upgrades, background investigations, acoustical 
emissions, and sample preparation and procedure investigations. This report will give a brief 
summary of our work in the above areas. 

I .  DETECTOR UPGRADES 

We are using four independent 3He neutron detector systems for our experiments. All of the 
systems use 3He tubes in polyethylene (CH2) moderators to detect the neutrons. The detector 
characteristics and background levels are given in Table I. 

TABLE I. Neutron Detector Characteristics 

Random Coincidence 
BkgC Bkg Number Total 

Identification Shape 3He Tubesa Efficiencyb (countsh) (countsh) 

System 1 Rectangular 18 21 0.23 1.3 
channel 

System 2 cylindrical 6 26 0.092 0.35 

System 3 Cylindrical 1 6 + 5  34 0.16 2.3 

System 4 cylindrical 1 6 + 3  31 0.39 2.3 

aThe 3He tubes typically have a 30 cm active length and a !ill pressure of 4-6 a m  
me total efficiency was measured using a calibrated W2Cf s o w e  located at the sample position. 
%e coincidence background was measured with a 1.2-kg sample cylinder in the counting 

cavity 

cavity 

cavity 

. .  
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A .  Background Neutrons 
We have reported results for both random neutron (totals) emission and time-correlated 

(coincidence) neutron emission. The background random neutrons originate primarily from 
cosmic-ray interactions in the detector, shielding, and sample, as well as from radioactive decay of 
uranium in the concrete shielding and a and p decay in the 3He tube walls. On the other hand, the 
time-correlated neutrons originate from cosmic-ray spallation reactions in the sample and detector 
body. If the spallation reaction takes place at a significant distance from the detector tubes, the 
small solid angle and intervening shielding between the spallation and the detector prevent the de- 
tection of a coincidence event. 

To investigate neutron background fluctuations, we counted the neutron backgrounds from 
the dummy sample for 3 weeks for System 4 and 2 weeks for System 3 and showed that the ob- 
served scatter of random counts (10% time intervals) about the mean was no larger than the ex- 
pected standard deviations (RSD) of 1.6% for System 4 and 2.0% for System 3. 

Recently, the external neutron backgrounds in Systems 1,2, and 3 have been reduced by the 
addition of 10 to 30 cm of CH2 to the exterior of the detectors. These lower rates are reflected in 
Table I. 

B .  System 3 Upgrade 
An electronic noise veto counter has been added to System 3. Figure l(a) shows a schematic 

diagram of the upgraded system. The split of the high voltage to the external set of five 3He tubes 
is used to pick up possible electronic noise such as voltage spikes and rf interference. The external 
tubes have no CH2 and they are wrapped in cadmium so they have negligible efficiency for count- 
ing neutrons. Their coincidence rate is less than 1 count per day. A coincidence count in this ex- 
ternal counter vetoes a count in any of the other systems. 

C .  System 4 Up rade 

completely independent electronics from the two inside rings and it measures the sample neutrons 
with an overall efficiency of 5%. The ratio of totals counts between the inside detector and ring 3 
is 6/1 and the corresponding coincidence count ratio is 46/1. 

The ring ratio can be used to show that the neutrons originated from the sample, and for 
larger bursts, the ratio can be used to establish the average neutron energy. 

D.  Neutron Die-away Time 
For System 4, we have split the output from the inside detector to two different coincidence 

electronics, as shown in Fig. l(b). The n o d  shift-register1 has a coincidence gate of 128 ps and 
the second shift register has a gate of 32 p. A 252cf source was used to show that an instanta- 
neous burst of neutrons results in a coincidence ratio in the two gates (128 ps/ 32 ps) of 2/1. We 
now check that our background and sample burst events satisfy this ratio within the counting 
statistics. This is essentially a measure of the neutron die-away time (-50 p) in the detector. 

A third ring of 5 He tubes has been added to System 4 as shown in Fig. l(b). Ring 3 has 

Typical sources of electronic noise will not satisfy this gate ratio criteria 

11. NEUTRON BURST RESULTS 

We have continued to measure neutron bursts from the Ti samples in & gas; however, the 
events are unpredictable and difficult to obtain. Table I1 gives a list of the samples that have 
yielded neutron bursts. The list shows the number of source neutrons, and the underlined values 
correspond to events that occurred during warm-up from liquid nitrogen (LN) temperatures at 
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SAMPLE 

HV 

VETO COUNTER 
(NOCHZ) 

OUTSIDE 
AlNQ 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of detector System 3 with the 
external electrical noise veto counter containing five 3He tubes 
inside a cadmium absorber. (b) Schematic diagram of detector 
System 4 with an outside ring of detectors for splitting the 
signal from the inside detector and dual gate electronics for the 
inside tubes. 

approximately -3OOC. The samples in parenthesis were marginal performers, and they are on the 
borderline between active and inactive samples. 

Table I11 lists the samples that were inactive in that they yielded no neutron bursts. Four of 
the inactive samples were H;! gas control samples and six were deuterided Pd samples. All of the 
H2 samples have been inactive and they are currently being used for the dummy samples. 
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TABLE 11. Active Samples--Burst Results 

Starting 
Date 
(Mold) Sample? Number of Source Neutronsb 

4/28 
516 
511 6 
5/19 
612 
619 
611 2 
6/20 
6/28 
718 
711 8 
811 8 
811 1 
818 
8/22 
8/24 
8/29 
911 1 
9/12 

Ti- 1 
Ti-6 
(Ti-10) 
DH- 1 
DD-2 
DH-4 
(Ti- 13) 

Ti-16 
DD-56 
Ti-19 
Ti-22 

Ti- 14 

(Ti-23) 
Ti-24 
(Ti-25) 
(Ti-28) 
Ti-30 
TI-3 1A 
Ti-32 

1z 
a12 
8 6 9 %  

22 35 

aThe parenthesis around a sample number indicates a marginal performer that is on the borderline 

'The underline under the neutron yield indicates that the burst occurred during warm-up from LN 
m e r a t u r e .  

between active and inactive samples. 

Most of the samples from Ti-12 to Ti-36 have used variations of the alloy Ti-6.6.2 (6% AI, 
6% V, 2% Sn) or Ti-6,4 (6% Al. 4% V). The metal bar stock is cut into small turnings (-1 by 1 
by 3 mm) on a lathe. 

An example of an active sample data run is shown in Fig. 2, where the coincidence counts 
per 2000-s time interval are plotted vs the counting time. The large emission at about 195 h oc- 
curred at the -30" temperature after removing the sample from the LN following a D2 gas refill. 



Table III. Inactive Samples 

H2 Gas D2 Gas P2 Gas 
Controls 'l7 Samples Pd Samples 
Ti-27 Ti-2 Pd-1S 
Ti-29 Ti4  Pd-2S 
Ti-3 1' Ti-5 Pd-3s 
Ti-35 Ti-7 Pd-4s 

DD-3 Pd-5L 
Ti-8 
Ti-9 
Ti-1 1 
Ti- 12 
Ti- 15 
Ti-17 
Ti- 18 
Ti-20 
Ti-2 1 

The relationship between the neutron 
bursts and the LN temperature cycle2 con- 
tinues. The underlined values in Table I1 
show that the majority of neutron bursts 
occur during warm-up from LN, however, 
this time period while the sample is be- 
tween -100°C and 0°C represents less than 
4% of the sample counting time. The 
dummy samples and control samples have 
never given a burst during their equivalent 

This dramatic relationship between 
the LN cycle and the bursts is illustrated in 
Fig. 3, where the burst frequency is plotted 
as a function of the number of source neu- 
trons. We see that there are a few events as 
large as 200-300 source neutrons; how- 
ever, most events are at the low end of the 
distribution. Sources smaller than -15 n 
are lost in the cosmic-ray spallation back- 
ground. 

In Fig. 3, the solid bars represent 
bursts that occurred at --3OoC, and the 
cross-hatched bars correspond to room 
temperature bursts. It is highly significant 
that all of the high-yield bursts occurred 
during the LN warm-up at --3O"C. 

For recent experiments, we have at- 
tached an acoustic emission sensor3 to the 

warm-up period. 

outside of our stainless-steel cylinders that contain the D2 gas and Ti chips. The sensor can detect 
the cracking sounds from the hydriding of the Ti metal chips. 

We have found that there is no detectable acoustical emission at the time of the neutron 
bursts. However, samples that have no- or low-acoustical emission are not likely to yield 
neutrons. Samples that we thought were the same yielded acoustical emissions that differed by an 
order of magnitude. Several samples have yielded many thousands of acoustical emissions with- 
out any neutron emission. 

111. SUMMARY 

We continue to observe infrequent neutron bursts from Ti metal chips and electrolysis residue 
samples in pressurized & gas. We have been unable to pinpoint the sample characteristics that 
yield the neutrons. However, we have identified some negative characteristics related to inactive 
samples such as (1) predeuterided Ti or Pd at high temperature, (2) unstressed Ti pieces that do not 
crack under the LN tempera- cycle. The H2 control samples have all been inactive. 

Ten samples have yielded large neutron bursts with at least 23 bursts at the --30°C tempera- 
ture. A time interval of several days is required between the gas loading and the fmt neumn yield 
from the LN cycles. High-efficiency detectors, time-correlation counting, and noise rejection are 
required to measure the neutron bursts. 
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Fig. 2. Neutron time-correlated counts for 2OOO-s counting intervals vs time for Ti-16. 
The large burst at 195 h into the experiment occurred during warm-up from LN at 
-30°C following a refill of D2 gas in the cylinder. 

Burst at Room Temp. 
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Fig. 3. The neutron burst frequency vs the yield of source neutrons in the 
burst. The solid bars correspond to burst events during the LN warm-up 
at --30°C. 
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D I S C U S S I O N  (MENLOVE) 

Wolf: How did you experimentally check that the veto counter in your neutron 
measuring equipment is more sensitive than the real counter, as it should be? 
What calibration procedure did you use for this? 
Menlove: For 
example, we induced voltage spikes in the line by switching the power supplies on 
and off, which were seen in both detectors. We have also used RF interference. 
Hoffman: Suppose an incident cosmic ray is moderated by a person near the veto 
counter, which it enters. 
in the presence of obstacles such as people? 
Menlove: The veto counter would not see such an event because thermal neutrons 
cannot enter the counter through the cadmium screen. Its efficiency is low for 
faster neutrons, but it will occasionally count a neutron of this type. However, 
it will never see two neutrons from the same event within the required 100 
microseconds. 
neutrons in this short time frame. 
Wolf: What is your definition of the background; for example, is it that o f  the 
titanium loaded with deuterium at room temperature? 
Menlove: 
empty cell or dummy cell, e.g., the stainless steel cylinder. Our instrument 
detects the cosmic rays under these conditions. 
Wolf: 
experiment is insignificant compared with the cosmic ray events? 
Menlove: The dummy cell contains the same amount of titanium as the real 
experiment, but no deuterium. 
McKubre: What is the time required to show coincident events? 
Menlove: The data I have shown corresponds to 120 ms. 
in time, because to satisfy the equations all counts have to pass through the 
circuitry in 28 ms. 
accounts for the lifetime and the time for slowdown, the time is then more than 
128 microseconds. Thus, I consider that the events probably occur in less than 
ten microseconds. 
Santucci: 
Menlove: 
but they also contained palladium and vanadium and other materials. 
titanium 662 and 664 alloys in the form o f  metal chips. 

We only performed some artificially induced and approximate tests. 

Would that mean that the veto counter would not operate 

To get a coincident count the instrument must count at least two 

The background corresponds to that of experimental runs using either an 

Do you assume that the signal from the titanium and deuterium in the dummy 

In fact, events are closer 

If the particles originated in a period of 100 ms, when one 

Were the neutron burst results that you showed all titanium? 
The first group were electrolysis residue which were primarily titanium, 

Others were 
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Huggins: 
Menlove: 
neutron signal. 
Huggins: 
Menlove: 
of hydriding. 
minutes as gas was consumed and the container became hot. 
have a case that gave neutron emission, but for which crack formation was 
inaudible. 
detected acoustically may be neutron emitters. 
in our experiments removes the surface oxide, to allow deuteriding. 
initiated by thermal stress as one goes through the temperature, so that fresh 
surfaces are formed which can absorb deuterium. 
Santucci: 
Men1 ove: Correct. 
Lewis: 

Menlove: Initially, dummy runs were carried out, as I have already indicated. 
More recently, hydrogen control samples were run in thermal cycle experiments. 
Chubb: 
Menlove: DD indicated deuterium. The D and H meant the gas used was mixed 
deuterium and hydrogen. 
Lewis: 
hydrogen controls? 
Menlove: With D, the success rate was 35 to 40 percent. 
Wolf: Similar experiments at Sandia Laboratories were not successful. Do you 
understand the reasons for differences between the two sets of experiments and 
Sandia, or perhaps this situation has now changed? 
Menlove: They 
typically ran experiments from a day to a few days, whereas ours operated from a 
week to a few weeks. Sandia had one detector, whereas we use four. They obtained 
detection efficiency of 10 percent, whereas ours is 34 percent. 
for counting neutron bursts increases as the square of the detection efficiency, 
multiplied by the number one counters, i.e., a factor o f  40. Sandia did see two 
events that might have been declared bursts if they had been reproducible, but 
because of the limitations of their equipment, they had to treat them as 
nonbursts. 
The question of the capability of the equipment used is therefore very important. 

Are you certain that cracks will always give an acoustic signal? 
We are certain that cracks detected acoustically do not produce a 

However, were the cracks picked up by the acoustic detector? 
We are fairly certain of that. One can certainly detect the end point 

Some samples even saturated the acoustic monitor for several 
We could, of course, 

So I would not eliminate the possibility that cracks which are not 
I should point out that cracking 

Cracking i s  

Even so, the deuterium loading which you obtain is very low. 

Have you conducted a similar number of thermal cycles using H, rather than 
D,? 

The nomenclature which you use for your experiments is somewhat confusing. 

We did see activity from 50/50 DH mixtures. 
Approximately how many D experiments were successful, compared to the 

The Sandia workers were discouraged and discontinued their work. 

The efficiency 

On the other hand, they might have seen the equivalent of 80 bursts. 
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Wolf: Since you have shown that thermal cycling is important for correct 
charging, do they cycle their cells? 
Menlove: Yes. 
Oriani: 
cycl i ng? 
Menlove: We have tried reducing it but not increasing it. 
cell to warm up over a period of several hours, we saw no positive results. 
Appleby: What is the average deuterium content of the titanium? 
Menlove: On average, it is quite low, certainly a long way from saturation. 
Appleby: Do you know the content at the surface? 
Menlove: We do not have that information, but I believe that in certain isolated 
areas of the material, it may reach saturation. 
Rafelski: 
more about that? 
Menlove: They are difficult experiments to perform. We are waiting until we have 
a more reliable method of filling with tritium, which must be carefully controlled 
to avoid loss to the environment. 

Have you tried to change the temperature ramp rate in your thermal 

When we allowed the 

You mentioned that you are preparing DT experiments. Could you say 
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A Search for Neutrons and Gamma Rays Associated with Tritium 
Production in Deuterided Metals* 

K.L. Wolf, D.R. Lawson, N.J.C. Packham, and J.C. Wass 
Cyclotron Institute and the Department of Chemistry 
Texas A6tM University, College Station, TX, 77843 

Tritium activity has been measured inl,2everal Pd-Ni-D,O 
electrolytic cells, as reported previously At the6present 
time 13 separate cells have shown tritium at 1h2 to times 
the background level of the D20 used in these experiments. The 
appearance of the activity in the electrolyte and in the gas 
phase occurs over a period of hours to a a few days after 
remaining at or near the background level during 4-10 weeks of 
charging in 0.1 M LiOD, D20 solution. The present paper deals 
with attempts to reproduce the tritium measurements and to 
establish the source, from either contamination or nuclear 
reaction. 

The sudden appearance of tritium activity in the cells 
requires the tritium to be loaded in a component prior to the 
beginning of cell operation in a contamination model. Release 
is assumed to be caused by deterioration of one of the 
materials used in the 0.1 M LiOD solution. In an extensive set 
of tests, no contarnination has been found in the starting 
materials or in normal water blanks. Results for neutron and 
gamma-ray correlations have proved to be negative also. The 
limit7set on the absence of 2.5 MeV neutrons for the t/n 3ratio 
is 10 from that expected in the d+d reaction, and 10 for 
14 MeV neutrons expected from the t+d secondary reaction. 
Similarly, Coulomb excitation gamma rays expected from the 
interaction of 3 MeV protons with Pd are found to be absent, 
which indicates that the d(d,p)t two-body reaction does not 
occur in the Pd electrode. 

10 
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Introduction 

significant levels of tritium that have been found in Pd-Ni-D20 
electrolytic cells. 
tritium in the cells, and two experiments are described which have 
attempted to correlate the tritium with neutron and gamma-ray 
emission. In the absence of a direct correlation with a live-time 
nuclear effect, a strict program of sampling and blanks must 
be followed in order to check for contamination. Results are given 
from the initial phases of such a study. 

Tritium from Electrolytic Cells - Verification 
detected in samples of electrolytes from cells at TAMU utilizing in 
situ liquid scintillation counting performed by the Health- Physics 
Department. A detector was constructed at the Cyclotron Institute for 
detailed measurements of the energy spectra. Figure 1 shows the 
results of a measurement presented as a traditional Kurie plot, in 
order to determine the beta endpoint energy for identification. Good 
agreement is obtained with the expected value of 18 keV for tritium 
beta decay. A comparision with a tritium standard provides agreement 
to the 2% level at all parts of the spectrum. Samples from four cells 
have been measured in this fashion, including activity from catalytic 
recombination of H and 0 gases evolved from a cell. An 18 keV 
endpoint energy fr8m an aztivity carried in the gas phase leaves no 
doubt that tritium activity is being measured. Quantitative 
measurements by f p r  outside laboratories 
these meaurements , but the type of energy measurements is 
unknown. 

The present paper deals with the search for the source of 

Observations are given on the appearance of 

Activity attributed to the beta decay of tritium was first 

confirm the validity of 

The Appearance of Tritium 
Table I shows a compilation of the data collected by two research 

groups at TAMU for 13 electrolytic cells. The background level of the 
tritium activity in the D 0 used is approximately 160 d/m which can be 
compared to the rates in !$able I. Usually four times the cell volume 
of 15 ml has been used over the lifetime of a cell. Thus one need not 
consider separation factors or selective distillation in most of the 
samples documentated. Conservation of mass dictates the elimination of 
concentration mechanisms as a viable explanation. Another cell not 
included in Table I produced tritium at 12 times the background level, 
but had a titanium cathode and is not discussed here. 

An activity vs time measurement was conducted in six of the 13 
cells mentioned in Table I, which provides more information. Figure 2 
shows the most detailed series of timed ysays. After the cell was 
charged at a current density of 602ma/cm for four weeks, the current 
density was increased to 500 ma/cm at the start time of Fig.2. It can 
be seen that the tritium activity in the electrolyte built up within a 
few hours. Simailarly, Fig.3 shows a plot of the tritium activity in 
the electrolyte vs the date of assay. A buildup of tritium occurs 
within a 48 hour period correlated with a period of high cell current. 
The constant activity levels and later decreases are interpreted as 
the end of production and displacement, respectively with continuuing 
electrolysis. Tritium activity appears during a period of high current 
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density or after such a period within a few days. On the basis of the 
six cells which have peen followed with tritium assays, no significant 
tritium activity was detected with only low current conditions. 
Another significant feature involves three cells which were fitted 
with separate recombination catalyst cells to provide a measurement on 
the tritium level in the gas phase. In all cases the concentration of 
tritium was much higher in the recombinant D 0 compared to the 
electrolyte, which is opposite to that expecsed from separation 
factors. Cell C-8 in Table I produced a factor of 300 times more 
tritium in the gas phase, both in concentration and in integrated 
activity. This factor is comparable to the recombination rate measured 
for these cells. C@1 C-8 showed the highest total amount of tritium 
totalling about 10 atoms, but it is not the highest level observed 
in the electrolyte. The gas phase / electrolyte ratio of integrated 
amounts of tritium is quite variable. In a second larger cell C-9 with 
a volume of 100 ml the total activity is higher in the electrolyte. As 
described later, only a tritium concentration is known for the 
recombinant for cell D-6 with most of the remaining activity 
introduced into the electrolyte from the recombinant. At least an 

. order of magnitude more tritium was produced in the gas phase than in 
the electrolyte from this small 15 ml cell. Many factors can be 
thought of which could influence the amount of tritium that exchanges 
with the D 0 in the electrolyte, such as the distance traveled by 
bubbles an8 the degree of saturation of gases in the electrolyte at 
the time of tritium ehission. 

Cell Design 
Figure 4 provides a schematic of the rather simple design for 

most of the cells used in the present study. A 12-15 ml pyrex 
centrifuge tube is used to provide a compact design, chiefly for a 
large solid angle in the neutron experiments. No cooling water was 
used to avoid degradation of neutron spectra, thus the cells run at 
elevated temperatures near boiling during high currant periods. The 
cathode consists of a 1 mm diameter Pd wire approximately 4 cm in 
length. The cyclindrical anode is made of2Ni mesh. Cell potentials are 
2.5-3 volts while charging at 50-60 ma/cm and up to 15 volts at high 
current density, 500ma/cm . Black-green NiO is formed and settles to 
the bottom of the cell, but does not adhere to the cathode. Cells are 
charged for at least a month before a 10- 12 hour period of high 
current is applied. This procedure is repeated until a Ni-wire 
electrode connection fails, up to three months. Cell C-7 in Table I 
showed a low yield of tritium after one week of charging and a period 
of high current,which is the shortest production time found. 

Neutron Detection 

been used to provide a low background measurement for neutron 
emission. Pulse shape discrimination methods are used to reject gamma 
rays resulting in a background of 0.5 c/m for 5% total efficiency. An 
active cosmic ray shield of 1/4" plastic scintillator surrounds a 
passive shield of 10-1218 thick parawax and the neutron detector 
situated within. The principal source of background is from the 
neutron component of the cosmic ray showers. The principal advantage 
of this type of detector is the measurement of the neutron energy 
spectrum. The system is sensitive to neutrons ranging from 1 to 

A system based on' 3" X 5" NE213 liquid scintillators(Fig.5) has 
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50 MeV. Neutron energy spectra measured previously age indicative of 
a neutron energy of 2.5 MeV expected from the d(d,n) He reaction as 
shown in Fig.6, correspondig to cell C-D in Table I. The region above 
2.5 MeV is found to be useful in detecting cosmic ray showers and thus 
can increase the sensitivity somewhat. The present paper uses the 
neutron data to estawish limits due to the lack of 2.5 and 14 MeV 
neutrons in correlation with tritium measurements. 

Gamma-Ray Detection 
A 25% intrinsic germanium detector was active for six D20 cells 

for the entire cell lifetimes in the study described later. Passive 
lead shielding was used to minimize gamma-ray background 
contributions. The excellent resolution of a germanium detector 
provides an unambiguous identification, in this instance for the lower 
levels of the palladium isotopes in the 300-600 keV region. Figure 7 
shows a sample spectrum covering the energy range from 80-3200 keV. 
Coulomb excitation of the Pd isotopes is expected by the 3 MeV protons 
from the d(d,p)t reaction, if it occurs. The overall efficiency of the 
detector is approximatg3y 1%, which along with the probability of 
Coulomb excitation (10 ) means the method is not one of the most 
sensitive. For the tritium production observed in cell D-6, a 
significant limit was set as discussed later. 

Neutron-Tritium Correlations 

emission approximately 2 hours in duration each 
60 n/min , and also showed tritium 
The apparent branchin9 ratio, equal to the t/n ratio, is 10 
of 1:l'expected from measurements at normal fusion energies for the 
d + d reaction. The unknown factor here is whether or not the cell was 
counted for neutrons at the correct time, since cell C-D was not 
followed with timed assays. The next stage in the correlation was 
attempted with the same electrode which was melted and reformed to 
insure the absence of tritium, and the cell was neutron counted for 
1 1/2 months. A period of neutron emission was observed but no tritium 
was produced above background levels. 

production as shown previously in Fig.3. The neutron count rate is 
plotted in Fig.8 along with the periods which were defined by the 
tritium assays. A small increase in the neutron rate given over 100 
minute intervals shows a slight increase at the time of cell Current 
increase, but is not regarded to be statistically significant. 
Over a,48 hour period a lower limit on the t/n ratio is determined to 
be7x10 . If there were a large enhancement in the t + p branch, 
further difficulties are4encountered because of the lack of 14 MeV 
neutrons from the d(t,n) He secondary reaction which would ge efpected 
to occur from the 1 MeV tritons. The discrepancy here is 10 -10 , 
depending upon where the reaction takes place ( surface,volume). 

Tritium-Gamma Ray Correlations 
The neutron measukements suggest strongly that either something 

quite unexpected occurs in nuclear reactions, or that we have been 
observing tritium contamination initially buried within the cell 
components. Laboratories and equipment have been checked thoroughly 
and it is clear that no widespread contgmination is present. Samples 
of Pd and Ni have been checked at LANL and no tritium was found. 

Cell C-D listed in Table I showed two instances of neutron 
at levels of130- 

corresponding to 1.6 X 40 atoms. 
instead 

Cell C-G was neutron counted during a period of positive tritium 
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Similarly samples of materials have been dissolved and counted in the 
present study, but not in the numbers necessary and not with proper 
sampling techniques for a model based on spot contamination. Light 
water blanks seem to provide an inclusive means for contamination 
checks, but onlyatwo light water cells were constructed in the 
previous studies , and both at the Cyclotron Institute. In the 
present series, 12 cells were prepared, limited by the Pd on hand, 
split equally between light water and heavy water electrolytes, with 
no other differences. The materials and methods used previously were 
duplicated, except for the lmm Pd wire which was from a different 
batch but from the same company. Cell M-1 listed in Table I was 
constructed with this Pd and had shown a low level production. Table 
I1 shows the results @om that study which was recently completed. All 
cells were charged at 80 ma for one month and then run at 600 ma for 
12 hours, with no tritium activity detected above background. The 
procedure was repeated and again all were negative at the end of the 
second round of charaing and high current. Cell D-6 showed a yield of 
approximately 5 X 10 tritium atoms when assayed four days after the 
second high current period. The time profile of the activity is shown 
in Fig.9 with the activity concentration as a function of time in 
days. The recombination fraction stops at the peak because thecatalyst 
cell (Fig.4) blew out the plunger, glass wool and catalyst beads, 
along with 0.5 ml of recombinant in the fume hood and into the 
immediate area. A wash of the catalyst beads gave 4 0 , 0 0 0  d/m of 
tritium activity. Approximately 3 ml of the recombinant drained back 
into the electrolytic cell, with only 0 . 2  ml remaining, which was 
sufficient for an assay. Thus most of the activity in the electrolyte 
originated from the recombinant. The rapid decrease in the activity in 
the electrolyte is not fully understood, but a similar effect was 
observed for cell C-8. It is suggested that since the closed cells 
operate under an appreciable positive pressure, the amount of 
dissolved td gas decreases as the pressure is reduced, along with the 
normal displacement with d as the cell continues to run. During this 
four day period, no enhancgd gamma-ray lines were observed which sets 
a limit for a descrepancy of a factor of 50. Due to the statistics of 
the matter, one D 0 cbll does not prove the case one way or the other 
and this study w i h  continue in the Martin group with 20 new cells. 
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TABLE I 

TRITIUM ACTIVITY FROM PALLADIUM - NICKEL CELLS 

CELL ELECTRODE TREATMENTa ELECTROLYTEb ACTIVITY (d min-’m1-l) 

C-A 
C-B C 2 3.7 x 10 
c-c D 

.......................................................................... 
4.9 x lo6 6 B 1 d 

after charging at 0.05 amp/&2 for 4 weeks 
after 2 hours at 0.5 amp/cm 
after 6 hours at 
after 12 hours at 0.5 amp/cn 

64 
5290 

2 5.0 X lo5 0.5 amp/cm2 
7.6 X 12 

C-E A 1 3.8 X lo4 
C-F 
C-G A 2 
after charging at 0.05 amp for 4 weeks: 0.5amp112 hours 120 
after additional charging f o r  1 week, 
after 0.1 amp for 24 hours, 0.3 amp for 1 hour 
c-2 ( 3  mm) B 1 6.3 X 10 

C-DC B 2 1.2 x lo4 
B 1 6.3 X 10 

250 
1.5 X lo4 

c-3 ( 3  mm) C 1 0 
C-1 (6 mm) A 1 69 3 
c-7 A 1 7.5 x lo3 
M- 1 A 1 6.4 X lo5 
C-8 B 2 15 ml electr. 5.0 X lo8 

1.5 X lo4 
c-9 (3mm) B 1 lOOml electr. 6.7 X lo5 

lOml recomb. 2.5 X lo5 
lOOml electr. 1.9 X lo5 
8ml recomb. 2.4 X lo5 

D- 6 B 1 14ml electr. 4.0 X lo6 

a) electrode treatment: A, no treatment: B, vacuum anneal: C, acid etch: 
D, electroclean 

b) solution type: 1, 0.1M LiOD: 2, 0.1 M LiOD + 0.lmM NaCN 
c) cell JBA5 which has3shown neutron 
d) verified by second 
All electrodes are lmm diameter palladium except where noted. 
All cell volumes are 12-15 ml except where noted 
A blank count rate of 65 c/min has been subtracted before 
calculation of activities. 

15 ml recomb. 

recomb 1.3 X 10 

activity, 50X/min 
H counter at TAMU and by 5 other laboratories 
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TABLE I1 

Cyclotron Institute 10/13/89 

Reproducibility Test, Tritium Activity 

6 H20 and 6 D20 Cells, lmm X 4 cm Pd, Ni Mesh 

CELL d/m/ml stakt max (electr) max (recomb) 
H- 1 59 62 69 
H-2 30 35 45 
H-3 34 45 47 
H- 4 30 37 27 
H- 5 21 15 17 
PI- 6 37 26 41 

D- 1 17 0 190 18 5 
D- 2 165 195 18 0 
D- 3 190 220 250 
D- 4 165 240 19 0 
D- 5 200 290 160 
D- 6 160 4.01 X lo5 1.26 X lo6 

All cells were run at 500ma/cm2 for two 12-hour periods, 
separated by one month of charging. Total charging time 
was 2.5 months. 
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Plot of Tritium Counts vs. Date Sampled for JBXR1 
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DISCUSSION (WOLF) 

Hoffman: Do you have any iron impurity in your cells with nickel 
counterel ectrodes? 
Wolf: X-ray analysis shows iron, chromium as well as other metals present, which 
must be impurities in the nickel. 
insignificant, whereas others are present in surprising amounts. 
Yeager: 
was the sample removed, and what is your opinion regarding distillation disturbing 

Some impurities in the electrolyte are 

Concerning the samples that were distilled before tritium analysis, how 

tritium analysis? 
Wolf: 
that we sampled. 
Yeager: 
Wolf: Solids were removed from the electrolyte by centrifuging 
Many measurements were made, including a very large number of b 
had operated up to periods of several months, high scintillatio 

Distillation had no effect in regard to tritium analysis 

How did you verify the measurements? 

on the cell 1 iqu 

and by filtering 
anks. After cel 

Proof that these indications were caused by tritium is given by 
1 eve1 s were 

suddenly seen. 
the spectral shape and the proper beta end-point energy of approximately 18 keV. 
Are you concerned that chemiluminescence effects may be mistaken for tritium? 
Yeager: Yes, since these may account for the abnormally large values which you 
have seen. 
Wolf: We have hundreds of blank samples to show that it was not so. 
well known that chemiluminescence problems can occur in concentrated LiOH 
solutions. Thus, we examined blanks with different concentrations of LiOD. Even 
then, the chemiluminescence effect will eventually die out if the sample is left 
in the dark. All samples were double-counted. The first count was taken after 
leaving the sample for 30 minutes after preparation. 
the dark and was recounted one or two days later. 
two counts was seen, further testing would follow. We discovered no problem 
unless a concentrated LiOD solution was used, meaning 1 M or more. 
present work were 0.1 M or pure D,O from the recombination on a catalyst. 
Yeager: 
nickel counterel ectrodes. 
Wolf: There i s  always that danger. For example, the presence of nickel oxide 
might cause chemiluminescence and give false tritium readings, but it is removed 
from the solutions prior to counting. 

No. It i s  

The sample was then left in 
If any discrepancy between the 

Samples in the 

I am concerned about impurities that may originate from the platinum or 

A reproducible beta end-point energy 
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corresponding to a tritium standard is strong evidence for the identification of 
tritium and is far stronger evidence than indirect tests such as distillation of 
the solution. 
Appleby: What is your opinion about the effect of peroxides on the scintillation 
cocktail? 
Wolf: Bleaches can certainly affect the results, but even they are eliminated 
with time. 
even eliminate the effect of deliberately added peroxide. 
Appleby: 
at the anode. 
Yeager: 
sample was distilled at Westinghouse before counting was performed. 
Bockris: 
and after. 
Wolf: Because of experiments of this type, we concluded that routine distillation 
was not necessary. 
energy spectrum to make sure that you have tritium and not some other alpha, beta, 
or gamma activity from contamination, especially for the very low levels of 
activity. 
Rafel ski : 
Wolf: 
high-resolution germanium detector measuring gamma rays, with a sensitivity 1 imit 
of about 100 to 150 counts per day. Our effort was aimed at exceptions to the 
background, particularly in regard to energy levels corresponding to those in 
pal 1 adi um isotopes. 
Te l le r :  
nuclear fusion reactions. 
Wolf: Our results indicate that energetic protons are not present. 
we have seen no indications of 1 MeV tritons through the t(d,4He)n secondary 
reaction with 14 MeV neutrons. 
certainly less than the requirement for TD fusion. 
Lewis: 100 keV or less? 
Wolf: Our best estimate is 10-20 keV. 
Bockris: 
laboratory. 
tritium contamination. 

We confirmed that the two-stage counting procedure which we used would 

The presence of ozone is another possibility, since it can be produced 

Coming back to the point about distillation. A Case Western Reserve 

Los Alamos also distilled our samples, and results were the same before 

At Case Western you would be far better off collecting an 

In your gamma-ray experiments, what was the background count 1 eve1 ? 
It is shown in our paper. I should point out that we used a 

You have not seen the energetic protons which you would expect from 

In addition, 

Any tritons present have a low kinetic energy, 

I would like to point out that all the cells were isolated in a secure 
No tritium had ever been used there before, and no assay showed 

Very long periods of charging were required before 
rom 2-6 weeks. 
external 
um activity was 

significant amounts of tritium were seen in the cells, typically 
One significant result was that obtained with a cell including an 
recombination catalyst. At least an order of magnitude more trit 
in the recombinant as compared to the electrolyte. 
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Wolf: In addition, the fact that distilled electrolyte showed the same results as 
electrolyte counted directly from the cells indicates that tritium had exchanged 
with D,O. 
Jones: 
Wolf: We detected no palladium gamma rays with any degree of confidence. 
4-day period which produced tritium evolution from cell D-6, there was a 
discrepancy of at least a factor of 50 compared to the expected rate. 
Jones: So something was visible. 
Wolf: 
room background. 
gamma rates. 
Fleischmann: 
Wolf: 
excitation gammas cover the range of 300-500 keV, actually up to 555 keV. 
are five lines that provide quite a characteristic signature for the palladium 
isotopes in terms of energies and intensities. Our limit, set by use of these 
Coulomb excitation gammas of a factor of 50, assumed that the tritium was produced 
during a 4-day period corresponding to the assay interval. 
were continuous over a period of 60 days (the cell was counted over the entire 
lifetime), the factor of 50 i s  reduced somewhat, but discrepancy remains. The 
exact factor cannot be quoted now because we have yet to complete the detailed 
analysis of the spectra over the entire 60 days. 
Santucci : 
Wolf: 
been 3 MeV. 
proton energy is reduced. 
much lower the proton energy must be below the predicted 3 MeV. 
Jones: 
energy is less than one MeV. What is your opinion concerning the theoretical 
possibility that a triton of this energy can be produced in a fusion process? 
Could it be via the type of process considered in the 1938 Oppenheimer-Phillips 
paper? 
Wolf: We are not trying to theorize but simply trying to report our observations. 
We find no correlation of radiation with tritium production, and we have had two 
cycles o f  tritium production when the counters were in operation. This does not 
eliminate the possibility that tritium could build up from the tritium inside the 
palladium electrode, which would then be released as the lattice becomes cracked. 
The Coulomb excitation part of the energy is perhaps a better indication for the 

Did your germanium detector show any evidence of palladium energy levels? 
Over a 

The background has some cosmic-ray induced gammas as well as the natural 
Further analysis i s  required for setting limits on extremely low 

What is the energy range which you are examining? 
We measure over the range from 80 keV to 3.5 MeV, but the Coulomb 

There 

If tritium production 

What proton energy did your results represent? 

The Coulomb excitation probability would, of course, be lower if the 
Assuming that the factor of 50 is correct, the proton energy would have 

A Coulex calculation i s  then required to estimate how 

You seem to be telling us that there are no protons and that the triton 

. _< . ".. . 
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lack of 3 MeV protons, because the gamma counter was in operation during the 
entire lifetime of the cell. 
Kim: 
into the electrolyte. 
Wolf: 
correct, but that cannot represent more than a factor o f  2-3, assuming isotropic 
emission of the protons. 
Fleischmann: 

Some of the energetic protons that may be produced in the process should go 

If the protons are produced on or close to the surface, that would be 

Statistically, some of the protons must go toward the interior of 
the electrode. 
Wolf: We would take into account the solid angle effect. 
Kim: 
Wolf: Yes, it has been measured many years ago and again quite recent 
explicitly for 3 MeV protons stopping in Pd. 
Rafelski: If the expected energy is not present in the triton, it wou 
surprising to find it in the proton. 
Appleby: Where do you suppose that the excess energy goes? 

Did you determine the Coulomb excitation cross section? 
Y, 

d be 

Wolf: I do not know. At present, all I can say about it is where it i s  not 
going. The tritium may be caused by contamination in one of the cell construction 
materials, so there may be no excess energy. 
Teller: 
Rafelski: You obtain a neutron signal at 2.5 MeV, yet you appear not to have 
tritions of the correct energy. Some rare nuclear reactions seem to conserve 
energy, whereas others seem to lose energy. 
Wolf: 
necessarily correlated with tritium. 
Rafelski: One might say that there are two kinds o f  cold fusion. 
probabil i ty of 2.5 MeV neutrons is strongly enhanced, i .e., no energy disappears. 
Teller: 
level which is times lower than that of the overall reaction, represented by 
the heat produced. Two unusual observations might be questionable, whereas three 
will be out of the question, unless there is some common cause which is different 
from anything which we have previously experienced. 
these things. The Gamow tunneling probability is one problem. Apparent 
nonconservation of energy is another. 

Some of your reactions do not appear to conserve energy. 

The probability of 2.5 MeV neutron emission is quite low, and it is not 

In one, the 

Such reactions may be strongly enhanced, but they nevertheless occur at a 

There is a common cause of 

The observations mean that something very 
that we are all not different from previous observations is occurring, assuming 

mistaken. 
Fleischmann: When we first started to announce these obser 
acknowledged that it may all be a mistake. It still may be 
believe that we are beginning to narrow down the possibilit 

ati ons, we 
a mistake, but I 
es. 
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY, ANOMALOUS HEAT, AND TRITIUM PRODUCTION 
John M. Bockris 

Texas A&M University 

At Texas A&M we have our various groups working, and you have heard Kevin 
Wolf, who was our leader on the nuclear side, and we follow him in our techniques. My 
own area is electrochemistry, and I am going to show you a series of results (some are new, 
most are new), which I think to some extent will give you a correlation between heat and 
tritium for the first time; at least, they have been seen for the first time together. 

I would like to show you two heat results. These are merely illustrative of the way 
we do it. Fig. 1 is a calibration graph in which we have power against temperature, and I 
want to stress immediately that by far the majority of the electrodes which we look at, say 
three out of four electrodes, up to say 90 days electrolysis, go up and down this line which is 
the line established by using resistance heating corresponding when we use the cells to (E- 
1.54)I. We vary E on the cell in such a way that we can come up and down the calibration 
line, and the cells do give the correct values for the classical electrochemical expected heat. 
So, this is a kind of internal calibration check. We calibrate every day, and sometimes we 
calibrate two or three times a day with heaters, and then we put the cells on to see whether 
they fit our calibration line, and all too many of them do exactly what we don’t want them 
to do in one sense: they lie on the classical electrochemical curve. And from time to time, 
roughly speaking, I would say once every two or three weeks, we get an electrode which 
starts working. This one started working several weeks ago and worked for 44 hours, and 
during that time, it lies clearly of the line. It depends on current density and increases 
approximately linearly to current density. When it stops working, it goes back on the line, 
Le., the line of (E-1.54)I. When the cells go back on the line, it proves the classical heat 
(Le., the expected electrochemical one) supports the calibration and calorimetry. 

Fig. 2 is a recent cell which operated in the last several weeks as a heat producer. 
This cell is producing something like 1/2 watt in 3 or 4 watts - it operated thus for several 
hours. Here, we have added heat from a calibrator resistance heater, and when switched 
OK the value comes back to the same point, showing that we have excess heat. 

In Fig 3, we see growth occur to a very high amount, 800,000 counts/min ml. The 
counting efficiency is about 0.3. We watched steady state being achieved in about 10 hours. 
We have had altogether 12 electrodes producing tritium; production goes on for between 2 
and 20 hours. After the burst is over, it will go down over 2 to 3 days. I suppose, and I 
think Kevin Wolf said something like this, that the DT is being sparged out. The electrode 
has stopped producing. But D2 continues to be produced and it pushes out the DT. 

Everybody with whom we talked, of course, said contamination, contamination, 
contamination. So, helped by Kevin Wolf, we did a lot of analysis on everything we could. 
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We dissolved the nickel and sent it to Los Alamos; we sent the palladium to Los Alamos. 
Everything was analyzed. We had the electrolyte analyzed by many people -- by Los 
Alamos, but also by Battelle, General Motors, and Argonne. The results show excellent 
agreement. We did have a chemiluminescence when we went too high in concentrations. 
We distilled, we centrifuged, we filtered, and so forth. We don’t do these extra checks any 
more. 

I spoke about the cell that stops producing, and Fig. 4 is an example of what happens 
when it does. Here is one that was up to about 3000 counts/min ml; it stopped and started 
coming down here, and it took about a week to get back to background. Now, all these 
cells have been charging for 6 or 8 weeks before they produced any tritium. I noticed Steve 
Jones’ remarks about tritium. He ran his cells for 6 days, and 7 days is the minimum time 
that we have ever seen the tritium. Usually, it is longer than that, and I think that is one of 
the great reasons why many people didn’t see anything at all. You have to wait a long time 
to see anything. 

Fig. 5 is the graph which I particularly wanted to show you. This is an electrode 
which had about 8 weeks charging before it switched on giving heat. We go up to a range 
between 12% and 20.22% excess heat. This heat grows over above 10 hours, and then it is 
relatively stable, but with this peak here it goes along like this for a long time. The 
electrode is still producing after a month. 

After about 9 days in which plenty of heat has been produced at about 17-18% 
efficiency, then you see the tritium switches. This is the tritium in the liquid coming up 
here, and you see that in this case it looks as though there might be some kind of 
correlation between that rise in heat and that switch on of tritium. The solid points are the 
tritium in the gas, and the open points are the tritium in the liquid. You see another heat 
burst and then the tritium, which we would like to come, say a day later, but the tritium 
comes up a Zittk e d r .  It is in the liquid and gas phase coming up, going down again, and 
the heat comes up a bit afterwards, so there is only a weak suggestion of a correlation 
between the tritium and the heat. 

If you add the gas phase to tritium together with the tritium which is insulation, then 
one can calculate how much heat one has produced, assuming D + D + T+ H + 2.4 MEV. 
Kevin Wolf and I did this calculation early on when we had the fist burst of lo6 tritium. In 
those days, we weren’t measuring the gas phase. I simply assumed that Henry’s law was at 
work so that one had an equilibrium amount of DT in the gas phase. When I did that, I got 
reasonable agreement with the heat. I could replicate 4-8 W or so. But if I ran the gas- 
phase results from the recombinant, it doesn’t work so well. It gives about 0.1% of the 
heat. 

The tritium is produced in bursts. There is a constant amount of tritium measured 
in the recombinant fluid, so there is a small activity of tritium production all along, but it 
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varies in two areas which are apart by something like 2 weeks and two bursts. There is a 
different meaning to the gas-phase tritium and tritium in the cell. We put the recombinant 
back. The tritium in the gas phase is measured daily. It represents the instantaneous or 
daily performance of the tritium. Thus, it should vary greatly with the activity, whereas the 
amount in the liquid should just go up, and you can see that roughly it is going up. Here is 
the amount here, and then after the next burst it has gone up. And if we put a straight line 
through there, it has gone up to about twice or three times and remains approximately 
constant, Le., the burst has ceased. 

The system is closed in the sense that D2 and 0 2  do not escape into the 
surroundings but recombine outside the cell and are put back into it. But you can have 
incomplete recombination. So, we do have a number of open cells as well. 

I want to show you some things I learned on a recent visit I made to Germany, which 
has helped me in trying to interpret the tritium production in a surface model. I started 
trying to look at things in a surface-oriented way because it seemed to me to be consistent 
with all the irreproducibilities and all the long time that you have to wait for heat and 
tritium and the fact that some people get it and some people don’t. Thus, I found a recent 
paper by Popov and Arsimovich in which they treat theoretically the time for the growth of 
aspirites or dendrites - on the surface. The expression which I show here gives the ratio of 
the height of a protrusion at t = 1-to to the height at t = 0. I am setting the ratio at 10. 

In other words, I assume that there are some very tiny pyramids, perhaps 1,000 
angstroms high, and that some pyramids grow, e.g., 10 times higher in the time t, from 
Popov‘s equation. Then, substituting things like diffusion coefficients, concentration of the 
alleged impurity in solution, one can calculate when the fast growth period for the 
dendrites begins. I have assumed that the impurity which deposits is M, a sheer 
assumption, but if I do that, then I get the fast growth occurring in 20 or 25 days. That is 
typical of the time we have to wait. So, that is one point in favor of the surface viewpoint. 
It explains why the time is so much longer than the time which it takes to charge the 
electrodes. 

Now, secondly, in my recent German trip, I visited the Fritz-Haber Institute, partly 
inhabited by a very large group of electrochemists. There, I discussed with Dieter Kolb the 
value of the field at the electrode surface, generally taken to be lo8 volts/cm, i.e., a volt 
over a few angstroms. However, Kolb has a paper in press in which he has determined a 
field as lo9 volts/cm. 

Kolb reflects light from the surface electrode and then calculates the field from the 
degree of reflection. He gets 2 x lo9 volts/cm in alkaline solution, and it’s lo9 in acid 
solution. This field is associated with surface states on the silver. It is not distributed 

. 
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uniformly, as electrochemists usually think, because charges concentrate over smal l  areas, 
where the local field is going to be greater. 

Suppose we follow this through. On the tip of one of the promontories, we have 
what electrochemists call the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism for deuterium evolution. The 
D is absorbed on the tip of the dendrite. The tip would be where the big field is. It is also 
where dielectric breakdown is most likely to begin. 

Well, if you have a field of 2 x lo9 volts/cm, and electrons emit from the dendrite 
tips, as they do in dielectric breakdown, they proceed into the gas bubble formed at the tip. 
There, it seems plausible to assume a reaction Q + e + D+ + D + 2e. The D+ is now 
under the high field, and work is done in accelerating it toward the dendrite tip. If the 
length of passage is 50 angstroms, the work done is 50 x x 2 x lo9 ev = lo00 ev. These 
transitions would be local and fluctuational, for an overall cell voltage of 10 V. 

If one puts this work term into the Gamow equation, the degree of penetration is 
now quite high, and the calculated rate is about one-tenth that observed. There are several 
ways in which the model can be improved -- for example, we have neglected electron- 
electron screening due to the overlap of electrons from the metal. We have neglected to 
account for the charge on the adsorbed D. Such amendment may bring the calculation into 
good agreement with the facts. 
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DENDRITE ENHANCED TUNNELING 
NEUTRON TRANSFER REACTION 

CLASSICAL REACTION BRANCHING RATIO 
3T 

I a@ -'He, / 

PROPOSED REACTION BRANCHING RATIO 

FIELD 
DEPENDENT 
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T R I T 1 U M L I QUI D SCI N T I L L AT IO N M E ASU RE fvt EN T S 
BLANK EXPERIMENTS 

LKB WALLAC 1410 LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTER 

1 rnL SAMPLE IN 15 rnL BIOSAFE I I  WATER SOLUBLE COCKTAIL 
WITH WYSE PC COMPUTER 

SAMPLE CPM/ml DPM/ml 

TYGON 'TUBING IN NaOH 105220 0 

RUBBER STOPPERS IN NaOH 150f20 0 

RECOMBINATION CATALYST IN NaOH 140f15 0 

DISSOLVED SHAVINGS FROM CUTTERS 160211 0 

DISSOLVED SHAVINGS FROM VACUUM CHAMBER 164: 17 0 

DISSOLVED SHAVINGS FROM SPOTWELDER 155210 0 
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T R I TI U M L I Q U I D SCI N T I L L AT IO N M E ASU R E M E N TS 
BLANK EXPERIMENTS 

LKB WALLAC 1410 LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTER 
WITH WYSE PC COMPUTER 

SAMPLE CPM/ml ACT1 VI TY (DP M /m I) 

1 mL SAMPLE IN 15 mL BIOSAFE I 1  WATER SOLUBLE COCKTAIL 

BACKG ROU N D COR ECT E D 

BIOSAFE I I  COCKTAIL 170 213 - - -  

161:16 0 H 2O ANALYSIS 

D 2O ANALYSIS 21Of16 100 

0.1M LiOD ANALYSIS 220 :20 125 

157212 0 0.1M LiOH ANALYSIS 

0 DISOLVED NICKEL IN NITRIC ACID 157 2 1  2 



Fusion At Surface? 

(1) Sporadicity, irreproducability 

(2) Storms-no T if electrode anodic 

(3) Observation dendritic growths 

Popov, 1989, Mod. Aspects Electrochemistry, 
Plenam, Vol. 20: Time for growth of promontories. 

10 20 
\ 

I 

Days 

/ 

Electric Fields near electrode surface 

Normally accepted order of magnitude =lo8 volt cm-' 

But Kolb in 1989, reflectance spectra, dependence on surface states. 
Local fields -lo9 volts cm-l (Ag) 

Is field further concentrated at dendrite tip? (G. gas discharge theory) 

.-. Reasonable make possible field =2 - lo9 volt cm-' 

. 
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Fusion At Surface 

(1) Assume Volmer-Heyrovsky 

D20 + em+DAds + OD- 

D A ~  + D20 + e + D2 + OD- 

(2) + d +  
D c D++ OD- 

(3) 

produced local initial dielectric ,rea.. 
? 

.own. 

l00OA 
x , + e . d = 2 x 1 0 9 .  1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  

= 100 ev at local spots I 
D, + e + D+ + D + 2, 
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CELL 4 TRITIUM AND HEAT 
DPM/ml (Thousands) % EXCESS 

300 

250 

200 

150 

1 00 

50 

0 

0 

+ 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
9/11 9/14 9/17 9/20 9/23 9/26 9/29 1012 1015 10/8 loll1 10/14 

DATE 
% EXCESS HEAT TRITIUM CELL -8- TRITIUM GAS - 

EXCESS HEAT FROM €38 

l o  I 
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POWER (W) 
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cell 4 
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ALL ELECTRODES Imm x 4cm 99.9% PURE Pd, Ni ANODES 

ALL ELECTRODES AT 60 rnAcrn-2T0 CHARGE CPM/mL 
6 

CELL A: ANNEALED AT 800 O c ,  IO-~TORR, 7 HRS 1.6 x 10 
500 rnAcrn'2FOR 8 HRS 

CELL B: ACID ETCH TREATMENT 
500 rnAcrn-2FOR 8 HRS 

1.2 x l o 6  

CELL C: ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDE REMOVAL 
- 2  t.0 83 500 rnAcrn 

t+2 HRS ....................................................................................... 1790, 
t+6 HRS 1.7 x 10 
t+12 HRS ......................................................... 2.5 x 10 

........................................................................................................................ 

................................................ 

CELL D: ANNEALED AT 8o0°c, IO-~TORR, 7 HRS 
500 rnAcrn'2FOR 10 HRS 
CELL THAT HAS EXHIBITED 3.8 Io4 

NEUTRON ACTIVITY 

7 OUT OF 9 ELECTRODES HAVE SHOWN TRITIUM ACTlVlTY 
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c 
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0 

Trit ium conten t  of cells 
AH-1 and Cell 4 

CPM/ml 

. -1 
I " 

...... ............................................. - ..................... - 

. ........ - ............ " .............................................. 
Cell 4 produced excess heat 

...... ................... ......................... ....................................................................................................... ...... ..... + . = .  * 

+ + . 
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I I 
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t ime  ,days 
Background rate 100 CPM 

. 
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CONFIRMATORY RESULTS 
TRlTllUM ACTIVITY IN CPM/ML 

SOURCE CELL A I  STANDARD 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 2.13~10 7 . 2 3 ~ 1 0 ~  

BATTELLE LABS 1 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 ~  8 . 8 0 ~ 1 0 ~  

ARGONNE LABS 

LOS ALAMOS LABS 

GENERAL MOTORS 

1 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 ~  759x10’ 

6 . 5 0 ~ 1 0 ~  
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DISCUSS ION (BOCKRIS) 

_-. 

Lewis: 
Bockris: In general, half of our cells are open, and half are closed. The 
calibration of our calorimeter is as I have described. 
Lewis: 
Bockris: It varies 10-17 percent of the total input energy, or 20-30 percent o f  
the input energy after correction for the heat of decomposition of D,O. 
have five or six cells which have shown 20-30 percent excess, calculated on this 
basis. The incubation time for excess heat production has been as little as 5 
hours. The longest excess heat run has been over 3-4 weeks. 
Rafelski: How much excess heat do you see over 3-4 weeks? 
Bockris: About 5 MJ. 
Lewis: 
Bockris: 
for the heat of decomposition of D,O. 
Pons: 
cell s? 
Bockris: 
a reduction. 
Lewis: 
Bockris: 
analyze it in the gas phase. 
about 10" atoms per ml per second in the liquid phase and about twice that rate in 
the gas phase. 
Fleischmann: 
Bockris: Correct. 
O'Grady: 
Bockris: 
varies between 12 and 25 percent. 
Rafelski: The tritium which you have detected can only account for 1 percent o f  
the excess heat. 
experiments you should have produced a large fraction of a ml o f  it somewhere in 
your equipment. 
Bockris: Since the neutron activity is very small, it seems unlikely that much 
He-3 is being produced. 

Are your cells open or closed, and how do you calculate the excess heat? 

The excess heat seems to be 5-7 percent compared with the input power. 

We now 

Based on what calculation of the input? 
This represents about 20 percent of the input energy after correction 

Do you see any evidence o f  a reduction in tritium production in closed 

Over our maximum duration run of 90 days, we saw no indications o f  such 

Have you analyzed your cathodes for He-3 and He-4? 
Helium has not been analyzed as yet; however, we are attempting to 

It is not easy; tritium production would represent 

That corresponds to about 1 percent of the excess heat detected. 

What is your power input to the cells? 
It is normally in the 5-10 W range, and the excess heat production 

If He-3 accounts for the rest, over the duration of your 

That amount should be detectable. 
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Fleischmann: The product may be a-particles, rather than He-3. 
Rafelski: Whatever is occurring, the heat and mass balances must be accounted 
for 
Santucci: Dr. Bockris, in your calculation, do you account for any tr 
might still be stored in your cathodes? 
Bockris: No. We should remember that Dr. Storms detected no tritium 
electrolyte on anodically polarizing his cathodes. 

tium tha; 

n a fresh 

Lewis: Dr. Huggins has indicated that one must anneal the cathode at 75 percent 
of the melting point in K to remove interstitial material. Interstitial tritium 
may still be present in your cathodes at the start of the experiment. 

adium an anode. 
surface in the 

Bockris: I believe that it would be detected by making the pal 
Storms: Some palladium oxide may, of course, be present on the 
anodic range, which could block tritium loss .  
Bockris: We have studied our electrode surfaces, and they are ertainly not clean 
after electrolysis. Nickel, iron, chromium, sulfur, and very little palladium are 
present at the surface, as well as silicon from glass. In our case, the nickel i s  
probably from the counterelectrode. 
heater. 
Hoffman: 
through the electrolyte'without equilibration. 
gone into the electrolyte. 
Bockris: We speculate that both DT and DTO are produced. 
Storms: Under anodic conditions, no gas bubbl ing is observed, and hydrogen can be 
totally eliminated from the electrode if enough time is allowed. 
Bard: 
Bockris: The calibration was carried out on a daily basis. If an unusual event 
occurred, we recalibrated immediately. 

Iron may be from the anode or the cell 

If the gas evolution into the electrolyte is rapid, gas will pass 
Tritium may therefore not have 

How often did you calibrate the heat output from your cells? 
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Introduction 

Among the multitude of efforts [l] to reproduce the provocative experiment of Heischmann, Pons, 
and Hawkins [2], the focus has been on the production of heat, and/or the generation of neutrons, high 
energy gamma rays, or the expected chemical byproducts of the fusion of deuterium with deuterium, such as 
tritium and 'He. Our approach has been to explore the surface character of Pd foils after extensive 
electrolysis of H20 or D 2 0  solutions. 

Our experiments with the electrolysis of Pd foil in D20 did not produce large neutron fluxes, and 
due to  the small volume of the foil, calorimetric measurements were precluded. However, surface analyses 
by time-of-flight secondary mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) of the electrolyzed Pd revealed anomalies with 
electrolysis. TOF-SIMS was used to survey the effect on the Pd isotopic distribution with electrolysis in D20 
and H20. W e  report here an enrichment of m/z 106 and a diminution of m/z 105 in the surface/near- 
surface layers of Pd electrolyzed in D20. No enrichment of m/z 106 was observed for the starting Pd 
material or for Pd electrolyzed in H20. 

Exwrimental 

Materials and Electrolvtic Condition2 

AU experiments were run with samples cut from a piece of Pd foil (0.127-mm thick) obtained from 
the historical supply of precious metals in the electrochemistry group at  the Naval Research Laboratory. X- 
ray diffraction [Philips/Norelco Model XRG 6OOO X-ray Diffractometer] of this foil showed that it was 
oriented, primarily in the c200> direction. 

The Pd foil cathode was cut in the shape of a flag or a rectangular strip. A spot-welded contact was 
made to 0.5-mm diameter Pd wire [Aldrich, 99.99% pure] for the strip electrode or  to  Ta ribbon for the flag 
electrode. The Pd-Ta join was placed well above the solution level during electrolysis. Prior to  electrolysis, 
the Pd foil (which was dull gray) was cleaned in freshly prepared 1:l HCkHNO, either superficially to  
remove surface oxide or as follows: the Pd strip was gently moved through the acid for 90 s and then 
sonicated three times in fresh H 0; this step was repeated twice.; finally the foil (now shiny and showing 
visible facets) was sonicated in t i e  solvent of electrolysis. 

The readion was run in two different cells. The first cell was a variation on the toroidal dispersion 
electrolysis cell, previously d u u i b e d  [3,4], with an anode of Pt gauze cylindrically surrounding the Pd flag 
cathode (with a total surface area of 2 cm2). Solution volume was 30 ml. The second cell was a tall-form 
beaker where the anode was Pt wire (Alfa, 5N pure) wrapped around the outside of a glass-rod cage, as in 
the Fleischmann and Pons design [2], to surround a long Pd strip (of varying area, > 1 cm2), so that the Pd 
cathode is again concentrically surrounded. Solution volume of this cell was 100 ml. Unless the anode 
symmetrically surrounds the Pd cathode, electrolysis merely achieves the diffusion of deuterium through (and 
out of) Pd. 

sources of 99.9% pure D20 [MSD Isotopes or Cambridge lsotope Lakratories]. Reasoning that the 
pertinent half-cell electrochemical reaction, Le., the reduction of D 2 0  at the cathode, 

The electrolyte solution for the D 2 0  experiments was 0.1F Li SO, [anhydrous, Alfa] in one of two 

D 2 0  + e- = D + OD- I11 

occurs in both neutral and basic solutions, we opted for the less resistive and lower etchant electrolyte. O n e  

. . - . 
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experiment was prepared under environmentally controlled conditions, Le.. previously unopened D,O 
[Cambridge Isotope Laboratories] was placed in a dry box [Vacuum Atmospheres: He atmosphere at < 1 
ppm H,Ol and used to prepare 0.1F LiOD from Li metal ribbon [Alfa]. The electrochemical cell was 
assembled in the  dry box. sealed, and removed for electrolysis. Electrolyses in light water were performed 
with triply-distilled (from quartz) H,O with 0.1F Li,SO,. 

The electrochemical loading of D or H in Pd was achieved by applying a constant current of 10 
mA/cm2 for at least one day using the galvanostatic mode of a EG&G PAR Model 173 
potentiostat/galvanostat. Cell voltage was measured by connecting the reference and auxiliary electrode 
leads to the electrometer. After initial charging at 10 mA cm', some cathodes were charged at 50 mA/cm2 
or 140 mA/cm2, but most were maintained at 10 mA/cm! Some experiments were run with a neutron 
counter [Radiac Probe Model DT-371/PDR-70 and Radiac Model 2 Counter-Timer] placed outside of the 
cell. 

The isotopic profile for Pd (m/z range 102-110) was performed using the static SIMS mode of a 
TOF-SIMS. The instrument used in these studies was built at the Naval Research Laboratory [5,6] and 
utilizes a pulsed alkali-ion gun, containing a thermionic emitter which produces 2-5 ns pulses of 14.0-keV 
cesium ions. Positive secondary ions were detected. Each intensity-amu spectrum is the averaged 
accumulation of two or three million spectra. Samples (sized approximately 0 5  cm x 1 cm) were argon- 
plasma cleaned in the analysis chamber prior to analysis. 

Elemental analysis of the Li,SO,/D,O solution was performed with inductively coupled plasma 
emission spectrometry and indicated no trace metallic impurities at sub-ppm levels. 

Results and Discussion 

During the initial electrochemical experiments with Pd in Li2S0,/D,0, rudimentary neutron 
counting was performed, and although the results were statistically ambiguous, it seemed that further 
investigation was warranted. X-ray diffraction of the electrolyzed Pd foil showed that limes for Pd were gone 
and lines for a Pd deuteride phase were present. 

lsotooic Distribution from TOF-SIMS 

In TOF-SIMS the velodty of the secondary ions produced from the sample surface is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the mass/charge ratio. This allows the mass of each ion to be determined 
by measuring its flight time, a n 4  thus, it is possible to reliably observe isotopic ratios in a sample. 

The first TOF-SIMS experiment on a Pd foil electrolyzed in D,O was focused on the low m/z regon 
to gauge the presence of any Li and H/D/T isotopes. The high m/z range was coincidentally obtained, 
yielding the startling result that the expected natural isotopic distribution of Pd was altered in the 
electrolyzed Pd, with m/z 106 significantly enhanced. This is clearly seen in Figure 1, where the Pd isotope 
range (m/z 102-110) is contrasted for Pd blank (i.e., never-electrolyzed Pd foil) and two deuterated Pd foils: 
PdD#4 - Pd foil electrolyzed for an accumulated charge of FS 8 x Id Coulombs with freshly opened D 0 
and 0.1F Li,SO,; and PdD#lO - Pd foil electrolyzed for 1.4 x IO6 Coulombs of accumulated charge with 
freshly opened D 2 0  and freshly prepared GOD. 

Figure 1 also includes the TOF-SIMS spectrum obtained for Pd foil electrolyzed in H20 for an 
accumulated charge of 40.2 x Id C (PdH#14). These spectra for the electrolyzed foils show peaks at the Pd 
isotopic values; they do not show a shifted isotopic distribution at (m+2)/z as expected for PdD or (m+l)/z 
as expected for PdH. This means that molecular PdD or PdH species do not predominate the ions displaced 
from the surface. The bond strength of PdH has been theoretically determined to be < 0.1 Hartree [7,8], 
thus few molecular PdD(H) ions would be expected to survive the secondary ion process. 

lWPd to generate lWPdD at m/z 106 would require rewriting our chemical understanding of reactions. 
Isotopic effects are observed in the rate of a reaction, not in the identity of the reaction. Furthermore. 
(106/104)'/2 = 1.010 - which is not a large isotopic driving force. 

Assigning the  enhanced m/z intensity at 106 amu as due to preferential reaction of a deuteron with 
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Figure 1: TOF-SIMS spectra 
obtained for Pd foils before and 
after electrolysis i n  D 0 and H20. 2 

PdD#10 (0.1F LfOD/D20) 

PdD#4 (0.1F Li2S04/D20) 

PdH#14 (0.1F Li2S04/H20) 

Pd f o i l  
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Because the samples are cleaned by generating an inert gas plasma inside the TOF-SIMS analyzer 
chamber, the possibility exists for contamination by constituents of the steel chamber walls, in this m/z range, 
chromium dimers are an especial worry. Table I lists the naturally occurrin isotopes for Pd, Cr, Rh, and 

contribute to the signal for lWPd. Slighter influences from Cr dimers could also affect '@I'd, 
ImPd. As the samples are placed in the chamber and analyzed separately, each experiences slightly different 
plasma conditions. 

TOF-SIMS Analvsis of Non-Electrolned Pd 

Ag. The greatest concern arises with respect to m/z 104, since a dimer of 4 Cr (83.8% abundant) would 
and 

To assess the effect, if any, of plasma-generated m/z contamination, three non-electrolyzed Pd foil 
samples were plasma cleaned in-situ and analyzed. Because m/z 110 cannot be affected by a chromium 
dimer, it was used as an internal standard the intensities for m/z 104, 105, 106, and 108 were ratioed to that 
at m/z 110 for each sample. The results are listed in Table I. Also included in Table I is the percent 
difference between this ratio and the ratio predicted from the known isotopic abundances of Pd (also listed in 
Table I); this gives an estimate of the deviation from ideality. 

It can be seen that for two of the blanks (Pd#I and Pd#3) there is no obvious problem from 
chromium dimers for m/z 105, 106, and 108, as they vary, at most, l5% from ideality, and even m/z 104, the 
most susceptible m/z, is not severely affected. Pd#& however, has an enormous excess at m/z 104 (338.7% 
over ideality); most encouraging, however, is the fact that m/z 105, 106, and 108 are essentially unaltected. 
This study with non-electrolyzed Pd shows that the use of m/z 110 as an internal standard readily highlights 
significant contamination ascribable to chromium dimers, and that any peculiarity at m/z 106, as seen in 
Figure 1, cannot be ascribed to isotopic or molecular contaminants arising from the in-situ plasma cleaning. 

As a second check, the intensities were also analyzed as adjusted abundances. This was done by 
rejecting any information at m/z 104 and summing the areas associated with m/z 105, 106, 108, and 110 
(ideally summing to 88.08% of the total), ignoring any minor contribution from m/z 102, and renormaling 
to 100% (the factor is 100/88.08 = 1.US). As seen in Table I, this approach also shows that within 15-20%, 
the expected isotopic distribution for Pd (excluding m/z 104) is obtained, regardless of significant plasma- 
generated contamination as seen for Pd#2. 

TOF-SIMS Analvsis of Electrolncd Pd 

With this analytical footing, a number of Pd samples electrolyzed in D,O and H,O were analyzed by 
TOF-SIMS. The normalized intensities, and their percent deviation from the natural abundance, are listed in 
Table 11. Graphically, the no rma l id  results are depicted in Figures 2 and 3 by histograms for each 
electrolyzed sample and for an averaged value obtained for the three Pd blanks from Table I. Their 
magnitudes are contrasted with a level drawn for the ideal value. 

It is immediately obvious, whether normalizing with m/z 110 (as an internal standard) or adjusting 
the percent abundance, that two samples, PdD#4 and PdDR10, have been significantly altered at m/z 106, by 
approximately 45 and 85% respective1 over what was observed for the starting Pd material which mirrors 
the expected values for normalized "'d. 

The isotopic distribution for two samples - PdD#4(a) (analyzed by TOF-SIMS four months after 
termination of electrolysis) and PdD#9 (analyzed two months after termination of electrolysis, and run with 
air-exposed Li2S0, and D20) - are less clearly scrambled. If the internal standard normalization is used, 
there appears to be a relative enrichment in m/z 106, but not at the levels seen for PdD#4 and PdDX10. If 
the adjusted abundance normalization is used, these samples closely resemble the i d 4  ratio at m/z 106 
within experimental limits. 

Study of the histograms prepared for m/z 105 and 108, as in Figure 3, yields similar conclusions, Le., 
clear departure from natural abundances for PdD#4 and PdDX10. In this instance the isotopic abundances 
of m/z 105 and 108 are clearly diminished for PdD#4 and PdDX10, by either normalization analysis, while 
PdD#4(a) and PdD#9 are enhanced relative to m/z 110, but appear to be normal using the adjusted 
abundances. 
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TABLE I: Iaocopic Raciox from TOI-SIHS Inc.naiciex - Pd b l a n k  

NAtUrally % Norn1iz.d P d l l  ?d*2 Pd.3 
O c c u r r i n g  Abundance t o  % Adj.  % % % Adj. % % % Adj .  % % - I.1 3 +i€llo- w *bund.oc. R 9 L  I,LL,,, prz, *bund.nc+ prz, Ji/xllO~ Ec?r; Abund.ncc prr 

0.96  0.08  102 

10.97 0.93 1.26 +35.5 4 .00  + 3 3 0 . 7  0 . 8 4  -9 .7  
22.23 1.88  1.72 -8.5 2 0 . 1  - 9 . 5  1 . 7 9  - 4 . 8  22.6 i1.1 2.01  +8 .0  2 1 . 9  -1 .L  
27.33 2.31 1 . 4 3  +5.2 28.5 +4.4 2.49  i 7 . 8  31.4  i 1 5 . 0  2.65  +14.7 20.5 +4.4 l o g p d  

26 .71  2.26 2.26 0 27.6 +I.* 1 . 7 0  -24.8 21.5 -19.5 2 .50  +lo.( 26.9  +0.7  
110;: 11.81 1.00 11.7  - 0 . 0  1 2 . 6  +&.a 1 0 . 8  - 8 . 5  

L O P  
1 0 P  

l 0 P  

100.00 10lm 

51.82 107 

109;; 48.18  

[ a ] :  From Reference  11. 

%DevbCion - ((obtained v a l u e  - i d e a l ) / i d e a L )  x 100. 
Addjrucad t Abundance - (m/r)i/l[sw of n/z~105+106+10B+l10)] x 1.1351 X 100 

TABLE 11: Isotopic Ratios from TOF-SIHS Intensities - Electrolyzed Pd 
1 

Dev. 

-28.8 
+42.5 
-18.4 
-1.7 

+11.7  
+ 3 . 8  
- 3 . 7  

-20 .3  

+3.6  
+7 .0  
-1.1 

-18 .6  

-53.2 
+78.8 
-33.0 

- 6 . 8  

+3.2 
-13.5 
+15.2  
-8.1 

0 
-12.1 
+12.0 

+ 2 . 5  

Accumulat d 
Samule 9, 
PdD#4 > 8  

3 Adj. 3 
Dcv. bbundancs 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

104 
LO 5 
106 
108 
110 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

104 
105 
106 
108 
110 

-47.3 
-27.7 
+45.0 
-16.8 

+48.4 
+41.0 
+31.2 
+2L. 2 

+31.2 
+27,7  
+ 3 2 . 0  
+22.1 

-41.9 
-49.5 
+91.8 
-27.9 

- 2 . 2  
+12.2 

- 5 . 6  
+25.7 

-4.3 
-2.1 

-13.9 
+9.3 

-1.6 
+9.1 
- 4 . 9  

0.49 
1.36 
3 . 3 5  
1.88 

1.38 
2.65 
3.03 
2.74 

1.14 
2.40 
3.05 
2.76 

0.54 
0.95 
4.43 
1.63 

0.91 
2.11 
2.18 
2.86 

0.89 
1.84 
1.99 
2.47 

1.8520.16 

2.1520.41 
2.52+0.11  

Pd/O.lF LizS04 

D2° 
1 5 . 8  
3 8 . 9  
21.8 
11.6 

24.8 
28.3 
25.7 
9.4 

23 .O 
29.2 
26.4 
9.6 

10.4 
48.8 
17.9 
11.0 

22.9 
23.6 
30.8 
10.8 

22.2 
24.0 
29.9 
12.1 

Pd0#4(a) > 8  
Pd/O. 1F Li2S04 

, .. 
. .  

PdD#9 254.5 
Pd/O.lF Li2S04 

D2° 

PdD#10 1402 
Pd/O.lF LiOD 

D2° 

PdO#11 1402 
Pd/O.lF LiOD 

D2° 

PdH#14 4 0 . 2  
Pd/O.lF Li2S06 

"zO 

Pd 0 
Blank (not 
electrolyzed) 
[Average of 3 
samples] 

21.521.3 -3.2 
29.521.7 +9.9 

11.7+0.9 -0.8 
2 5 . 3 + 3 . 3  - 5 . 2  

[a] : Sample was a portion of Pd foil ribbon used to contact the flag portion 
of PdD#4. but analyzed 4 months later. 

#Deviation - [(obtained value - ideal)/ideall x 100. 
Adjusted e Abundance - (m/z)i/([sUm of m/z(105+106+108+110)] x 1 . 1 3 5 1  x 100. 
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Figure 2: Histograms of 
the m/z 106 intensity 
normalized to the m/z 
110 intensity (above the 
x-axis) and normalized 
as an adjusted % 
abundance (below the x- 
axis) for Pd foils 
before and after 
electrolysis in D 0 and 
H20. The horizongal 
dashed line represents 
the ideal value for m/z 
106 by either 
normalization method. 

mlz - 108 

mlr - 105 

Figure 3: Histograms of 
the m/z 105 and 108 
intensities for the 
samples shown in Figure 
2 and normalized 
as described above. The 
horizontal dashed lines 
represent the ideal 
values for m/z 105 and 
108 by either 
normalization method. 

mtz - 105 

mlr - 108 

30 
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The isotopic distribution for Pd electrolyzed in H 2 0  (PdH#14, analyzed by TOF-SIMS two months 
after termination of electrolysis) has an essentially normal isotopic picture, by either normalization analysis, 
and resembles the averaged non-electrolyzed Pd values: see Table I1 and Figures 2 and 3. Only the Pd 
samples electrolyzed in D20 exhibit an abnormal isotopic distribution. 

the most pronounced enhancement at m/z 106 (and diminution of the remaining naturally occurring 
isotopes) - with 1:l HCI:HNOY The etching removes on the order of micrometers of material from the 
surface. After the acid etch the foil was once again shiny and crystal facets were again visible, Le., it looked 
just like acid-cleaned, non-electrolyzed Pd foil. The TOF-SIMS results (Table II and Figures 2 and 3) show 
that this treated sample (PdD#11) is indistinguishable from the Pd blank. While the depth of the acid etch 
is on the order of 10 pm, the mass/charge anomaly is clearly not a bulk phenomenon. 

Curious as to the depth of this m/z anomaly, we acid etched a piece from PdDXlO - the sample with 

Conclusions and Concludine Swcu lationg 

During prolonged electrolysis of DzO at Pd, in addition to stuffing the Pd lattice with deuterons, 
other processes are occurring, including ennchment of Pd bulk impurities such as Rh and Ag at the surface 
[9]. The apparent scrambling of the normal isotopic distribution for Pd, which occurs only after electrolysis 
in D20, is another. The possibility of stable, non-Pd isotopes contributing to the m/z 106 signal can be ruled 
out as follows: (1) the only other stable 106 isotope is IMCd (1.22% naturally abundant) 610 111; at the 
magnitude of the change in m/z 106, the more abundant Cd isotopes ('"Cd, 24.07% and l4kd, 28.86% 
abundant) would also be present in the TOF-SIMS spectrum; the intensities at m/z 112 and 114 are at 
background; and (2) a doubly charged 212 m u  isotope is even less plausible, as all 212 amu isotopes are 
radioactive [lo]. 

The fact that the interior of the Pd remains isotopically normal implies two things: (1) that any 
isotopic scrambling is near surface; and (2) that the enhancement of m/z 106 does not derive from a long 
range isotopic separation - an isotopic redistribution which leaves the middleweight isotope enriched relative 
to the light- and heavyweight isotopes is puzzling, espeaally when the separation factors (calculated as the 
square root of the ratio of the masses) differ only by parts-per-thousand. 

A surface-sensitive, high-resolution mass spectrometric analysis is required to determine if the 
intensity at m/z 106 is due to only IMPd or to a mix of '06Pd and another m/z 106 species. Contributions to 
the m/z 106 intensity by the most plausible plasma-generated polyatomic candidates have been ruled out, as 
summarized in Table 111. 

Subsequent to the NSF-EPRI meeting of 16-18 October 1989, high-resolution surface-sensitive mass 
spectrometric measurements have shown that PdD#10 was contaminated during the electrochemistry with a 
trace of ZrO, [12] (also confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy). Zirconium has an isotopic range 
of: 

90 (51.45% natural abundance) 
91 (1132%) 
92 (17.19%) 
94 (1728%) 
96 (2.76%) 

This makes for a coincidental, and unfortunate, overlap of ZrO ions with the Pd isotopic region. 9oZr'60 has 
a mass of 105.8992; '06Pd has a mass of 105.9032 making the high-resolution aspect of the mass 
spectrometric analysis even more critical. 

PdD#4, the sample with a nearly 50% enrichment at m/z 106, shows no m/z intensities consistent 
with zirconium isotopes in its TOF-SIMS spectrum, so the enrichment observed for this sample is not due to 
this happenstance interference. This sample was dissolved shortly after termination of charging for bulk 
analysis, so, unfortunately, it does not exist in a form permitting high-resolution, surface-sensitive mass 
spectrometric analysis. The origin of the m/z 106 enrichment and m/z 105 diminution for PdD#4 is still 
unknown, but it is not due to either plasma contamination from the conditions of the TOF-SIMS experiment 
or the zirconium contamination seen for PdD#10. 
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Table 111: Possible Contributing Species to m/z 106 

Possible Contributor 
SpCUCS to m/z 106? Experimental Evidence 

('"PdH)* 

no 

no 

1. 
m/z 112 (for "%D) would be apparent and is ML 

1. 
or D20. in particular, no signal a h  background at m/z 111 (for "OPdH) is observed. 
2 

Do not see pcaks at (m+2)/$ for the enhancement seen at m/z 106, a peak at 

No refleaion of the Pd Lolopic dstribution at (m+ l)/z for Pd elcetrolpd in H,O 

No (PdH)' species seen for Pd from trace H and H,O spcaes in the spearometu. 

53Cr2+. ( = c r c r ) '  M 1. Control experiments with non-electrolyzed Pd show that plasma-imposed Cr 
contamination, even when overwhelmiiy pnsenr, docs not contribute to m/z 106 intensity. 
2 Elcarolyrcd Pd shows M dominating increase in m/z 104 intensity. 

(52Cr,D)' 

lWCdQ 

Silicate molecular ions 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

1. 
enhanced (as Crzpwould be mom probable than (Cr,D)'), but is not. 

If plasma conditions generate Fe ions as well as Cr ions from the walls of the analyzer 
dumber, the level of m/z 106 cnhanccment seen would require: 

"Fe is only 5.8% abundant), which is not seen. 

with a large s@al at m/z 1U (for dimers of 91.7% abundant he) - also not observed. 

Cr contamination, even when overwhdmingiy present, docs not contribute to m/z 106 
intensity and no increase in m/z 112 intensity above background is observed 

1. 
abundant '*'Cd) and m/z 114 (28.9% abundant '"Cd) should be obsuvcd and arc not. 

I. 
at m/z 106 (for a ( S O ) ,  spedcs charge balanced by alkali) then at m/z <lo6 for OH 
forms. PdH XI4 has background intensities from m/z 73 to m/z 104. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

For this s tics to caw a 50% increase in m/z 106, m/z 104 should be enormously 

e 

b. 

e 

A large enhancunent at m/z 104 for 52Cr2t(52Cr is 83.8% abundant, while 

A large enhancement at m/z 104 for 52Cr2* 

Control experiments with non-elcctrolyred Pd show that plasma-imposed 

is only 43% abundant) 

'%d is 12% abundant; at 50% enrichment, significant intensity at m/z 112 (24.1% 

Such a spcau would have to be observed for Pd electrolyzed in light water, if not , 

53Cr (9.6% abundant) is the only stable 53 amu isotope. 

and '%d are the only stable 106 amu isotopes. 

All 212 arnu isotopes arc radioaaive. 
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It is possible that the additional intensity is due to a radioisotope and not '06Pd. The 106 amu 
radioisotopes, their half-lives, and their decay products are listed in Table IV. The most promkiig candidate 
in terms of half-life is '%u. Ru is unfortunately difficult to surface analyze by XPS or Auger in this 
particular chemical system due to interferences from characteristic lines for other elements also present in 
high concentrations at the surface. 

TABLE IY Possible Radioactive Isotopes at 106 amu [lo] 

Radioisotow 

Ru 
Rb 
4 
In 

Half-life Decav Product 

1.0 y '06Rh 
30 s '06Pd 
83 d/24 m '06Pd 
53 m lMCd 

The diminution of m/z 105 in PdD#4 reacted in D20 implies a reactive or diffusional loss that 
cannot be explained away by non-Pd species at this m/z value. We are at a loss to explain this near-surface 
isotopic redistribution (enrichment of m/z 106 and diminution of m/z 105) - admittedly only for a single 
sample - by polyatomic interferents, leadin us to the speculation that the redistribution may be nuclearly 

deuterium fusion in the Pd lattice, have been recently proposed for this system [l3,14]. Isotopic analyses 
from 100-112 amu of known heat-producing Pd cathodes will be needed to extend (or discount) our 
provocative experimental observation. 

induced. (d,p) reactions with lwPd and ld Pd, while also thought to be as improbable as deuterium- 
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DISCUSSION (ROLI SON) 

Rafelski : 
Rolison: 
expected ratio of 49:51. The secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) technique 
does not have the resolution to determine the masses to a high enough degree of 
accuracy to identify each isotopic species. 
Teller: Does the technique only sample the palladium surface? 
Rolison: 
low energy and only ionize the surface. 
Teller: 
Rolison: Essentially only one or two atomic layers. 
Appleby: If you take the Pd-105 peak and add it to the Pd-106 after testing, do 
you see the same total amount of Pd isotopes as those in the starting sample? 
Rolison: Because of the possibility of iron and chromium contamination, we use 
Pd-110 as an internal reference standard which cannot be compromised by such 
contamination. 

areas of the peaks, it corresponds rather well to the initial natural abundances 
of the two isotopes. 
Hoffman: 
Yeager: Using that technique, you would be able to obtain a concentration-depth 
prof i 1 e. 
Rolison: Such an experiment would have been very useful, but unfortunately our 
spectrometer does not have that capability. 
Bockris: How long was your palladium sample exposed to electrolysis? 
Rolison: The lithium sulfate solution in D20 was electrolyzed for only four days. 
The thin foils charge with deuterium within a short time, about 1-2 hours. We 
have typically charged at 10 mA/cm2 or less. The platinum anode was o f  99.999 
percent purity. Electrolysis in the LiOD solution corresponded to 1.4 million 
Coulombs over 26 days. 
Yeager: 
Bockris: 
Rolison: 
electrolysis. 

What atomic numbers are the peaks at mass number 107 and log? 
They are silver impurities in the palladium, and they are in the 

SIMS is surface sensitive, because the secondary bombarding ions are of 

What is the depth of penetration? 

On palladium blanks we have seen compromisation at mass number 
104, indicating the presence of chromium, i.e., 52 Cr,. However, if one sums the 

Did you try progressive evaporation of surface layers? 

Your palladium surface would certainly not be clean after electrolysis. 
How did you clean it before obtaining the SIMS results? 
We cleaned our surfaces using a modified aqua regia etch before 

After electrolysis, the surface is dull gray; it becomes bright 
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after etching, and it is quite clean. 
little silicon contamination from glass was seen by XPS. 
Appleby: Do you see platinum on the surface? 
Rolison: Yes, the result is shown on one of my figures. 
Werth: Were the cell potentials the same in the H,O and the D,O solutions? 
Rolison: They are a little lower in the H,O solutions, as one might expect. 
Lewis: Even so, the H,O and D,O solutions might contain different contaminants 
which would affect both overpotential and surface composition. 
Rolison: They were both analyzed by ICP (inductively coupled plasma atomic 
spectrometry) to look for problems of metal contamination, and they were both 
shown to be very clean. 
Werth: I asked my question about the cell voltage or overpotential, because if 
some impurity were coming from the platinum anode, different amounts might be seen 
at the surface at different overpotentials. 
Rolison: 
Results of this kind would certainly stand out if they were important. 
Teller: 
MeV. 
Pd-108 to Pd-106. 
observed. 
O'Grady: 
mass analysis, not an elemental analysis. 
Chubb: 
formed with the tritium. 
mass number 105 species, going down the periodic table. 
a possible product. 
conclusion that perhaps nuclear physics is indeed happening at the palladium 
surface. 
Rolison: 
which palladium electrodes appeared to give a strong enrichment were kept 
relatively dry, following some o f  Dr. Huggins' comments about making sure that the 
D,O does not absorb water. 
opened before use, using as much care as possible. 
possible precautions were taken, which included loading the cell with electrolyte 
in a glovebox, followed by sealing. 

Cd-106. It has a natural abundance of only 1.2 percent. If it were present, one 
would expect to see very large peaks for two more abundant Cd isotopes, which are 
not observed. Other species may still be responsible for this peak. For example, 

After exposure to lithium sulfate solution, 

One surface analysis which we have carried out in detail is XPS. 

A neutron removed from an atomic species like palladium requires about 7 
If a proton is simultaneously removed, 11 MeV would be required to go from 

Instead of an energy input, an excess energy seems to be 

The mass number 106 species may not be palladium. What we see is only a 

We must also account for the apparently missing proton that should be 
Loss of a proton from Pd-106 could conceivably yield a 

When I heard of this result, my immediate reaction was a 
A silver isotope is also 

I would like to make a first point. The two electrolyte samples in 

The lithium sulfate used was sealed and was freshly 
With the LiOD solution, all 

A further point is that there is only one other stable 106 isotope, namely 
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deposition of silicates on the surface is in principle possible. However, I 
believe that our light water controls rule out that possibility. One is then left 
with the possibility of dimers of atomic mass unit (MU)-52 and -53 species, 
particularly Cr-53. A doubly-charged AMU-212 is in principle possible, but that 
would be a radioactive species, since there are no stable 212 isotopes. Other 
species may still, of course, be possible: 
to 106. 

Finally, taking a thickness of 1000 angstroms as that of the reaction zone 
at the palladium surface, and knowing the enrichment of the AMU-106 species, one 
can calculate how many new atoms of 106 palladium have been generated in that 
layer during the time of electrolysis. The results showed apparently about 10" 
events per second. 
Appleby: How large was the surface area of your electrodes in this work? 
Rolison: They varied, though they were always more than 1-cm2 facial surface area, 
including the front and back sides. 
Appleby: The order of magnitude of excess heat that we observed, for electrodes 
of this size, would certainly correspond to about 10" event/s. 
Rolison: That was certainly our impression, although we did not carry out heat or 
tritium measurements. 
Hoffman: Is there a possibility that the Naval Research Laboratory could provide 
a service for researchers to have their cathodes examined after electrolysis? 
Rolison: It would appear that the next generation of experiments will require the 
use of surface-sensi tive equipment , part icul arly high-resol ut ion surface-sensi t i ve 
mass spectrometry. 
Lewis: 
Rolison: Unfortunately, I do not have all the data, but our emphasis was on the 
lower AMU range. 
Lewis: Did you also obtain data for the higher AMU range? For example, have you 
detected any '02RuD2 or some other compound whose AMUs might add up to 106? 
Rolison: That's what we tried to consider. We can see the cations for chromium 
and iron, for instance. 
Lewis: 
Rolison: 
blanks. 
We did not observe anything of this sort. 
traces may be there, but they do not show any signals in the higher AMU range. 

for example, 90Zr0, which would add up 

We may have that capability at NRL. 
Could you show us the entire SIMS data over all the AMU range? 

What other elements did you find in the SIMS? 
Chromium and the iron were always present, even in the light water 
In the higher AMU region, any species seen would have to be molecular. 

The blank data in light water show that 

i s 1 udi crous , 
cal reaction of 

the 106 species must be '04PdD. Of course, that 
ble to conceive of a preferential isotopic chem 

One can argue that 
since it is imposs 
D with lo4Pd. 
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Kim: It may, of course, be ',Cr,. 
Rolison: We have ruled that out. 
104 in the absence of Pd. We do not see it. 
Teller: If you cannot account 
for this via molecular impurities, its presence is very difficult to explain. To 
produce it would require energy input, so the laws of physics would be violated. 
Kim: neutron capture by 
lWPd producing gamma rays. And gamma rays are about 6 MeV, which could 
disintegrate deuterons and produce more neutrons. 
Rolison: As I have emphasized, our SIMS results lack high resolution for the AMU 
values detected. 
elements present at the surface relative to palladium. Platinum i s  an important 
impurity, and the total amount of it is a function of cumulative charge, so the 
longer electrolysis is carried out, the more platinum is present on the surface. 
This is easy to explain, since some platinum goes into the solution at the anode 
and plates out at the cathode. As one would expect, platinum results are similar 
in heavy water and light water. 

The XPS results, which are highly surface sensitive, show significant 
amounts of silver and rhodium at the palladium surface, but they are not present 
in the electrolyte or in the anode. However, they are initially present in our 
palladium cathode. Analysis of the 99.9 percent pure palladium which we used 
showed that it contained 100 ppm of silver and 50 ppm rhodium. 
continuous solid solutions with palladium. 
they segregate at the surface. 
solubility characteristics may be different in Pd deuteride. 

The palladium surface is cleaned using a plasma etch before the SIMS results 
are obtained. The sample which showed a large surface enrichment of AMU 106 using 
SIMS showed only the bulk level of rhodium at the surface using XPS, after an acid 
etch. 
Reaching this rhodium level in a 0.1-micron surface layer from a bulk value of 50 
ppm in a 127-micron foil implies a great deal of segregation. In fact, it 
indicates that all of the rhodium is in the 0.1 micron surface layer sampled by 
XPS. Because our palladium was not 99.999 percent pure, and we did have a bulk 
presence of these elements, we either must say that they are completely segregated 
near the surface, making the metallurgists unhappy, or that they were produced 
there by nuclear transformations. Rhodium and silver are near neighbors to 
palladium in the periodic table, and there are certainly a number of neutron 
processes that can generate their nuclei. 
Bard: 

If Cr, were a problem, it would be seen at AMU 

1 continue to be concerned about the '08Pd peak. 

There is one possible chain process which could do it: 

Our XPS results show atom percent concentrations of various 

Both metals form 
It has been considered surprising that 

However, migration is not impossible, since their 

Before etching, XPS showed 3 atom percent of rhodium at the surface. 

What were the results of a similar analysis in the light water samples? 
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Rolison: At present, we do not have the data. 
Lewis: Do you have results on a platinum, not palladium, cathode as a control in 
the same D,O electrolytes? 
Rolison: 
either. 
Voice: 
that for AMU 108? 
Rolison: The results are shown in detail in our paper. 
Bockris: Do you have plans to successively evaporate the surface layers to 
determine the progressive change in composition? 
Rolison: I have already pointed out that we cannot do that in our instrument, and 
I am not sure if we can do it elsewhere. Such experiments will in any case be 
criticized, since the surface can be rearranged during the higher energy ion 
bombardment required for evaporation. 
Hoffman: 
Rol i son: Correct. 
Hoffman: 
results obtained under those conditions? 
Rolison: However, we did examine two methods of 
evaluating the ratios. One was with AMU 110 as an internal standard, and the 
other used an adjusted percent abundance for the isotopes. Since AMU 104 may 
possibly be due to chromium dimer contamination, we ignored that peak. In 
consequence, we added the total of the natural abundances of lo5Pd, lo6Pd, Io8Pd, 
"'Pd, giving 88 percent. 
blank. 
showed an enrichment in lo6Pd, with a diminution in the lo5Pd and lo8Pd. 
Voice: 
increasing in mass. 
Rolison: 
Voice: 
Rolison: Yes. 
Voice: 
standard, all of the other i so topes  increase in mass. 
Rolison: Different methods of analysis will give different results. The important 
point is that a redistribution o f  isotope abundances occurs in the case o f  the D,O 
specimens. 
Hoffman: 
reduced, 
Voice: 

We did try that experiment, but the platinum cathode was not ultrapure 

Would you review the relative change in AMU 105 and AMU 106 compared with 

You are using AMU 110 as the internal standard to determine your ratios. 

Have you tried making AMU 108 the internal standard instead, to see the 

We have not attempted that. 

We matched the expected abundances for the light water 
For heavy water specimens, the results using this alternative method 

If you use IMPd as a standard, all o f  the other isotopes appear to be 

Maybe, but we do not obtain a relative increase in AMU 112. 
For example, lo4Pd and "'Pd go to Io6Pd, and lo8Pd goes to lroPd. 

Relative to '"Pd, does lo8Pd become reduced in abundance? 

Relative to Io8Pd as a standard, both "'Pd and I1'Pd increase. Using this 

If some people are concerned that the surface concentration of lo8Pd is 
the analysis can be adjusted so that it is no longer a problem. 

But then one has the difficulty that lroPd is increasing. 
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Schneider: 
used which would a l l ow  one t o  e x t r a c t  add i t i ona l  in fo rmat ion  t h a t  one cannot 
ob ta in  from ca lcu la t i ons  based on these d i f f e r e n t  hypotheses. 
Jordan: 
reac t i ons  t h a t  have been hypothesized. 
Rolison: An i n i t i a l  examination o f  our data might make many groups rush t o  f i n d  a 

surface-sensi t i v e  mass spectrometer. 
Rafe lsk i :  Could you t e l l  us again how the  surface o f  t he  specimen was t rea ted  
a f t e r  e l e c t r o l y s i s  f o r  a few hours and before surface ana lys is?  
Rolison: 
t ime t h a t  i s  probably an order magnitude longer f o r  charging than would be 
estimated based on d i f f u s i o n  i n t o  the  pal ladium volume. The cathode was then 
e i t h e r  l e f t  a t  t h i s  same cu r ren t  dens i ty  o r  exposed t o  a h igher  cu r ren t  dens i t y  
equal t o  about 100 mA/cm2. Before e l e c t r o y l s i s ,  t he  pal ladium was cleaned w i t h  a 
50/50 n i t r i c  and hydroch lo r ic  a c i d  mixture, which po l i shes  i t s  surface. 
Storms: Have you measured the  t r i t i u m  l e v e l  which you may have developed i n  your 
c e l l  ? 
Rolison: No. I n  my opinion, the  next hurd le  i n  t h i s  work w i l l  i nvo l ve  heavy 
isotope analysis,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  SIMS peak r e s o l u t i o n  measurements along the  AMU 
axis.  These w i l l  a l l ow  us t o  f o l l o w  the  Pd isotope enrichment processes, i f  t h i s  
process i s  r e a l l y  app l i cab le .  For example, i t  w i l l  a l low us t o  determine i f  the  
AMU 107 peak i s  lo7Pd, which has a 6.5 m i l l i o n  year h a l f - l i f e .  As an a l t e r n a t i v e ,  
i t  may be IQ7Ag occur r ing  w i thout  Io9Ag. 

A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  some o ther  method o f  t r e a t i n g  the  raw data should be 

Some assumptions can be made based on the  var ious poss ib le  nuclear 

The cathode was charged a t  t he  low cu r ren t  dens i t y  o f  10 mA/cm2 f o r  a 
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INTRODUCTION 

An uncertainty still remains about whether or not cold fusion actually 

exists. 

laboratories but a number of negative experiments have also been obtained by 

very reputable groups. In the present discussion, however, we will simply 

make the assumption that the phenomenon occurs and proceed to discuss 

diagnostic requirements to confirm the production o f  nuclear products and shed 

1 ight on possible reaction mechanisms. 

Experiments that support this possibility have been reported by some 

Since the reaction mechanism(s) is(are) presently unknown, we must 

consider a wide variety of diagnostics. Much of the focus to date has been on 

use of calorimetry to measure excess heat production. This is an important 

diagnostic but requires extremely careful control. Also, taken alone, it will 

not resolve the issue o f  the existence o f  fusion reactions, i.e., the need to 

simultaneously confirm the generation o f  fusion reaction products. 

respect, neutron measurements have been a primary focus, but this approach has 

faced many problems due to the low signal-to-noise ratio typically involved. 

Thus we must consider other possible reaction products. 

mentioned, but in view of the variety of products that could occur, an 

In that 

Helium is frequently 

appropriately diagnosed experiment should consider a wide range of 

possibilities. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Indeed, the problem becomes even more complex when we consider that 

different mechanisms may be operative in different experiments. 

confuse and cloud the issue unless this possibility is recognized in advance 

and incorporated into the diagnostics plan. For example, some experiments 

appear to have neutron bursts associated with high-field acceleration of 

This can 

. 
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deuterons caused by crack propagation in the electrode. 

would expect conventional d-d reactions to occur as a result of beam-target 

In that case, one 

. Neutrons 

Gammas, x-rays 

. Charged Products: 

protons, 4He, 3He, tritium, betas (p' and 8-) 

. Transmuted Pd isotopes 

Note: different mechanisms may occur in various 
experiments, resulting in a different grouping 
of products. 

Figure 1. Reaction Product Possibilities 

type fusion. Then equal rates of neutron and tritium production should occur. 

On the other hand, if an entirely different mechanism is found under different 

experimental conditions, (e.g., tunneling through the Coulomb barrier combined 

with the high density at the reaction site), this could possibly lead to a 

different channel for decay of the compound nucleus created in fusion. As a 

result, uneven ratios of tritium/neutrons or even different reaction products 

might occur. Consequently, until these experiments are better understood, the 

observation of different nuclear products in different experimental 

arrangements does not necessarily indicate an inconsistency. Further, 

experimenters must remain alert to the possibility of a variety of reaction 

products and provide the necessary array of diagnostics to handle this 

situation. 

TWO-BODY REACTION PRODUCTS 

To illustrate the many of possibilities involved, we begin by briefly 

surveying the reaction products that can occur through two-body reactions. 

summarized in Table I, Mueller and Grisham[l] have provided an excellent 

survey of the spectrum of two-body reactions that should be considered in cold 

As 
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TABLE I 
Possible Two-Body Reactions, Their Products, and Q Values 

Reactants 

P + d  
d + d  

p + 
p + 'Li 

d + 6Li 

d + 'Li 

p + 12c 
p + 1 6 0  

d + I2C 

d + l6O 
p + "Pd 

p + lMPd 

( S i m i l a r  
d + '"Pd 

Product 1- 

'He 

'Be (etllz = 53.3 days) 
'He 
'Be (2~1112 = 0.07 fs) 

'Be ( l ~ t l / z  = 0.07 fs) 
Q 

Q 

'He (a, nr = 0.6) 
'He 

e a c t i o n s  i n  '06Pd, lo8Pd, 
lo3Ag ( e l l / *  = 1.1 h)  

m (ITt1/2 = 5.7 s) 
lo3Pd (e t l /*  = 17.0 days) 

Product 2 

Y 
P 
n 
Y 

Y 
a 
Y 

'He 
a 
P 
n 
t (B t l / z  = 12.3 yr) 
Y 
n 

a 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Y 
Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 

Y 

'Pd: see Ref. 1 )  
n 

P 

Product 3 

5.4 
4.03 
3.27 
5.61 
4.02 

17.25 
17.35 
22.28 
22.37 
0.84 
1.80 
5.03 
3.38 
0.60 
5.61 

15.03 
15.16 
15.12 
1.94 

10.27 
0.6 
7.53 
4.24 
4.11 
5.01 
4.97 
2.85 
2.69 

2.01 
1.88 
5.38 

( S i m i l a r  r e a c t i o n s  i n  '04Pd, lo5Pd, lo6Pd, lo8Pd and "'Pd: see Ref. 1 )  

Nomenclature 
d = deuteron 

IT = isomeric transition (gamma-ray and conversion-electron decay) 
m = isomeric state 
n = neutron 
p = proton 
r = triton 

t1/2 = half-life 
a = alpha decay 
fl  = negative beta decay 
c = positive beta decay including electron conversion 
r = level width for particle-unstable nuclides (MeV) 
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fusion experiments. Their compilation assumes t h a t  the reactants  involved 

include protons, deuterium, Li-6, Li-7, Carbon-12, Oxygen-16 and palladium; 

b u t  the reactions are  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  those with a posi t ive Q value. 

assumptions include conservation of neutrons and protons plus a measurable 

h a l f - l i f e  f o r  a l l  species.  The l a t t e r  assumption deserves a special note 

since i t  excludes products tha t  are  unbound t o  neutrons and pro tons .  For 

example, the often cited[2] reaction: d t d  + a t 23.85 MeV involves a product 

alpha without a bound s t a t e .  

the compound nucleus decays by breakup t o  e i t h e r  3He t n or t t p.  

occurs so rapidly (10-20s) t h a t  t h i s  decay channel would normally be expected 

Additional 

I n  contrast ,  in the "conventional" d-d reaction, 

This decay 

t o  dominate, ruling o u t  thle d i r e c t  alpha reaction. 

Most reactions in Table I r e s u l t  in e i t h e r  gamma or neutron emission. 

If the heat producing reaction i s  as strong as reported e a r l i e r  and i t  

involves two-body reactions of these types, the emissions should be 

detectable.  The reaction rate (sec-l) i s  - 6.3 P(w)/Q(MeV) (where P i s  the 

power obtained and Q i s  the reaction energy). Then, f o r  example, a ce l l  

producing - 20 watts,  as suggested by the original Pons-Fleischmann 

experiments, would have a gamma emission r a t e  of  - 1013 per second. 

gamma f lux would be eas i ly  detectable,  assuming the gamma energy i s  high 

enough (as  i s  expected for  most of these react ions) .  Corresponding strong 

neutron emission i s  a lso predicted and should be well above any background. 

Of course, as i s  well known, such strong gamma and/or neutron emission r a t e s  

Such a 

have n o t  been observed, and t h i s  i s  one of the fundamental "mysteries" of cold 

fusion t o  date.  

I f  a ce l l  were t o  operate a t  20 watts for 10 hours, " typical"  two-body 

reactions would, on average, produce the order o f  5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  t o  2x101* alpha 

par t ic les  and/or 6x1Ol7 t r i t o n s .  Such a production of e i t h e r  helium or 
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tritium would be measurable and this should be an important focus for experi- 

mental study. Indeed, as noted later, tritium production has been reported 

from several experiments, but the production rate appears to be well below 

that predicted from heating observations using the above two-body reaction 

logic. This could suggest several independent reactions occur simultaneously, 

or that two-body reactions should not be assumed. 

remains unresolved and deserves strong study. Likewise, the question of 

helium production remains uncertain, the few measurements attempted to date 

being inconclusive. 

Thus the tritium issue 

Note that some reactions in Table I involve proton or deuterium 

This would result in a variety o f  products in- reactions with palladium. 

cluding stable palladium isotopes and various beta emitting isotopes of Rh, Ag 

and Pd. The existence of these isotopes could be determined through a mass 

spectrographic analysis of electrode material. Also, electrodes with isotop- 

ically enriched palladium could be used to further pinpoint these reactions. 

This important issue of palladium reactions is discussed in more detail in a 

1 ater section. 

OTHER REACTION POSSIBILITIES 

Some additional reaction possibilities that have been suggested are 

summarized in Fig. 2. Since this can serve as an important guide to nuclear 

product diagnostics we will discuss each briefly in turn from that point o f  

view. 

The NATTOH model, proposed by T. Matsumoto[3], assumes that deuterons 

are compressed in the metal electrode to such a high effective pressure so 

that three or more can "condense" t o  form a cluster. 

many-bodied fusion reactions o f  the type illustrated in Fig. 3 are possible, 

Indeed, Matsumoto has reexamined the radiation spectrum reported by Pons and 

With cluster formation, 



Nattoh model (T. Matsumoto, Ref. 3) 

many body - 6Li*, 'Be*,*lOB* - MeV 7 f s  

Fast ion slowing, knock ons, chaining (R. Bussard, Ref. 4) 

d + d - t + p + 4MeV 

0.653 to e 

/ 0.071 to d + up scatter 4 <ov>t etc. 
ET ; 0.276 to Pd - a + Rh* (AS*) 

[Note: 14 MeV neutrons from t + d] 

' Neutron chain (Jackson, Ref. 5) 

n + lo4Pd - lo5Pd + 7 
- , + d - p + n  
n + d - p + 2n 
[Note: Pd transmutation] 

. Neutron Chain (Y. E. Kim, Ref. 6) 

6Li - 4He + t 
n +  

7Li - 4He + t + n - + d - 4He + t 

[Note: 7LiOD 4 ht) : H - on 
AbS 

N + lo8Pd - lo9Pd* + 7(<6.2 MeV) 
7 + d + p + n ( < 2 M e V )  
[Note: Pd transmutation products] 

a Nuclear Mass Resonance (R. McNally, Ref. 8) 

6Li + d - 'Be + 22.28 MeV 

i: p, d, a. e . . 
[Note: variety of nuclear products] 

' Neutron and Deuteron Tunneling (G. Collins, Ref. 9) 

7 ~ i  + p + a + 3.6 MeV 

a + t + p + a + 1.1. MeV 
6Li + 6Li < 

a, t products: also rate - nZLi 
d + d + e- 4 4He (20 MeV) + e- (3.7 MeV) 

2 t (0.08 MeV) + p (0.23 MeV) 
[Note: t, e , X-ray products] 

. Oppenheimer-Phillips (M. Ragheb and G. Miley, Ref. 11) 

d + *Pd - 
d + d - t + p + 4.03 MeV 
[Note: represents "deuteron disintegration" (VS. 

A+lPd + p + - 4.8 MeV 
fusion): transmuted Pd isotopes are products] 

Figure 2. Other Reaction Possibilities. 

Attention is called to key products of 
interest for diagnostics in the notes. 

. 
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3D -+ 6Li* -+ 4He + d 
I 
6Li + 7 

4D + 8Be*  -+ z4He 
I 

8 B e  + 7 

7 B e *  + n 
7 ~ i *  + p 

5D -+ 'OB* + 24H€?. + d 

'OB + 7 
I 

9B* + n 
9Be*  + p 

Figure 3 .  Typical Cluster Reactions (Ref. 3 ) .  

Fleischmann and concluded t h a t  an a l te rna te  explanation for  i t  i s  tha t  the 

main peak of the gamma rays observed may correspond t o  the 2.185 MeV gamma 

from *Li6 while *Be contributes t o  the "wings" o f  the  spectrum (see F i g .  4 ) .  

R .  Bussard[4] has considered an in te res t ing  explanation for  mechanisms 

in cold fusion. 

par t icu lar  i n t e r e s t  f o r  diagnostics i s  the f a c t  t h a t  he predicts  energetic 

We cannot consider d e t a i l s  o f  his  theory here, b u t  of 

reaction products which t ransfer  energy t o  background d ,  Pd and electrons as 

they thermalize. 

would slow down t ransfer r ing  about 7% o f  i t s  energy t o  the deuterium. 

remaining energy, about 28% goes t o  palladium and about 65% t o  e lectrons.  

energy going t o  palladium would ult imately f i l l  up via reactions leading t o  

alphas and Be and subsequent reactions led t o  radioactive Ag. 

product from this  process would be 14-MeV neutrons caused by d t t  reactions 

He f inds i n  a typical case tha t  t r i t ium from d-d  reactions 

O f  the 

The 

One " t e l l t a l e "  
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Figure 4. 

during the slowing down of the tritium. 

slowing down time of the order of 3xlO-'s, in which case sufficient 14-MeV 

neutrons should be emitted to be detectable. Indeed this is an important 

issue that re1 ates to several other proposed mechanisms where energetic 

Alternate explanation for the spectrum around 2.2 MeV proposed by 
Matsumoto[3]. 

R. Bussard estimates a tritium 

tritium is produced from d-d reactions. Thus far 14-MeV neutrons have not 

been reported, but a continued search for this possi bi 1 i ty seems warranted. 

Several theories involve neutron chain reactions. For example, 

Jackson[5] has proposed a neutron chain where neutrons interacting with 

palladium produce gammas which in turn interact with the deuterium to produce 

a neutron. 

through an n-d reaction, giving 2n. 

this chain would be the palladium transmutation products. 

This neutron continues the reaction and would be multiplied 

Jackson observes that a key signature o f  

This issue is 
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e l  e c t r o  

However 

concl us 

discussed f u r t h e r  i n  the  l a t e r  sec t i on  on pa l lad ium t ransmutat ion.  

Another neutron chain mechanism has been proposed by Y. Kim[6]. H i s  

concept inc ludes  both t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  neutrons i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  l i t h i u m  i n  

the  e l e c t r o l y t e  and w i t h  t h e  pal ladium. L i k e  Jackson, he views neutrons as a 

chain c a r r i e r  and ob ta ins  neutron m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  from 7 t d reac t i ons .  

Exac t ly  how these chains could be se l f - sus ta in ing ,  however, i s  no t  c l e a r  

w i thout  an ex tens ive  r e a c t i o n  k i n e t i c  c a l c u l a t i o n .  A t  any ra te ,  pa l lad ium 

r e a c t i o n  products  and low energy neutrons should p rov ide  t e l l t a l e  s igna ls  f o r  

t h i s  mechanism. 

heat p roduc t ion  decreased w i t h  the  use o f  L i 7  enr iched l i t h i u m  i n  the  

An i n t e r e s t i n g  p o i n t  i s  t h a t  some recent  experiments where 

theory.  

one i s  not  a 

y te [7 ]  seem t o  be cons is ten t  w i t h  p r e d i c t i o n s  from t h i s  

the re  are a l t e r n a t e  explanat ions so t h i s  observat ion a 

ve demonstrat ion o f  t he  mechanism. 

R .  McNally[8] has considered the  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  a nuc lear  mass-energy 

Th is  would lead t o  d i r e c t  p roduc t ion  o f  4He f r o m  d-d reac t i ons .  resonance. 

He a1 so considers another poss ib le  resonance r e a c t i o n  t h a t  invo lves  deuterium 

i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  L i 6  i n  t h e  e l e c t r o l y t e ,  perhaps on t h e  e lec t rode  sur face.  

The b e r y l 1  ium produced i n  t h i s  case cou ld  undergo var ious  reac t i ons  re leas ing  

alphas, neutrons, protons, e tc . ,  so a care fu l  search f o r  these products  would 

i d e n t i f y  t he  mechanism. 

An i n t e r e s t i n g  p o s s i b i l i t y  suggested by D. C o l l i n s [ 9 ]  invo lves  neutron 

o r  deuterium " tunne l ing . "  

deuterium o r  L i 6  reac t ions .  

f us ion  c e l l s  f o l l ows  f r o m  the  compound nucleus energy l e v e l  diagram i l l u s -  

t r a t e d  i n  F ig .  5. 

t h e  pa l lad ium l a t t i c e  a l lows an e l e c t r o n  t o  c a r r y  o f f  3.7 MeV. 

20-MeV l e v e l  cou ld  decay t o  a t t p p a i r  w i t h  r e l a t i v e l y  low energies, namely, 

He po in ts  ou t  t h a t  t h i s  might occur w i t h  e i t h e r  

However, t he  most i n t r i g u i n g  scenar io  f o r  c o l d  

C o l l i n s  pos tu la tes  t h a t  t he  h igh  dens i t y  o f  e lec t rons  i n  

Then the  
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FSL-90-1 

23.85 

21.1 

20.1 
20.6 

19.8 

d+d 

3He+n 

Triton+Proton 

'He 
Figure 5. Energy Level Diagram (by Collins, Ref. 9). Electron 

collisions would remove 3.7 MeV, allowing low energy 
t + p products. 

0.08 MeV and 0.023 MeV, respectively. 

energy to produce many d-t reactions during thermalization. 

explain the absence of "secondary" 14-MeV neutrons, which, as noted earl ier, 

have not yet been observed experimentally. The primary reaction should be 

directly observable through the high energy electrons and subsequent X-ray 

Such tritons would have too low an 

This could 

production. 

constructed with appropriate 'lwindows" to allow the X ray to escape. 

few experiments have been arranged to look for X rays to date, and 

unfortunately no definitive results have been reported[lO]. 

appears to be that cells which have employed good X-ray diagnostics may not 

Thus a key diagnostic required would be X-ray detectors and cells 

Only a 

A basic problem 

have been operating, i .e., not undergoing "cold fusion."* 

*This situation has occurred with other diagnostics also. Clearly more 
collaborative experiments are needed so the best diagnostics can be 
brought to bear on the best operating cells. 
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Another possible reaction involving energy transfer to electrons is 

illustrated in Fig. 6 where 23.8 MeV is removed, allowing decay directly to 

4He. 

and others where the 23.8 MeV is carried off by gamma emission. 

cally, however, this seems less likely than the t t p channel. Again, X-ray 

This process is analogous to reactions discussed by McNally, Hagelstein, 

Energeti- 

diagnostics should provide a distinctive signal 

Finally, we note that Ragheb and Miley[ll] have discussed the 

possibility of (d,p) reactions in the palladium electrode itself based on an 

Oppenheimer-Phillips type .deuteron disintegration mechanism. 

as the deuterium's wave function comes into palladium's Coulomb field, it 

becomes polarized so that the neutron component penetrates the field first. 

Consequently, the neutron component is captured while the proton component, 

which has not yet penetrated far into the field, is "split off." Reference 11 

shows that this reaction produces a net energy of about 4.8 MeV which could, 

in principle, explain the heating as well as the failure to detect copious 

In other words, 

neutron emission (see Fig. 7 ) .  However, there is no known process of barrier 

penetration (tunneling, etc.) that would explain the high reaction rate, i .e., 

the many watts of power, found in some cold fusion experiments.* The claim is 

simply that should a mechanism be found to allow ''easy" penetration of the 

Coulomb barrier, this reaction would be favored. For example, as shown in 

Fig. 8, for low-energy deuterium and a high-Z target, the Oppenheimer-Phillips 

reaction is favored by orders of magnitude over the Gamow penetrability of the 

potential barrier of the nucleus. From this point o f  view, the tritium 

*The authors recently prepared a paper with H.  Hora that examines the 
possibility that this may be explained in terms of an electrostatic double 
layer at the electrode surface (in press, "Plasma and Surface Tension Model 
for Explaining the Surface Effect o f  Tritium Generation at Cold Fusion," 
Nuovo Cimento, 12, 393, 1990). 
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production observed in some cells would be attributed to the Oppenheimer- 

Phillips reaction for d-d which results in t t p production. This reaction 

would occur simultaneously with d,p reactions in the palladium, the latter 

producing the large heat rates. 

One reason that the Oppenheimer-Phillips reaction is favored with 

deuterium is the remarkably low binding energy of deuterium relative to other 

nuclei (Table 11). 

energy is beryllium-9. 

and Miley[ll], alternate cold fusion reaction cells that might be considered 

could be based on beryllium reactions. 

thorium or urani’um electrodes in order to obtain an even higher Z which should 

be favorable (cf Fig. 7). The uranium or thorium electrode concept[ll] i s  o f  

particular interest for diagnostic tests since any neutrons produced would 

probably cause fission reactions. The resulting energy release (200 

MeV/fission) would be even more significant and measurable than fusion . 

neutrons. 

detection technique based on their beta and 7-ray emissions. 

Indeed the only other nucleus having a lower binding 

Thus as suggested in the original discussion by Ragheb 

Another possibility would be to use 

Also, the fission products could provide the basis for a sensitive 

Table 11. Binding Energy (BE) for Typical Nuclei 

Nuclide BE (MeV) 

2H 
3H 
3He 
4He 
‘Li 
7 ~ i  
Be 
Average 
per nucleon 

2.2 
8.5 
7.7 
28.8 
32.0 
39.2 
1.6 
7-8 
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REACT IONS INVOLVING PALLAD I UM TRANSMUTAT ION 

Since several potenti a1 reaction mechanisms discussed earl ier involve 

palladium transmutation by neutrons, we will consider this process in more 

detail here. Unique diagnostics, e.g., high resolution mass spectrometer 

analysis of electrode material, would be required to study this possibility. 

(Unknown to the authors when they prepared this paper for the EPRI/NSF 

workshop, a mass spectrometer analysis of electrode material is in progress at 

NRL by W .  O’Grady and D. Rolison who described their work at the NSF/EPRI 

workshop.) In contrast, the detection of the other nuclear products such as 

neutrons, gamma rays, and X rays involves more conventional nuclear 

diagnostics while tritium can be measured by detection of its beta emission. 

The natural abundances o f  the Pd isotopes are listed in Table 111. If a 

neutron chain reaction occurs, the relative abundances would be modified 

according to their respective neutron capture cross sections. 

average neutron cross sections are listed in Table 111 assuming a thermal 

neutron flux. 

formation, and the second line to direct-ground-state formation. For 

illustration, note that neutron capture is favored in Pd 105. 

expect its abundance (22.2 a/o in natural Pd) to be lowered relative to the 

other isotopes while that of Pd 106 (27.3 a/o) would be increased. 

For example, 

Here the first line corresponds to the metastable state 

Thus one would  

“Free” neutron reactions would occur if the mechanism involves a chain 

reaction such as suggested by Jackson and by Kim. 

would follow roughly* the neutron cross-section in Table 111. 

a neutron splitting deuteron disintegration reaction (Oppenheimer-Phillips 

reaction) such as suggested by Ragheb and Miley occurs, the reaction 

Then the reaction rates 

In contrast, if 

*,4 correction for the average neutron energy would be required. 
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Table 111. Abundances and Neutron Cross Sections for Pd 

Isotope lo2Pd lo4Pd lo5Pd lo6Pd lonPd 'loPd 

a/o(atomic %) 1.0 11.0 22.2 27.3 

a y  (barns) * 5.0 ? 10.0 0.013 c* 10.0 90.0 0.28 

* metastable state formation 

** direct-ground-state formation 

26.7 11.8 

0.20 0.02 

12.00 0.21 

probability in the palladium would be roughly independent of the isotope 

involved. 

no longer be favored over others. 

resolution of the various palladium isotopes after operation of the cell 

should be capable of distinguishing between these two mechanisms. 

be a key objective of such experiments if palladium transmutation is 

conf i rmed . 

Then the reactions with large "free'' neutron cross sections would 

Consequently, a precise mass spectrometer 

This shou 

A full understanding of the build-up of decay products due to neutron 

d 

transmutation requires a computer study of various decay chains. 

been reported to date so here we can make some general observations. 

example, based on the half lives of the Pd radioactive isotopes (see Table 

IV), we would expect the long half-life isotope lo7Pd to start appearing in an 

electrode composed of natural Pd which does not contain significant "'Pd. 

For "free" neutrons, the effect is somewhat inhibited by the low cross section 

for "'Pd. 

This has not 

For 

However the effect could be enhanced for diagnostic purposes by 
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Table I V .  H a l f  L i v e s  o f  Pd I s o t o p e s  

IsotoDe Hal f - L i  f e  

lo3Pd 17d 

lo7Pd 6 5x106y 

lo7Pd 21.3s 
rn 

lo9Pd 
rn 

lQ9Pd 

13.43h 

4.69m 

"'Pd 22m 

"'Pd 5.5h 

'lzPd 21.1h 

Pd 1.5m 

'14Pd 2.4rn 

"'Pd 37s 

'16Pd 14s 

'17Pd 5 s  

'"Pd 3.1s 

m 

m: i s o m e r i c  s t a t e  

use o f  an i s o t o p i c a l l y  e n r i c h e d  sample o f  lo6Pd. 

c r u c i a l ,  however, shou ld  t h e  Oppenheimer-Phi l1 i p s  r e a c t i o n  occu r  s i n c e  lo6Pd 

t r a n s m u t a t i o n  would be r e l a t i v e l y  s t r o n g  ( b u t  subsequent lo7Pd t r a n s m u t a t i o n s  

would q u i c k l y  s a t u r a t e  i t s  b u i l d - u p ) .  

T h i s  would n o t  be so 

I n  genera l ,  n e u t r o n  c a p t u r e  e i t h e r  r e s u l t s  i n  s t a b l e  i s o t o p e s  such as 

lo6Pd and "'Ag o r  some r a d i o a c t i v e  spec ies  which w i l l  i n  t u r n  decay t o  s t a b l e  

species.  

I n t e r e s t i n g  p r o d u c t s  t h a t  shou ld  be found a f t e r  l o n g  r u n s  i n c l u d e  v a r i o u s  

i s o t o p e s  summarized i n  Tab le  V .  

F i g u r e  9 summarizes t h e  m a j o r  t r a n s m u t a t i o n  and decay cha ins .  

S ince  Io6Pd and lo8Pd have t h e  l a r g e s t  n a t u r a l  
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Figure 9. Major Transmutation and Decay Chains for 
Palladium Isotopes. square brackets [I indicate 
natural abundances. Half lives of isomeric 
states given in parentheses ( )  with s: seconds, 
m: minutes, h: hours, y: years. 

Table V .  P o s s i b l e  S t a b l e  o r  Long-Lived Pal ladium 
I s o t o p e s  Transmutat ion Products  

From Long H a l f  Life S t a b l e  

lozPd lo3Rd 

lo5Pd "'Pd 
'"'Pd '"Pd "'Ag 

loaPd lo9Ag 

'"Pd "'Cd 

( 6 .5x  1 0 'y ) 
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isotopic abundances in the Pd isotopes, the "'Ag silver isotope and the 

long-1 ived Io7Pd should be prominent products. 

activation analysis could be used to detect the silver isotopes. 

a large neutron cross section, so activation analysis might also be used t o  

detect it. 

Mass spectroscopy or 

Cadmium has 

As silver is produced, depending on the amounts accumulated, a silver 

alloy of Pd would be formed. This would ultimately affect the metallurgical 

properties of the electrode in a measurable fashion. 

would only occur after very lengthy runs. 

However, such an effect 

For convenience, Fig. 10 summarizes the decay schemes for several key 

species involved. The half-lives and branching probabilities will be needed 

to model the decay process. Also as seen from this figure, some of  the decay 

emissions might be considered for diagnostic purposes. 

CONCLUSION 

The objective of nuclear product diagnostics is to identify the 

mechanism(s) involved in cold fusion. Thus the choice of diagnostics must be 

tied to a hypothesis (or conjecture) about the mechanism and the products 

involved. Any consideration of mechanisms must revolve around two key issues: 

how to explain the high reaction rates implied by some experiments and how t o  

explain the unique branching ratios for reaction products that are observed. 

For example, there appears to be an indication from experiments at Los Alamos, 

Texas A&M, and Bombay[7,13,14] that the tritium production rate is a factor o f  

lo* to lo9 higher than the neutron production rate. 

possible confirming evidence for a large branching ratio from 3He measurements 

during the cluster experiments at BNL[15]. However, it appears that the 

tritium production rate is still only able to account for 1 to 5% of the 

heating rate reported. 

Also, there is some 

These factors put 'together represent a very unique, 
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but, in some ways a mutually exclusive set of circumstances. At present it is 

very difficult to explain how the high reaction rates can occur. 

mechanisms that have been proposed however, might explain the branching ratios 

between reactions. 

splitting (deuteron disintegration via Oppenheimer-Phil1 ips reactions) , the 

heating would occur from (d,p) reactions in the palladium. However, the 

tritium and neutron production would be attributed to the corresponding 

Oppenheimer-Phillips reaction of deuterium with itself, perhaps near the 

electrode surface. This would rationalize the high ratio of tritium/neutron 

production rate. Still it is not clear how tunneling (or whatever mechanism 

i s  involved) in the palladium would result in a higher rate for d,p reactions 

in the palladium than the corresponding d-d reaction. 

Various 

For example, if the reaction were due to neutrons 

The other possibility for tritium production, which might be more 

plausible in combination with heating via the d,p reaction in palladium, would 

earl i er. 

avoiding 

be neutron/deuterium tunneling as suggested by Collins and discussed 

This would provide d-d reactions with low energy tritium production, 

14-MeV neutron production. 

While this line of reasoning provides some "clues," the mechan 

involved remains a "wide open" issue. Thus we come back to the earl 

discussion and again conclude that, in addition to an examination of 

sm 

er 

the 

electrodes in search for palladium transmutation products and embedded he1 ium 

(both He4 and He3), it is important to continue the search for neutrons, gamma 

rays and X rays with the objective of ultimately establishing both energy 

spectra and time history. 

production which has already begun, should be continued with the goal of 

obtaining online measurements that can be time correlated with other products, 

e.g., with neutrons and heating rates. 

In addition, certainly the study o f  tritium 

Other studies should focus on the 
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issue of the possible existence of the very low fluxes of 14-MeV neutrons due 

to the secondary reactions of product tritium with deuterium. 

The above remarks concentrate on the broad range of reaction products. 

However in some specific experiments, more restricted objectives may be 

desirable. 

reported but the neutron energy was not measured. 

energy resolution is an obvious goal. Also diagnostics should be considered 

with the objective of explaining the nonreproducibility and long delay times 

preceding rapid rises in the reaction rates that are reported in some 

experiments. Whether or not these observations are unique to certain classes 

of experiments, e.g., cases involving crack propagation, dendrite formation, 

etc. (vs. generic characteristics associated with all experiments) is not 

clear. It is essential to resolve this issue in order to solve the "mystery" 

of cold fusion. However, the explanation will probably require a combination 

of nuclear product detection and a variety of other diagnostic techniques, 

e.g., a metallurgical examination of electrodes and electrode surfaces. 

For example, in a number of instances neutron emission has been 

In those cases, neutron 

In closing, we would stress that the main thrust for fusion product 

detection should be to provide a correlation between several reaction 

products, thus shedding light on the mechanism involved, as well as unique 

characteristics such as the neutron bursts, delay times, etc. This will 

probably require an interdisciplinary team approach since the diagnost cs 

involved span a variety of: areas and optimized "operating" cells are d fficult 

to obtain clearly a combination of the two requires experts input from several 

di sci pl i nes. 
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SOURCES OF EXPERIMENTAL ERROR IN MEASURING NUCLEAR PRODUCTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF 

DEUTERIUMPALLADILJM SYSTEMS 

by Nathan J. Hoffman, ETEC, Rocketdyne 

Introduction 

Many experimenters are attempting to measure ’He, 4He, neutrons, tritium and isotopic changes 

while exposing deuterium-rich palladium to an environment high in deuterium under non- 

steady-state conditions. In this chapter we will discuss sources of error in the quantitative 

analyses of those products. Each of these five possible nuclear effects will be discussed in 

terms of sampling, background, and analysis technique. 

’He Sampling: 

’He is analyzed by evaporating between 10 and 30 mg of palladium cathode material in an 

especially adapted mass spec capable of resolving DH from 3He masses. 

The lower limit of detection of ’He is approximately 1P total atoms within the mass spec. 

Since a typical cathode mass is greater than 1000 mg, usually less than 1 percent of the 

cathode is used. Therefore, the minimum number of 3He atoms that can be detected is -10” 

atoms. If the 3He was generated within the palladium during one thousand seconds of a 

3 x lo6 second electrolysis, any ’He generation rate of 4 0 8  eventshecond would be non- 

detectable. If 3He is generated in the D, gas bubble phase on the PdD surface, the ’He will 

not diffuse into the PdD. Only the fraction driven in would be present within the cathodes. 

3He Background 

There is no ’He background problem. 



3He Analysis: 

The presence of a large number of DH molecules in the mass spec can result in a false 
positive reading for 3He (Figure 1). This is avoided by extensive gettering of all hydrogen 
isotopes within the mass spec. Other sources of false positive readings would be contamina- 

tion from tools used to prepare the 10 mg mass spec sample or belching of 3He from the 

walls of the mass spec because of inadequate cleaning of the instrument. 

‘He Sampling: 

Considerations involving the relative masses of mass spec specimen to cathode are the same 
as for the 3He. 

“He Background 

Although helium does not diffuse through metal, most glasses do not prevent the serious 
contamination of sample gas by the helium in air. 

An additional background problem for the measurements occurs because ‘He implantation is 

sometimes performed on drawn palladium wire in order to create nanometer grain sizes on the 

very surface of cathodes. Such ultra fine-grained surfaces often show very high heat of 

hydrogen adsorption’ and may be important in anomalous palladium behavior in deuterium 
versus protium. Any such ‘He implantation varies widely in the number of ‘He atoms per 

square mm of surface along the length of the same palladium wire, obscuring any possible 

reading of created ‘He results. 

“He Analysis: 

“He is much easier to distinguish from D, than 3He from DH. 
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Helium Summary 

Measuring no He within a cathode still allows a total of 10" He producing events to have 

occurred uniformly with the solid. If the He is postulated to be created within the bubble 
phase on the surface, any level of the He production may have occurred. 

Neutrons 

Neutron Sampling: 

Most experimenters that find neutrons observe bursts of several hundred neutrons occurring 

within 10 or 15 minutes of a stepped change in electrolysis conditions. The "storage bin" time 
must be short enough to distinguish such bursts from background (obviously, a 3600 second 

collection time with one stepped change will add a minuscule -0.1 neutrons/second to the 

background). On the other hand, a sufficient number of bins must be sampled to show no 

bursts occur during steady state electrolysis. 

Neutron Background: 

Microphonic phenomena in the amplification circuits are often mistakenly assumed to be 

neutron events even by experienced neutron scientists used to working at higher flux levels 

than those of interest here. The true neutron background due to cascades of neutrons from 

interactions of cosmic rays (usually high energy protons) with matter in the vicinity of the 

detector changes from day to day and even has a diurnal Such variations are shown 
in Figure 2. Movement of mass in the vicinity of the detectors will create a difference in 

background. In particular, neutron detectors that do not contain large amounts of heavy metal 

are very susceptible to neutrons cascading from interactions of cosmic rays and human bodies. 

Tons of lead are added to the detectors used to monitor the daily neutron background at 
Climax, Colorado, and Thule, Greenland, for example, just to avoid the peaks created by 

humans in the detector mom. Measuring very low neutron levels is an art quite different from 

the usual neutronics work done around reactors or radioactive sources. The reader is referred 
to the very extensive literature by Simpson of the University of Chicago on this s u b j e ~ t . ~  
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Changes in the neutron background because of solar activity are quite marked. In general, the 

quieter the sun, the higher the neutron counts due to cosmic rays. An active sun, however, 

can change the geomagnetic cut-off at a particular geomagnetic latitude, allowing lower energy 
cosmic rays to get through to the earth’s surface than normally would be allowed. There is 

a service in Boulder, Colorado, that will provide the hourly neutron background as measured 

at one of their stations (Climax, Colorado, by Leadville, in the United States). 

Neutron Analysis: 

Individual detectors have been built and checked out for these types of experiments, and the 

reader is referred to these papers for characteristics unique to each setup. 

Neutron Summary 

Microphonic artifacts and changes in background can result in false positive readings. 
Extensive experience in neutron measurements at higher flux levels does not assure that 
measurements taken at near background levels will be taken correctly. Burst events in the 

hundreds of neutrons will be missed if collection times are on the order of one hour or more. 

These neutron bursts are associated with step changes in electrolysis conditions, and 

measurements are needed at the appropriate times. 

Tritium Sampling: 

Tritium is the principal nuclear product reported in the palladiuddeuterium experiments. The 

deuterium gas within the palladium cathode usually does not contain the created mtium. The 

tritium buildup appears to be a dissolved DT gas within the electrolyte or in the gas bubbles 
leaving the palladium surface. If the gas is oxidized and returned ta the electrolyte, the time 

between experiment and electrolyte analysis is not critical (the mtium half-life is just over 12 
years). If the gas is not oxidized and returned to the eiectrolyte, the dissolved gas will leave 
the liquid phase within a day. Time requkments for sampling the palladium cathode is also 
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on the order of a day due to the ultra rapid diffusion (Figures 3 and 4), even when the 

cathodes are stored at dry ice temperatures. 

Tritium sampling should always be performed on a liquid (i.e., oxidized) phase as gaseous 
analyses of D, are too insensitive in practice to be of use. 

Tritium Background: 

If protium buildup occurs within the electrolyte, the electrolyte can build up in tritium due to 

the preferential loss of D2 as compared to DT. 

If the milliamps/milliliter of electrolyte is unity or less, the buildup in the electrolyte is 

negligible. When protium is a serious contaminant, tritium buildup can be over two hundred 

percent if milliamp/milliliter values are greater than unity. 

As-received heavy water or deuterium gas can have quite a variation of initial tritium values 
and should always bc measured before any experiments are initiated. 

Contamination of sample by inadvertent mtium addition is perhaps the most serious 
background problem. Running a sufficient number-of blanks along with the cell of interest, 
combined with duplicate handling procedures, is the best contamination check. 

Tritium Analysis: 

Tritium analysis experts maintain that the characteristic mtium beta signal in the scintillation 

technique is unmistakable. Since tritium is the dominant nuclear produce claimed to be 

observed and various laboratories have confirmed each other’s readings on the same liquid 

solution, the assignment of the observed spectra to mtium and only mtium is a critical 
technical assumption. Every tritium analyst contacted maintained that the tritium signature is 

unmistakable. If this is true, the problems in mtium measurement lie in sampling and 

background, not in the analysis technique. 
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Tritium Summary 

The main problems in mtium measurements relate to missing tritium because of improper 

sampling techniques or measuring too much tritium because of contamination. 

Isotouic Changes 

Isotopic Changes Sampling: 

Palladium cathodes almost always become covered with impurities during electrolysis. These 
impurities can be highly localized in whiskers or dendrites or uniform as in a solid layer. 

Some of these impurities overlap the atomic weight range of the palladium isotopes. SIMS 
analyses to measure atomic weight should be done at several locations to minimize the chances 

of missing a localized region. 

Isotope Changes Background 

A major effort is being made to look for the enhancement of palladium 106 isotope at the 

expense of the 105 isotope. 210, a SIMS molecule formed from ZIO, surfaces, Cr,D, and 

Cr(OD), are all surface contaminants that can register as mass 106. Auger analysis should 

always accompany SIMS work to differentiate between identical masses of sputtered surface 

species. 

Isotope Changes Analysis: 

The surface science techniques for measuring surface chemistry arc straightforward although 
preferential sputtering can distort quantitative analyses. 

Isotoue Changes Summary 

The main problem with measuring surface isotope changes on palladium cathodes is the tramp 
elements that plate out on the cathxie surface. Although these tramp elements may be 
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beneficial in producing nuclear products (such as iron dendrites and whiskers) or deleterious 

to the point of shutting down the prodmtion of such products (Zro, layers), these deposits 
complicate any measurement of isotope changes. 

. .  
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c- DISCUSSION (HOFFMAN) 

Fleischmann: What size sample did you use for the 3He measurements? 
Hoffman: The.sample weighed about 2 g. 
about 10 mg. 

measured at C1 imax? 
Hoffman: Typically, it is about +3 percent during the day, although the range can 
change. However, it is that order o f  magnitude at the altitude of the station, 
which i s  about 10,000 ft. 
Jones: 
as you state? 
Hoffman: 
sensitive to neutrons over a wide energy range. 
Talcott: 

- 
The specimen evaporated for assay weighs 

- Jones: What percentage average diurnal variation in cosmic ray neutrons was 

F .  

c- Can a neutron counter make measurements of cosmic ray events 'as precisely 

The counter is a combination of three separate 3He detectors, and it is 

What was the stoichiometry o f  the PdD samples? Was it assumed that they 

1- 

-. were PdD,.,, PdD, or some other value? 
Hoffman: The stoichiometry was 0.7. The samples were in the p region at the PdD,.7 
composition. 

A 
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Tritium Measurement: Methods, Pitfalls, and Results 
C. Talcott, E. Storms, R. Jalb- and MA. David 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Let me begin this note with a conclusion: I see no way the large (10A3 to 10A6) 

tritium values reported throughout the world could be in error. The smaller values 
(lO"2) type range require more scrutiny, but even those are unlikely to be in error. 

There are a few places errors could be made in establishing these tritium 
numbers. The majority of these actually yield lower, not higher values. Those which 
could produce high values are 
1) Droplets adhering to the outside of the pipette 
2) Not changing pipette tips after sampling a high tritium level sample 
3) Getting high tritium level into the shaft of the pipette 
4) Using incorrect blanks and/or standards 
5) Not allowing chemiluminescence to die away 
6) Using an uncalibrated spectrometer 
7) Using a single photomultipliednon-coincidence spectrometer 
8) Counting the sample for too short a time 
9) Using contaminated supplies 
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Tritium Measurement: Methods, 
Pitfalls and Results 

C. Talcott, E. Storms, R. Jalbert, and M. A. David 
Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos National 

Laboratory 
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Roland A. Jalbert 

“25 years working with tritium and tritium detection 

*involved in the development, design, and inplementation of tritium 
instrumentation for 15 years 

*for 12 years he has had prime responsibility for the design, implementa- 
tion, and maintainance of all tritium instrumentation at a major fusion 
technology development facility (Tritium Systems Test Assembly 1. 

*Consultant on tritium instrumentation to other fusion energy facilities 
for 10 years ( Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor at Princton ) 
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Outline of Talk 

General overview of how we take a measurement 

Explain where errors may occur and the functioning of 

Show statistical evaluation and express why we are 

Offer general questions you could ask anyone to 
reassure yourself of the accuracy of their data 

a liquid scintillation system 

certain of our tritium data 
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Basic Steps in Tritium Content 
Evaluation for Cold Fusion 

Select cell of interest and pipette 1 ml of fluid into plastic vial 

Add blank and standards ( D20, LiOD,H20 tabletop) to plastic vials 

Add scintillator and shake 

Run vials in scintillation detector multiple times (we use 10 minute runs) 

IF TRITIUM IS DETECTED: 

Take a second,third and fourth sample 

Neutralize and distill sample two 

Run both for 24 hours nonstop in detector 

Acquire an energy spectrum of the sample radiation 

Send samples three and four to another lab for confirmation 
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Possible Sources of Error in Tritium 
Measurements 

“pipetting 
“blanks and sample containers 
“scintillators and chemiluminescence 
“quenching: chemical or optical 
“machine stability or age 
“pmt age 
*natural radiation levels 
“statistics 
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Pipetting Errors 

Equipment error 

User error 
“bubbles in sample volume 
“drops on outside of tip 
“pipetting tip not on tightly 
“incorrect lever use 

I 
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Using the Right Blank 
Enrichment appears too high if blank is rated artificially high 

7Ocpm-ml 
100cpm-ml 

70cpm-ml 
100cpm-ml 

70cpm-ml 
220cpm-ml 

70cpm-ml 
220cpm-ml 

-50cpm-ml blank 20cpm-ml starting 
-50cpm-ml blank 50cpm-ml final 

Yielding 2.5X enrichment 

-20cpm-ml blank 50cpm-ml starting 
-20cpm-ml blank 80cpm-ml final 

Yielding 1.6X enrichment 

-50cpm-ml blank 20cpm-ml starting 
-50cpm-ml blank 170cpm-ml final 

Yielding 8.5X enrichment 

-20cpm-ml blank 50cpm-ml starting 
-20cpm-ml blank 200cpm-ml final 

Yielding 4X enrichment 
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Chemiluminescence vs. time using Two Fluors 
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U '  A PACW?D 

BOILING POINT, 700 mm, Hg 

SP. QRAVITY (Ha0 l)@ZO.C 

EVAPORATION RATE 
(BUTYL ACETATE- 1) 

% VOLATILES BY VOLUME 

APPEARANCE A N D O W R  

MATERIAL SAFETY 
DATA SHEET 

518-590°F/271-312eC FREEZING POINT < -94OFic- 70'c 
0.900 VAPOR PRESSURE AT 20eC <o.i mm Hg 

N.D. 96 by wt. at 20% Slight, 0.1 
SoLuetLlpl IN WATER. 

<1 VAPOR DENSITY (AIR - 1) N. D. 

Clear blue-violet fluorescent liquid with mild odor. 

Alkylbenzene CASRN 123-01-3 
P PO CASRN 92-71-7 
bis-MSB CASRN 13280-61-0 
Tributyl phosphate CASRN 126-73-8 

MATERIAL (46 

Tributyl phosphate (3 

REACTIVITY 1 

OSHA ACGIH OTHER LIMITS 
PEL TLV RECOMMENDATIONS 

0.- 

PERSONAL PROTECTION I2 ~~~Z"I)II*y.ILyIIlLICy. 

FLASH POINT 
(lest melhod) 

PACKARD INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 2200 WARRENVILLE ROAD DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515 

BTU Value-1346713/qallon) 
300°~/150 OC Tag closed cup TEMPERATURE 752 F/4OO0c 

PREPARER: G. Russell DATE: 1/89 REVISION b: 
n ~ ~ y - h  ana 
CHEMICAL NAME bis-MSB and emulsifiers 

FLAMMABLE LIMITS IN AIR. % by volume 

SYNONYMS: None CHEMICAL FAMILY: N.A. 

FORMULA: N.A. MOLECULAR WEIGHT: N.A. 

TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS: OPTI-PLUOR TM 

PHYSICAL DATA 

LOWER I 0.45 I UPPER I 10.7 

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING 
PROCEDURES 

None 

EXTINGUISHING 
MEDIA 

UNUSUAL FIRE AND 
EXPLOSION HAfARDS 

D r y  chemical, carbon dioxide or foam 

'One 

r .. 
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HEALTH HAZARD DATA 

- 

EFFECTS OF 
OVEREXPOSURE 
(ACUTE AND CHRONIC) 

CONDITIONS 
TO Oxidat ion;  i g n i t i o n  sources  
AVOID 

Strong o x i d i z e r s  

ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY 

- 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST 
AID PROCEDURES 

CONDITIONS None 
TO 
AVOID 

CARCINOGENICITY 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 
(spmify Wpe) 

LOCAL EXHAUST 

(general) 
VENTILATION MECHANICAL 

PROTECTIVE GLOVES 
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQV!P!!ENT 
HYGIENIC PRACTICES 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
GENERALLY AGGRAVATED 
By EXPOSURE 

None requi red  

None SPECIAL None 

S a t i s f a c t o r y  OTHER None 

Chemical proof PROTECTION , s a f e t y  goggles 
EYE Splash-proof 

None 
N o  e a t i n g ,  dr inking  or smoking i n  a rea .  Wash a f t e r  u s e .  

~~ 

Contact  may cause s l i g h t  i r r i t a t i o n  of eyes,  sk in  and 
mucous membranes. May cause nausea, d i a r r h e a  or vomi- 
t i n g  i f  ingested.  N o  chronic  e f f e c t s  are known. 

OTHER HANDLING AND 
STORAGE CONDITIONS 

I 

I INHALATION n SKIN INGESTION 
I 

Keep t i g h t l y  c losed.  Protect from l i g h t .  Store i n  
a cool  d r y  p lace  with adequate  v e n t i l a t i o n .  

Remove t o  f r e s h  a i r .  Wash a f f e c t e d  a r e a s  with soapy 
water. Plush eyes with running water f o r  15 minutes 
and seek medical a t t e n t i o n  if i r r i t a t i o n  p e r s i s t s .  

N.T.P. I.A.R.C. MONOGRAPHS 

REACTIVITY DATA 

STABILITY 

UNSTABLE STABLE a 
INCOMPATIBILITY 
(materlals to avoid) 
HAZARDOUS 
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION 

May Occur 0 Wlll not Occur 

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 

srws TO BE TAKEN 
IF MATERIAL IS RELEASED 
OR SPILLED 

I Nona 

Remove i g n i t i o n  sources, v e n t j l n t o  a.rta. Abscrb small  
s p i l l s  with paper ,  diatomaceous e a r t h  o r  equiva len t .  
with evapora t ion  i n  a fume hood. 

S a n i t a r y  sewer o r  i n c i n e r a t e  in accordance with I government regula t ions .  
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD 
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Color Quenching 

Raw Sample 5 Minute Counts 
4286" 
4532 (would be discarded statistically) 
4510 
4527 
4557 
4573 
4583 
4536 
4528 

"low count from initial cloudiness 

Neutralized Samples with Discoloration over Time 

initial 2 weeks later 3 months later 
4828 (13203) 2108 (12400) 857 (9021) 
4580 (12066) 2259 (12994) 916 (8724) 
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Figure 1-2. Sample Changer 
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Channel Ratio Effect of 
Luminescence 

- Lower Energy Spectra 

F 

Increasing Energy 
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Statistics for Tritium Counting 
Sample count rate = N f 6 N = Total Sample Count 

T = Sample Counting Time T 

Background = B f 6 
T' 

B = Total Background Count 
T'= Background Counting Time 

Net sample count rate = N - B f 
T T' 

Several observations 6 = n = Number of observations 
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Effects of Counting Time on Standard Deviation 

L. 
Q) 
P 

1 
, . . . ,  I . 

1 10 100 

Time of Counting in Minutes 
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Net Counts and Percent Error in Single Value Ten Minute Counts 

counts 
(per m’in) 

2 5  
5 0  
75  

100 
150  
200 
300 
400 
5 0 0  

1000 

net counts 
(per  m d  

5 
3 0  
5 5  
80 

130 
180 
280 
380 
480 
980 

1 sigma 

2.1 
2.6 
3.1 
3.5 
4.1 
4.7 
5.7 
6.5 
7.2 

10.1 

percent 

41.2 
8 . 6  
5.6 
4.4 
3 .2  
2.6 
2.0 
1.7 
1.5 
1 .o 



Chauvenet’s Criterion for Rejecting a 
Value0 

n k 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1.15 
1.38 
1.54 
1.65 
1.73 

n k 

7 1.80 
8 1.86 
9 1.91 

10 I .96 
15 2.13 

n k 

20 2.24 
25 2.33 
30 2.40 
35 2.45 
40 2.50 

- -  a .  n is the number ot observations and IC 
is the factor that, when multiplied by the 
standard deviation, defines the range from 
the mean beyond which values may be re- 
jected for that n. 
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Questions You Might Ask to 
Reassure Yourself About Tritium 

Data 

1) Are pipette tips changed after each sample is taken? 
2) Do you run background and standards with each set of samples? 
3) What type of scintillator do you use and what is your dark time? 
4) Have you calibrated your equipment and is the channel ratio of your 

5) What are you using for your blank? 
6)" Is your detection system a dual pmt coincidence counter? 
7) How long was each sample counted? 
8)" Do you have an energy spectrum from the sample? If so, does the 

sample near 0.5? 

spectra match that of a tritium standard? 

1 * If the answer to these questions is yes and the tritium count is high, 
I 
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DISCUSS I OH (TALCOTT) 

Hoffman: 
more difficult than the act of buying a scintillator. 
observed. 
tritium to various laboratories, and the range of results reported back tended to 
produce some lack of confidence in procedures. 
Talcott: That is correct, but the samples which you gave had very low tritium 
contents. The measurements which are significant for this work are not in the 
same concentration range, so uncertainty would be very much reduced. 
Hoffman: I believe that it would be valuable if your laboratory, for example, 
could circulate a round robin of reasonably low level tritium samples, sending 
them to the various laboratories for comparative measurement. 
Talcott: 
If so, please let me have your names. We would certainly be interested in such a 
program. 
Lewis: The suggestion is important, and we will certainly collaborate. 
Yeager: I have a technical question. What happens to the variation in results 
when one adds hydrogen peroxide to the samples? 
Talcott: 
Yeager: This point is important, since it may be produced as an impurity in the 
electrolyte. 
Hoffman: 
work. 
Wolf: 
Bockris: That should be correct, since it decomposes in the air within 2 to 3 
hours. 
Lewis: 
solution pH. 
Bockris: 
obtain accurate results. 
Wolf: I agree. In our experience, its effect is eliminated by the second c c m t  
in our procedure, which is taken 24 h later. 
Talcott: If the precautions which I have outlined are taken, a significant alliount 
of tritium in the electrolyte would be difficult to miss. 

It is clear that measuring tritium concentrations accurately is much 
Many precautions must be 

As you know, I did send blind samples containing known amounts o f  

Would the participants at this Workshop be interested in such a plan? 

We have not examined the effect of hydrogen peroxide. 

I will determine its effect in the typical electrolytes used in this 

In our experience, it only results in a longer-lasting chemiluminescence. 

Nevertheless, its effect does depend on the scintillator used and on the 

Repeating the count after saveral hours is all that is necessary to 
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REVIEW OF CALORIMETRIC DATA 
Allan J. Bard 

Department of Chemistry, University of Texas at Austin 

My appointed task, this evening, is to review the material up to the time of the Santa 
Fe workshop. However, it seemed to me to be more meaningful to focus particularly on 
the calorimetric results which have been obtained. I therefore intend to discuss my 
observations and those of my colleagues on the Energy Research Advisory Board (ERAB) 
committee which resulted from our visits to the laboratories engaged in this work during 
June, 1989 and from our consideration of the literature and materials made available to the 
committee through October, 1989. I will put these observations in the context of the open 
literature on calorimetry. 

The chronology of the events is shown in Fig. 1. Fleischmann and Pons announced 
their results on March 23, 1989. For me the most important aspect of their report was the 
claim that large amounts of steady-state excess heat were produced when deuterium was 
evolved in a simple experiment on deuterium-saturated palladium. In some cases, they 
claimed a heat output equal to four times the input heat. In consequence, a large number 
of laboratories attempted to repeat their experiment. The paper by Fleischmann, Pons, 
and Hawkins appeared in April in the Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry. Further 
details were given at the American Chemical Society meeting in Dallas on April 12th. To 
my knowledge, the first confirmation of this effect was by Martin, Gammon, and Marsh at 
Texas A&M, where a rather different type of calorimeter was used. However, this confir- 
mation was later retracted, after they determined that there was an electrical fault in their 
experimental equipment. 

From April 12 to April 30, there were a number of other news reports on other 
claimed confirmations of the Fleischmann-Pons work. At the same time, some negative 
reports were beginning to appear. At the meeting of the American Physical Society in 
Baltimore on May 1, Dr. Lewis gave a presentation in which he stated that no anomalous 
calorimetric results had been observed in work at Caltech. On May 9, a number of pre- 
sentations were given at the meeting of the Electrochemical Society in Los Angeles, and 
several groups reported positive reports, including those of Appleby at Texas A&M, 
Landau at Case Western Reserve, and Huggins at Stanford. At this meeting, Pons and 
Fleischmann reported a so-called heat burst for the first time. I will return to the question 
of heat bursts later in this presentation. Confirmations were again presented at the Santa 
Fe workshop later in May, particularly by Appleby, Srinivasan, and coworkers and by 
Bockris' group, with the latter reporting the presence of tritium in the electrolyte. Negative 
results also continued to be noted. 
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The basic electrochemical cell used in this work is by now familiar to most of you. 
However, for those who have not seen it, it consists of a palladium rod cathode and a 
platinum anode, as i s  shown in Fig. 2. For reliable measurements, a stirrer should be 
included in the cell, which is immersed in a constant temperature bath. A suitable power 
supply provides the input current and voltage. 

The power into the cell in Watts is given by the applied voltage times the 
instantaneous current. This is equal to the heat flux in Joules per second. In the cell, 
liquid D20 is decomposed into D2 and 1/202. Thus, part of the input energy is converted 
into chemical energy, equivalent to the heat of combustion of the deuterium evolved. The 
remaining energy is lost in the overpotentials at both electrodes and in the internal 
resistance of the solution. Both of these losses appear in the cell as heat. If all of the 
current goes into the decomposition of liquid D20, i.e., if this reaction has a coulombic 
efficiency of loo%, then that part of the input power appearing as chemical energy is 
i(1.527), where i is the cell current and 1.527 eV is the heat of combustion of gaseous 
deuterium and gaseous oxygen in their standard states to produce liquid D20 and 25°C. 
Corrections to this term for the partial pressure of water vapor above the electrolyte are 
small, as is the effect of evaporation of D20. The remaining energy in the cell is degraded 
to heat, so that the cell voltage minus 1.527, multiplied by the current, should be the heat 
output as determined by the calorimeter, according to the First Law of Thermodynamics. 
Excess heat output, if observed, will be in addition to this value. 

The different types of electrochemical cells which have been used are shown in 
Fig. 2. The above analysis refers to so-called open cells, in which the gases produced are 
allowed to freely exit the cell. Since the gases can, in principle, recombine on a catalytic 
surface, any active metal components, particularly the electrical leads, must be covered to 
avoid this reaction. Since D20 is progressively consumed, its level will drop as a function 
of time, and eventually the electrodes or their leads may be exposed. Thus, a danger of 
recombination of deuterium and oxygen will then exist. Hence, careful attention must be 
paid toward making up the liquid level in the cell. Whether any recombination can in fact 
take place under these conditions is a problem which has been incompletely addressed. 

In addition to the possible recombination of gases which have been electrolytically 
evolved, it is well known that the current efficiency for D20 and 0 2  production in cells of 
this type may not necessarily be 100%. Open cells can certainly be used for calorimetric 
experiments, but in my view the results obtained will always be open to doubt because of 
the possibility of coulombic inefficiencies. In addition, other processes involving heat 
losses will occur, for example, evaporation and the loss of heat in the escaping gases and 
entrained water. 

A second type of cell, which I believe is better for calorimetric measurements, is 
operated closed. Here the cell is sealed, and it contains a recombination catalyst. 
Platinum or some other active material, for example, heated palladium, may be used for 
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this purpose. The catalyst is included in the cell volume above the electrolyte, where any 
evolved gases wil l  recombine. Thus, an amount of heat equal to i(1.527) is evolved during 
recombination on the catalyst, exactly compensating for the amount of energy absorbed in 
the electrolysis reactions on the electrodes. No corrections involving unknown coulombic 
efficiencies and recombination losses are required, and in addition, there are no changes in 
the D20 level or loss of the latter by evaporation. From the First Law of Thermodynamics, 
at steady state the energy into the cell should exactly equal the energy out under normal 
chemical conditions. Therefore, the closed cell is the simplest type for reliable calorimetric 
measurements. 

A third type of cell is one which is sealed, but in which the recombining surface is 
outside of the calorimeter. It is a recombination cell in the sense that the evolved gases do 
react within a closed system, and consequently the total D20 level can be keep constant in 
a properly designed cell. However, it is not a recombination cell in the calorimetric sense, 
because energy is absorbed in electrolysis as in the open cell and is transferred to the 
recombiner on the outside of the calorimeter. Hence, this type of recombination system 
has the disadvantages of the open cell in regard to the corrections for the coulometric 
efficiency of electrolysis. 

The final type of cell has so far been used, to my knowledge, by only one group at 
SRI. However, it was discussed in the original paper by Fleischmann, Pons, and Hawkins. 
It consists of a closed cell in which the cathode evolves D2, which is subsequently oxidized 
at the anode, so that no oxygen is produced. To obtain satisfactory anodic current densities 
for D2 oxidation, the system is operated pressurized. This cell is a closed system in which 
the energy absorbed in the cathodic half-cell reaction is exactly compensated by the 
amount liberated in the anodic half-cell. One advantage is that it contains no oxygen 
anode; therefore, it can, in principle, operate at a much lower voltage than that of the 
normal closed cell. While this is advantageous, in practice the system is difficult to 
construct and operate at high pressure. My personal feeling is that convincing calorimetry 
should be conducted in sealed cells, either incorporating an efficient recombination surface 
in the calorimeter, or a deuterium anode. It will be difficult to produce entirely convincing 
calorimetric results in open cells. 

A further problem concerns the type of calorimeter which would be most advan- 
tageous. Some of the available calorimeter designs are shown schematically in Fig. 3. The 
isothermal heat leak calorimeter is the variety which has been most discussed in the 
workshop today. It is the type of instrument used by Pons and Fleischmann. I refer to this 
type of instrument as Iso-A. In this system, the cell contains one or more temperature- 
measuring devices, e.g., Beckmann thermometers, thermistors, resistance thermometers, or 
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thermocouples. Other temperature-measuring devices are in the thermal bath outside of 
the calorimeter. The cell also includes a heater for calibration and is separated from the 
bath by some medium which controls the heat leak. To my knowledge, this was a vacuum 
jacket in all of the Pons and Fleischmann experiments. The heat loss by conductivity will 
then be very small. In other instruments, a jacket containing air or glycerin or some other 
medium may be used. The heat loss from the cell is then determined by Newton’s Law of 
Cooling, which predicts a linear dependence of heat flux on the temperature gradient 
between the cell and the external bath. The cell is calibrated via an internal heater to yield 
the constant K for heat transfer as a function of the temperature difference, Tc - Tb, 
between the cell and the bath. 

Another method of measuring the heat flux has been used by Martin, Gammon, and 
Marsh at Texas A&M. In this method, the internal heater is continuously operated in the 
cell, and its output is reduced after the electrolysis current is switched on, so Tc - Tb is 
maintained constant. The heat flux from electrolysis is then equal to the difference 
between the power input to the heater with and without electrolysis. This method has the 
advantage that Tc - Tb remains small and constant during the whole range of measurement. 
In my view, this technique, referred to as Iso-B, is an improvement on Iso-A, but it still 
suffers from a number of experimental problems. For example, it assumes that the cell 
constant does not change during electrolysis, which is not necessarily true because of gas 
bubble formation and liquid level changes. While it is possible to obtain good data with an 
isothermal heat leak calorimeter, it is the most difficult technique to use in an open 
electrolysis system, especially one operating over long periods of time. I think that this 
view is widely accepted. 

A more appropriate type of calorimeter, of which several commercial models exist, 
operates on the isothermal heat flow principle. These are referred to as Iso-C. 
Instruments of this type have been used by several contributors to this meeting, including 
Lewis, Appleby, and Oriani. In these, the cell is maintained in good thermal contact with a 
very large bank of thermocouples which surround it. The signal from the parallel-con- 
nected thermocouples is proportional to the heat flux from the cell. A sealed cell can be 
used, and the heat flux measurement can be directly calibrated using a built-in heater. 

Another calorimetric technique which has been used rather effectively is flow 
calorimetry. In instruments using this principle, the external bath is not used as an 
isothermal heat sink. Liquid from a constant-temperature bath is allowed to flow at a 
constant rate around the cell, and its inlet and outlet temperatures are measured. The heat 
flux may be determined from the flow rate and the heat capacity of the liquid. Flow 
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calorimeters of this type have been used by several groups, and they are effective, 
especially from the viewpoint of steady-state measurements. 

Some experimental problems which arise in calorimetry are shown in Fig. 4. All 
calorimeters, particularly those operating on the isothermal principle, have calibration 
problems. Some of these were discussed this morning by Lewis. In particular, there may 
be variable and undefined heat transfer properties in the cell as a function of time. The 
most important factor in long-term electrolysis experiments with open cells is the fact that 
the liquid level changes. A paper by the group at Harwell points this out. If the liquid level 
varies with time as electrolysis takes place, the heat transfer characteristics will change, 
giving a so-called sloping baseline. Similarly, there can be undefined changes in the cell 
constant in the presence and absence of gas bubbles. 

A critical question which must be addressed in calorimetric experiments is the 
quantitative consideration of systematic and random errors. Calorimetric data must always 
be shown graphically, including error bars. These errors are often much larger than we 
would normally expect. When we performed some calorimetric measurements in our 
laboratory with less care than usual, we obtained errors of 2 5 % .  In my view, this would 
not be an unusually large error in many calorimetric experiments. It is vitally important to 
show the standard deviation for blank experiments to determine the overall precision of 
anomalous measurements. 

We should be on the lookout for the possibility of electrical artifacts which may 
affect measurements. This possibility has been raised several times at this and previous 
meetings. I will return to some of these problems later. Other potential sources of error 
exist. One which was identified is the position of the thermocouple in the cell when an 
isothermal heat leak calorimeter is used. With a thermocouple, temperature measure- 
ments are expressed in microvolts. The electric field in an electrochemical cell can be 
quite large. For example, if 10 V is applied between the electrodes, the average field may 
be 10 V/cm or greater. If the thermocouple is placed in the wrong spot in the 
electrochemical cell, part of this field may be registered. Since we are discussing 
measurements of microvolts compared with volts, the error can be serious. 

Another pitfall concerns unrecognized chemical processes which may occur in the 
cell. In an open cell, the possibility of recombination is one of these. However, there may 
also be others. For example, contamination with carbon dioxide in open cells may occur, 
which may result in side reactions. The LiOD system is an excellent carbon dioxide 
scrubber. Carbon dioxide has been shown by Wrighton and others to be readily reduced to 
formate on palladium, The formate produced can be as readily oxidized on platinum, so a 
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CO2-formate shuttle can exist between the two electrodes. If this occurs, it may introduce 
serious errors. 

Finally, researchers have generally conducted an inadequate number of blank 
experiments. This is especially so if it is claimed that the alleged events are uncommon and 
sporadic. Such events might also occur sporadically in blank systems. It is not justifiable to 
operate 14 palladium-LiOD electrolysis cells, and then claim that 1 out of the 14 cells 
exhibits anomalous behavior, alongside the only one LiOH blank in which nothing 
anomalous occurs. If one is examining a system in which low probability events are alleged 
to occur, equal numbers of observation samples and blank controls should be operated. I 
believe that this point is one which all workers in this field must address. 

Let us now review a selection of the results which have been reported. The latest 
which were available to the DOE ERAB committee are shown in Figs. 5-7. They are based 
either on published papers, papers which are in press, or papers which have been submitted 
for publication and which have been made available to the committee. I must stress that 
they do not represent the latest work, but rather the work available in writing at the time of 
the evaluation. Other results are certainly now available, for example, those of Oriani and 
Hutchinson, which are being discussed at this workshop, and those of Landau, which were 
verbally presented at the Los Angeles Electrochemical Society Meeting in May. Since the 
commitee did not have access to their data in writing, and since we did not visit their 
laboratories, we were unable to evaluate their work. Hence, the committee’s conclusions 
were based on the results shown in Fig. 5, taken together with the negative results (Figs. 6 
and 7) which could be at least partially evaluated. 

Starting with the positive results, Fleischmann and Pons used Iso-A calorimeters 
with an open cell. They reported values of anomalous heat varying from 5% to 111% of 
the input energy, corrected for the decomposition of D20. A commercial Tronac Iso-C 
microcalorimeter, again with an open cell, was used by Appleby and Srinivasan at Texas 
A&M University. Heat conduction considerations in this instrument dictated the use of a 
stainless steel cell. Excess heat results with the palladium-LiOD systems varied from 6- 
30% of the corrected input energy. They also reported control experiments on palladium 
LiOH and on platinum-LiOD. Huggins and coworkers at Stanford used an Iso-A 
calorimeter with an open cell using current densities in the 10-1000 mA/cm2 range at cell 
voltages of 3-15 V. They reported 10-30% excess heat. Finally, Bockris at Texas A&M 
also used open cells with an Iso-A calorimeter, reporting 525% excess heat in 3 out of 10 
cells. They also performed platinum-LiOD control experiments. The above positive 
results were the only ones available to the committee in which the data could be evaluated. 
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The results which were evaluated and did not show excess heat are shown in Figs. 6 
and 7. First, Hayden's group at the University of British Columbia performed very careful 
experiments with a flow calorimeter using closed cells operating at current densitites up to 
2.2 A/cm2. They observed no excess heat in their longest runs, which were up to 10 days. 
Platinum-LiOD cells were used as controls. Wrighton and co-workers at MIT used an 
open cell in an Iso-B calorimeter. They did not operate a large number of cells, but they 
included one 200 h run. At Caltech, Lewis used two different types of calorimeter, with 
one a Tronac heat-flow type. Like Wrighton's group, they observed no excess heat over 5 
days. 

Miles and coworkers at the Naval Weapons Laboratory used an open cell in an Is0 
calorimeter and saw no evidence of anomalous effects over 10 days. The Sandia 
Laboratories group, using a similar arrangement , operated for the particularly long period 
of 36 days. Fleming, Law, and coworkers at AT&T Bell Laboratories performed particu- 
larly careful experiments using both open and closed cells in a commercial Setaram flow 
calorimeter. They operated at current densities of 16-512 mA/cm2 for up to 40 days, and 
they observed no excess heat. 

At Argonne National Laboratory and in Kreysa's group at the Free University of 
Berlin, a wide current density range was again used for periods of time between 10 and 20 
days without the appearence of excess heat. Other groups reporting no excess heat were 
those at EG&G Idaho, at Ohio State, and at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Not 
shown on Fig. 7 are the results of a particularly careful study performed by Williams and 
coworkers at Harwell using two different types of calorimeter. Results were obtained with 
open cells over a wide current density range in more than 11 cells over periods of up to 33 
days. Their work included many different control experiments, and it included a very 
careful error analysis. They recorded no excess heat. 

I would next like to address the question of so-called heat bursts. A burst may be 
defined as an abrupt change in cell temperature, which appears sporadically, often follows 
a change in operating conditions, and lasts for an undetermined length of time. Since 
sporadic phenomena are very hard to address, I have no satisfactory explanation of such 
bursts. However, I believe that several possible explanations exist, as Fig. 8 shows. 

The first of these is the obvious occurance of an instrumental artifact. Another may 
be the release of stored intrinsic energy. In this connection, it has been argued that 
deuterium-saturated palladium cathode or the deuterium gas on the catalytic surface, 
becomes exposed to oxygen and then reacts. This argument may not be valid, and it is hard 
to see that such a process would last long enough to explain the amount of heat reported in 
a burst. Pauling has suggested that phase changes in the palladium may provide an 
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explanation. Birnbaum at the University of Illinois believes that deuterium dissolved in 
palladium as a solid solution undergoes a change to a hydride phase. The energy 
difference between the heat of formation of a deuterium solid solution and that of a 
palladium deuteride phase is then evolved as heat. Again, it is uncertain that the amount 
of energy which might be released in this manner would account for a heat burst over an 
extended period of time. It would be useful if information on exactly how much energy has 
been observed in an apparent burst, together with its duration, can be provided by the 
participants at this workshop. A further explanation which requires discussion is the 
question of an unrecognized increase in the input electrical energy. This has been raised 
most recently in a paper by a Belgian group. If a cell operating at constant current starts to 
develop a high resistance, which has been seen in our own laboratory, large voltage changes 
can then occur. Another electrical error will occur if the cell potential starts to oscillate at 
a high frequency, when an ac. current will be superimposed upon the d.c. current from a 
power supply, which will not be registered by a d.c. measuring device. This will depend on 
the potentiostat, if used, or on the electric characteristics of the power supply and the cell. 
The impedence of the palladium cathode also changes with time, as charging with 
deuterium occurs. If apparent heat bursts are observed, any ax. component of the current 
should be examined using an oscilloscope. If all of these explanations fail, then perhaps a 
nuclear process is occurring. However, all other explanations must be eliminated before 
this possibility can be suggested. 

In conclusion, how can one evaluate the available data today? The DOE committee 
was charged with this task, asking the further question: what is the possibility of cold 
fusion? The committee concluded, after assessing the reports from the different labora- 
tories, that they did not feel that "the steady production of excess heat has been convinci- 
ngly demonstrated." Moreover, they felt that "the present evidence for the discovery of a 
new nuclear process termed cold fusion is not persuasive." I believe that there are four 
major questions which must be answered by the proponents of cold fusion. These are 
shown in Fig. 9. The first is the lack of reproducibility of the excess heat which has been 
apparently observed in cells evolving deuterium from palladium cathodes in D20 solutions 
under the conditions reported. Excess heat, or a heat burst, may be observed, but under 
conditions which are not within the realm of a reproducible scientific experiment. The 
second major question, which is being addressed at this workshop, is that there must be a 
correlation between the quantities of fusion or other nuclear products and the reported 
levels of excess heat. The correlation must be reasonably close if the argument that the 
excess heat results from a nuclear process is to be convincing. When tritium is observed, its 
reproducibility is the critical factor. Some groups have determined that it is present, but 
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only sporadically. Others in the same location using the same experimental conditions, are 
unable to detect it. Until its presence becomes a reproducible phenomenon, it will remain 
suspect. The other problem is the apparent absence of secondary neutrons or 
subsecondary radiation. If the process involves fusion, it is generally agreed that neutrons 
from the secondary fusion of high-energy tritium should be observed. As far as I am aware, 
these have not been detected. Finally, there are the objections of the theorists, which also 
must be answered. 

I would like to finish with an interesting quotation from Lavoisier, which is much 
truer than I would have thought before these questions were raised. During the period 
between the American and the French Revolutions in 1784, he was appointed by Louis 
XVI to a commission to investigate Mesmerism or "animal magnetism." The commission 
included Benjamin Franklin and Dr. Guillotin, the inventor of the guillotine. I must point 
out that I do not mean to put the subject of this Workshop in the same category as 
Mesmerism; I am only using the quotation. Lavoisier's report contains the following 
statement, 'The art of concluding from experiment and observation consists in evaluating 
probabilities and estimating if they are high or numerous enough to constitute proof. This 
type of calculation is more complicated and more difficult than one might think." 
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CHRONOLOGY 

1. MARCH 23-28, 1989. INITIAL PRESS 
RELEASE BY FLEISCHMANN AND PONS 

2. APRIL IO, 1989 PAPER APPEARS IN 
J. ELECTROANAL. CHEM. WITH FURTHER 
DETAILS 

3. APRIL 11, 1989 CONFIRMATION OF 
EXCESS HEAT EFFECTS BY MARTIN ET. 
AL. (LATER RETRACTED) 

4. APRIL 12-30, 1989 SEVERAL OTHER 
NEWS REPORTS OF CONFIRMATIONS AND 
NEGATIVE RESULTS 

5. MAY 1, 1989 AMERICAN PHYSICAL 
SOCIETY MEETING - NEGATIVE REPORTS 

6. MAY 9, 1989 ELECTROCHEMICAL SOC. 
MEETING - SEVERAL CONFIRMATIONS 
AND NEGATIVE RESULTS. FIRST MENTION 
OF "HEAT BURST" 

7. MAY 23-25, 1989 SANTA FE WORKSHOP 
A FEW CONFIRMATIONS AND MANY 
N EG ATlVE REPORTS 

Fig. 1 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS 
IN CALORIMETIC MEASUREMENTS 

1 . Calibration problems 

2. Variable and undefined heat 
transfer properties of cell 

3. Inadequate quantitative 

and random errors 
consideration of systematic 

4. Electrical artifacts 

5 . Unrecognized chemical 
processes, e.g. recombination 

6. Inadequate number of blank 
experiments 

Fig. 4 
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SUMMARY OF CALORIMETRIC RESULTS 

GROUPS OBSERVING EXCESS HEAT 

Calorimeter, Current Density, 
Research Group Cell Voltage Results Controls 

1. Univ. of Utah IS0 A 8, 64, 512 rnAlcrn2 5-111 % none 
Fieischmann, Pons open (9) 
et ai. 3-10 V 1% t srl 

2. Texas A&M Univ. ISO-HF 0.3, 0.6, 1.OAlcm2 6-30 % H 2 0  
Appleby, Srinivasan (Tronac) Pt 
et ai. open (s.s.) 3.4-5.6 V 

3. Stanford Univ. is0 A 10-1000 rnA 10-30 Yo H 2 0  
Huggins, GLlr et ai. open 3-15 V 

4. Texas A&M Univ. IS0 A 100-500 mAlcrn2 5-25 % Pt 
Bockris et ai. (3 of 10) 

Fig. 5 

SUMMARY OF CALORIMETRIC RESULTS 

GROUPS NOT OBSERVING EXCESS HEAT 

Calorimeter, Current Density, 
Research Group Cell Voltage Results Controls 

1. U. British Columbia Flow to 2.2 Alcm2 none Pt 

Hayden et ai. closed (10 4 

2. M.I.T. IS0 B 69 mAlcrn2 none H 2 0  

Wrighton et ai. open 2.9 V (> 200 h) 

[no t, nl 

3. Caltech IS0  8,  IS0 C 72-140 rnAlcrn2 none H 2 0  

Lewis et ai. (Tr o n ac) ( 5 )  
open [no t,n,He] 

4. Naval Weapons Ctr. I S 0  100-200 mAlcm2 none Pt 
Miles et ai. open 3-5 v (1-10 d) H 2 0  

In0 n1ul 

5. Sandia N.L. IS0 A 320 mAlcm2 none 
Roth et ai. open (17, 36 d) 

Fig. 6 [no n, t] 
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GROUPS NOT OBSERVING EXCESS HEAT 

Calorimeter, Current Density, 
Research Group Cell Voltage Results Controls 

6. AT&T Bell Labs IS0 c 16-512 mAlcm2 none Pt 
Fleming, Law et at. (Setaram) 2-10 v (1-40 d) H20  

7. Argonne N.L. 

Redey et at. 

8. Free U. Berlin 

Kreysa et al. 

9.EG&G Idaho 

Longhurst et al. 

10. Iowa St. U. 
Hill et al. 

11. U. Newcastle- 

up0 n-Tyne 

closed&open 

IS0 8, IS0 C 15-500 mAlcm2 none H20  

open (460 h) 

IS0 A 1.2 A none H20  

open 9 v  (10 3) 
[no n,t,yl 

IS0 A 0.1 ma-5.7 A none H20  
IS0 c 3.3.5.1 V (> 20 cells) 
open (120 h) 

[no n,WI 

open 0.7-1 Alcmz none 
In0 n,Yl 

Flow 100 mAlcm2 none Pt(H20) 

open 15-20 V (8 d) 
Armstrong et  al. (2) 

Fig. 7 
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TEMPERATURE BURSTS 
Abrupt changes in cell tempera- 
ture which appear sporadically, 
often following a change in 
operating conditions, and last 
for an undetermined length of 
t ime.  

1 = Instrumental artifacts 

2. Release of stored or intrinsic 
chemical energy 

3. Changes in heat transfer 
characteristics of cell 

4. Unrecognized increases in 
input electrical energy 

5. Nuclear process 

Fig. 8. 
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MAJOR QUESTIONS TO BE 
ADDRESSED 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Lack of reproducibility of 
excess heat experiments 

Lack of correlation of fusion 
product levels (especially 
T, n, He) with reported heat 
levels 

General lack of confirmation 
of high T levels and absence 
of secondary n 

Theoretical objections 

Fig. 9 
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DISCllSSION (BARD) 

Appleby: 
by Fleischmann and Pons for the calibration of their calorimeter, which suggests 

In regard to your statement about the use of the Newton’s Law of Cooling 

that heat loss is by conduction, I would point out that they used a vacuum 
Heat loss is then by radiation, and the Stefan-Boltzmann law will apply. 
Bard: An explanation o f  heat loss in terms o f  radiation is new. In their 
original paper and during the visit of the ERAB committee to Utah, the cal 
term was given as (T, - T,,) x K. 
Yeager: In the steady state, calibration should cause no problems in a cl 
system. The problem is that one is never in a steady state. 
Bard: However, the assumption is made that the incoming and outgoing heat 
are in equilibrium. 

jacket. 

brat i on 

sed 

fluxes 

Appleby: 
the dilute solutions used, there should be a pH gradient between the electrodes at 
high current density. 
Bard: 
in closed-cell systems. 
Bockris: Heat, tritium, and neutrons appear to come in bursts. The results are 
not consistent in this respect. 
Bard: Impedance changes in the system can occur, and I believe that if heat 
bursts are seen, an oscilloscope should be used to examine the cell voltage to see 
if there is any high frequency ac superimposed on the dc signal. 
Bockris: We do it routinely. 
Bard: 
Bockris: 
important. In my view, the mair: issue which Or. Bard addressed is the lack of 
reproducibility of the results. I believe that all of us at Texas A&M will agree 
with that conclusion. Or. Bard points out that the criterion for science is that 
it should be reproducible. Many people would agree. There is no doubt that 
results in this work are not reproducible. However, it would be misleading to 
indicate that the consistent repetition of the experiment showing positive excess 
heat is rare, as Dr. Bard suggests. He has stated that he knows of only four  
experimental results showing this effect. 
United States and a larger number outside the country who claim to see excess 
effect. 

You mentioned the problem of CO, contamination in the electrolyte. In 

It may be sufficient to eliminate CO, at the anode. 
I believe that this consideration is another reason to perform experiments 

What is your view on heat bursts? 

However, do you measure the. ac during the burst? 
We do it during the burst. That is when the measurement is most 

I know of 10 universities within the 

The overriding factor is not these positive results, but rather the much 
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larger number of people who have apparently obtained negative results. 
ingredient may be missing in all this work: that is patience. One needs a great 
deal of patience, because with large cathodes results may not be seen for 20, 50, 
or even 90 days. 
rebuttals to two arguments. The first is the possibility that the energy is 
stored in a chemical form. We have carefully examined this question and have 
published a paper. Insofar as we can tell, no chemical explanation can account 
for even 1 percent of the excess heat that has been observed. Thus, I see no 
possibility of explaining these observations in terms of chemical effect. 
second is the possibility that the phenomena may result from ac electrical 
effects. 
only a few mV, far below the level required as an explanation. While I believe 
your use of the Lavoisier quotation is reasonable, let us be reminded what 
Rutherford is purported to have said in 1923 when he obtained some evidence of 
atomic fission, namely, "This is a darned interesting thing academically, but it 
will never have any practical application." 
Werbos: Concerning positive experiments, I have a list here of an additional 11 
cases which we have attempted to evaluate. 
is that I also have a list of 12 negative results from laboratories which include 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and General Motors 

the positive results is that one 
out this morning. The results 
ewed and published data. Until 

One 

Few people are prepared to wait that long. I would like to give 

The 

During our heat bursts, we have seen voltage oscillation, but they are 

As Dr. Bockris points out, the problem 

Research Laboratories. The problem with many of 
cannot deal with hearsay, as Dr. Hoffman pointed 
must be seen to be obtained, and we must see rev 
we can do that, we cannot evaluate any results. 
Bockris: Of course, publication usualiy takes n 
1 onger. 
Werbos: Concerning time in a d-iffsrent context, 

ne months, so we must wait 

those workers who have seen 
excess heat have talked about a variety of lengths of time for it to appear. At 
Texas A&M and in other groups, excess heat was seen right from the beginning, or 
at. least within hours. 
must wait 10 hours to charge a 1 mm rod without seeing excess heat. If they had 
persevered for 10 days longer, they might have been successful. 
Cockris: Many people have failed to realize that to see excess heat, one must 
Electrolyze at a current density which is outside of the normal range. 
Werbos: 
negative results. My feeling i s  that after evaluating all of the data, simple 
explanations may explain all of these. 
used, the current density used, and the length of time one waits. 

The original Fleischmann and Pons paper states that one 

Some of those who have used very high current densities also report 

They would include the type o f  palladium 
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Appleby: 
t he  i nven to r  o f  t h e  Fuel Ce l l  i n  1839. It i s  w e l l  known t h a t  he a n t i c i p a t e d  
Helmholtz i n  d iscover ing  t h e  Law o f  Conservation o f  Energy, b u t  he cou ld  never 
pub l i sh  h i s  conclusions. As he said, t h i s  was "because o f  t he  oppos i t i on  usual 
and proper t o  novel ideas." 
Bard: Le t  me p o i n t  ou t  t h a t  Lavo is ie r  was no t  cons ider ing  any p a r t i c u l a r  idea. 
He was s imply  s t a t i n g  t h a t  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  evaluate data which are not 
reproduci  b l  e. 

Fo l low ing  your  quota t ion  o f  Lavo is ie r ,  l e t  me quote S i r  W i l l i am Grove, 
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Technical Summary 

Calorimetric Measurements of Excess Power During 
the Cathodic Charging of Deuterium into Palladium 

R.A. Oriani, J.C. Nelson, S.K. Lee, and J.H. Broadhurst 
University of Minnesota 

Calorimetric technique 

Large-diameter concentric cylindrical metal shells enclose 1961 copper-constantan 

junctions in series which generate a thermoelectric emf proportional to the radial heat flux 

from whatever source of power is within. Inhomogeneous temperature distribution within 

electrolysis cell is of no importance at steady state. The calorimeter, held in a 

thermostatically controlled bath, is calibrated electrically by relating the steady-state emf, E, 

to the product of current I through the resistor and the applied voltage V. The calibration 

factor is determined within k 0.3%. 

Electroche mica1 cel 1s 
A. Anode: Pt spiral. Cathode: 1 mm diameter, 99.9% Pd. Electrolyte: 0.1 M 

LiOH or LiOD. Relatively high electrical resistance cell because of effort to keep evolved 

gases separated. This effort failed; gases mixed within cell. 

B. Anode: Pt spiral with short length of Pd wire attached. Cathode: 1 mm 

diameter Pd, either 99.9% or 99.999% pure. Electrolyte: 0.1 M LiOH + H2SO4, or 0.1 M 

LiOD + D2SO4. Relatively low electrical resistance cell, with gases mixing within cell. 

ults with hieh-resistance cell 

EMF vs. I(V-1.48) for H20 dissociation coincides exactly with EMF vs. V for 

electrical calibration, showing that recombination of gases within cell is negligible. EMF 

vs. I(V-1.53) for D20 dissociation coincides exactly with H20 results, showing that 

anomalous energy was not generated. Largest current density achieved was 0.42 A/cm2. 
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Results with low-resistance cell 

EMF vs. I(V-1.48) for H20 dissociation in acidic electrolyte and encompassing 

higher current densities has a slope different by 2.5% from that of the high-resistance cell 

because of better heat extraction in the calorimeter with the low-resistance cell. With H20 

dissociation the calorimeter signal remains constant for many hours within 0.02 mV, which 

translates to a constancy of heat flux within 0 . ~  watt. 

EMF vs. I(V-1.53) for D20 dissociation in acidic electrolyte with the 99.9% Pd 

cathode shows coincidence with H20 line at lower current densities, but positive deviations 

@e., larger calorimeter EMF signals) from the H20 line for same abcissa values. This is 

definite indication of excess power generation. Considerably larger positive deviations 

from the H20 line are observed with the purer Pd cathode. As much as 3.6 & 0.2 watts of 

excess power, with 13.37 net input watts, were observed. In one episode 1.78 2 0.2 watts 

of excess power were observed over a time of 560 minutes of quasi-steady state, or 59.8 

kJ of excess energy were produced. Summing up also over the non-steady excess power 

evolution in this one’episode at 10.68 net watts input, the excess energy developed was 

82.3 kJ. This episode developed 67 watts of excess power per cm3 of Pd cathode. 

Another episode produced 106 watts of excess power per cm3 Pd. When excess power is 

being produced the calorimetric signal is not steady with time showing possibly the 

sporadic or intermittent nature of the generation of excess power. The highest current 

density employed in the two successful D20 runs was about 1.7 A/cm2. 

Supplemental Information and Cornmen& 

Table 2 presents the overall cell resistance corresponding to the enumerated data 

points in Fig. 3 for each of the steady states. It is seen that data points 1,4, and 9 which 

lie on or very near the calibration line are accompanied by R 2 4.96 R, whereas episodes 
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that show significant anomalous power evince R values averaging 3.43 C. Episode 2, 

which shows a small amount of anomalous power, has R = 4.34 $2, an intermediate value. 

The first group, those on the line, show the expected decrease in R with increasing 

temperature (caused by the increasing power dissipated in the cell.) 

It looks as if there is a casual relationship between reduced R and anomalous power 

generation. This is probably an interfacial phenomenon which merits careful consideration. 

Table 2. OVERALL CELL RESISTANCE IN SECOND D20 EXPERIMENT IN THE 
LOW-RESISTANCE CELL. 

Episode Applied Volts Current, A Cell Resistance, $2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

6.58 

8.64 

7.52 

7.24 

7.01 

6.64 

7.43 

7.30 

4.87 

7.18 

1.28 

1.99 

2.23 

1.46 

1.95 

1.83 

2.25 

2.2 1 

0.87 

2.11 

5.14 

4.34 

3.37 

4.96 

3.59 

3.63 

3.30 

3.30 

5.59 

3.40 

Nuclear asoec tS 

Tritium was looked for, but was not found significantly above background, in the 

deuterium charged into the Pd cathodes, in the electrolyte, or in the off-gases in the two 

successful D20 ryns at high current densities. Neither neutrons, x-rays nor tritium was 
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observed in measurements ma& on D20 dissociation cells with LiOD and operated at low 

current densities. 

Concllasings 

The development of excess (anomalous) power is a reality. Because we cannot 

attribute it to any chemical reaction nor to a storage and relaxation mechanism, and because 

we have not seen any manifestation of nuclear fusion, the mechanism for the development 

of the excess power is as yet mysterious. This problem merits intensive further research. 
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Table I. Characteristics of the Second E O  Experiment in the Low-Resistance Cell 

Input Watts Input Energy Excess Quantities 
Episode Net 1.531 Duration, E,mv &.mV NetkJ TotalkJ Watt kJ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

min 
t 6.465 1.957 985(t) 3.25(s) 3.25 382.1 497.7 0 0 

14.16 

13.37 
13.37 

8.33 

10.68 
10.68 
10.68 
10.68 

9.36 
9.36 

13.27 
13.27 
13.27 

12.76 
12.76 

I 

2.903 
2.903 

11-91 

3.04 

3.41 
3.41 

.2.24 

2.98 
2.98 
2.98 
2.98 

2.80 
2.80 

3.44 
3.44 
3.44 

3.38 
3.38 

1.33 
1.33 

3.23 

7.15(r) 

7.8(a) 
8.356) 

4.09(s) 

5.8(a) 
6.1(s) 
6.35(a) 

5.56(s) 

7.5(a) 
8.1 

7.78(s) 

1.56(s) 

-_ 

__ 
- 

_ _  
I 

-- 

6.95 132.5 

6.58 72.2 
6.58 120.3 

4.09 159.8 

5.23 19.2 
5.23 76.9 
5.23 358.8 
5.23 66.0 

4.60 43.2 
4.60 39.3 

6.52 13.5 
6.52 50.2 
6.52 54.1 

6.28 32.2 
6.28 25.3 

1.34 29.1 
1.34 134.1 

5.85 31.4 

160.0 

90.6 
151.0 

202.8 

24.6 
98.4 

459.0 
84.4 

56.2 
51.1 

17.0 
63.2 

.68.2 

40.7 
32.0 

42.4 
195.6 

40.0 

0.4kO.l 

2.5k0.2 
3.6k0.2 

0 

_- 
1.1620.2 
1.7820.2 
2.2920.2 

1.96kO. 1 

2.0020.2 
3.23k0.2 

3.07k0.1 

0.4520.2 

-- 

-- 

_- 

-- 

-- 

- 
13.5 
32.4 

0 

-- 
8.4 

59.8 
14.1 

_- 
8.2 

-- 
7.6 

13.2 

-- 
6.1 

-- 
21 

-- 
11.91 3.23 109(r6) 7.0(a) 5.85 77.9 99.0 2.420.2 15.4 

Key: E is the observed calorimeter signal, 
at same net power input, (t) refers to total, over the entire episode; (r) and (d) refer, respectively, the rising 
and decreasing signal portions of the episode; (ro) refers to the rising portion when b&; (s) means steady 
state: (a) means a value averaged over the indicated duration. 

is the calorimeter emf of the calibration curve (HzO dissociation line) 
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Pt + Pd anode I Pd' and Pd" as cathodes 

gases Mixed gases 
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DISCUSSION (ORIANI) 

Chu: 
Oriani: Using the total cathode area. 
Chu: 
Oriani: In electrochemistry, it is the area of the electrolyte-metal interface. 
Bard: 
Oriani: 
Bard: 
Oriani: 
the same. 
Bard: 
mixed gases? 
Oriani: 
that for D,O in the absence of excess power, after subtracting 1.48 V and 1.53 V ,  
respectively, from the cell voltage. 
Lewis: Did the copper which you detected in the D,O case result from some 
reaction? Copper should not react in H,O, but H and D could be different in 
principle. 
Oriani: Copper i s  present in the system only as an impurity. 
Lewis: 
Oriani: If copper were reacting, it would be expected to do so in H,O as well as 
in D,O, unless you measured some huge isotope difference. 
Yezger: What was the pH and the deuterium ion concentration? 
Oriani: I am sorry to say that we did not measure it. 
of concentrated H,SO, or D,SO, to the cell, which would have given a pH of about 3. 
Yeager: At the current densities which you use, you will have a very strong 
concentration gradient between the electrodes because of hydrogen ion transport 
1 imitations. 
Fleischmann: The cathode surface will be alkaline. 
Oriani: We do observe a larger uptake of hydrogen into the ferrous alloys under 
these conditions and would expect the same result with palladium. 
Miley: 
increases. Is that correct? 

How do you calculate the current density? 

In superconductivity, we use the cross section. 

Do you use a constant-current or constant-voltage power source? 

Is the smaller voltage in the H,O cell due to a lower cell resistance? 
We have used both, but normally we use constant voltage. 

That is right, although the dimensions of the arrangement are not exactly 

How do you know that there is no recombination in your open system with 

One can infer that from the congruence of the H,O calibration line and 

You have a copper tube in the cell. 

However, we added 0.5 ml 

The excess heat which you generate seems to occur when the current 
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Oriani: 
slightly when the temperature of the cell increases, and that is when excess heat 
is produced. 
Miley: You stated that there is a threshold current density for the appearance of 
excess heat. 
Oriani: I would like to be cautious and say that I suspect that there is a 
threshold current density, but I really do not know for certain if this is so. 
Miley: The results seem to show a very definite threshold. 
Lewis: The numerical precision of your results is very high. With this 
precision, would you be able to detect excess heat at the lower current densities 
used by Dr. Pons on the Johnson-Matthey palladium? 
Oriani: In some experiments run for 30 hours in LiOD, I did not see any excess 
heat production at a current of 4.2 A. I should certainly have been able to see 
0.2 watts excess heat output. 
Fleischmann: 0.2 watts i s  far above the level which we can measure. Our limit of 
accuracy is 1 percent or +1 mW, whichever is greater. 
Oriani: 
sensitive as yours. It is a heat-integrating calorimeter, and if there were 
short-lived heat bursts, I would not see them. However, I suspect that my 
quasi-steady state under excess power conditions does in fact represent sporadic 
heat bursts which are integrated over the long response time. 
Jordan: How many thermocouples have you in your thermal pack? 
Oriani : 1,961. 
Jordan: They are, of course, outside o f  the electrolytic solution? 
Oriani: Of course. They are between the two concentric shells. 
Jordan: Am I correct in saying that the measurements are totally immune to any 
errors in temperature? 
Oriani: That is correct, yes. 
Jordan: I happen to know this calorimeter. 
Oriani: It was homemade about 18 years ago. 
Jordan: Have you considered building another calorimeter of this type? 
Oriani: No. The reason for that is that I regard this as a credible calorimeter 
to test my credibility, in other words, to convince myself that a real phenomenon 
is taking place. I have found it rather difficult to use. Next, I would prefer 
to construct a flow calorimeter, which I believe will give much more flexibility 
and much faster heat detection to allow burst information to be obtained. 
Bard: 
from those in the first set? 

Because I use a constant-voltage power supply, the current increases 

Do you know what that current density is? 

My accuracy is k0.02 watts. As you can see, my calorimeter is not as 

Were the electrodes in the second series of experiments cf different sizes 
I noticed that 0.42 A/cm2 was on the extreme right of 
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the first set, whereas on the other set 0.42 A/cm2 would have been well down the 
list. 
Oriani : That is correct. 
Bard: What was the main difference between the two sets? 
Oriani: 
Bard: 
Oriani: That’s right. 
represents about the same input voltage as the lowest current density in the 
second configuration. 
Jordan: 
experiments. 
home-built. 
Oriani: We have now reconstructed the calorimeter. We will be using an air 
thermostat, which has taken us some time to stabilize. 
explosion, the air thermostat will absorb the shock wave rather than transmit the 
energy to the instrument, as the water bath did. 
Bard: Do you intend to use closed cells with recombination? 
Oriani: 
that we will not learn anything more by using a closed cell, compared with what we 
have learned from these experiments. However, to convince skeptics, we will try 
closed-cell experiments, after we have learned to use the recombination catalyst 
safely. 
Voice: 
Oriani: It was 0.25 mm diameter and 1.5 cm long, spot-welded to the anode. The 
two successful D,O runs used this feature. 
Wolf: 
Oriani: Yes, indeed. 
Wolf: 
Oriani: As I have mentioned, we had no nuclear manifestations resulting from the 
catalytic recombination. I looked for tritium in several places. First of all, 
the explosion did not damage the flask for collecting the D20, only the calorimeter 
and its contents. 
conserved the palladium cathodes from the two successful runs and 
electrochemically oxidized the deuterium in each one. The cathode from the first 
D20 run had been stored in liquid nitrogen. After the explosion, it required two 
hours to find the cathode sample in the wreckage. We therefore lost some o f  the 
deuterium, but we stored the sample in liquid nitrogen for a month and a half 
before dissolving out the deuterium. However, the amount was very small, and no 

I used a closer spacing between the electrodes in the first set. 
So that the 12R term is much lower? 

The largest current density with the first configuration 

I would hope that you will continue to perform these calorimetric 
I believe that the best calorimeters available today are actually 

In case we have another 

I was hoping to do that, using catalyst from Chalk River. My feeling is 

What were the dimensions of the piece of palladium attached to the anode? 

Did health physics survey the people involved in this explosion? 

Did they find any tritium to be present? 

We looked for tritium in the recombined off-gases. We 
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t r i t i u m  was detected. 
Again, we saw no t r i t i u m .  
Flanagan: 
described by the  previous speaker. 
content,  but you d i d  not measure high values. 
Or ian i :  Correct.  

F i n a l l y ,  we washed the recombination c a t a l y s t  w i t h  H,O. 

It would appear t h a t  your condit ions were q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t  from those 
You analyzed your samples f o r  deuterium 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since Pons and Fleischmann's startling announcement of the 
possibility of electrochemically induced nuclear fusion of 
deuterium atoms in solid palladium cathodes at room temperature, 
there has been international activity to replicate as well as 
explain their observations. Embrittlement of metals under hydrogen 
loading has been an important area of study for decades, .but 
rarely, in these studies, is the degree of loading as extensive as 
that required in the P-F experiments. While there is a very large 
literature base on the embrittlement of metals under hydrogen 
loading and the ability of several metals and alloys to store 
hydrogen, understanding at the atomic level of hydrogen in metals 
has been eluding the physical metallurgists and solid state 
physicists. Pons and Fleischmann moved into a hitherto unexplored 
area of voltage induced heavy hydrogen/deuterium loading of metals; 
to levels much larger than normally encountered in electroplating, 
corrosion or conventional metals processing. The properties of 
metals under such conditions are very important in view of the 
proposed solid state fusion reactions. This laboratory embarked 
on a program, which included the operation of electrochemical 
cells, to determine changes in metallurgical characteristics, 
composition and. structural integrity of cathodes under conditions 
of high deuterium loading. After several weeks of charging 0.4 cm. 
X 10 cm. palladium cathodes in 0.1 M LiOD solutions at high 
overvoltages, modest to large heat releases were observed. 

CELL CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION 

The large cells used in this study are shown in Figure 1. 
These cells contained a single thermocouple. Make-up heavy water 
was added manually once or twice a day. Recently, the cell design 
has been modified to include features such as continuous heavy 
water addition to the cell using syringe pumps, removal of 
electrolytic gases both with and without recombination, multiple 
temperature sensors and the flexibility to use various sizes of 
electrodes. Cells are operated mostly in a constant current mode. 
Temperature, voltage, current and other signals are sampled every 
10 seconds and recorded every 1 minute. when sudden changes in 
cell operating conditions are sensed, recording then occurs every 
10 seconds. Thermal calibration is done by performing electrolysis 
at different power levels as well as by using an internal heater. 
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The temperature is measured near the cell wall both in the cell and 
in the bath. Calibration curves are used to determine the heat 
transfer constant for the cell. The cells have a wall thickness 
of approximately 2 mm with a corresponding calibration constant of 
approximately 2.5 watts/degree Celsius, varying 20.5 watts/degree 
from cell to cell. Continuous recording of the temperature on 
either side of the cell wall provides a means to measure the power 
output level. Because of the large cell constant, this method is 
applicable for moderately large heat excursions only. This degree 
of accuracy was considered adequate since the purpose was to 
examine cathode materials which had experienced large heat 
excursions as reported by Pons and Fleischmann. 

Laser Doppler measurements of bubble velocities in the cell 
(Figure 2) demonstrate excellent stirring by the evolving gas 
bubbles except for the very bottom of the cell. Laterally the 
temperature variation is within 1 OC over the length of the 
cathode. In Figure 2, bubble velocity is shown for each 1 cm 
interval and is proportional to the length of the arrow. There is 
an upward movement of bubbles at each electrode of approximately 
5 cm/sec and a downward movement of bubbles along the wall of about 
0.2 cm/sec for a 9 watt cell input. Figure 3 illustrates the 
thermal response of three thermocouples in a single cell located 
one-quarter, one-half and three-fourths of the way down parallel 
to the cathode and approximately 2 mm from the inner wall surface. 
Figure 4 illustrates a calibration curve for one of the cells. Each 
cell thermocouple was calibrated before operation and after a 
period of time, depending on the behavior of the cell, to make 
certain it was functioning properly during any thermal response. 

Experimental variables considered in an initial series of six 
cells have been the shape of the platinum anode, the relative 
anode-to-cathode surface area, the anode-to-cathode distance, with 
separation of deuterium and oxygen using a Nafion cation membrane, 
preloading of deuterium under high-pressure deuterium gas, and with 
variations in the heat and surface treatment of the palladium 
cathode. Two of the cells used Johnson & Mathey (J-M) Pd cathodes 
(99.95% Pd) 0.4 cm X 10 cm and 0.3 cm X 10 cm respectively. Four 
used Metallor cathodes (99.995% Pd) . All of the latter were 0.4 
cm X 10 cm. 

' 

Originally gold contacts were used in soft glass cells. Severe 
contamination of the electrode surface resulted. The electrode 
surface was covered by silicates, iron, copper, zinc, and platinum, 
from the leaching of glass and the gold electrical leads by LiOD. 
All operating cells were shut down and contacts were made by spot 
weiding of platinum/ palladium lead wires to the cathode. Fresh 
salutions of the electrolyte were used. All new cell bodies were 
made of quartz. 
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TEMPERATURE EXCURSIONS SHOWING EXCESS POWER GENERATION 

During the first week of May, 1989, frequent explosive popping 
of the cells occurred, some with minimal damage and some with the 
destruction of the assembly. Temperature excursions were 
associated with some of these events, which were initially 
dismissed as being due to deuterium and oxygen recombination. 
Again in the third week of May, 1989, a heat excursion of about 
12OC in the cell temperature and lasting about 90 minutes was 
observed (Figure 5). At this time, the cell was operating in a 
constant current mode with a current setting of 0.95 amperes (-100 
ma/cm2. The voltage was recorded continuously while the current 
was recorded manually. The temperature excursion was interrupted 
after 90 minutes by the addition of heavy water. The temperature- 
time profiles showed a similar pattern to an earlier temperature 
excursions for the same rod which had been attributed only to D,/O, 
recombination. The data for the earlier excursion were accessed 
and showed an interesting bimodal pattern of excess heat 
generation. The results are presented in Figure 6. During the 
time shown in Figure 6, the cell was being operated in a constant 
voltage mode and the voltage and current readings were recorded 
manually. Explosive popping of the cell interrupted the large heat 
burst after 40 minutes. The cell head had been readjusted 
immediately and the cell temperature remained at an elevated level 
for 30 hours. The input during this period was about 9.6 watts. 
After the 30 hour period, a second explosion occurred ending the 
run. Excess heat generated during these two events was about 
240,000 joules during the 90 minute burst and approximately 1.2 Mj 
during the 40 minute burst plus the 30 hour period. This level of 
energy output could not be explained by burning of all the 
deuterium stored in the palladium, by the heat of solution of 
deuterium in palladium, nor by the heat of formation of PdD,. 

The heat excursions shown in Figures 5 and 6 were for the same 
J-M rod. The charging time for the first excursion (Figure 6) was 
approximately 19 days. The rod was polished with fine alumina 
abrasive and reassembled in a new cell. After approximately 17 
additional days of charging the second excursion (Figure 5) 
occurred. Figure 7 shows a heat excursion for the 0.3 cm X 10 cm 
J-M cathode. This level of heat generation continued for 
approximately three days. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two 
consecutive heat excursions from a single Metallor rod. The first 
(Figure 8) occurred after 9 days charging time. The second, 
(Figure 9) occurred 4 weeks later. A third burst occurred after 
an additional 1 week of charging time. The cathode showed 
extensive cracking along its length. 

The possibility of storing energy in the solution in the form 
of peroxide was examined. Analysis of electrolyte samples from all 
the4 operating cells showed peroxids concentration was less than 
10- moles/cm as expected from the instability of peroxide under 
high cathodic overvoltage conditions and in basic solutions. After 
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degassing of the electrode that showed the 90-minute heat burst, 
the tritium levels in the electrolyte and in the starting solutions 
were checked by 3 different laboratories. The level of tritium was 
found to have increased by a factor of 3 to 4. We are doubtful 
that this is a significant effect. 

METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION 

The palladium electrode which had the two heat bursts 
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 was degassed by opening the circuit. 
The open circuit degassing was continued until D, evolution was no 
longer evident. The electrolyte was then sent out for tritium 
analysis. The electrode was cleaned with distilled water and 
dried. Resistance measurement by a four probe technique showed a 
two-fold increase in resistivity. The electrode was then examined 
by a positron annihilation technique. The Doppler line broadening 
of the electron-positron annihilation peak at 512 Kev showed a 6% 
change in the Peak/Wing ratio, which indicates a large increase in 
defect density. The surface hardness along the length was first 
measured using a Vickers indentor at 1 Kg load. Soft and hard 
spots at adjacent locations were observed. Smaller lengths were 
cut from the lower half of the electrode and hardness measurements 
were made on the cross section. The hardness values obtained were 
very uniform showing values of 102 25 VHN. The hardness value for 
this material before the cell exposure was 69 VHN. Thin slices cut 
from this electrode were mechanically polished and then 
electrochemically thinned for observation of the internal 
structure. The electrode after the cell operation showed extensive 
deformation and, as expected, much larger dislocation density 
compared to the annealed starting material. The damage observed 
may be due to the large strain associated with p hydride phase 
formation and/or the deformation resulting from high-pressure 
hydrogen bubbles. In the future it will be very important to make 
a comparison of the internal damage for identical rods, only one 
of which has experienced excess heat generation. Surface chemical 
analysis by CAMECA 50 SX electron microprobe showed only palladium 
with trace amounts of Rh and Br. Rhodium contamination from the 
platinum anode is possible. However, SIMS analysis shows an 
enhanced Li surface concentration along with a number of other 
elements. The amount of palladium in the near surface region is 
surprisingly small. The sputtered depth over which the SIMS 
analysis was performed was about 5000 "A. Bulk analysis by atom 
probe and Differential Scanning Calorimetry to measure damage 
energy release rates are currently in progress. 

CONLUSIONS 

The experiments reported here support observations from other 
laboratories of excess heat generation by electrochemically charged 
Pd cathodes in heavy water. No evidence of nuclear reactions 
producing gamma radiation or neutrons was obsrved. There was a 3 
to 4 fold increase in Tritium for the cell showing the largest heat 
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generation, but this level could result from various separation 
factors and is not considered to be conclusive. Initiation of heat 
generation by bursts is very random in time. The possibility of 
excess heat from peroxides in solution was examined as a possible 
chemical source of heat. The level of peroxide in solution was 
well below the detection limits and thus too low to have any 
bearing on heat generation. As yet a chemical explanation for 
excess heat generation has not been found. 
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Figure loa. Transmission Electronmicrograph of J-M Pd after 
Annealing. 
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Figure l o b .  Transmission Electonmicrograph after Heat Excursions 
Shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
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DISCUSSION (WADSWORTH) 

Santucci: 
before the experiment, or was it deposited after you turned off the current? 
Wadsworth: 

Do you know if the silica which you detected in your cells was there 

I cannot give you a definitive answer. The cell was removed, washed, 
we 
quartz 

and then sent out for analysis. After experiments with soft glass cells 
immediately went to a quartz apparatus. My results refer to a series of 
cells which had approximately 1 inear calibration constants. 
Lewis: What was the temperature difference between the bath and the cel 
experiments? 

in your 

Wadsworth: 
the calorimeter constant. 
experiments. 
Lewis: I suppose that it would represent about 2 W per cell? 
Wadsworth: Yes. I should point out that our calorimeter is good for rapid 
response, but that it is rather poor for measuring a small constant heat output. 
We had the same degree of frustration as that reported by other groups who have 
operated PdD electrolysis cells. 
before any interesting results were seen. Thus, our first impression was that our 
cells would run forever without showing anomalous effects. I must point out that 
we had gas explosions, so we put blow-off tops on the cells. However, I have to 
admit that we did not check the system for tritium. Our experiments convinced me 
that we were looking at problems concerning hydrogen-oxygen recombination. 
1964, I worked on this topic at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It is an important 
consideration in breeder reactor techno1 ogy, since neutrons can cause water 
breakdown. 
faster than they are generated. We examined this problem, and we found out that 
first-order oxygen-hydrogen recombination occurs routinely on catalytic particle 
surfaces. 
follow a first-order recombination process. My initial impression was that once 
in a while the process may become out of control and explode. 
one Sunday morning, when the cell temperature definitely increased for the first 
time. 
Oriani: Was there an explosion at that time? 
Wadsworth: No. 
Bard: Did your cell use a constant-current power system? 

Rather than considering the temperature difference, we should consider 
It was about 2.5 20.5 W/K taken over a series o f  

Our cells were operated for a very long time 

In 

If the latter does occur, one must be able to recombine the gases 

Such a recombination phenomenon should be very regular and should 

This was true until 

My first thought was that it was an artifact. 
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Wadsworth: Yes. 
Bard: Your r e s u l t s  show t h a t  the  c e l l  vol tage dropped dur ing  e l e c t r o l y s i s ,  bu t  
t he  excess heat dropped when e l e c t r o l y t e  was added. 
Wadsworth: E l e c t r o l y t e  was added once o r  tw ice  a day, as was necessary. Often, 
when i t  was added, i t  quenched the  c e l l .  
nuclear reac t ion ,  i t  can apparent ly be quenched w i t h  10 m l  o f  D,O. 
Or iani :  Was the  e lec t rode f u l l y  covered by e l e c t r o l y t e  i n  every case? 
Wadsworth: I n  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  case, we had 3-8 mm o f  t he  top  o f  t he  e lec t rode 
ou ts ide  o f  t he  e l e c t r o l y t e  because o f  contact  problems. 
Oriani :  When you added add i t i ona l  D,O, d i d  you cover more o f  t he  e lec t rode a c t i v e  
area? 
Wadsworth: We cons is ten t l y  used a t o t a l  e l e c t r o l y t e  volume o f  120 m l .  We added 
about 10 m l  o f  D,O per day, so t h a t  our l e v e l  has been changing by about 10 
percent 
Rafe lsk i  : 
Wadsworth: Yes, i t  was. However, my paper has evidence t o  show t h a t  i t  was no t  
always the  case. As much as 17 days o f  charging t ime was used. 
Santucci: 
Wadsworth: We normal l y  never changed the  c e l l  cur ren t .  
Rafelski :  
chemical process i n v o l v i n g  hydrogen i n  the  pal  1 adium cathode? 
Wadsworth: This was the  f i r s t  question we asked ourselves. However, t he  heat 
which we measured was 38 t imes the  amount o f  energy one would o b t a i n  by burning 
the  deuterium absorbed i n  the  cathode, assuming the  composit ion t o  be PdD. The 
t o t a l  q u a n t i t y  o f  deuterium would then represent 0.1 moles. 
Storms: How can the  c e l l  temperature change as r a p i d l y  as your p l o t s  show? 
Wadsworth: The data po in ts  were taken th ree  minutes apart,  and the  thermocouple 
w i l l  respond w i t h i n  t h a t  t ime. Un l ike  the  previous speaker’s ca lo r imeter ,  our 
system does n o t  i n t e g r a t e  the  heat output. 
Bard: 

So, i f  the  excess heat process i s  a 

Was the  e lec t rode exposed t o  the  gas phase dur ing  the  experiments? 

D id  the  cu r ren t  remain constant wh i l e  you added the  e l e c t r o l y t e ?  

Is i t  poss ib le  t o  generate the  amount o f  heat which you see v i a  a 

Did your vol tage measurement show the  same o s c i l l a t i o n s  as the  heat output 
response? 
Wadsworth: Yes, t he re  i s  a co r re la t i on .  
Bard: 
represent? 
Wadsworth: 
Storms: Are the  thermocouples shielded? 

How many m ic rovo l t s  do the  temperature o s c i l l a t  

They are on the  order o f  10 mic rovo l ts .  

ons a t  the  thermocoup e 

Wadsworth: 
small quar tz  tube, making i t  easy t o  replace. 
Rafe lsk i  : 

There was on ly  one thermocouple i n  the  c e l l .  It was shielded by a 

Why does the  p l o t  represent ing the  bath temperature vary? 
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Wadsworth: 
bui 1 di ng . 
Chubb: How 
Wadsworth: 
center. 
Chubb: Are 

It represents the change in air conditioning temperature in the 

were your anodes and cathodes arranged? 
The anode was a spiral on a cage outside the cathode rod in the 

the heat oscillations associated with any special type of experimental 
arrangement? 
Wadsworth: We saw no heat oscillations in the other cells which we examined. If 
it were an endemic phenomenon, one would expect to see it every time. 
Yeager: 
Wadsworth: This was simply an input power adjustment, where the cell current was 
increased. 
Yeager: How deeply is the cell immersed in the bath? Is the top of the cell in 
contact with the air in the laboratory? 
Wadsworth: 
Yeager: 
affect the calorimetric results, with a large portion of the cell exposed. 
Wadsworth: It was necessary because of our cell connections. I agree with you 
that it may have caused some slight error. 
accurate calorimetry, but rather to detect the relative changes represented by 
heat bursts. 
Miley: 
rose by 2'C? 
Wadsworth: About 8 W over 3 days, or 2 MJ. 
McKubre: 
pal 1 adi um? 
Wadsworth: Out of a total of eight cells, six have palladium cathodes, one has 
zirconium, and one has titanium. 
cells with zirconium or titanium cathodes after three or four months of operation. 
McKubre: Do you see any corrosion of zirconium or titanium in alkaline 
electrolyte? 
Wadsworth: The electrodes are intact. 
Thompson: 
there were none in the Johnson-Matthey cathode. 
production? 
Wadsworth: 
the gross fissures in it that were seen in the other samples. 
Thompson: 
experiments conducted by Fleischmann and Pons. 

What caused the surge in cell voltage at 1,200 minutes? 

About 8 cm is exposed above the bath. 
Variations in room air conditioning temperature would be expected to 

However, our objective was not to do 

How many joules were released during the time that your cell temperature 

Could you comment on your results on cells using cathodes other than 

We have not seen any heat excursions in the 

You said that some of your rods showed cracks and fissures, but that 
Was that active for excess heat 

The Johnson-Matthey specimen did produce excess heat. We did not see 

That is consistent with our analytical results on rods returned from 
Cracks and scratches are surface 
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fea tures  o f  v i r g i n  rods, and the  i n t e n s i t y  o f  these fea tures  increases w i t h  the  
use o f  inc reas ing  cu r ren t  dens i t ies .  
Chubb: 
Wadsworth: 
f i r s t  heat burs t .  The e lec t rode was operat ing i n  a cracked cond i t i on  dur ing  the  
next two bursts.  It i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t h a t  the  metal i s  s t i l l  capable o f  operat ing 
w i t h  the  k i n d  o f  gross damage t h a t  i t  has sustained. 
crack bu t  su f fe red  severe i n t e r n a l  damage. More important me ta l l u rg i ca l  studies 
are requ i red  on these specimens. 
Oriani :  
a c t i v e  and an i n a c t i v e  electrode. 
hydrogen o r  deuterium. 
Santucci: 
Wadsworth: The damage penetrates t o  the  bu lk  mater ia l .  The metal becomes f u l l  of  
voids and d i s loca t i ons .  
Or iani :  Did you say t h a t  one would no t  expect t h i s  damage i n  the  normal course o f  
events? 
Wadsworth: 
seen i n  hydrogen embrit t lement. 
Or iani :  I would maintain t h a t  i t  i s  no t  abnormal. 
Wadsworth: I w i l l  accept t ha t ,  bu t  i t  does represent a g rea t  deal of damage. 
Flanagan: Normal hydrogen embrit t lement does no t  occur w i t h  a 10 percent volume 
expansion. 
hydrogen invo lved i s  smal 1, and no expansion occurs. 
Lewis: I would l i k e  t o  say t h a t  I f i n d  both your r e s u l t s  and those repor ted  by 
D r .  Pons very be l ievab le .  Can you i d e n t i f y  any d i f f e rences  i n  your experiments 
which might exp la in  why you have had no successes i n  two months, a f t e r  previous 
experiments were successful? 
Wadsworth: 
a d i f f e r e n t  l o t  o f  metal. 
Rafe lsk i :  Perhaps i t  i s  due t o  a d i f f e r e n t  l o t  o f  heavy water. May I ask what 
you have done w i t h  the  o l d  pal ladium which you used i n  the  successful experiments? 
Wadsworth: We s t i l l  have some samples, and we sent t he  remainder t o  
B a t t e l  le-Northwest. 
Rafelski :  
Wadsworth: You mean the  mater ia l  which showed the  o s c i l l a t i o n s  i n  heat output.  
We are s t i l l  opera t ing  i t  i n  a c e l l ,  and i t  i s  showing some low-grade excess heat 
a f t e r  several months o f  operation. 

A t  what p o i n t  i n  the  experiments was cracking i d e n t i f i e d ?  
The c rack ing  which I described was seen s h o r t l y  a f t e r  we observed the  

Another specimen d i d  no t  

I would no t  expect any marked d i f f e rences  i n  mic ros t ruc ture  between an 
Any damage should occur du r ing  load ing  w i t h  

Is t he  damage i n  the  bulk,  o r  most ly a t  t he  surface? 

I would say t h a t  t he  damage goes f a r  beyond t h a t  which i s  normal ly 

I t  i s  no t  l i k e  embrit t lement i n  i r o n  o r  s tee l ,  where the  amount o f  

The on ly  t h i n g  which I can t h i n k  o f  i s  t he  f a c t  t h a t  we are now using 

Could you no t  reuse the  o l d  mater ia l?  
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... . 

Huggins: 
for production of excess heat? 
Wadsworth: No. 
Myles: You mentioned heat-treatment of your electrodes. Exactly what 
pretreatment did you use? 
Wadsworth: 
9OO'C. The other two electrodes were annealed at 600'C. 
Myles: Which were successful? 
Wadsworth: Electrodes which had received both 9OO'C and 600°C heat treatments 
were successful. 
Myles: How did the palladized electrode behave? 
Wadsworth: 
experiment using an electrode which has received only anodic treatment followed by 
cathodic treatment. Anodic treatment and cathodic plating would be conducted in a 
separate experiment. 
examine. 
Hoffman: 
Wadsworth: No. 
Hoffman: 
Wadsworth: No. The surface examination was carried out at General Electric. 
There were pocketlike areas on one surface which were about about 100 microns 
long. 
Battelle-Northwest reported some enhancement of lithium, although GE did not 
identify it as being present. Aluminum, sodium, lithium, calcium, iron, carbon, 
and cadmium contaminants were present on the surface. The amount of palladium 
which is detectable on the surface of the electrode is surprisingly small. After 
electrolysis, the composition of the electrode was about PdD,.,. 

was a concern. 
deuterium on the exposed top section of the electrode, catalytic recombination 
under the electrolyte in the vicinity of the anode, and occasional development of 
convectional current patterns leading to hot fluid moving down near the inner cell 
glass. 
top exposed section of the electrode. 
electrical resistive heating and by hydrogen flame. Electrical resistive heaters, 
having different winding configurations located near the electrolyte level, 
delivered power at levels of between 1-10 watts, and the temperatures at different 
points of the cell were probed at steady state. The convection in the liquid was 
maintained by electrolysis as well as by bubbling air. 

Have you determined if there is a threshold value of the current density 

Both the Johnson-Matthey and Metallor electrodes were annealed at 

It showed the largest amount of excess heat. We plan to do another 

There are many other variables which we would like to 

Did you see any dendrites on the surfaces of any of your specimens? 

Did you specifically look for them? 

Inside these pockets, oxide patches and silicate deposits were visible. 

The possibilities o f  localized hot regions in the top sections o f  the cell 
Different situations that were considered are catalytic burning of 

Experiments were conducted early on simulating localized burning at the 
The localized heat was supplied either by 

The temperature 
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differences observed were less than 4 - 5 " .  
burning near the top o f  the electrolyte level was used to deliver localized heat, 
and it was observed that the temperature changes sensed were less than 2 or 3". 
We have not observed the large temperature excursions since we have completely 
covered the electrode with the electrolyte. 
large temperature differences over a long period of time, as observed in our cells 
by localized burning, is likely. Temperature measurements, along with laser 
Doppler measurements of fluid velocities, performed to find out the flow patterns 
and temperature variation between different points in the cell, were small. 
should be pointed out that in the latter experiments different lots of palladium 
and heavy water were used. 

In another simulation, a hydrogen flame 

However, we believe that sustaining 

It 
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Abstract 
Evidence of anomalous thermal fluxes on palladium cathodes in LiOD solutions is 
provided, Compared with previous work, effects are only seen at a relatively low level, 
and they appear to decrease with decreasing electrode surface/volume ratio. They are also 
observed in a sealed cell with gas recombination, which requires no thermodynamic 
corrections. The effect of lithium ion is seen to be specific, and the effect seems to involve 
only the palladium surface layers. 

Introduction 
In a recent publication, Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkind have alluded to anomalous 

enthalpy production when deuterium is evolved on palladium from solutions of lithium 
deuteroxide in deuterium oxide after polarization over long periods of time. These 
experiments were conducted using a classical calorimetric technique, in which temperature 
changes were measured using Beckmann thermometers. The authors concluded that 
nuclear reactions of unknown type involving deuterons dissolved in palladium beyond the 
composition corresponding to that of the end of the (a+P) phase were taking place, since 
no significant neutrons or y-radiation much above background were observed. The total 
excess thermal energy (4MJ), observed over a period of 120 hours, was much greater than 
the heat output from any possible chemical process. Such results have not been reported 
for cathodes which do not significantly absorb deuterium (e.g., platinum), or during 
hydrogen evolution on palladium from light water. In this paper, we report the results of 
work on anomalous heat production from palladium cathodes during deuterium evolution 
from lithium deuteroxide solutions in deuterium oxide. We also present results of control 
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experiments with platinum cathodes evolving deuterium under identical conditions, and 
with palladium electrodes evolving hydrogen fmm lithium hydroxide-light water solutions. 

Experimental 
The investigations were conducted using an automatic precision heat conduction 

microcalorimeter (Tronac Model 350, Orem, UT). This is a differential heat conduction 
instrument with a noise level of less than 0.3 pW and a precision better than 1 pW. The 
temperature fluctuations of the water bath in the microcalorimeter are controlled to 
fo.0002°C. The instrument operates by electrically comparing the voltage signal AV 
across a thermoelectric junction assembly mounted around the working chamber with a 
similar signal from a reference chamber in the instrument, which avoids fluctuations in the 
baseline or in the instrument constant. The voltage determined is proportional to the 
temperature difference across the ends of the thermoelectric pile, and thus to the heat flux. 
The instrument includes a built-in calibration resistor (about lo00 Q), with a maximum heat 
output of 25 mW. Since this level was much below the heat outputs measured, we 
constructed an extended calibration curve using a standard resistor of smaller value inside 
the electrochemical cell with and without electrolyte (Fig. 1). It includes any effects of 
temperature change inside the cell, and is linear over a wide heat flux range. The voltage 
signal AV is monitored using a high-impedance digital voltmeter and the instrument also 
provided a continuous chart-paper printout of these data, which is available for inspection. 
The heat flux from the calorimeter is given by AV.C, where C is the slope from Figs. l a  
and lb, the calibration plots for the two chambers of the calorimeter. Since the bath 
temperature of the calorimeter can be adjusted in the range 2'-30' C, it was possible to 
verify the temperature-independence of the the calibration. The value of C was 184.0 with 
a standard deviation of f1.23. 

Heat generation rates were measured in a closed stainless steel cell, which was used 
because of its high thermal conductivity. The cell fitted snugly in the working chamber of 
the microcalorimeter (lcm x 5cm x 5cm) which was located in a large aluminum block in 
contact with a water bath maintained at 25°C. The latter temperature could be varied by 
means of a freon bath. Preliminary results established negligible corrections for the heat 
generated by oxidation of the stainless steel cell in the electrolyte. 

Electrochemical cells were assembled with palladium wire cathodes (1 cm long, 0.05 
cm diameter) surrounded by spirally wound platinum wire anodes (99.9995% pure, Alfa 
Products). All cathodes were cut from the same batch of palladium wire (99.997% pure, 
Alfa Products). Platinum wire leads (0.05 cm diameter) were spot welded to one end of 
the palladium cathodes and isolated from the solution by means of Teflon. In control cells, 
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a similar electrode configuration was used with a platinum wire substituted for the 
palladium. All electrode specimens were cleaned using acetone followed by thorough 
rinsing with ultrapure water. The electrolytes initially used were 0.1 M lithium deuteroxide 
in 99.8% pure deuterium oxide (Aldrich Chemical Company), and 0.1 M lithium hydroxide 
in ultrapure light water. Both solutions were prepared by dissolving natural lithium metal 
("nLi" 99.9% pure containing 93% 7Li, Aldrich Chemical Company) in light and heavy 
water. The cells with the palladium cathodes were examined in the heavy and light water 
electrolytes, and those with platinum cathodes in the deuterium oxide electrolyte only. In 
later experiments, 0.1 M NaOD, 1.0 M "LiOD, 0.1 M 7LiOD and 0.17 M 6LiOD 
electrolytes were used. They were prepared by dissolving "nuclear" grade sodium metal 
sealed under argon (Alfa Products), 7Li (99.9% chemical purity, 99.8% isotopic purity, 
Eagle-Picher Industries) and 6Li (99.97 chemical purity % pure, isotopic purity 98.67%, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The 7Li isotope was supplier-sealed under argon, 
whereas the 6Li was under oil, and was Soxhlet-extracted with hexane before use. 

The elecmcal circuits were carefully checked for leakage currents to ground via the 
metal cell and it was verified that the working and counter electrodes connected to a 
constant-current power supply were indeed floating. Any AC component from the power 
line was verified to be less than 20 mV in 5 V. The cell voltage (V) was continuously 
monitored using a high-impedance digital voltmeter. 

After allowing the stainless steel cell and its contents to thermally equilibrate in the 
microcalorimeter, palladium working electrodes were polarized cathodically 0.1 M "LiOD 
at 0.06 A/cm2 for 40 hours to allow saturation of the palladium with hydrogen or deuterium 
beyond the end of the (a+f3) phase composition. In preliminary work, this was 
immediately followed by the application of current densities of 0.6 A/cm2, 1.0 Ncm2, and 
0.3 Ncm2 for various times (see for example Fig. 2). In this example, the cell currents 
were 97.2 mA, 161 mA and 49.2 mA, respectively. The voltages were about 4SV, 5.6V 
and 3.4V. Some voltage variation, discussed below, was seen as a function of time. 
While the cells were being polarized, the rates of heat generation were monitored The heat 
input could be determined from instantaneous readings of the cell voltage, which could be 
read to within three (but not four) significant figures. The voltage at constant current 
showed a random noise in the range 3 2  to k 10 mV due to variations in effective cell 
resistance resulting from gas evolution. The cell current, which showed small variations 
with time, could be determined to a precision of 0.1%. The calorimeter output was a low 
noise signal typically in the range 1500 to 2500 pV, which was read by a digital voltmeter 
to a precision of +_lo pV. 
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Solvent was periodically added every 48 h to the cell to maintain constant volume due 
to loss of solution by electrolysis and any entrainment by evolved gas. The measured 
amount of solvent was 1.7 ml at a current density of 0.6 Ncm2. This quantity corresponds 
to the theoretical amount for 100% dissociation of the electrolyte to hydrogen or deuterium 
and oxygen at a total cell current close to 0.1 A. In no case was the electrolyte level 
allowed to fall so that platinum or palladium wires were exposed above the electrolyte. 
After each addition, the cell and its contents were allowed to reequilibrate before further 
recordings were made. 

Results 
Plots of the cell potential and of the excess rate of heat generation, recorded as a 

function of time for a palladium wire cathode in 0.1 M "LiOD, are presented in Figure 2. 
The rate of excess enthalpy generation, AQ, is given by: 

AQ=Q-(E- (AWF)) I  (1) 

where Q is the total rate of enthalpy generation, E is the cell potential, AH is the heat of 
formation of gaseous D2 or H2 and 02 from liquid D20 or H20, as appropriate, F is the 
numerical value of the Faraday in joules, and I is the current passing through the cell. The 
value of DWF is 1.527 V for D20 (rounded to 1.53 V) and 1.48 V for H20. The excess 
enthalpy flux for &O was therefore: 

AQ = AV.C - (E - 1.53)I 

(2) 

The correction for evaporation of solvent was determined to be small (certainly less than -2 
mW at a cell temperature maintained close to 25°C by the heat conduction calorimeter), 
compared with the order of magnitude of the heat flux changes sought. Consideration of 
the precision of reading AV, E and I, along with the standard deviation of C, suggests the 
the error in determining AQ using Equation 2 is A3 mV. However, to verify that Equ. 2 
can be used to accurately calculate the irreversible heat flux, it is necessary to show that 
recombination of the gases is small. Although it is possible to estimate the extent of 
recombination from the measured amount of solvent periodically added to the cell, for a 
more precise determination gas volumes from the operating cell were measured using a gas 
burette during electrolysis, both on the bench and in the calorimeter. Results obtained were 
always slightly less than, but within about 1% of, the theoretical value, indicating a small 
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amount of recombination, presumably by diffusion of oxygen through the electrolyte to the 
cathode. If the fraction of gases recombining during the experiment is x, the heat flux input 
to the calorimeter will be (E - [1.53][1-x])I. If x is indeed 0.01, then the error in AQ will 
be positive and equal to about +1.5 mW. Thus, a small amount of recombination will tend 
to compensate the heat loss resulting from evaporation. Since these corrections are within 
the overall estimated errors bars, the latter are shown as f 3 mV on the plots of the 
experimental results. Breaks are shown in the plots corresponding to the re-equilibration 
times for the calorimeter after the cells were opened for verification or electrolyte addition. 
These corresponded to intervals of 1-2 hours. 

The result in Fig. 2 shows an excess rate of heat generation (i.e. over and above the 
rate of heat generation due to irreversible losses in the electrochemical cell) several hours 
after the current density was increased to 0.6 A/cm2 from 0.06 A/cm2, the current density 
for charging of palladium with deuterium. It is interesting to note that at current densities 
of 0.6 and 1.0 A/cm2, the excess rate of heat generation was 38 mW, whereas at 0.3 Ncm2 
it decreased to 29 mW. As a percentage of the irreversible heat flux input to the 
calorimeter, the excess heat was 6.1%, 13.296, and 31.5% at 1.0, 0.6, and 0.3 A/cm2 
respectively. The fact that the rate of excess heat evolution increases as heat input (i.e., the 
reaction rate) to the calorimeter decreases is a strong argument against a spurious chemical 
explanation of this effect, particularly anomalous (and unobserved) recombination of 
deuterium and oxygen. The highest heat generation rate observed (at 0.6A/cm2) 
corresponded to 19.3 W/cm3 of Pd, which is comparable to that reported by Fleischmann, 
Pons and Hawkins (26 W/cm3). 

A similar experiment to that shown in Figure 2 was carried out using a platinum 
cathode in 0.1 M "LiOD for a period of 80 hours. Since platinum does not form a 
hydrogen or deuterium bulk alloy, a current density of 0.6 Ncm2 was applied from the 
beginning of the experiment. From the data in Figure 3, it is clear that there was no excess 
heat generation in this case. In a third experiment, electrolysis of H20 from 0.1 M "LiOH 
using a palladium cathode, and the same current density sequence as in Fig. 2, did not 
reveal any excess heat generation, as shown in Figure 4. These results again demonstrate 
that recombination of evolved oxygen and deuterium gases within the electrochemical cell 
should not be a chemical source of the excess rate of heat generation observed for 
deuterium evolution on a palladium cathode from the "LiOD electrolyte. The experiments 
in Figures 3 and 4 have been repeated three times with palladium cathodes in "LiOH 
electrolyte, and three times with platinum cathodes in "LiOD electrolyte, each giving 
identical results to the examples shown. 
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The sequence of current densities shown in Fig. 2 for palladium cathodes in "LiOD 
electrolyte was repeated for several different specimens of different dimensions, origins, 
and pretreatments. In all cases, some excess heat generation was observed, the quantity 
varying according to the nature of the specimen. All results are shown in Table 1.  
Following Fleischmann and Pons, anomalous heat flux results are expressed in W/cm3. 
The highest value obtained (about 25 W/cm3) was for an annealed wire, 0.05 cm diameter, 
from the same lot as that used for Fig. 2. These results are shown in Fig. 5. Relatively 
lower values (6-12 W/cm3) were obtained on a spherical electrode, 0.2 cm diameter, 
prepared by melting another sample of the same wire. A further result was obtained on a 
0.1 cm diameter wire of "investment" quality. Before stepping up the current density to 600 
mA/cm2, charging was this time conducted at 0.06 A/cm2 for two weeks. Results for this 
wire, expressed in terms of raw data @e., AV.C and - 1.53]1), are shown in Fig. 6. It 
can be seen that from the start of deuterium evolution at 0.6 A/cm2, this electrode produced 
an excess heat flux at a low level. However, after about 12 hours, a b u t  30-60 mW excess 
heat flux was produced, corresponding to 4-7 W/cm3. In the case of the specimens shown 
in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the anomalous heat production was associated with a falling cell 
potential as a function of time, although this was not consistently true of the other 
specimens studied. In contrast to the results shown in Figs. 2 and 5, some decay of 
anomalous heat occurs after 25 h in this case. 

Results for two experiments for 0.5 mm diameter annealed Pd wires in 0.1 M "LiOD 
and "LiOH are shown in a more detailed form as a function of time in Table 2. In "LiOH ' 

solution, the cell voltage starts at 4.325 V and shows a slight initial rise as electrolysis 
proceeds, which we suggest may be due to the effect of impurities. This is followed by a 
fall as electrolysis proceeds and as the solution becomes more concentrated, hence more 
conductive. On adding 1.7 ml of solvent, the voltage increases to a value 200 mV greater 
than that initially observed, which again falls smoothly by 200 mV as the solvent is 
consumed. In all cases, the heat output from the calorimeter is slightly less than the heat 
input corrected assuming 100% Faradaic efficiency for electrolysis. In contrast, the cell 
voltage in "LiOD solution starts at a considerably higher voltage, reflecting its lower 
conductivity than that of "LiOH. This voltage initially falls as the solution concentrates 
over the first 24 h, then it shows a rise as the production of anomalous heat becomes more 
evident. 

More results are shown in Fig. 7 for a 0.05 cm diameter "as-received" palladium wire 
initiated in "LiOD solution show an excess rate of heat generation starting a b u t  3.5 h after 
the current density was increased to 0.6 Ncm2 from 0.06 A/cm2. After a rise time of a 
further 14 h, excess enthalpy generation had reached a maximum value of 36 mW, 
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equivalent to 18.3 W/cm3, compared with 19.3 W/cm3 observed in Figure 2 for a specimen 
cut from the same wire sample. However, a rise time of 50 h was required to show the 
maximum effect in this case. After allowing the excess enthalpy generation to stabilize for 
10 h, 0.1 M NaOD electrolyte was substituted, giving a rapid decay of the effect, most 
having disappeared after 4 h. The cell potential was about 340 mV lower in the NaOD 
solution, whose specific conductivity is higher than that of 0.1 M "LiOD. After 24 h, the 
excess heat flux had fallen to 4 mW and the electrolyte was again changed to 0.1 M "LiOD. 
The excess heat flux then rapidly redeveloped, reaching a maximum similar to that earlier 
within 12 h. After a further 12 h, the electrolyte was changed for 1.0 M "LiOD. In this 
case build-up of the excess heat after recovery from switching off the current was slow, 
perhaps due to impurity accumulation by plating-out on the electrode surface from the more 
concentrated solution, in which the cell voltage was about 3.5 V, compared with about 5.2 
V in 0.1 M "LiOD. The final rate of excess heat production was similar to that in the latter. 

After 23 h the current was switched off and heat generation was allowed to decay. 
Fig. 8 shows the cell voltage and absolute heat decay rates on switch-off. The former is 
very rapid: After a change of scale, an open-circuit voltage of about 1 V is observed, 
corresponding to that for the oxidized platinum anode against the deuterium-charged 
palladium cathode. Within about 1 hour, the open-circuit voltage has decayed to about 350 
mV, which is followed by a slow decay as deuterium is lost from the palladium and the 
platinum surface becomes reduced. The rate of heat decay is the same as that for a heated 
electrical resistance within the cell, hence it can also be described as instantaneous, 
corresponding in practice to the time constant of the microcalorimeter. 

A similar set of results is shown in Fig. 9 for an annealed wire. In them, 0.1 M 
7LiOD electrolyte, rather than 0.1 M "LiOD, was substituted for 0.1 M NaOD. Results are 
broadly similar to those shown in Fig. 7, however, while time from changing the current 
density tenfold to the appearance of excess enthalpy production on the palladium cathode 
was rapid (about 1 h), the rise time was slower (about 20 hours instead of 14 hours). It 
was also much slower than for the annealed wire studied in the same electrolyte in Fig. 5, 
where initiation of the phenomenon from switching the current density from 0.06 A/cm2 to 
0.6 Ncm2 took only 2.2 h, reaching close to the maximum value after a further 3.5 h. The 
maximum excess enthalpy production was this time 34 mW, or 94% of that in Fig. 7. In 
the previous work reported, a similarly treated annealed wire produced 49 mW (25 
W/cm3). These differences may be due to the presence of trace impurities, since the 
palladium cathode surface blackens and roughens with use. Surface examination by the 
SEM shows mossy surface growths, and SIMS and Auger data (to be reported separately) 
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show the presence of transition metals other than Pd, as well as a relatively large amount of 
Li, at the surface. 

Fig. 10 shows similar data to those on Fig. 9, this time on an annealed wire immersed 
from the beginning in 0.17 M 6LiOD electrolyte. Initiation time from the application of 0.6 
A/cm2 was almost instantaneous, and the slope of the rise was about the same as for nLiOD 
in Fig. 8. 

The final result obtained in this series of experiments is given in Fig. 11, which shows 
results for an untreated palladium electrode 2 mm in thickness cut from a 4 mm diameter 
rod (Johnson-Matthey) cut from the same rod stock used by the authors of Ref. 1. The 
disk-shaped electrode was immersed in 0.1 M nLiOD in a sealed cell containing a platinum 
black fuel cell electrode for gas recombination. In this case, no thermodynamic corrections 
at all are required in evaluating the results, which are shown in tabular form in Table 3. 
After prechaxging at 60 mA/cm2 for two weeks, the maximum excess enthalpy production 
was similar to that in other cells, about 30 mW, however it represented only about 3% of 
the maximum heat flux input of 900 mW. Because of limitations in the power supply used, 
the maximum current density was limited to 400 mA/cm2. The most interesting effect 
noted is the abrupt fall in excess enthalpy production on reducing the current density from 
an initial value of 350 mA/cm2 to 200 mA/cm2, which is followed by a slow rise over 20 h. 
A further change to 400 mA/cm2results in a short horizontal characteristic, followed by a 
further slow rise. This may be interpreted as suggesting that 200 mA/cm2 is perhaps close 
to a threshold current density for the anomalous heat phenomenon to occur, at least under 
the conditions used by us. 

Discussion 
The detailed results reported above show that excess enthalpy production during 

electrolysis of D20 solutions on Pd is a real effect, at least in certain electrolytes, and we 
thus confirm at least some aspects of the rather limited details given in the paper by 
Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins'. By expressing their results in terms of the excess heat 
flux per unit volume of the electrode, these authors presumably assumed that they were 
observing a bulk phenomenon. However, their data scarcely suggest this, since in their 
reported work1 at 0.008 Ncm2, a change of electrode volume by a factor of 16 increased 
the excess heat flux by only 28%. The corresponding increase at 0.064 Ncm2 was 38%, 
and at 0.512 A/cm2, 257%. For a wire of diameter similar diameter to that in Fig. 6, 
Fleischmann and Pons obtained 8.33 W/cm3 excess enthalyj production at 0.512 A/cm2. 
Hence, the high values for the 0.05 cm diameter wires used in this work, particularly the 
annealed specimen, may be atypical. 
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The results shown in Figs. 7 , 9  and 10 above show that excess enthalpy production 
required the presence of lithium in the electrolyte, indifferently 6Li or 7Li isotopes. 
Replacement of lithium-containing alkaline electrolyte by sodium causes a rapid fall in 
excess enthalpy production. The rate of this fall suggests that it is due to lithium leaching 
from the surface. This strongly suggests that a superficial chemical process underlies the 
effect, although it does not necessarily mean that the excess heat is of chemical origin. 
Furthermore, the results on the platinum cathodes, compared with those obtained with 
palladium, indicate that the effect is not exclusively at the metal surface, but appears to be 
only associated with dissolved (i.e., alloyed) deuterium (and not protonic hydrogen) 
present in the surface layers of palladium. When the current to the cell was switched off, 
rapid decay of the excess heat occurred, since AV decayed as a function of time in the same 
way as heat produced by an elecmc heater inside the cell. If we can discount continuously- 
occumng chemical explanations such as gas recombination for this phenomenon, other 
chemical events also seem unlikely. For example, 15 W/cm3 for 80 h represents over 
40,OOO Id/mole or 0.45 keV/Pd atom, which is far greater than either the bond strength of 
palladium (about 0.67 eV/Pd atom) or the latent heat of sublimation of the metal (4 eV/Pd 
atom). Even if all of the electrolyte had been involved in some chemical or physical 
change, this must involve about 17 Id/mole, which should have been detected. 

In the present work, the specific effect of lithium has been shown. This should be 
contrasted with the recent results of Iyengar2, which show anomalous heat, with tritium 
formation, in 5M NaOD at current densities in the 0.2 -0.3 A/cm2 range at Pd-Ag alloy 
electrodes. While lithium metal (deposition potential from pH 13 LiOH solution -2.310 V 
vs H2 under the same conditions) is unlikely to plate out on the palladium cathode, LiD 
(deposition potential of LiH -806 mV on the same scale) may well do so. We therefore 
suggest that the deposition of lithium deuteride layer from a concentrated, i.e., almost D20- 
free electrolyte, at the cathode surface under high current density conditions for deuterium 
evolution may be responsible. Such a coating, once formed, may easily lose lithium ions 
into the palladium lattice, to fomi a superficial lithium alloy. Similarly, D- could lose its 
two electrons and also pass into the metal. Sodium deuteride, whose deposition potential 
close to that of LiD, would also be expected to form on the electrode surface from NaOD 
solutions, but it may be less likely to alloy with the palladium lattice. With Pd-Ag 
electrodes and a 5M NaOD solution2, the situation is evidently different. When electrodes 
exposed to LiOD solution are exposed to NaOD under the conditions used in this work, the 
superficial compounds formed may leach out, and anomalous enthalpy production stops. 
The NaOD data reported here are highly reproducible, and have been repeated a total of five 
times to date on different palladicm cathode samples. 
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Whether nuclear events are responsible for anomalous heat production depends on the 
detection of the correct amounts of nuclear products. In parallel work at this University, 
Wolf et al.3 have examined neutron fluxes from cells containing the same 0.1 cm palladium 
wires reported in Figure 6, again operating in the 0.6 Ncm2 range. Results have been 
inconsistent, neutrons occasionally being observed at a level of about three times 
background, i.e., many orders of magnitude less than that corresponding to the level of the 
excess heat flux observed, assuming the usual approximately equal branching ratios for 2D 
+ 2D + 3He + 1n or 31. +1p. Iyengar2 has suggested a branching ratio of 108. Our 
collaborators at this University (Bockris et al.4) have observed high levels of tritium in the 
electrolyte (> 106 counts/ml/min, compared with background values (200 counts/ml/min) at 
the start of experiments. Their work showed that more mtium was formed in the gas phase 
than was present in the electrolyte. However, results have been sporadic, suggesting that 
tritium is formed within the electrode, at least initially. If the tritium formed corresponds to 
the anomalous heat, about 1016 atoms, or 0.01% of .the total palladium atoms present, 
should be formed in the cell over 80 h. High tritium levels in the electrolyte are only 
observed after charging for long times (2-6 weeks) at 0.06 A/cm2. We have observed no 
significant amounts of mtium in the electrolyte during the course of the relatively short-term 
experiments reported above. 

Samples of 0.05 cm and 0.1 cm diameter palladium wires in "as-received' form and 
after serving as cathodes in the above experiments were analyzed at Atomics International 
Division of Rocketdyne Corporation, Canoga Park, CA, and at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory. Neither 3He nor 4He were observed above background (1012 and 
2.5 x 10l1 atoms per ml respectively). However, if no significant neutrons are observed, 
3He as a primary reaction product would not be expected. It is usually considered that 4He 
is an improbable fusion product in a plasma phase, but perhaps it is not in a lattice, as a 
recent paper by Walling and Simons4 notes. We should note that lack of 3He in the bulk 
of the palladium indicates that no known deuterium fusion process involving the classical 
branching ratio between the 4He + 1n and 3T + *p channels is occurring in the bulk at a 
enthalpy production level greater level greater than a fraction of 1 pW. Similarly, the 
quantitative upper limit for tritium production in the bulk palladium in an electrode that was 
assayed 5 days after a series of experiments was about 1.5 x 1015 atoms/ml, about 3000 
times less than the amount expected from the enthalpy evolved. However, this electrode 
had degassed, and mtium and deuterium would have been lost both from the surface layers 
and the bulk. Further work is clearly needed to clarify the origin of the observed heat flux. 

The ensemble of results however show that chemicai enthalpy resulting from spurious gas- 
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phase processes is a highly improbable explanation of the heat flux effects seen with LiOD 
isotopic species present. The results also persuasively show that the phenomena do not 
appear to be true bulk effects, but that the occur within the surface skin. The time- 
integrated results are much too large' to be explained by continuous chemical processes 
taking place in a thin superficial skin of palladium. It is also improbable that they can be 
cyclic chemical processes, for example lithium deposition taking place in surface cracks, 
followed by its dissolution to produce hydrogen, as one reviewer of this paper suggested. 
This would be akin to an a.c. impedance effect, and as such it should be detectable at the 
levels observed. The anomalous heat effects are however chemically initiated by Li ions, 
and they may well not be identical to those noted by Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkinsl. 
Indeed, with latger electrodes, the excess enthalpy production observed here is relatively 
low grade compared with that reported by the latter authors. Our results on 0.1 cm 
diameter wires were about the same as those reported in Ref. 1, but as stated above, those 
with 0.05 cm diameter wires were significantly higher. We presently have no explanation 
of either this, or as to why the excess heat went through a maximum in the experiment 
shown in Fig. 2, or for the fall shown at 24 h in Fig. 6. 

If the excess enthalpy production is due to nuclear processes, lithium ions seem 
unlikely to be involved due to their s-electron screen and the apparent lack of an isotope 
effect. Further evidence is required to say whether they are due to some unusual form of 
2D + 2D fusion associated with the presence of the palladium lattice4. Finally, the fact that 
surface phenomena initiate the anomalous enthalpy production effects may explain the lack 
of success of many laboratories in reproducing the Fleischmann-Pons results, since such 
reactions are known to be very sensitive to surface pretreatment and to the effect of 
impurities which might be present. 
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Table 1: Excess Enthalpy Production from Various Pd Specimens in 0.1 M LiOD at 0.6 
Ncm2. 

Table 2: Enthaply Data for Annealed 0.5 mm Diameter Pd Cathode in 0.1 M LiOD and 
0.1 M LiOH Electrolytes. 

Table 3: Excess Enthalpy Production in a Sealed Cell, Pd Disk Cathode. 

LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1: Calibration curve for microcalorimeter. : With built-in resistor (limited to 25 
mw); : With resistor in cell without electrolyte; : With resistor in cell 
containing electrolyte. 

Figure 2: Cell potential and excess rate of heat generation on a 0.05 cm diameter as- 
received palladium cathode at various current densities as a function of time in 
0.1M LiOD in h0. 

Figure 3: Cell potential and excess rate of heat generation on a 0.05 cm diameter as- 
received platinum cathode at 600Wcm2 as a function of time in 0.1M LiOD in 
D20. 

Figure4: Cell potential and excess rate of heat generation on a 0.05 cm diameter as- 
received palladium cathode at various current densities as a function of time in 
0. IM LiOH. 

Figure 5: Cell potential and excess rate of heat generation on a 0.05 cm diameter annealed 
palladium cathode at various current densities as a function of time in 0.1M LiOD 
in D20. 

Figure 6: Heat flux: - entering calorimeter and - leaving calorimeter, for deuterium 
evolution at 0.6 Ncm2 in 0.1M LiOD in D20 on a 0.10 cm diameter as-received 
palladium cathode after charging for two weeks at 0.06 Ncm2 as a function of 
h e .  
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Figure 7: Excess enthalpy generation rates during electrolysis of D20 on a Pd cathode 
in alkaline solutions showing the specific effect of lithium cation. 

Figure 8: Chart recorder tracings showing the rapid decay of enthalpy generation rate on 
interruption of the electrolysis current. The decay of the open-circuit potential of 
the cell is apparent. 

Figure 9: Excess enthalpy generation rates during electrolysis of D20 on a Pd cathode in 
alkaline solutions showing 0.1 M electrolyte changes in the sequence 
%iOD+NaOD+%OD. 

Figure 1 0  Excess enthalpy generation rates during electrolysis of D20 on a Pd cathode 
in 0.17 M 6LiOD as a function of time, showing the decay of excess heat flux to 
negligible values when the electrolyte was changed to 0.1 M NaOD. 

Figure 1 1. Excess enthalpy generation rates on a palladium disc cathode in 0.1 M LiOD 
in a sealed cell. 
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TABLE 1 

Exp. 
+ 

1 

2 
- 
3 

4 
- 

Electrode Material 

Cathode 

as-received Pd 
0.5mm dia. 
10mm long 

is-received Pd 
l.Omm dia. 
10mm long 

Anode 

Pt 

Pt 

ElectrolytE 

0.1M LiOD 

0.1M LiOD 

annealed Pd 
0.5mm dia. 
10mm long 

Pt 0.1M LiOD 

arc-melted Pd 
2.0mm dia. 

sphere 
Pt 0.1M LiOD 

mA/cm2 W/cm30f Pd 

6oo I 4-7 I 
600 I 22-25 1 

I 600 1 6-12 
I 1 
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TABLE 2A (LiOD) 

5/14  

511 5 

Date 

09:OO 97.03 4.70 308 341 

08:OO 97.03 4.75 312 350 

511 1 

511 1 

511 1 

511 2 

511 2 

511 2 

511 2 

511 2 

511 3 - 

Time 

10:30 

12:50 

16:15 

08:45 

12:lO 

16:OO 

17:OO 

21 :45 

11 :oo 

Cell 
Current 

(m A) 
98.1 8 

98.02 

97.79 

97.81 

97.80 

97.91 

98.20 

97.80 

97.53 

Cell 
Voltage 

(VI 

5.26 

5.1 3 

5.06 

4.91 

4.92 

4.97 

5.04 

4.90 

4.75 

366 

353 

345 

331 

332 

337 

345 

330 

314 

Power Out 
(mW) 

385 

381 

382 

368 

371 

375 

382 

371 

359 

Excess 
Heat 
(mw) 

19 

28 

3 7  

3 7  

39 

3 8  

37  

41 

4 5  

Calorimeter opened at 11:OO on 5/13 to measure electrolyte 
volume-1.7 mV2 days consumed. 1.7 mls of D20 was added. 

3 3  

38  
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TABLE 2B (LiOH) 

Date 

5/27  

5 /27  

5 /27  

5 /28  

5/28 

5/28 

5/29 

Time 

11 :30 

13:OO 

18:OO 

1o:oo 

11 :30 

20:oo 

08:lO 

Cell 
Current 

(m A) 

96.40 

96.35 

96.40 

96.55 

96.60 

96.61 

96.60 

Cell 
Voltage 

(VI 

4.325 

4.335 

4.330 

4.295 

4.295 

4.280 

4.232 

Power In 
(mW> 

274 

275 

275 

272 

272 

270 

266 

Power Out 
(mw) 

272 

272 

272 

272 

272 

268 

265 

Excess 
Heat 
(mw) 
- 3  

- 3  

- 3  

0 

0 

- 2  

- 1  

Calorimeter opened at 08:15 on 5/29 to measure electrolyte 
volume-1.7 mV2 days consumed. 1.7 mls of b0 was added. 

5/29 

5/29 

5/29 

5/29 

5 /30  

5/30 

5/30 

513 1 

513 1 

12:oo 

15:OO 

17:OO 

22:oo 

08:lO 

11 :oo 
15:30 

08:OO 

15:30 

96.58 

96.56 

96.45 

96.60 

96.61 

96.58 

96.55 

96.60 

96.58 

4.532 

4.525 

4.520 

4.500 

4.450 

4.430 

4.41 0 

4.330 

4.320 

295 

294 

293.5 

292 

287 

285 

283 

275 

274 

294 

292 

292 

290 

286 

284.5 

283 

274 

274 

- 3  

- 2  

-1.5 

- 2  

- 1  

-0.5 

0 

- 1  

0 
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Date 

714 
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714 

714 
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Time 

08:OO 

10:30 

12:50 

15:lO 

16:25 

22:55 

TABLE 3 (LIOD. Sealed Cell) 

Cell 
Current 

(m A) 
100.75 

175.60 

175.25 

175.25 

175.70 

175.70 

Cel l  
Voltage 

(VI  
4.440 

6.1 75 

6.090 

6.030 

6.01 0 

6.050 

447 

1084 

1067 

1057 

1056 

1063 

Power Out 
(mw) 

466 

1122 

1111 

1096 

1089 

1100 

Excess 
Heat 
( m W  

19 

38 

44 

39 

3 3  

37 
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DISCUSS ION ( APPLEBY) 

Rafelski: 
Appleby: No, b u t  i t ' s  about the size of an office desk, and i t  has a considerable 
thermal mass. 
Oriani: Is the calibration carried out  as a differential  calorimeter o r  as an 
absol Ute instrument? 
Appleby: As a differential  calorimeter. 
Yeager: 
Appleby: The effect  i s  shown in Fig. 2 .  Reducing the current density from 600 
mA/cm2 t o  300 mA/cm2 resulted in an absolute decrease, b u t  a re la t ive increase in 
the amount of excess heat, whereas increasing the current density t o  1000 mA/cmZ 
caused l i t t l e  absolute change or a relative decrease in the amount. 

Do you have a photograph or diagram of the calorimeter? 

Did excess heat change when current density was changed? 

Rafelski : The anomalous heat effect  
demand. Have you r u n  several times 
positive resul t?  
Appleby: In every single case where 
have had positive results,  though in 
the more changes one makes in operat 

i s  only of significance i f  i t  i s  there on 
n heavy water, with each instance giving a 

we have tested palladium in heavy water, we 
some cases the effects were small. However, 
ng conditions on a given electrode, the less 

the effect  seems t o  become a function of time. 
Chu: 
Appleby: No, n o t  t o  t h i s  point. However, we plan some substitutional experiments 
of t h i s  type. 
Teller: Have you always had the experience t h a t  excess heat appears with the 
delay of a few hours? 
Appleby: Yes, although in some cases, the delay i s  quite short, a matter of 2-4  
hours. Sometimes i t  was 12 hours or more. I t  was about 20 hours in the case of 
the f i r s t  nonannealed wire shown in Fig. 2.  
more rapid r i s e  time with hardly any delay. 
significant. 
Myles: Were the electrodes saturated with deuterium? 
Appleby: Presumably. If one evolves deuterium on very small diameter wires a t  60 
mA/cm' for a long time, some degree of saturation will clearly be reached. 
Myles: 
Appleby: No. We found t h a t  the small wires degas very quickly, as one would 
expect. 

Have you t r ied LiOH with heavy water? 

For annealed wires, we saw a much 
We feel t h a t  t h i s  i s  probably 

Did you measure the saturation level? 
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Rossi: What was the temperature r i s e  ins ide the calor imeter? 
Appleby: I n  the heat conduction calorimeter, i t  i s  minimal. 
Rafelski:  
whereas the power i n  var ies w i th  time. 
Appleby: That i s  so. I n  many cases, the power out remains more o r  l ess  constant. 
The power i n  f a l l s  because the voltage decreases as a funct ion o f  time as we 
operate the c e l l .  
expect f r o m  changes i n  the resistance o f  the so lut ion as D,O i s  consumed. 
not the case i n  LiOH solut ion.  
Hoffman: 
i t s  area would increase tremendously. 
Appleby: I agree. Dendrite growth does occur much more i n  D20 than i n  H20. This 
i s  probably because the D,O so lut ion i s  much less pure than the H,O so lu t i on  which 
we used. 
Tel ler :  Concerning the disappearance o f  the anomalous heat when LiOD solut ion was 
replaced by NaOD, was the l i t h i u m  i n  the pal ladium exchanged before the electrode 
was placed i n  the NaOD solut ion? 
Appleby: No. 
Tel ler :  
intercalated. 
Appleby: That i s  correct ;  however, the i nd i ca t i on  from the excess-heat/time 
curves i s  t h a t  the l i t h i u m  d i f f used  out a f t e r  about 20 hours i n  NaOD so lut ion.  
McKubre: 
I f  one waited long enough, the heat production might recur.  
Appleby: It might indeed have increased again. There are s t i l l  la rge 
uncer ta in t ies i n  the experiments. 

I n  some cases, your p l o t s  show t h a t  the power out remains constant, 

The decrease i n  voltage i s  subs tan t i a l l y  more than one would 
This i s  

I f  you had dendr i te growth o r  whisker growth on the pal ladium cathode, 

So t h a t  palladium must contain a l l  o f  the l i t h i u m  which had been 

The disappearance o f  the anomalous heat i s  not  complete on your p lo t s .  

Yeager: 
o r  i s  i t  ca r r i ed  out using syringes? 
Appleby: The c e l l  was removed from the microcalorimeter. 
Hoffman: 
soluble i n  NaOD than i n  LiOD. 
concentrat ion seems t o  have l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on the generation o f  anomalous heat. 
Fleischmann: My impression i s  t h a t  the overpotent ia l  i n  LiOD solut ions i s  much 
higher than i n  NaOD, so t h i s  may be associated w i t h  the r e s u l t s  t h a t  you show, 
which seem t o  r e f l e c t  changes i n  surface chemistry. On your p lo ts ,  you do see a 
s i g n i f i c a n t  drop i n  the c e l l  potent ia l  i n  NaOD solut ion.  It may be a l l  a t  the 
cathode. Before we reach any conclusion about the e f f e c t  o f  l i t h i u m ,  one o f  the 
most important po ints  i s  whether i t s  e f f e c t  i s  not j u s t  due t o  changes i n  the 
overpotenti  a1 . 

Do you remove the c e l l s  from the calor imeter t o  change the e lec t ro l y te ,  

Some o f  the surface poisons which are undoubtedly present may be more 
I t  i s  i n te res t i ng  t h a t  changing 0.1 LiOD t o  1.0 M 
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Appleby: That may be so. A question that I would pose is whether the anomalous 
heat phenomenon is driven by current density or by overpotential. 
a scenario whereby one has a bulk palladium deuterium absorber on which is 
superimposed a very high surface area of catalytic dendrites. Under these 
conditions, one can apply a high current density as far as the bulk material is 

One can imagine 

concerned, though at a lower overpotent 
significant that the NaOD solution used 
Bhabha Research Institute (BARC) in Ind 
carried out in 4 M solution. 
Chexal : They used a palladium-silver a 
Appleby: That is correct. 

a1 than on a smooth surface. It is also 
here was 0.1 M. 
a showed positive results in NaOD. 

Iyengar's work at the 
It was 

loy cathode in their work. 

Teller: 
used? 
Appleby: They found anomalous heat, tritium, and neutrons. 
Teller: 
absurd than one involving DD, because it has an even higher potential barrier. 
The potential barrier for DD is already prohibitive, so something must occur to 
modify it. If it can be modified to accommodate DD, then why should LiD also not 
occur? The latter react very well under the right conditions. 
Fleischmann: 
However, we are still at the beginning of trying to understand the effect. 
Rar'elski: Nevertheless, there appear to be no differences between Li-6 and Li-7. 
Appleby: That is correct, so a nuclear effect due to lithium may seem to be 
excluded. However, please understand that all these conclusions are based on the 
results of a very limited number of experiments. 
Teller: If a neutron is transferred, it must be from deuterium to lithium, rather 

should obtain 
ter should 

What effect did they see at the higher sodium ion concentration that they 

You may be seeing a LiD reaction, which at first sight is even more 

The possibility of LiD reactions was always part of our scenario. 

than the other way around. Thus, if this is the case, from Li-6 one 
Li-7, and from Li-7, Li-8, which is a very strong p-emitter. 
therefore occur if you use natural lithium, but not if you use 
Fleischmann: 
is the energy for this transformation? 
Teller: About 12.5 MeV. Li-8 transforms to Be-8, which is fo 
a-particle production. Any a-particles should be detectable. 

So you should have some type of scintillator in 

he la 
Li -6. 
he ce 

1 owed 

1. How large 

Jones: 
Appleby: No, it could not be fitted into the microcalorimeter. We rely on Dr. 
Kevin Wolf for these measurements. 
Fleischmann: You could probably incorporate particle track detectors, e.g., using 
photographic film. 
Appleby: 

Do you have a y-ray or neutron detector in your equipment? 

That may be possible in modified future equipment. 
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Werth: 
that not make it unlikely that lithium has anything to do with a direct nuclear 
reaction? 
Appleby: After the earlier discussion, I would not like to speculate further. 
Ctiubb: Li-6, stripped of its electrons, is a boson, whereas Li-7 is not. Using 
the "boscns in, bosons out" rule, Li-7 would appear rather as an impurity in an 
overall process involving lithium nuclei. 
Appleby: 
we feel that whatever is occurring must be initiated by a chemical process taking 
place in the surface skin of the electrode. As we reported at the Santa Fe 
Workshop, our electrolytes appeared to contain no tritium, and they contained no 
significant amounts of He-3 or He-4. However, if only a surface skin is involved, 
the helium isotopes, if present, may not be readily detected after the degassing 
of the electrode at the end of the experiment. 
Teller: 
Appleby: It should alloy with the palladium. Lithium metal should not plate out 
at the thermodynamic potentials observed in this work, unless a phenomenon known 
as underpotential deposition occurs. Under the conditions of deuterium evolution 
which I have described, lithium deuteride can be produced at the surface as a 
feasible thermodynamic product. 
high current density, this could form a lithium-deuterium alloy with palladium. 
Teller: 
rather 1 ithium deuteride? 
Appleby: 

If Li-6 and Li-7 both give about the same amounts of excess heat, does 

Because of our results on the substitution of LiOD electrolytes by NaOD, 

Would any lithium which is plated out stay on the palladium surface? 

In the absence o f  D,O, which would be the case at 

Then is it possible that palladium is not the reacting material, but 

I am open to suggestions. 
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Introduction: 

Martin Reischmann and Stanley Pons announced on March 23,1989 that they had 
performed elecuochemical experiments involving the inserrion of deuterium into palladium 
that produced excess heat generation, neutrons. gamma rays, and mtium (1). and claimed 
that these must be due to some previously unrecognized form of atomic fusion. If this is 
found to be corrcct, it might represent a very important breakthrough in the search for a 
some  of energy that is widely available, relatively inexpensive, and not accompanied by 
severe radiation hazards or environmental pollution. 

group was designed to provide a direct comparison of the thermal behavior during 
electrolysis of the deuterium - palladium system with that of the chemically and 
metallurgically similar hydrogen - palladium system under comparable experimental 
conditions. These experiments employed "open cells", in which the deuterium and oxygen 
gases formed during electrolysis were allowed to exit the system. 

The second group of experiments employed a new design of calorimeter and 
"closed cells" in which the gases evolved from the electrolytic dissociation reaction were 
internally recombined. 

detection or reaction product measurements were undertaken in this work. 

Two sets of careful calorimemc experiments are reported in this paper. The first 

Except for neumn and gamma ray monitors used for safety purposes, no radiation 

Experimental Aspects: 

Expaimenrs wen conducted using isoperibolic calorimetry. This is a two - 
compamnent steady state power balance method in which heat is generated within one 
compartment, and is conducted through an intermediate thermally - conducting wall into the 
other compartment, which is maintained at a faed lower temperature. Under steady state 
conditions, a temperature dismbution is established in which the temperature difference 
across the thermally - conducting wail between the two compamnents transports heat at a 
rate that just balances the power gcrmatbd within the first compartment Thus, 
measurement of the difference in the tempexam of the two compartments (Ti - Ti, 
provides information- about the thermal power generated in the first compartment, Pth-, 
that is passed out as heat flux through the thermally - conducting wall into the second 
compamnent This can be expressed as 
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Thermal power generated = Ptherm = K (TI -T2) (1) 

wherc K is the calorimeter calibrathn constant. 

As will be shown below, if power is i nduced  into the h t  compamnent 
electrically, the thermal power generated Ptherm is not qual to the applied elecmcal power 
Pappl if the electrical power causes a chemical or electrochemical reaction to occur that 
involves a change in the enthalpy of the system. This is the case when an "open cell" is 
used. As a result, the resultant temperature difference is less than would be the case if the 
elecmcal power produced only Joule heating. 

out of the fint compamncnt, Ptherm and Pappi will be qual  if then is no other heat 
generation process present Any difference must be due to some additional power 
generation process taking place inside the cell. 

On the other hand, if a "closed cell" design is used, so that no enthalpy is aanported 

Principles of Isoperibolic Calorimetry When Electrolysis is Taking Place 

Eappl, the power applied to compamnent 1, i.e. the electrolysis cell, is 
If we inmduce power to the cell electrically by passing current Iappl at voltage 

Pappl = Eappl Iappl (2) 

Eappl = Iappl ZR, (3) 

Pappl = Pthem = I a p p P z ~  

If we have only a simple resistive impedance ZR in the cell, 

and the applied elecmcal power is all converted to thermal power 

(4) 

Under steady state conditions, this thermal power generated in the cell passes amss  the 
thermally - conducting wall, and fiom equaeion (1) 

Pappl = Ptherm = Iappl2 ZR = K (TI - T2), ( 5 )  

However, in an electrochemical cell passing cumnt so that electrolysis is taking 
place, we must take cognizance of the thermal effects of that pmess. We can divide the 
externally applied voltage across the cell into several parts, a chemical term, and a purely 
resistive tern 

when  EO is the equilibrium thermodynamic voltage due to any difference in the chemical 
potentials at the two electrodes, and Z,, Z,, and Z, are the impedances at the 
cathodt/elecaolyte biterface, the anode/electrolyte interface, and in the bulk of the 
electrolyte, rtspectively. The products Iappl Z, and 
in $e electrochemical literature. 

Z, a r ~  often called ov~o l t ages  
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The applied electrical power can therefore be written as 

. .  

In experiments that involve the electrolysis of H20 or &O, the values of E O  are 
related to the reactions 

H20 = H2 + l/Z 

&O = D2 + 1/2 
and 

respectively, and each can be related to the respective standard Gibbs free energy change 
per mole AGO, following the convention that Eo is positive in an electrolytic reaction, by 

where F is the Faraday constant. Furthermore, the Gibbs frce energies can be divided into 
their enthalpic and entropic components: 

where AGO9 AHo and ASo are all positive. 

We can thus write from equation (7) that 

The enthalpy change can be convened to an associated voltage, the thermoneuual 
voltage Em, which is the voltage that can be applied across the elecmchemical cell that 
causes no heat evolution, and thus neither generates nor consumes heat as a result of the 
chemical reaction taking place. It is also the open circuit voltage of the eIectrochemical cell 
at 0 K. 

Thus we can rewrite equation (12) as 

From elementary thermodynamics, one can relate the enthalpy change of a system 
AH to the difference between eiecmcal work done on it and the heat evolved Thus in the 
presence of elccmlysis, the thermal power generated will be less than the electrical power 
introduced. 

This can be expressed as 

Ptherm = Pappl - IapplEtn 
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or 

The values of AH0 for such reactions are essentially independent of temperature, 
and arc reported to be + 286 kJ/mol for the electrolysis of H20, and + 297 kJ/mol for the 
electrolysis of D20. Thus the values of Em arc 1.48 V and 1.54 V, respectively. 

Hence we see that the positive values of AHo in the reactions of equations (8) and 
(9) mean that a cell in which such reactions arc occurring should be generating less heat 
than an identical cell containing only resistive components by an amount corresponding to 
the value of Iappl Em, and from equations (12) and (16) 

The thermal power generated is thus the result of ennopic cooling and Joule 
heating. It is important to note that the latter is related to the sum of the impedances in the 
cell, and the distribution between them is of no consequence. 

If, in addition to the endothermic elecnolysis phenomenon and the exothermic 
resistive behavior included in equation (17), there were some other phenomenon present in 
the cell that produced thermal power, Pint, it would add an additional term, giving 

Ptherm = - Iappl U’ASo)/2 F + IappP (Zc + Za + &I + Pint (18) 

and therefore an increase in vi- T2) over that for the case of only endothermic electrolysis 
and exothermic resistive behavior given in equation (17) for any level of Pappi, in 
accordance with equation (1). 

Additional endothermic phenomena will, of course, provide a negative value of 
Pint, and decrease the measured temperature in the electrochemical cell, and therefore (TI - 
T2). Any heat leakage that does not go through the thamally - conducting wall into the 
second compamnent (the external water bath) will also lead to a reduction in the 
temperature of the electrochemical cell compamnent relative to what would be the case if 
only resistive phenomena were present. This could include heat transpon up wires, tubing, 
electrical COMCC~O~S, etc. In addition, any sensible heat carried out of the cell by the gases 
evolved, entrained liquid, and the evaporation of the solvent @I20 or D20) could conmbute 
endothermically to the observed behavior. 

In addition to the resistive components in equation (17), other exothermic 
phenomena can also be present related to chemical phenomenon taking place within the cell, 
and contribute positively to Pint. One of these is the heat of solution when hydrogen or 
deuterium is inserted into the palladium, and the enthalpy change related to the a - p phase 
transformation. The magnitudes of these effects arc relatively small, 9.55 kcal/mole for the 
a - p transformation in the H-Pd case, and 8.55 kca4mole in the D-Pd case (2) and only 
conmbute to the observed behavior when these particular processes arc under way. As the 
insertion into the intirim is relatively slow in the time span of a particular measurement 
these produce only relatively small effects in comparison to the large thmnal effects of the 
elecuolysis phenomenon itself. In addition, the rate of the insemon reaction decreases with 
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time (approximately proportional to r1D) and so this effect becomes less and less important 
the longer the cell has been in operation. 

Experimental Considerations - Open Cell Experiments 

The electrochemical cells were submerged inside a large, well stirred cold water 
bath, which acted as the second compamnent The intermediate thermally - conducting wall 
thus was the glass container surrounding the electrochemical cell. 

Two closely comparable electrochemical cells were employed, one containing a 0.1 
M solution of LiOH in light water ( H f l ) ,  and the other a 0.1 M solution of LiOD in D20 as 
electrolytes. Each also contained a resistance heater for calibration purposes, and a 
protected thermocouple for temperature measurements. There was also a thermocouple to 
measure the temperature of the surrounding water bath. 

Electrolysis voltages in the range 3 to 15 V were applied to the cells in both 
increasing and decreasing directions, and the cumnts varied between 10 and 1,OOO mA. 
Temperatures, as well as the cell currents were monitored for steady state conditions. The 
temperature differences between the cells and the water bath ranged up to about 10 OC. 

The palladium was obtained by arc melting pieces Cut from a palladium crucible that 
contained an appreciable amount of hydrogen, and other possible impurities. In order to 
get rid of such contaminants, the samples were re-melted at least 10 times, using an arc- 
melting apparatus with a water cooled tungsten electrode and a water cooled copper hearth, 
which acted as the other electrode. The environment was argon, and the procedure 
consisted of first melting some titanium sponge in order to getter species from the argon, 
such as oxygen, just prior to melting the palladium. After melting the palladium, the argon 
annosphere was replaced, and the procedure repeated again. It was quite obvious from the 
change in the color of the arc during repeated melting that the impurity content of the 
palladium was gradually being changed. This process was repeated until re-melting caused 
no further visible change in the arc color. 

The resulting palladium, in the form of a distorted sphere, was then mechanically 
converted into coin - shaped disks 2 - 4 mm thick and roughly 1 cm in diameter, with 
weights in the range of 1 to 2 grams each. Fine gold wire was employed as the current 
collector. 

The anodes were made from approximately 2 meters of fine platinum wire, and 
were coiled just inside the cell periphery in order to be as far away as possible from the 
palladium samples, which were attached by gold wire to the calibration heater in the center 
of the cell. 

Heavy water is a getter for light water, and therefore precautions were taken to 
prevent contact between the palladium and (moist) air or water, both during assembly and 
operation of the cells. The cell components were stored, as well as assembled and loaded 
into the cells, inside a dry nitrogen - filled glove box. Gases were ailowui to exhaust from 
the cell through a simple one - way bubbler system containing silicone oil. 

gyrotary water bath shaker. This provided additional mechanical motion, and therefore 
stirring, both within the cell and in the external water bath. 

In order to be sure that there was sufficient stirring, both cells were mounted in a 
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Calibration measurements were made over the whole range of electrolysis power 
level by adding to the electrolysis power three different values of additional heater power 
for each data point By measuring [he change in (TI  - TZ) as a function of the additional 
electrical power supplied to the heater, one can determine the calibration constant over a 
specified range of total input power in the presence of the convective stirring. Thus, every 
data point that was obtained was accompanied by a direct calibration of the calorimeter. The 
characteristic relaxation time of the calorimeters was of the order of IS to 20 minutes. 

Experimental Results - Open Cell Experiments 

The relation between the thermal power out through the calorimeter system and the 
applied electrical power was detumined for cells containing light water. The output 
thermal power during electrolysis was found to be lower than that when the electrical 
power was put into the calibration heater due to the entropic cooling. Measurements taken 
at different times showed that then is essentially no time dependence to this behavior. 

On the other hand, in experiments with heavy water cells, the thermal behavior 
under electrolysis conditions was found to vary with time. This is illustrated in Figure 1, 
which shows the temperature difference between the two compamnents of the calorimeter 
system with the heavy water cell as a function of applied elecmcal power for three 
situations. The data on the middle line arc those obtained when the electrical power was 
applied to the calibration heater. The data on the lower line arc those which were obtained 
inhially whcn a fnsh piece of palladium not camining deuterium WG inserted into the cell 
and the electrolysis reaction was made to occur. One sees that the endothermic behavior 
related to electrolysis in an open system was initially present in this case, as with the light 
water cell mentioned earlier. 

However, over a period of time the temperature in the heavy water electrolysis cell 
rose relative to its initial value, in contrast to the light water case. The data on the upper 
line were obtained after elemlysis had been under way for 66 hours. This indicates that 
there was some process taking place, generating heat, and giving Pint a positive value. 

increased beyond that observed when electrical power was applied to the resistive 
calibration heater. Thus under these conditions Pint was greater than Iap 1 Em, and the 

In this case, at any applied e l d c a l  power level, the thmnal power out had 

electrochemical cell was producing excess power PeXc above and beyon B that which was 
being input elecpically, Pappi, where 

Pexc = Pthexm - Pappl = Pint - Iappl Em (19) 

Thus the cell in which an appreciable amount of deuterium had diffused into the 
palladium had an additional exothermic phenomenon present producing Pint that was not 
observed in the case of the light water cell where hydrogen was inserted into the palladium. 

suppiid electrically, Pappl, at various values of time after the insemon of a k s h  palladium 
electrode. 

Measurements have been taken of the ratio of power out, Pthem, to the power 
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Two sets of such data arc shown in Figure 2. At the beginning, one sees the 
electrolysis cooling effect, but this is gradually overcome with time by an additional 
phenomenon that produces Pint, so that after about 60 hours we see that Pexc becomes 
gaur than ZQO. andthuhamalwc~evolved Pfitm i po r ra ta  thm the elertrical power 
applied Pappl. 

was no time dependence to the behavior of the light water cell, in which hydrogen is 
inserted into the palladium. In the heavy water cells, with deuterium insertion into the 
palladium, there was always a time - dependent generation of additional power Pint above 
that which is due to the exothermic Joule heating and the endothermic electrolysis process. 
Over time, the values of thermal power out of the cell come to exceed the electrical power 
input, so that the value of PeXc becomes positive. 

Four sets of light waterheavy water comparisons were run. In every case, there 

New Calorimeter Design 

Questions have been raised about possible errors in calorimetric measurements 
upon electrochemical cells in which electrolysis is taking place. Except for the question of 
the possible role of recombination in open systems, the key issues have involved the 
calibration process whereby the value of K is determined, and the comparability of the 
measurements of T1 and T2 during the calibration and during the actual experiments. 

Of special concern have been questions such as the influence of the physical 
loanonsat which heatis prodused and at which the tempnrarcs are ncasured in the rrvo 
cases, and the magnitude of the stirring of the electrolyte fluid, which should have some 
influence upon thennal homogeniety. 

In order to avoid these potential problems a new type of isoperibolic calorimeter 
was designed in which, under steady state conditions, essentially all the heat generated 
within the electrochemical cell passes to the external environment radially through a pair of 
concentric heavy aluminum cylinders that arc separated by a well - defined thermal 
conduction layer. 

Instead of relying upon measurement of the temperature within the electrochemical 
cell itself, as well as the assumed homogeneous environment, this design involves the 
measurement of the temperatures of the two aluminum cylinders. Because of their 
dimensions, the temperature is homogenized within the cylinders, so that the questions of 
the location of the heat sources and temperature measurement within the electrochemical 
cell, and the amount of stirring, are not relevant. 

The design of this new type of calorimeter is shown schematically in Figure 3. The 
electrochemical cell within it is1.16 inch in diameter, and 4 inches long. The inner (TI) 
aluminum cylinder is 4 inches long, and the outer (T2) cylinder is 7 inches long. The inner 
diameter of the TI cylinder is about 1.16 inches, and itsc outer diameter 2.0 inches. The 
inner diameter of the T2 cylinder is 2.25 inches, and its outer diameter is 3.0 inches. Thus 
the gap across which the heat conduction takes place, and the temperature difference 
measured, is 0.125 inches. 

Calibration 

The calibration procedure involved the introduction of several levels of Joule 
heating power and the measurement of the temperature difference between the two 
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aluminum cylinders (Tl-Tz) in each case. One result of this procedure is illustrated in 
Figure 4, in which the calculated value of the calibration constant K is shown as a function 
of time, during which thecalibration power input was stepped among several values. It can 
be Seen that the K values are quite consistent, lying in a band approximately 1 % wide, 
except during the periods of equilibration after the input power level was varied. 

Experimental Considerations - Closed Cell Experiments 

the open cells described earlier, except for three items. One was the inclusion of a 
teflodnickellplatinum catalyst in the gas space above the electrolyte to produce 
recombination of the deuterium and oxygen generated during the electrolysis. 

by a large area thin ribbon of palladium, produced by rolling from its initial rod shape. The 
purpose of this modification was to continuously deposit a layer of fresh palladium upon 
the cathode surface in order to cover up any potentially blocking metallic or other impurities 
that might be deposited during the electrolysis process. 

platinum wire. Passing current between this platinum cathode (instead of the palladium) 
and the anode caused only the generation of Joule heat, so that measwment  of the 
e!e&cd input tc t ! ! s  s=nfig;caticn provided a simple calibration method, with gas 
generation, bubble - driven stirring, and recombination of the same character as that which 
took place during electrolysis with the palladium cathode. Of course, one had to be sure to 
open the platinum electrode circuit during operation with the palladium cathode to insure! 
that there was no electrical cross talk between the two cathodes. 

The experimental arrangement within the closed cells was essentially the same as in 

The second was the replacement of the large surface arcs fine platinum wire anode 

The thud difference from the earlier cells was the inclusion of a second cathode of 

These cells were inserted into the new design calorimeter described earlier, and 
connected to a bubbler system to allow the escape of gas in the amount of the uncombined 
oxygen. Observation of the time behavior of the bubble evolution provided information 
about this process, and showed that it ceased as the palladium cathode became saturated 
with deuterium. 

The palladium was prepared as before, with thorough repeated arc melting in an 
argon atmosphere, followed by mechanical deformation to produce a "fat dime" shape. The 
cathode current collector was changed to palladium wire, which was covered by a thin 
teflon tube to prevent appreciable current flow to it, rather than to the cathode. 

Comparison of The Behavior of a Cell Containing Light Water With Those 
qontaining Heavy Water. 

As was the case with the earlier experiments with open cells, the question of 
whether there is a difference of the behavior of light water and heavy warn  cells was 
addressed with the new closed cell design. 

As before, it was found that no excess thermal power was generated in a cell 
containing H20 and IiOH instead of &O and LiOD. The time dependence of the total 
energy balance of a heavy water cell early in an experiment is illustrated in Figure 5. It is 
seen.that the cell achieved a condition of energy balance after about 120 hours. 
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Discussion: 

A dinct comparison has been made, using careful calorimetric techniques, of the 
behavior of the light water (H20) - palladium system and the heavy water @20) - palladium 
system under conditions in which electrolysis was taking place at high rates in both open 
and closed systems. 

It was found that these two systems behaved quite differently. In the light water 
case, the electrochemical cell temperam was lower than that expected from Joule heating 
alone, because of the endothermic electrolysis reaction taking place. This behavior was 
found to be independent of time. 

On the other hand, electrolysis of the heavy water system showed different 
behavior. Initially. such electrochemical cells behaved in a manner directly analagous to the 
light water cells, showing the combination of Joule heating and electrolysis cooling. 
However, with time, the cell thermal power output gradually increased, and over time 
reached values greater than the input electrical power in both open and closed systems. 

These experiments thus demonstrate not only a different behavior in the case of the 
hydrogen - palladium system and the deuterium -palladium system, but also the generation 
of significant excess power in the deuterium case. 

Our calorimetric measurements give no information about the mechanism causing 
the internal generation of this excess power. However, the observations which have come 
from several different laboratories of the generation of tritium in such cells arc especially 
interesting, and deserve further consideration. If, indeed, mtiurn is an important product of 
the reaction occurring in the electrochemical systems that are producing Pint, it is an 
indication that some type of nuclear process must be taking place. 
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Figure I. Variation of the relation between the thermal power output and the applied electrical 
power in a heavy water cell with time. The data on the middle line wen obtained by the use of a 
resistive heater. Those on the lower line were from electrolysis shortly after the introduction of a 
fresh palladium sample, and those on the top line were measured after electrolysis for 66 hours. 
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Figure 2. Variation of the outpuVmput power ratio with time for two different heavy water cells. 
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Figure 3. Schematic cross-sectional view of the concenuk cylinder isoperibolic calorimeter. Thick 
layers of powdered AI* above and below the cell and the inner cylinder insure that the heat flow 
is primarily in the horizontal radial direction. The thermal power output is evaluated by 
measurement of the difference between the temperatures of the heavy aluminum cylinders. 
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Figure 4. Variation of the calibration constant K with time while stepping the calibration heater 
power. Heater power levels were approximately 2,4,6, and 8 watts. The transients are due to the 
time delay between the change in the input power level and the equilibration of the calorimeter 
temperature response. 
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Cumulative Excess Energy (kJ/mole) vs. Time 
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Figure 5. Energy balance of a heavy water cell versus time. It is seen that energy breakeven was 
achieved after about 120 hours in this case. A power ratio greater than unity was reached after 
about 50 hours. 
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DISCUSSION (HUGGINS) 

My1 es: 
Huggins: 
container, with about 30 ml of heavy water. 
disk-shaped, in the form like fat coins, made from parts of a crucible of 
Engelhard origin. The platinum anode was a fine wire, about 2 m long, wrapped 
around outside the cathode, near the inner surface of the glass container. 
Bard: What were the typical temperature increases which you determined? 
Huggins: Up to about 1O'C. 
Oriani: 
some cases? 
Huggins: 
exactly reached in the cases you mention. 
Bard: 
rising so sharply with time. 
Huggins: I do not know the answer to that. However, our results show large jumps 
in cell temperature. 
Appleby: Your results are shown without the 1.53 eV correction for the 
electrolysis of D,O? 
Huggins: That is correct. 
possible recombination. 
Bard: Even though this is not a closed cell? 
Huggins: This one is an open cell, but we also have closed-cell data. 
McKubre: Could you define the temperatures on your plots? 
Huggins: The T, temperature is that of the outer cylindrical aluminum block, and 
T, that o f  the inner cylinder. 
with the temperature of the inner block. 
McKubre: 
temperature. 
effect. 
Huggins: We have measured the power inputs and resistance changes. 
heating effects, regardless o f  origin, have exactly equal power inputs and 
outputs, and they are thus taken into account by measuring the input parameters. 
Appleby: 
going into the cell, thus making the calibration nonlinear? 

What were the detai 1 s concerning your electrode sampl es and electrolytes? 
The details are in the paper, but I will add that the cell was a glass 

The 1-2 g palladium samples were 

If your plots represent steady.state, why do they curve up or down in 

Because they are only tending toward steady state, which has not been 

I do not understand why some of your plots show excess heat production 

We have done this to be ultraconservative regarding 

We assume that the cell is close to equilibrium 

The amount of Joule heating in the cell depends on the electrolyte 
If you cannot quantify this, you cannot estimate the Joule heating 

All Joule 

Does not the fact that T, varies somewhat affect the value of the power 
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Huggins: 
state is not attained. 
Appleby: Even so, this is in effect a heat-conduction calorimeter. 
Huggins: 
between the inner and outer cylinders of the calorimeter. 
conducted, not radiated, through this space. 
Myles: Your results show instantaneous, not integrated, energies. How can you 

Yes, the calibration constant varies somewhat with temperature if steady 

That is correct. We used a layer of 1/8 inch o f  aluminum oxide powder 
The heat is being 

tell if energy is not being stored, then released? 
Huggins: We could not distinguish the two effects. 
Teller: The excess energy output which you calculate is approximate 
percentage of the input power? 
Huggins: The plots show 10-12 percent excess, which is reduced to 6 
excess over the electrical power input, if no correction is made for 
decomposition of D,O. 

y what 

percent 
the 

Teller: 
fluctuating so that heat release occurs in bursts. 
Huggins: There are certainly fluctuations. 
McKubre: The time constant of the calorimeter is about 1 hour. 
Huggins: Correct. 
equilibrium after a fluctuation. The inner block temperature is moving up and 
down somewhat, but the outer block temperature is very stable. 
Bard: 
Huggins: Approximately 1 percent. 
sporadic. 
Myles: Is it possible that your periodic peaks represent a charging phenomenon? 
Huggins: A charging system would indeed be periodic, but we do not believe that 
our results indicate charging. 
Other experimental data given at this meeting show that the system is not acting 
1 i ke a battery. 
Rafelski: 
Huggins: 
were larger. The absolute excess heat output is larger if the input power is 
higher. 
Bard: 
Huggins: 
McKubre: In regard to the unusual results which you obtained in closed cells, is 
it possible that there i s  a time shift between the data points which you are 
measuring for time and temperature? 

You seem to seeing strong evidence that the excess heat output is 

It requires about 1 hour for the apparatus to achieve 

What is the error bar in the larger deviation? About 2 percent? 

The output power varies with time; it is not a steady-state phenomenon 
It seems certain that the effects are 

The orders of magnitude are too large for that. 

What is the power input? 
Most results shown were at about 4 W, though some of the early results 

What is the approximate current density? 
At a power input of 4 W ,  it is about 100 mA/cm2. 
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Huggins: 
PAR potentiostat in the constant-current mode. 
Bard: 
decreasing? 
Huggins: 
going down. 
change somewhat, for example, going from 36.0'C to 36.2'CY i.e., by 0.1'C to 
0.2"C. While there was not a thermocouple in the cell itself, there were three 
sets of thermocouples between the two blocks. 
behavior during these measurements. 
Bard: Do you have the cell voltage variation on the same time scale as the 
temperature changes? 
Huggins: 
percent during these excursions. 
showed an increase. 
Oriani: What was the time scale for these events? 
Huggins: Each change took a few minutes. 
Hoffman: I have brought up this point several times before. If arcing were 
occurring between the electrodes, the circuit could oscillate. 
a true RMS voltmeter, which is apparently the case, you would not see the true 
voltage changes or power input. 
Bard: Your inner block temperature seems to have a fairly long time constant. 
impression i s  that oscillations can in fact account for the percentage of excess 
heat which you measure. 
Huggins: The observed temperature rise itself cannot account for the 50 percent 
excess heat fl ux which we observed. 
Werbos: 
conduction from the cell to the inner block of the calorimeter? 
Huggins: I have no data on that. 
electrode area to the inner aluminum block. 
requires 30-60 minutes before steady state is reached. 
Werbos: So, from the cell to the inner block, heat transfer might take only about 
two minutes. 
Huggins: Yes, that sounds reasonable. 
Appleby: 
of the calorimeter to obtain a better idea of what is occurring? 
Huggins: It would be useful, but I do not think that it would change the general 
effect. The computer measures the cell current, determines the potentiostat 
voltage, and then multiplies the two to obtain the input power. 

The results could be an artifact. However, they were obtained using a 

Do the changes show the cell temperature rising, or the input voltage 

Apparently, the voltage, which is controlled by the potentiostat, is 
However, the temperature of the inner block of the calorimeter does 

All three showed the same general 

I do not have the results plotted, but the voltage was reduced about 30 
Even so, the temperature which we measured still 

If you do not have 

The dc power would appear to go down. 
My 

Does the time constant for the temperature rise match that for heat 

Heat conduction is quite rapid from the 
From there to the outer cylinder, it 

Would it not be helpful to have another thermocouple in the side pocket 
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Appleby: 
the voltage change, as Dr. McKubre has pointed out. 
Huggins: Yes, of course. 
Appleby: It should be integrated from minute to minute, on the scale of your 
plots. The voltage which you show is very large compared with data from other 
groups, on the order of 40 V .  
Huggins: We would like to do that, but we do not have all of the information to 
do so. The lag should be about 2-3 minutes, as far as we can tell. 
Jones: To make correlations of the sort which you suggest, independent of the 
available data, may be dangerous. First, it would help to see the error bars. 
Second, you are showing correlations over only a short timeframe. 
Huggins: We have examined the effect over short and long timeframes, with 
essentially the same results. 
Jones: However, it is surprising that you see the jerking effects in the data. 
Why should these occur? 
Huggins: 
voltage when current excursions occur. 
Myles: Could the variations be due to something spalling off the surface of your 
electrode, dendrites, for example? 
Huggins: 
be very interesting. 
the order of a millisecond, so it should keep up with electrical changes. 
Werth: 
Huggins has stated about the endothermic effect during the charging phase on the 
pal 1 adium. 
Voice: We did not measure any such effects. However, if storage of deuterium 
occurs involving lattice straining, then a negative heat output deviation should 
be seen. We have not observed that effect, but its magnitude would not be large. 
Bard: I would like to raise one other question, which would pertain to both Dr. 
Huggins' and Dr. Appleby's talks. 
independent of the way in which it is measured. As one went from an open to a 
closed cell, changing the calorimetric conditions in a small way, the excess heat 
effect went down from 15 to 20 percent to only 5 to 8 percent, forgetting 
transient effects. 
Oriani: 
for open and closed cells was about the same. 
going from 5 percent one day to 15 percent the next. 
have seen is 30-35 percent. 

Obviously, there would be a time lag between the temperature rise and 

It may be related to the behavior of the potentiostat, changing the 

It may be due to cracks in the palladium. Whatever it is, it appears to 
However, the potentiostat has a very rapid response time, on 

I have a question for both Dr. Oriani and Dr. Appleby, concerning what Dr. 

Were endothermic effects observed in these cases? 

The nature of the phenomenon should be 

Is that not a fair appraisal? 
I would now say that the general range of values that we have observed 

The largest range that we 
It seems to vary a great deal, 
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Hoffman: In the Appleby work, the numbers seemed to be generally lower in closed 
cells compared to open cells. 
Voice: For systems operating in the closed mode, the startup period is difficult 
to interpret, since oxygen is being released from the system, whereas hydrogen or 
deuterium is being absorbed in the palladium phase. What particular issues arise 
in this case? 
Voice: W e  use a closed cell in which the cell itself is connected by a tube to a 
bubbler. Initially, the bubbles which are seen are oxygen. Since there is a 
recombination catalyst, once bubbling stops, both gases must be produced at the 
same stoichiometry. For completely sealed cells in opaque containers, the 
situation is more difficult. 
Teller: 
established by everybody who has seriously looked at these phenomena, or is there 
solid evidence in the opposite direction? 
Voice: I think that there is substantial disagreement as to how to respond to 
your question. There seems to be substantial evidence that those who have made 
serious efforts to search for excess heat have not necessarily found it, but at 
the same time, the experimental parameters are such that it is impossible to say 
that everyone has in fact been doing the same thing. 
Oriani: 
deuterium and LiOD, in what we considered were very good measurements. 
Fleischmann: Many groups claim that they have seen nothing. 
Teller: 
there are arguments for one effect or another. 
Chu: 
and in essence, agree on disagreeing. 
treatment, which for some people is important. 
as is whether closed or open cells are used. 
Bard: We are clearly tending to focus on materials problems. However, the key 
experiment which must be done should involve a cell producing excess heat for one 
group being given to a group which does not find excess heat. Rumor, for example, 
says that one of the Utah cells was given to Harwell. 
Fleischmann: That is not true. One electrode was given to Harwell. I do not 
know its subsequent history; indeed, there are only rumors. 
Bard: A way to settle some of these problems would be to give away the whole 
cell, including the D,O and the electrodes, when it appears to work. 
Santucci: 
Bard: 
producing cell to someone who i s  a nonproducer. 

Can we determine if there has really been some effect which has been 

In our work, there are indeed instances where we saw excess heat with 

So we can agree that there is disagreement, or at least we can agree that 
I would like to be unconfused. 

Perhaps, we should examine all of the factors which may influence results, 
A decisive factor might be electrode 

Current density is another factor, 

Is that true? 

A cathode was given to Dr. Oriani. 
But he was producing positive results anyway. I suggest that we give a 
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Appleby: One we l l -pub l i c i zed  se t  o f  negat ive c a l o r i m e t r i c  r e s u l t s  a re  from the  
Harwell  Laboratory. They deal w i t h  a very l a r g e  number o f  d i f f e r e n t  c e l l s .  The i r  
cur ren t -dens i ty  cond i t ions  were such tha t ,  based on our own work, on l y  t h e i r  l a s t  
c e l l ,  a t  a cu r ren t  dens i t y  o f  about 500 mA/cm*, would have produced a p o s i t i v e  
anomalous heat r e s u l t  . 
Te l l e r :  
Appleby: I n  my opinion, almost a l l  t h e i r  c e l l s  produced small p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s  
w i t h  LiOD so lu t ions ,  though i t  was f e l t  t h a t  t h e  r e s u l t s  were w i t h i n  t h e i r  e r r o r  
bars. 
T e l l e r :  You mean w i th in ,  say 2 percent? 
Appleby: Yes. 
Fleischmann: Some ex t raord inary  statements are made about s t a t i s t i c s .  I would 
l i k e  t o  perform a reduc t i o  ad absurdum. F i r s t ,  I would l i k e  t o  pose a quest ion 
f a m i l i a r  t o  a l l  e lectrochemists.  
f unc t i on  o f  t ime about a mean voltage, and i f  the  v a r i a t i o n  o f  t h a t  imposed 
vol tage i s  l e s s  t h a t  two standard dev ia t ions  ( 2 0 ) ,  then using normal s t a t i s t i c a l  
considerat ions one would conclude t h a t  a l l  o f  t he  measurements are unsound. 
However, one can perform a Four ie r  analysis,  o r  some t ime average. If t he  process 
i s  s to i chas t i c ,  the  treatment i s  no t  so obvious. 
groups, a t  Harwell  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  have shown a small p o s i t i v e  excess t h a t  i s  
w i t h i n  20. I n  r e a l i t y ,  t h ings  cannot be examined i n  t h a t  way. Overa l l ,  t o  be 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t ,  the  r e s u l t s  should show as many minus as p lus  data. 
For example, we may have e i g h t  neutron counts i n  a c e l l .  A l l  are w i t h  20  o f  
background, y e t  t he  ne t  r e s u l t  i s  p o s i t i v e  i n  separate experiments. 
consequence, I t h i n k  t h a t  there  i s  a g rea t  deal o f  confusion between what are 
acceptable and unacceptable s t a t i s t i c s .  I do no t  know how t h i s  issue w i l l  be 
resolved, s ince I t h i n k  t h a t  people w i l l  argue about t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  po in t .  For 
example, c e r t a i n  groups may r e a l l y  have seen low l e v e l s  o f  heat w i t h  p o s i t i v e  
deviat ions,  bu t  they have assumed the  r e s u l t s  t o  be zero. 
Bard: That may no t  be t r u e  w i t h  the  Harwell data. 
Te l l e r :  
Although there  are some va r ia t i ons ,  there  i s  agreement t h a t  you do no t  see the  
e f f e c t  a t  once. There i s  an i nduc t i on  period, sometimes a f r a c t i o n  o f  an hour, 
sometimes several hours. 
r e s u l t s  a f t e r  you have turned o f f  such a c e l l ?  
Huggins: I n  our case, i f  you t u r n  the  power o f f ,  t he  e f f e c t  d ies  away 
i mmedi a t  e l  y . 
Te l l e r :  I f  you t u r n  on the  power again, does the  e f f e c t  r e t u r n  a f t e r ,  say 5 
hours? 

Other c e l l s  do no t  produce p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s ?  

I f  we impose an a l t e r n a t i n g  vo l tage as a 

Anomalous heat data from many 

I n  

I would l i k e  t o  pu t  one question t o  those w i t h  p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s .  

My quest ion i s  how long w i l l  you then see p o s i t i v e  
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Rafe lsk i :  
e f f e c t  re tu rned a f t e r  a shor t  t ime. 
T e l l e r :  How long does one have t o  wa i t  u n t i l  t h i s  memory e f f e c t  goes away? An 
hour, a day? 
Appleby: The e f f e c t s  are confused by the  t ime constant o f  the  ca lo r imeter .  When 
NaOD s o l u t i o n  switched o f f  t he  e f f e c t  i n  our work, t h e  process was slower than the  
t ime constant o f  t he  ca lo r imeter .  Thus, the  l o s s  o f  memory, due t o  l i t h i u m  loss ,  
was on the  order o f  hours. 
Rafe lsk i :  
e f f e c t  returned. 
Schneider: A f t e r  a per iod  o f  several hours? 
Appleby: Q u i t e  qu i ck l y .  
Yeager: 
t h a t  i t  p e r s i s t s  f o r  l ong  per iods o f  t ime. 
mat te r  o f  hours. 
Miley: 
you i nd i ca ted  t h a t  you thought t h a t  you were seeing a bu l k  e f f e c t ,  r a t h e r  than one 
a t  t he  surface. 
i nves t i ga to rs  . 
Huggins: The on ly  argument f o r  t he  b u l k  e f f e c t  i s  t ime dependence, and t h a t  i s  
no t  strong. 
Chubb: The surface e f f e c t s  seem t o  r e l a t e  t o  conventional nuclear products, such 
as t r i t i u m .  
t h a t  no t  on l y  surface e f f e c t s  in f luence the  anomalous heat phenomenon. 

O r .  Appleby turned o f f  the  power f o r  10-minute i n t e r v a l s ,  and the  

However, when the  l i t h i u m  was pu t  i n t o  the  pal ladium surface again, the 

Some o f  our experiments i n d i c a t e  t h a t  l i t h i u m  stays i n  the  surface and 
It does n o t  appear t o  come out  i n  a 

I would l i k e  t o  ask D r .  Huggins a question. On one o f  your e a r l y  s l i des ,  

Th is  seems important, i n  view o f  t he  c la ims o f  o ther  

It i s  poss ib le  t h a t  i t  i s  a surface reac t ion .  

Perhaps a - p a r t i c l e s  from the  i n t e r i o r  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  the  surface, so 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thermal and electrochemical kinetic processes were examined in a 

cell comprising a Pd cylindrical cathode and concentric Pt coated Ni anode, 

containing 0.1N LiOD in D20. Experiments were performed using an 

electrochemical overvoltage to load deuterium into the Pd lattice, at a cell 

voltage below that of electrolysis of D20, in an overpressure of D2 gas. 

A separate series of experiments was performed in cells which 

permitted electrolysis to occur at ambient pressure. These experiments 

were designed to investigate the effects of physical variables on the rate 

and extent of loading of D into a Pd lattice, and to examine the 

electrochemical kinetic processes occumng at a highly loaded PdDJLi OD 

interface. 

Anomalies were observed in both the thermal behavior evidenced by 

the calorimetric response, and the kinetic behavior obtained from the 

interfacial impedance, measured as a function of D2 loading, as inferred 

from axial resistance measurements of the Pd electrode. 

CALORIMETRY AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

A differential calorimeter was constructed employing two identical 

high pressure electrochemical cells. Deuterium was used as the 

pressurizing gas: 

enhance the solubility of D2 in the Pd cathode. Both cells were mounted in 

a temperature controlled water bath, maintained at 4OC. One cell contained 

this served to depolarize the anode reaction and to 
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a pure Pd cathode, 7 mm in diameter and 5 cm in length, and the other a 

palladized Cu rod of identical dimensions. Both cells contained 0.1 M LiOD 

prepared by dissolving Li metal in D20. The intent was to prepare two 

cells of identical thermal and electrochemical properties but with different 

electrodes. Calibration was made by comparing the electrochemical power 

with the temperature differential between each cell and the bath. 

This procedure calibrates the cell against a constant background and 

is useful only in identifying "bursts" of excess power. 

data collection system recorded cell voltages, cathode voltages with respect 

to a Pt electrode, cell current and cell and bath temperatures. 

measurements were made of the electrochemical interfacial impedance, 

and of the resistance of the Pd cathode in the axial direction. The latter 

measurement provides an indication of the D/Pd ratio in the cathode. 

The computerized 

Periodic 

The advantages of this approach are principally those of having a 

closed system for calorimetry, and tritium measurement. It also facilitates 

a high loading of deuterium, and enhances electrochemical measurements 

because bubble formation at the electrode is minimal or nonexistent. 

The Pd electrode was prepared by annealing at 800°C for three hours 

in a vacuum and then cooling in D2 gas; aqua regia was used to etch and 

"activate" the surface before installation into the pressure vessel. 

Electrochemical effects, and in situ measurements of the D/Pd ratio, 

were studied in glass cells which contained a 3 mm diameter x 10 cm long 

Engelhardt Pd electrode and a helically wound wire Pt electrode. One of 

these cells also was equipped with a Pt reference electrode and multiple 
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temperature sensors: 

above the electrolyte. 

saturated LiOD, prepared by dissolving Li in D20 (in the latter case to the 

point where no further metal would react with the electrolyte). 

electrodes were prepared by annealing in a vacuum, subsequent D2 

treatment at 1 Atm. and then etching before insertion into the cell. 

three in the electrolyte and two in the gas phase 

The electrolytes studied were 0.01M. 0.1M and 

The 
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RESULTS 

Calorimetry 

Several different types of events were observed: "excess" 

temperatures from both the Pd and the palladized Cu electrode, and 

voltage excursions on the Pd electrode. 

The "excess" temperature excursions of the Pd electrode were 

interpreted as "excess" heat bursts. 

up to 9 W that in total sum to - 20 W Hr of energy over the total duration 

Seven were observed with peak power 

of the experiment of approximately one month. 

electrochemical power input to each cell was approximately 1 kW Hr in 

that same time. 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

It is worth noting that the 

A typical temperature profile during such a heat burst is 

Electrochemistry 

The resistance of Pd is a known function of the D/Pd ratio, and the 

rate of change of the resistance ratio R/Ro (where R is the temperature 

corrected resistance and Ro is the electrode resistance of pure Pd at the 

reference temperature) is proportional to the flux of absorbed D at the Pd 

cathode surface. The flux or current of adsorbed D thus calculated is 

shown in Figure 2 as a function of time; it is also compared with the total 

cell current. 

current, then passes through a maximum and continues to decline. 

It is noticeable how iabs increases at first with increasing 

This is 
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presumably due to the diminution in the concentration gradient of D in the 

Pd as the electrode becomes increasingly charged. 

By extrapolating the resistance versus loading behavior of the Pd/D 

system, in a manner parallel to the known behavior of the Pd/H system, 

we can obtain approximate values of the loading of a Pd electrode at very 

high mole fractions of D. 

experiments that it is possible to obtain DPd loadings in excess of 0.8 and 

even approaching 1 .O. In other experiments with nominally identical 

electrolytes, we have been unable to load a Pd electrode, beyond the 

maximum in the resistance versus loading curve (at D/Pd - 0.72). 

elements in achieving a high DPd loading in alkaline electrolytes appear 

to be: activation of the Pd surface, high temperature loading with D2 gas, 

high current densities, low temperatures. Obviously some of these 

requirements are exclusive, and we have found it desirable to use 

electrolytes more concentrated than 0.1 Molar in order to achieve high 

loadings. 

observed instances where, at constant current pressure and temperature, 

the electrode resistance spontaneously decreases and then increases over a 

period of -5 hours. This can be interpreted as a spontaneous decrease and 

increase in the D P d  ratio, which may be stress induced. 

On this basis, we have demonstrated in some 

The key 

The degree of loading is however not stable, and we have 

Electrochemical impedance measurements of the 

palladium/electrolyte interface can provide a useful insight into the kinetic 

processes that govern the deuterium reduction, D adsorption/absorption 

and D2 recombination reactions. 

information on the kinetic effects of surface adsorbed species other than D, 

Such measurements also may provide 
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and the presence of surface films. 

impedance locus describes a nearly perfect semi-circle, offset from the 

origin by a small real component due to the resistance of the electrolyte 

volume between the tip of the reference electrode and the cathode surface. 

The simple semicircular, single time constant response suggests that the 

concentration of absorbed D is not significantly a function of current 

density up to moderate loadings and cathodic current densities. 

At moderate loadings D/Pd 5 0.75, the 

This simple picture changes for a heavily loaded electrode (DPd > 0.75) 

and at very high cathodic current densities. 

saturated LiOD in an electrolysis cell with internal recombination. 

cathodic current density is increased from 10 mA cm-2 to 80 mA cm-2, the 

single time constant, semicircular response changes to show evidence of a 

"pseudo-inductive" or positive phase shift response at low frequencies. 

effect is shown more clearly, and extends even down to moderate current 

densities, for a very highly loaded Pd electrode. 

obtained in 10 M LiOD under an overpressure of 850 psi of D2 gas at 25OC. 

Figure 3 shows data obtained in 

As the 

This 

Figure 4 shows results 

The frequency dependent data in figures 3 and 4 can be modelled as 

a parallel RC combination and a pseudo-inductance. 

consists of charge transfer resistance of the deuterium reduction reaction 

in parallel with the double layer capacitance. Charge transfer resistances 

are inversely related to the rate of the rate determining reaction, which in 

this case decrease approximately with increasing exponential current. The 

pseudo-inductive effect can be ascribed to a change in the concentration of 

some absorbed species that is out of phase with the applied waveform. 

The RC combination 

This surface active species could be adsorbed or absorbed D atoms. 
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CONCLUSION 

Measurement of the metal phase resistivity provides a good 

indication of the degree of loading of a palladium electrode. 

resistance ratio still needs to be calibrated for the Pd/D system at loadings 

DPd 2 0.6, this nevertheless provides a good qualitative indicator of the 

effect of external variables on the concentration [D], that is presumed to be 

the reactant species of any nuclear processes that may occur in the 

palladium lattice. 

achieved at high current densities and low temperatures, following pre- 

loading with D2 gas at high temperature and surface activation by an acid 

rinse. 

unknown factor that may prevent loading beyond D/Pd - 0.6 to 0.7. 

While the 

Using this method we observe that high loadings may be 

The absorption of D appears, however, to be controlled by a 

Measurement of the interfacial impedance provides valuable insight 

into the electron transfer and adsorption/absorption processes that control 

the loading kinetics. 

of adsorbed species other than D that may influence the charge transfer 

kinetics or prevent the achievement of high loadings. 

These also can be useful in identifying the existence 

Temperature excursions in excess of the shady state values have been 

observed for a Pd electrode, and also for a palladized copper electrode, both 

in 0.1 M LiOD, in a pressurized differential calorimeter. These have been 

interpreted as "excess" heat bursts, although in the case of the palladium 

coating the associated "excess power" was small. For the bulk palladium 

electrode, '*excess heat" was observed only after the electrode had been 
loaded to an apparently very high level (D/Pd - 1.0 rt 0.1) by a combination 

of static gas pressure and D+ reduction current. 

observe considerable irregularity in the cathode voltage. 

the thermal and potential anomalies may be characteristic of the highly 

loaded D P d  system. 

In this condition we also 

It is possible that 
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DISCUSSION (MCKUBRE) 

Oriani: 
during loading with deuterium? 
McKubrs: The resistance returns to its original value after negative-positive 

What can you say about the effect of dislocations which are produced 

cycling of the electrode. The method is a well-understood techn 
dislocations do not. significantly add to the resistance of the e 
Appleby: What was the maximum pressure which you used? 
McKubre: We have gone as high as 1000 psi. 
Appleby: What about the question of copper stability under anod 

que, and 
ectrodes. 

c condi 
McKubre: 
exposed to the electrolyte. 
Oriani: 
McKubre: 
Jones: 
McKubre: No. 
Jones: What about endothermic fluctuations? 

The copper is fully coated with both nickel and palladium and 

What was the magnitude of the excess power which you saw at any 
About 9 W, or about 100 percent in our closed cell. 

Did you see any negative fluctuations? 

ions? 
s not 

ti me? 

McKubre: 
but the instrument stays on or above the calibration line. 
used in a differential mode or as a single-cell instrument. 
correct data treatment can handle the problem o f  negative excursions. 
Flanagan: 
are seen? 
McKubre: We have examined a sample under these conditions with a superposed ac 
signal as a diagnostic tool. Nothing anomalous was seen. 
Bard: 
conditions? This would determine mass transport to the anode. 
anode current density? 
McKubre: 
mass transport. 
Appleby: 
as 0.1 M under the pressure conditions used. 
McKubre: The solution i s  certainly supersaturated; otherwise, the observed 
current densities could not be accommodated. 
Hoffman: When you introduced the deuterium into the palladium, what temperature 
was used? 

Nothing significant. There were some at the beginning of experiments, 
The calorimeter can be 
In the latter mode, 

If you leave a sample charged to PdD,.,, on open circuit, what effects 

What is the D, concentration in the electrolyte under your pressure 
What was your 

The solution is supersaturated and contains fine bubbles, which enhance 

With supersaturation, the deuterium concentration may have been as high 
The anode current density was 200 mA/cm2. 
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McKubre: 850'C. 
Hoffman: 
the  specimen w i l l  usua l l y  crack, so t h a t  an unusual e l e c t r i c a l  res is tance w i l l  be 

I f  you load through the  m i s c i b i l i t y  gap, as you do electrochemical ly,  

observed. 
McKubre: Normally, t he  e lec t rode i s  i n  the  @-phase reg ion  when i t  i s  p lac  
the  c e l l .  Electrochemical load ing  does n o t  cause a problem. 
Bard: However, i s  t h e  res is tance- load ing  r e l a t i o n s h i p  understood f o r  h igh  
loadings? Do you determine the  composit 
the  change o f  res is tance as load ing  proceeds? 

It must be a b i -va lued function. 

d i n  

on v i a  

McKubre: You can determine the  s ide  o f  the  func t i on  which you are on by changing 
the  condi t ions,  e.g., the  cu r ren t  densi ty.  The highest loadings t h a t  we achieved 
were a t  a cu r ren t  o f  15 A, o r  1.6 A/cm*. 
Mansour: D r .  Flanagan, I thought t h a t  you made a strong argument yesterday t h a t  
loadings would n o t  go above u n i t y .  
be f i 11 ed, o r  there  w i  11 be mixed occupancy between octahedral and te t rahedra l  
s i t e s .  
Flanagan: I do no t  see any evidence t h a t  D r .  McKubre's r e s u l t s  go beyond u n i t y .  
Ta l co t t :  D id  you t ry  a LiOH-H,O blank? L i th ium may a lso  be present i n  the  
octahedral s i t e s  i n  the  palladium, which may a f f e c t  t he  resistance. 
confirmed w i t h  an experiment i n v o l v i n g  LiOH. 
McKubre: 
t o  perform, and we decided t o  examine blanks a f t e r  we had obtained r e s u l t s  w i t h  
LiOD. 

Over t h i s  value, a l l  t he  octahedral s i t e s  w i l l  

This could be 

I would l i k e  t o  do t h a t  i n  the  fu tu re .  These experiments are no t  easy 
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ABSTRACT 

Measurements have been carried out on the phenomena reported by 
Fleischmann and Pons to occur during the electrolysis of D20 solutions with a 
palladium cathode. The measurements include: 1) the determination of tritium 
concentrations in the cells 2 )  the determination of the D/Pd ratios by 
coulometry; 3 )  surface analysis of the Pd cathode; and 4) neutron radiation 
measurements. Enhancement of tritium in the D20 solution was found in two 
open-type glass cells as well as in four other cells with Ni anodes. The 
largest enhancement factor found was -50. The source of this enhancement 
remains unexplained. Surface analysis revealed a number of impurities on the 
Pd surface including Si, Pt (with Pt anodes) and Li. The latter was found to 
penetrate 200 nm into the' Pd bulk. The neutron measurements were 
inconclusive. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins (1) and Jones et al. ( 2 )  have reported 
evidence for the nuclear fusion of deuterium electrochemically injected into 
palladium. Excess heat generation, neutrons and y-rays emission and tritium 
enhancement in the electrolytic solution were found by Fleischmann et (1) 
and neutron emission by Jones et al. (2). These results have been met with 
much skepticism, especially after several reports of negative results by other 
workers (3-5). Subsequently there have been a number of reports of excess 
heat generation (6-8) and tritium enhancement (9,lO) or both (11). 

al. 

The present research was motivated by the necessity for experiments under 
well defined conditions. In order to verify excess heat generation calori- 
metric measurements were done with a modified Fleischmann-Pons (F-P) type open 
cell and also with a closed cell with internal D2/02 recombination. Some 
excess heat generation was observed. These results, however, require further 
evaluation and will be reported at a future date. Careful determination of 
tritium was done in the electrolytic solution and also in the water obtained 
from the recombined gases outside the cell. Surface analysis of Pd cathode 

*Permanent Address: Institute of Electrochemistry, ICTM, University of Belgrade, 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 
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was performed and the D/Pd ratio determined. Neutron radiation measurements 
were attempted, but difficulties in making background corrections interfered 
with the measurements. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Electrodes 

Pd from several sources was used for the cathodes. The rods 0.2 x 10 cm 
were obtained from the Engelhard Corporation. Wire of 0.5 mm diameter and 
99.9% purity, was obtained from Johnson Matthey - Aesar. 1 mm wire (grade A )  
and 4 mm rod of 99.9% purity were obtained from Johnson-Matthey, England. 
Engelhard's Pd was also used by Westinghouse to prepare 2 mm rods by recasting, 
drawing and swaging. One or more of the following pre-treatments were used 
with various samples (as indicated in the tables): 

1. Annealing 
followed by cooling in D2 for some samples 

in a vacuum with a small amount of Ar for 24 h at -95OoC, 

2. Recasting, drawing and swaging of some samples 

3 .  Electrochemical oxidation of Habsin 0.1 M LiOD at E - -0.5 V vs. 
S.C.E. for 24 h, followed by immediate transfer into the calorimetry 
cells for most samples. 

The anodes were made of Engelhard's Pt ribbon or wire cages of 99.9% 
purity Pt or Ni foil (99.9%), obtained from Fischer Scientific Co. 

Electrolytes 

0.1 M LiOD was used as the electrolyte in all glass cells, while 0.1 M and 
1 M LiOD were used in Ni encased cells. LiOD attacks glass, which leads to a 
deposition of Si and other constituents of glass onto the Pd. The SIMS 
measurements showed that even in 0.1 M LiOD after several weeks Si could be 
easily detected on the Pd surface. The electrolytes were prepared from once 
distilled Norell (99.5%) or Isotech (99.9%) D20. 1 M LiOD was prepared 
from Li20 (99.9%) Cerac, Inc. in a glove bag. Upon diluting this stock 
solution, 0.1 M LiOD was obtained. The blank experiments in 0.1 M LiOH in H20 
have not yet been carried out. 

Tritium Measurements 

The analyses of the solution for tritium were performed by 
Westinghouse Electric Company using liquid scintillation counting on a 
Packard 4030 counter. The liquid scintillation cocktails were prepared with 
OPTI-FLOUR scintillator. Typically, four consecutive 60 min. counts were 
recorded and averaged. Another precaution against any possible complications 
caused by components in the electrolyte solution was the separation of the 
water from the cell electrolytic solution by distillation at reduced pressure 
before the tritium measurements. While this procedure minimized the 
possibility of interference effects with some constituents of the electrolyte, 
it causes loss of dissolved T2 and DT. For this reason some experiments were 
done without distillation after neutralization of the alkaline electrolyte. 
The electrolytic solution from the cells with Ni anodes was neutralized, 
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filtered and centrifuged to remove suspended nickle oxide particles. Distilla- 
tion was also used with a centrifuged sample which showed high counts in order 
to ensure that solid particles within the electrolytic solution were not 
responsible for the high count rate. 

Neutron Radiation Measurements 

The neutron detection was attempted by using two BF3 counters coupled with 
a multichannel analyzer. The authors are not satisfied that the background was 
a.dequately taken into account with this experimental arrangement and hence the 
results are considered inconclusive. Solid state track recorders may prove 
attractive for such measurements in the future. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tritium Measurements 

Fleischmann and Pons (1) reported enhancement of tritium concentration in 
the electrolyte as one evidence for a cold fusion of deuterium. The enhancement 
factor (see Eq. 4) is, however, close to the deuterium/tritium separation 
SD,T 3: 2, as recently determined by Corrigan and Schneider (11). Bockris et 
al. (13) and Wolf et al. (14) reported recently enhancements of 4 to 7 
of magnitude over the background. In this work we have measured 
concentration in open F-P cells, with the Ni casing and 
open cells designed for studying the tritium enhancement. 

closed cells 

In open cells a change in tritium concentration will occur due 
addition of D20 containing T and due to its removal by electrolys 
isotopic separation factor of T to D is defined as 

( "D/"T g/ ( "DjnT s 

orders 
tritium 
n four 

to the 
s .  The 

(1) 

where and 
solution ( s )  phases respectively, at steady state. It can be shown (14) that 
the enhancement of tritium in the electrolytic solution at time (t) obeys the 
following expression: 

nD and nT are numbers of deuterium and tritium atoms in the gas (g) 

nT(t)/nT(o) = S-(S-l)exp(-t/T) (2) 

where T is the tritium build-up time constant. 

Thus, at very long times the tritium concentration in the solution due to 
solu- isotopic separation is S times the tritium concentration in the original 

tion. 

If the recombination of D2 and 02 is carried out in the cell or outside 
the cell and the D20 returned to the cell, only change in tritium concentra- 
tion in the electrolyte could be brought about either by having substantial 
tritium in the palladium or other cell components or by a nuclear reaction. The 
palladium was stripped of hydrogen and its isotopes by electrochemical oxida- 
tion for 24h in LiOD solution. This treatment should have removed any tritium 
present in the Pd samples. 

In all of the experiments in which an enhancement of T was observed, a 
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long time electrolysis of the order of several weeks was necessary before 
observation of the increase in tritium concentration. In two out of five open- 
type cells with Pt anodes excess tritium was found. These cells also were the 
only ones out of five which generated excess heat. 

Table 1 gives the cell parameters for which enhancement of tritium concen- 
tration was observed. The four open cells, which were designed to study 
tritium accumulation and generation, were essentially test tubes 3 cm in 
diameter with a Teflon cell top. The cathodes were 5 cm long, spot welded to a 
nickel ribbon as an electrical contact; 0.25 cm thick Ni foil was used as 
anode. During a long term electrolysis a black residue, most probably 
nickel oxide, accumulated in the electrolyte in only two cells. The electrolyte 
was filtered and centrifuged to remove these particles and then neutralized by 
HC1 before determination of T. When large tritium counts the solution was 
distilled and counted again. In some instances (cells 1, 2) the solution was 
distilled and only the distillate was added to the scintillation liquid to 
avoid possible complications with various species in the solution. 

The results are given in Table 2. All measurements were done in four runs 
during several to 24 h. The average of 4 counts is given with the standard 
deviation indicated. The decrease in the count rates for distilled vs. 
neutralized samples was usually negligible. The samples were taken in inter- 
vals of 15-20 days. According to Bockris et al. (13) after reaching the maximum 
level, the tritium content considerably decreases after a few days, eventually 
down to the separation factor. If this is applicable to our experiment, it may 
mean that we have not observed the maximum amount of tritium probably due to a 
low frequency of sampling. The calculation of the tritium concentration was 
done in the following way: 

Net count rate/c ml-1 - average count rate/c ml-I-blank count rate/c ml-1 ( 3 )  

sample net count rate 

D20 net count rate 
Enhancement ratio - 

(4) 

The 
count rate with the efficiency factor, which is 0.224 c/d for this instrument. 

number of disintegration per min per ml was calculated by dividing the net 

net count rate/cpm ml-1 
dpm ml-1 = 

0.224 c/d (5)  

For cells number 1 and 2 for which some excess heat generation was observed, 
the tritium level amounted to 766.43 and 1730 dpm ml-1 respectively.* 

Let us compare the excess power generated in these open cells with the 
amount of T found. If all of the energy were coming from the tritium 
generating reaction, 

"The tritium concentrations in the samples of electrolyte from the cells in the 
present work have been checked by S. Landau of Case Western Reserve 
University and 2. Minevski of Texas A & M University, whose help in this 
matter is acknowledged. 
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D + D + T + H + 4.03 MeV (6) 

this would produce 4.03 MeV = 4.03 * 106eV 1.6022 
J/reaction. If 1 mW of heat is produced in a cold fusion reaction per 1 
cm3 of Pd the correspondin number of T atoms would be W/(6.46 x 

10-I9J/eV - 6.46 * 

W s/reaction) = 1.55 x 10 B reactions/s; i.e. 1.55 x lo9 T atoms would need to 

be produced. Tritium decays by the reaction 

T -+ 3He + j3- + (7) 

where ,9- is a beta particle and is a antineutrino. Tritium decay is, as 
with all radioactive nuclei, first order. For N atoms of 
is (16) 

dN 

dt 
_ _ _ _  = -AN 

The decay constant, related to the half life is (16) 

X - 1.782 x 
For 1 mW one should observe 

dN 

T, the decay rate 

(8) 

._ 

- _ - - -  (1.782 x s-I) (1.55 x lo9) = 2.76 dps = 166 dpm of T (9) 
dt 

Therefore, and 1730 dpm ml-I can account only for = 4-10 mW, 
i.e., three orders of magnitude below experimental observations (1). Much 
smaller, but still significant, enhancement of tritium was found in the gas 
phase for cells 1 and 4 after recombination of 02 with D2 and TD. Based on the 
separation factor one would expect a lower concentration of tritium in the gas 
phase, if tritium originates from the solution phase. Smaller concentrations 
of T in the gas phase then in the liquid phase were found by Bockris et al. 
(13)  for long electrolysis times. In certain short intervals, e.g., one day, 
however, a higher concentration in gas phase was observed. The frequency of 
our measurements was not sufficient to detect such short-lived changes. 

the observed 766 

The impurity layers on the Pd cathodes in the glass and nickel cells can 
seriously perturb the processes occuring at the cathode surface. Despite this 
layer, the palladium is still charged with deuterium. Definitive work, 
however, requires that these impurities are eliminated so that the behavior on 
clean palladium can be achieved. Then, the impurity effects can be tracked by 
the addition of each impurity under well defined condition. Such a study is 
needed but will prove very time consuming and expensive. Furthermore, if 
tritium is present in some of the materials used in the cell, it is necessary 
to explain why the large enhancement occurs only after long electrolysis times. 
One remote possibility, however, is that the Pd contained a relatively stable 
metal tritide which did not decompose at the temperatures involved in the 
vacuum pre-treatment of the Pd (e.g., 900OC). If this compound is quite stable 
and present in a separate phase, then the diffusion of this tritide to the Pd 
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surface would be extremely slow and probably at a negligible rate even on a 
time scale of weeks and months. The charging process, however, produces stress 
cracking and this would then provide a possible mechanism by which the electro- 
lyte solution could reach this tritide and become contaminated with T. 

AES and SIMS Analyses of the Composition of Pd Cathodes 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
(SIMS) were the ex s i t u  analytical techniques used for examining the surface of 
the palladium cathodes used to electrolyze D20 in deuterated aqueous 0.1 LiOD 
solutions. The electrodes were removed from the cell, blotted with towel 
papers and dried. A dry electrode was introduced into the vacuum chamber 
(-10- Torr), where the surface composition was examined with AES and SIMS. 
The surface was sputtered with an Argon ion beam in order to remove an aproxi- 
mately 90 A thick layer (sputter rate - - 5  A/s; time interval - 18 s ) ,  and the 
newly exposed surface was then analyzed. A depth profile of the electrode 
composition was obtained by repeatedly sputtering for a fixed interval of time 
and then analyzing the newly exposed surface. The depth profiling was 
continued until the AES and SIMS responses were virtually constant. 

The Pd cathodes were examined from the two different types of cells. The 
major difference in the construction of these two cells, as it pertains to 
these surface spectroscopy studies, is that the F-P type cell was made of 
glass, whereas the cell used in the Tronac calorimeter was made of nickel. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the Auger spectra for the Pd cathode used in the 
glass cell for 75 days when the sample was first introduced into the vacuum 
chamber (Fig. 1) and after an -3,000 A thick layer was sputtered off (Fig. 
2). The spectra are markedly different. The spectrum of (Fig. 1) shows peaks 
for Si, C, 0, Mg and Al, but there is no peak for Pd. The spectrum of the 
surface after sputtering (Fig. 2) showed one major peak characteristics of Pd. 

The AES depth profile (Fig. 3)  suggests that the composition found for the 
electrode surface (Fig. 1) prior to sputtering persists for -1,300 A, 
and then the composition of the electrode gradually changes to the Pd rich 
bulk surface composition (Fig. 2) between 1,300 to 1,800 A . No further 
noticeable changes were observed in the depth profile between 1,800 to 3,000 
A. 

A second piece of the same Pd cathode cut off after the electrochemical 
measurement was examined with SIMS. In principle, the SIMS technique should 
parallel the AES technique and also should be useful for detecting elements not 
observable with the AES technique, particularly lighter elements such as Li. 
There are pronounced peaks for masses 6 and 7 in the SIMS data for the surface 
(Fig. 4) before extensive sputtering. These peaks, which re resent Li6 and 
Li7, corresponding to OIg, which gave a 
prominent peak in the Auger spectrum for this surface (Fig. 1). The SIMS 
peaks 

are larger than the peaks at mass 16, 

for Li persist even after sputtering -9000 A off the original surface. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the Auger spectra for the Pd cathode 1 nm diameter 
wire used in the Ni cell, when the sample after two weeks of use in the elec- 
trochemical cell was first introduced into the vacuum chamber (Fig. 5) and 
after an -10,500 A thick layer was sputtered off the original surface (Fig. 
6). The spectrum of the unsputtered surface shows peaks for C, Ni and 0 (Fig. 
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5), but none for Pd. The spectrum of the surface exposed after sputtering 
shows only one major peak characteristics of Pd (Fig. 6). The AES depth 
profile (Fig. 7) suggests that the composition found for the virgin surface 
persists for -1,000 A, and then the composition gradually becomes richer in 
Pd and poorer in C, Ni and 0 between 1,100 to 6,300 A. The Pd rich bulk 
spectrum (Fig. 6) persisted between 6,300 tO 10,500 A from the original 
surface. 

These ex s i t u  studies show impurities masked the Pd from the surface for 
Pd Ni was found only in the 
Pd cathode used in the Ni cell, and probably came from the Ni cell case, Si, 
Mg and A1 were found only in the Pd cathode used in the glass cell, and probab- 
ly these came from the glass cell case. 

cathodes used in both the F-P type and Ni cells. 

Coulometric Determination of D Absorbed in Pd Cathodes 

Metallic palladium absorbs D to form a solid PdD, solution during the 
electrolysis of D20 at the cathode. The electrolysis of D20 in the Pd is 
sensitive to the conditions at the Pd surface. A coulometric stripping techni- 
que was used to analyze the amount of D absorbed in the Pd during the electro- 
lysis. The working electrode was a coil of Pd wire (diameter = 0.025 cm, area - 1.86 cm2, mass - 0.12 g; 99.997%, Puratronic grade, Johnson Matthey) crimped 
together with the end of a gold wire (d - 0.05 cm; 99.9985%, Puratronic, 
Johnson Matthey) which served as the lead to the potentiostat. During all 
electrochemical measurements, the Pd coil of the working electrode was 
completely 5 
LiOD in D20. A three compartment electrochemical cell was used. The electro- 
lyte in the working electrode chamber was continuously and vigorously degassed 
with N2 (99.995%, Ultrapure, Matheson). The counter electrode, a coil of Pd 
wire (A - 2 cm2), was in a chamber connected to the working chamber by a glass 
tube filled with a glass wool plug. The reference electrode was a reversible 
deuterium electrode (RDE) which was submerged into the reference chamber which 
in turn led to the working electrode chamber via a Luggin capillary. All 
potentials are given versus RDE unless stated otherwise. 

submerged in an anaerobic electrolyte solution consisting of 0.1 

The working electrode was rinsed with 0.1 LiOD in D20 and cycled between 
0.25 and 1.35 V until the steady state voltammogram shown in Fig. 8 (dashed 
line) was obtained. The' cell was then rinsed and refilled with fresh electro- 
lyte solution and sparged with N2 gas. The steady state voltammogram was 
observed after only a few cycles. When the cell was left at open circuit for 
several days, it came to rest at +0.83 V, and it always returned to +0.83 V at 
open circuit whether it was offset to more positive or negative potentials. 

Figure 9 shows the chronoamperometry curves for the charging of Pd with D 
at -0.3 V (negative current) and discharging of D from Pd at +0.83 V (positive 
current). During the charging at -0.3 V, 02 was clearly seen evolving at the 
counter electrode, but when the N2 bubbler was lifted out of the electrolyte 
solution in the working electrode chamber, there was no noticeable D2 gas 
evolution at the working electrode. This suggests that when D is formed on the 
Pd surface at -0.3 V, initially most of the D is absorbed into the bulk Pd. 
During charging at -0.3 V, the magnitude of the current was -10 mA in the first 
minute, gradually dropped to -1.5 nA after 10 hours, and finally stabilized at 
-0.7 mA after 1 day. 

There is an inflection in the chronocoulometry charging curve at -0.3 V 
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(Fig. 10, bottom curve) after 10 h. It was also noticed that after 10 or more 
hours that if the N2 bubbler was lifted out of the electrolyte solution, D2 
bubbles These observa- 
tions suggest that after 10 h the charging of the Pd with D is nearly com- 
pleted. Most of the charge measured before 10 h can probably be associated 
with the absorption of D by Pd, and the charge measured afterwards is probably 
associated mostly with D2 evolution at the Pd surface. 

were visible and slowly nucleating at the Pd surface. 

The endpoint of the charging process was difficult to assign since PdD, 
formation and D2 evolution can occur simultaneously as discussed above. The 
discharging to 
zero when discharge is complete. Although the charging of D into Pd (bottom 
curves in Figs. 9 and 10) took over 10 h, discharging of D from Pd at +0.83 V 
(see top curves in Figs. 9 and 10) was completed after -70 minutes. The 
relatively quicker discharging versus charging of D through Pd is consistent 
with a greater D concentration gradient and Pd lattice spacing within the 
electrode expected during the discharging compared to the charge process. 

process at +0.83 V was easily spotted because the current goes 

Several other charging potentials were tried, but the optimal charging 
potential was --0.3 V vs. RDE. The rate of charging Pd with D was impractical- 
ly slow at lower overpotentials (i.e., potentials more positive than -0.25 V). 
On the other hand, the rate of charging Pd with D was not noticeably increased 
at greater overpotentials (i.e., more negative than -0.3 V), although the rate 
of D2 evolution did appear to increase with increasing overpotential. This is 
evidenced by two observations: 1) the nucleation of bubbles within minutes of 
starting the charging of the Pd with D at -0.35 V compared to after -10 h of 
starting the charging of the Pd with D at -0.3 V and 2) the difference in the 
chronocoulometry curves for charging at -0.3 versus -0.35 V. Figure 9 shows 
the chronocoulometry curve for loading D.into Pd at -0.35 V (see bottom curve). 
Comparing this and the analogous curve in Fig. 10 for loading at -0.3 V, one 
can see that at any given time there was more total negative charge for the 
loading of -0.35 V versus at -0.3 V. Furthermore, even though the total charge 
collected at -0.35 V (-255 C) was greater than the total charge collected at 
-0.3 V (-142 C ) ,  both experiments gave roughly the same total value for dis- 
charge at +0.83 V, namely +lo7 c. Similarly, the total charge collected at 
-0.4 V was -289 C (and was accompanied by even stronger D2 bubble evolution), 
but still discharging the Pd cathode loaded this way gave just +122 C. 

The mass of the Pd in the electrode was 0.12 g, which corresponds to 1.1 x 
is 

due only to the discharge of D from Pd, the moles of D in Pd can be calculated 
from Faraday's law, moles(D) - Q(discharge)/nF, in which n is 1 for the dis- 
charge lo4 C/equivalent) . 
The results are summarized in Table 3. All three cases indicate that there was 
one D absorbed per Pd atom in the electrode over this range of loading 
potentials with 0.1 LiOD and D20 as the electrolyte solution. 

moles of Pd. Assuming that the positive charge collected at +0.83 V 

of 1 D from Pd and F is Faraday's constant ( 9 . 6 5  x 

The loading and discharging processes were essentially reversible when the 
loading potentials were more positive than -0.4 V. When larger overpotentials, 
e.g., -0.6 V vs. RDE, were used the value of the subsequent discharge fell to 
-+go C, the corresponding ratio of D to Pd in the charged electrode was 
-0.8. This suggests that charging Pd cathodes at high overpotentials (or 
alternatively at hiEh constant currents) may result in irreversible damage to 
the electrode, which may prevent attaining higher ratios of D to Pd. 

i.e., 

.. ~ . .. . -. . 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results reported here support, to a certain extent, the claim of 
tritium generated in the electrolysis of D20 on Pd of deuterium reported by 
Fleischmann, Pons and Hawkins (1). The following conclusions have been reached: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 .  

Enhancement of tritium was found in two out of five open cells with 
Pt-anodes and four out of four cells with Ni-anodes. The largest 
enhancement factor with respect to D20 is -50. 

The ratio of deuterium to palladium atoms was found to be 1 for 0.25 
mm wire, charged at E - -0.3 - 0.65 V. 
Surface analysis using AES and SIMS revealed a number of impurities 
on Pd surface after a long time electrolysis including Si, Pt or 
(Ni) and Li which was found to penetrate into the bulk of Pd. 

The neutron radiation measurements were inconclusive due to the 
uncertainty in determining the background correction. 

In general, on the experimental side there are many questions to be 
answered in order to increase the understanding of this phenomenon, These 
include the irreproducibility and sporadicity of the phenomenon, necessity for 
a prolonged electrolysis before the excess heat or tritium production occur, 
the role of the microstructure and of the trace impurities of palladium, the 
difference between the amount of excess heat in open and closed cell, the 
role of surface impurities and the role of lithium, if any. 

On the theoretical side the questions appear even more difficult. Table 3 
lists possible fusion reaction of deuterium. According to the accepted theo- 
ries the evidence for fusion of deuterium requires, besides the heat 
generation, a corresponding amount of neutrons, tritium and 3He. The branching 
ratio of reaction A and B (Table 4 )  is approximately one. The cross section 
for reaction C is on the order of l o7  lower than for A and B (16). 7-rays 
should be observed if the reaction K occurs in the electrochemical cell. 

The proposition that electrochemically induced fusion is involved does not 
satisfy these requirements. In order to overcome these difficulties several 
new mechanisms of fusion have been proposed. These include the mechanisms in 
which the energy from the reaction C dissipates into the lattice as heat rather 
than 7-photon (7, 8 ) ,  or in which two deuterons as bosons are squeezed 
together in a sphere of an octahedral site (19). Dendrites on Pd surface have 
been suggested as a explanation for tritium generation, due to increased 
electric fields around the dendrite tips (3). Fracto-fusion was also mentioned 
as a possible explanation in anology with the explanation of neutron generation 
upon fracturing LiD single crystals (19). There is, obviously, a need for more 
work in order to estimate the merits of these explanations, as well as to reach 
an complete understanding of the Fleischmann and Pons phenomenon. 
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Table 1: Cell parameters for Tritium measurements 

Cell Electrode size Supplier Pretreatment Anode Current 
d x 1 (cm x cm) (M/cm2> 

1 0.4 x 6 JMa oxid. Of Habs pt 5 - 400 

2 0.2 x 10 Eb Pt 60- 120 I 

11 3 0.1 x 5 JM Ni 10- 120 

I. 4 0.2 x 5 E Ni 10 - 120 
JH Annealing Ni LO - 120 5 0.1 x 5 

6 0.2 x 5 E NF 10-120 I, 

I 7 0 . 2  x 10 E Pt 10 - 120 

a - JM refers to Johnson Matthey. 
b - E refers to Engelhard. 
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Table 2 : Tritium Measurements 

N C R S ~ P  le 

Cell Days A C R ~  (cpm) N C R ~  (cpm) D20 DPM/mlC 
NCR 

1 42 21.13 5.13 1.6 44 
4 8  20.72 16.72 1.5 148 
58 35.08 19.08 6.5 170 
68 107.6351.20 85.9920.99 24.658.3 766 

75 34.05 18.05 6 160 
gas phase 68 42.6652.32 24.0650.93 8.322.3 114 

gas phase 75 20.93 4.93 1.6 44 

2 25 209.2720.80 193.80 
45 120.06+0.49 103.06 

6.2 1730 
4.1 920 

3 26 i59.14+1.83 143.2421.88 49.4213.~ 1278 

36 39.1421.95 22.7351.97 14.2 202 
gas phase 26 26.5320.86 9.6320.96 3.320.9 85 

4 26 91.5821.58 75.6821.64 26.157.3 675 
36 36.9450.54 20.5350.60 12.8 18 3 

5 26 58.1120.27 42.2120.51 14.654.1 376 

76d 37.0320.40 19.63 9.67 87 
36 40.2420.36 23.8320.63 14.8 212 

gas phase 76d 29.0020 .GO 11.60+0.71 5.7121.94 51 

6 26 80.5420.48 64.6420.64 22.326.2 577 

36 25.3520.37 8.94+0.46 5.5 79 
gas phase 56d 33.8850.55 16.68zO. 81 8.1222.75 73 

76d 35.9420.55 16.4820.81 9 ~ 1323.09 82 

gas phase 26 39.4020.86 23.5020.96 8.122.3 209 

gas phase 76d 26.6220.38 9.2220.70 4.5421.56 41 

7 16 22.2150.49 6.3150.65 2.1820.65 56 
36 20.9350.86 4.52+0.63 2.8 40 
76d 21.7620.86 4.36jl. 04 2.1520.88 19 

a ACR - average (4 replicates) count rate per 0.5 ml. 
b 

d 

NCR - net count rate per 0.5 m l .  
RPM - disintegrations per minute. 
Sample size - 1 ml. 
Typical background count rate - 16 cpm. 
ACR(Norel1 DzO) - -46 cpm; ACR(1sotech D20) - -19cpm. 
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TABLE 3 

Summary of the CAlCUhted Amount of the D 

Loadad in Pda at Different Overpotentials 

‘I (vol ts) Qdischarge ( c )  moles D 

-0.30 106.5 1.1 10-3 

-0.35 170.0 1.1 10-3 

-0.40 111.7 1.2 10-3 

8 Mass of Pd electrode was 0.12 g before and after 
the experiment. This corresponds to 1.1 x lo3 
moles Pd. 

React ion 

TABLE 4 . 

Nuclear Fusion Reactions 

Equa t ion 

D + D -. n I 2 . 0  MeV] + 3He [0.82 MeV] 

D + D -. H [3.02 MeV + T [1.01 MeV] 

D + D + y [23.0 MeV] + 4He [0.08 MeV] 

D + 6Li - n [2.96 MeV] + 7Be [ 0 . 4 3  MeV] 

D + 6Li + 4He [11.2 MeV] + 4He I11.2 MeV] 

D + 6Li - H [4.39 MeV] + 7Li [0.63 MeV] 

D + 7Li -. n [13.36 MeV] + 8Be [1.67 MeV] + n 

D + 7Li -. y [16.7 MeV] + 9Be [0.02 MeV] 

D + 7Li - p + *Li (endotrgic. -1.01 MeV) -. - p + “He [ 8 . 0 5  MeV] + 4He (8.05 MeV] 

D + 7Li + T + 6Li (endoergic, -1.81 MeV) 

[13.36 MeV] + “He (0.85 MeV] + “He (0.85 M e V ]  
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Fig. 1. Auger e l ec t ron  spectrum of  Pd cathode (Johnson Matthey, "Fusion 
rod") used i n  a g l a s s  c e l l  f o r  the e l e c t r o l y s i s  of D20 i n  0 . 1  
L i O D .  A s  introduced i n t o  the spectrometer with no s p u t t e r i n g  o f  the 
surface.  Incident beam energy - 10 KeV. Sampled a rea  25 x 25 p n 2 .  

30.0 m e  

Fig. 2 .  Auger e l ec t ron  spectrum of Pd cathode (Johnson Matthey, "Fusion 
rod") used i n  a g l a s s  c e l l  f o r  the e l e c t r o l y s i s  of D20 i n  0 . 1  
L i O D .  After  a -3000 A layer  w a s  sput tered o f f  the o r i g i n a l  surface.  
Incident  beam energy - 10 K e V .  Sampled a rea  25 x 25 pm2. 
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Fig. 5. Auger e lec t ron  spectrum of Pd cathode (Englehard) used i n  a Nickel 
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Fig. 6. Auger e lec t ron  spectrum of Pd cathode (Englehard) used i n  a Nickel 
c e l l  f o r  the e l e c t r o l y s i s  of D20 i n  0 . 1  fi LiOD.  After  10,500 
th ick  layer  was removed from the o r i g i n a l  surface.  Incident beam 
energy - 10 KeV.  Sampled area 25 x 25 pm2. 
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Fig. 7 .  Auger electron spectroscopy depth profile of Pd cathode (Englehard) 
used in a Nickel cell for the electrolysis of D20 in 0.1 5 L i O D .  
Sputter rate - 5 A/sec. Incident beam energy - 10 KeV. Sampled area 
25 x 25 pm2. 

-2.5 

E ( V O L T S )  vs RDE 

Fig. 8 .  Cyclic voltammograms of Palladium wire (d - 0.03 cm) in D20 with 
0.1 fi L i O D  under a N2 atmosphere. state 
voltammogram. Solid line is the voltammogram recorded after 
charging the Pd with D at -0.4V for 24 hours, followed by 
discharging the D at +0.83 V for 60 minutes. Scan Rate - 100 mV/s. 
Electrode area - 1.86 cm2. Counter electrode: Pd. 

Dashed line is the steady 
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Fig. 9. Chronocoulometry curve for the charging (negative charge) and 
discharging (positive charge) of D into palladium wire (d-0.03 cm). 
Electrode area - 1.86 cm2. Electrode mass - 0.12 grams. Electro- 
lyte: 0.1 LiOD in D20. Charging potential - -0.3 V vs RDE. 
Discharging potential - +0.83 V,vs RDE. 
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Fig. 10. Chronocoulometry cume for the charging (negative charge) and 
discharging (positive charge) of D into palladium wire (d-0.03 cm). 
Electrode area - 1.86 cm2. Electrode mass - 0.12 grams. Electro- 
lyte: 0.1 n LiOD in 40. Charging potential - -0.35 V vs RDE. 
Discharging potential - +0.83 V vs RDE. 
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DISCUSSION (YEAGER) 

Menlove: How long was the experiment run before excess heat was observed? 
Yeager: 50-60 hours. I n  another case, 1 percent excess was seen a t  306 hours, 
and 5 percent for a period following t h a t  time. 
Miley: 
percentage of the heat would be attributed t o  tritium? 
Yeager: Only a very small fraction, since the amount of tritium which we have 
detected i s  much less than t h a t  reported by Dr. Bockris and his group. 

I f  tritium i s  being produced along w i t h  the anomalous heat, what 
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REMARKS MADE AT THE NSF/EPRI WORKSHOP 
(J.W. BRAY) 

We have seen no positive results in our own work. All of our results have 
been negative for calorimetry. We have tried. All I want to do i s  make a 
point about differential calorimetry that we think is important. 

Of course, in any cell, one can write an equation like this. 

MCP - dTc = IV + Q, + Q,, - QL - IE 
dt 

The thermal mass o f  the cell MC, times the time derivative of the cell 
temperature dTc/dt is equal to a number of terms; basically, the input power 
minus the output power. 
the cell current and V is the cell voltage. 
power Qh into the cell, that is also an input. 
heat Q,, produced by the cell through some other unknown process within the 
cell, that is also an input. 

Not surprisingly, the input power i s  IV where I is 
If you’re putting any calibration 

If you are getting any excess 

The outputs are of course the loss o f  heat Q, from the cell and a voltage term 
E1 which represents other losses, such as losses which come from evaporation 
of the fluids in the cell. If it is an open cell, the major (non-heat) losses 
come from the gases which are being electrolyzed, so E contains a voltage 
equivalent for that. 
course. 

That is the E = 1.53 or 1.54 volts you have seen, o f  

The loss term Q, also is fairly obvious. 
of people already. 
component generally. 
by one or the other. 
case or it may be larger in any given circumstance. 

It has been talked about by a number 

Every cell will have these components, perhaps dominated 
The radiative term may be very small in a particular 

It can have a conductive component and a radiative 

Now, when T, is constant and there is no excess heat, the loss term Q, must be 
equal to the power IV being put into the cell plus any heater power Qh used in 
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t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  minus once again those l o s s  terms IE t h a t  I ‘ ve  a l ready 
descr ibed due t o  evaporat ion o r  e l e c t r o l y s i s  gases l eav ing  the  c e l l .  

Now, one can take  data from the  opera t ion  o f  a r e a l  c e l l  and use i t  t o  p l o t  
Q, i n  these two poss ib le  forms (conduction p lus  r a d i a t i o n ,  and i n p u t  minus 
ou tpu t ) ,  one form on the  x ax i s  and the  o the r  on t h e  y ax is .  
i n t e r c e p t  o f  such a p l o t  w i l l  g i v e  the  r e l a t i v e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  conduction and 
r a d i a t i o n  l o s s  f o r  t h e  c e l l .  

The s lope and 

So fa r ,  i t  i s  p r e t t y  elementary. When one i s  do ing d i f f e r e n t i a l  ca lo r ime t ry  
(by t h i s ,  I mean any circumstance i n  which one i s  adding t o  an opera t ing  c e l l  
an incremental heater  power), you’ve go t  a c e l l  which i s  opera t ing  under some 
c u r r e n t  I and are adding t o  i t  some add i t i ona l  heater  power Qh i n  order  t o  g e t  
a c a l i b r a t i o n  po in t .  

When one tu rns  on the  heater ,  go ing from zero t o  some power Qh, t h e  p o i n t  t o  
remember i s  t h a t  one can a f f e c t  a number o f  va r iab les  o f  t h e  c e l l .  You do no t  
j u s t  a f f e c t  t h e  temperature o f  t h e  c e l l  T, by turning on t h e  heater .  

You can poss ib l y  a f f e c t  t he  excess heat i f  you have any i n  a c e l l .  
knowledge, any o f  us, whether o r  no t  we would a f f e c t  t h a t .  
i t  i s .  We don’t know what i t  i s  caused by. Presumably, i t  cou ld  change due 
t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  one i s  causing t h e  heater  t o  go on. 
would happen, bu t  i t  i s  uncon t ro l l ed  and unknown. 

We have no 
We don’t know what 

God f o r b i d  t h a t  t h i s  

You w i l l  a f f e c t  t he  products l eav ing  t h e  c e l l  which are sa tura ted  by heavy 
water vapor; t h e  s a t u r a t i o n  w i l l  presumably increase due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  you 
have added a heater  pu lse  t o  the  c e l l  and increased t h e  temperature o f  t he  
c e l l  s l i g h t l y .  
vo l tage f o r  e l e c t r o l y s i s  products coming ou t  o f  t h e  c e l l .  F i n a l l y  and perhaps 
most impor tan t ly ,  t he  change o f  T, w i l l  change t h e  vo l tage o f  t h e  c e l l  V ( i n  a 
cons tan t -cur ren t  mode). 

Th is  increase o f  T, w i l l  a l so  s l i g h t l y  change t h e  equ iva len t  

Now t h e  p o i n t  i s  t h a t  t h e  changes do occur. 
they i n  any g i v e n  circumstance? 

The quest ion i s :  How b i g  are 
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And the only way you can know that is by putting in numbers from the cell that 
you are working with. That is the bottom line. 

If you put in numbers from cells that we have worked with and that we have 
looked at, we find that some of these correction terms are negligible. 
instance, changes caused by Qh on the evaporation products and on the 
electrolysis voltage itself usually are in the 1 percent range or so until you 
get up to temperatures which are fairly high compared to the boiling point of 
water. We usually find that the correction is quite negligible below about 60 
degrees centigrade, for instance. 

For 

However, we find that the change of V is not negligible. 
cell is changed when one puts in a heater pulse because one has changed the 
temperature of the cell and therefore, inter alia, the cell electrolyte 
res i st i vi ty . 

The voltage of the 

I noted with pleasure that Bob Huggins pointed this out in his talk. He was 
using a situation in which he was running cells at constant voltage. When he 
turned on his heater for the differential calibration, he showed you that the 
current of the cell increased under a constant voltage. This was because he 
increased the temperature of the cell and that reduced the resistivity of the 
electrolyte. 
resistance, the mechanisms that control the cell cause the current o f  the cell 
to increase, and the power into the cell IV increased. If you happen to be 
running a constant current cell, the opposite will happen. There, once again, 
the resistance of the cell will be increased. But, in that case, you will 
find that the constant current source will cause the voltage to be reduced 
because the resistance of the cell decreases. 

So, in order to maintain constant voltage with this reduced 

This effect is not negligible. We have found, for typical operations, a 15 
percent correction from this term not hard to get at all. 
depends on how large I is for the cell at the time you’re doing the 
calibration, so it varies. Of course, if I is zero, there is no effect from 
this term. 
term. 

How large it is 

But, if I is large, you could get a very large effect from this 
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The point is that it is important to take it into account, and the correction 
is in the opposite directions, depending on whether you are running at 
constant current or at constant voltage. 

Now, if you are taking just one data point, of course, you cannot satisfy 
conditions needed to derive both the radiative and conductive loss components 
for a cell. If you have both conduction and radiation as important terms for 
your cell, there is no way with one measurement that you can do it. You need 
at least two. 

In a circumstance where only one term is used, it is most conservative to use 
just the radiative term. If you have a strong radiative loss component to 
your cell, it has the strongest variation with T, and therefore can lead to 
the larger estimates of QL. 
one may underestimate the errors (variability ) of the cell, since the 
neglected conductive term wi 1 1  have some nonzero error associated with it . 

There is some danger in doing this, however, that 

This is really all the message I wanted to give you. It is important when one 
is doing differential calorimetry to do it correctly, and if one does it 
correctly, then one can get correct results. 
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DISCUSSION (BRAY) 

Chu: 
corrections which you mentioned? 
Bray: Yes, when we did not observe false excess heat. 
Bard: At what false excess heat level? 
Bray: It is not difficult to see a 15 percent false excess. 
current flowing through the cell when the calibration is performed. 
Fleischmann: This morning, Dr. Pons showed that following our data analysis one 
can predict precisely the effect of the calibration heat pulse on the calorimeter. 
I contend that if your method of analysis is used, the measured heat output will 
in fact be low. 
Bray: I disagree. 
Fleischmann: In our type of calorimetry, which has its weaknesses, progressive 
electrolysis takes place, leading to a sloping baseline. 
same as ours, but you do not take the baseline slope into account. 
Bard: I agree. 
function of time, where the electrolyte level, hence the radiation area, i s  

changing, then the relative proportions of conduction and radiation will vary with 
time. 
Appleby: Instead of using this calibration method, why not use substitutional 
calorimetry? 
Fleischmann: 
Chexal: If you have enough data points with electrolysis and the heater operating 
at the same time, and the calibration is carried out correctly, there is no reason 
why the sloping baseline terms are not already included in the calibration curve. 
Bray: I agree, if indeed you perform the calibration correctly. 
Bard: Bockris’s calorimetric technique is different. He calibrates with the 
heater to obtain an integral heat transfer coefficient before electrolysis begins. 
However, I think that a critical point being made here, Dr. Fleischmann, is the 
validity of the single-point heat calibration, forced back to the origin on the 
time axis. 
Fleischmann: I will make our data and calculations in our model available to 
anyone who asks for them. \:e know the values which we estimate, and we know that 
our estimate is !ow, as I pointed out yesterday. 

To see zero excess heat, did you make all the differential calorimeter 

It depends on the 

Your analysis is the 

If you have a situation where the cell constant is changing as a 

There is a good argument for changing to that technique. 
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Huggins: 
the baseline i s  time-invariant. 
constant-Zurreni system, will simplify matters. 
cells in this way. 
Appleby: Substitutional calorimetry using a built-in internal heater, which 
always operates, and whose output is controlled electronically to yield a 
constant-power output (rather than input) is another way to avoid these problems. 
Bray: 
power to maintain the cell at constant temperature. Using this method, one avoids 
the complications to which I referred. 

One can avoid this question by the use of a recombination cell, so that 
Similarly, a constant-power input, rather than a 

We are now operating some of our 

One can also lower the bath temperat’ure and add enough internal heater 
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INlTIAL CALORIMETRY EXPERIMENTS IN THE PHYSICS DIVISION-ORNL 

D. P. Hutchinson, C. A. Bennett, and R. K. Richards 
ORNL Physics Division 

J. Bullock N and G. L. Powell 
Y-12 Development Division 

Four calorimetry experiments were performed with palladium cathode electrolysis 

cells to investigate the possibility of cold fusion heat production based on the reported 

results of Fleischmann and Pons. Two of the cells contained 6.35-mm-diam x 10-cm-long 

palladium cathodes in a 0.2-M 6LiOD electrolyte; one cell contained a similar cathode in 

a 0.1-M 6LiOD electrolyte solution; and one cell used a cast 1.27-cm-diam x 10-cm long 

palladium rod in a 0.2-M electrolyte. All four cells were constructed with platinum wire 

anodes. One of the cells exhibited an apparent 2-3 W power excess for a period of 

approximately 300 hours of a total operating time of 1800 hours; each of the remaining 

cells remained in power balance for the 1800 hour period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Immediately following the announcement by Fleischmann and Pons' at the 

University of Utah of the discovery of cold fusion in an electrolysis cell containing a 

palladium cathode, several experiments were begun at ORNL to investigate this claim. 

A number of electrolysis cells were constructed using palladium foil cathodes and platinum 

gauze anodes in an attempt to measure cold fusion produced neutrons. A neutron counter 

was assembled using NE213 scintillator detectors, which employed pulse shape 

discrimination to reduce the effective gamma ray background. The background count rate 

of this detector was approximately 90 events per hour. Another detector located near the 

primary system was used to monitor any changes in the background level. No neutrons 

above the background rate were detected during these initial experiments. We then 

focused our attention on the report of excess heat result also made by the University of 

Utah group. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Four calorimetry cells were constructed with an electrolyte volume of 300 cc in a 

54-mm-0.d. quartz envelope. A diagram of the calorimetry cells is shown in Fig. 1. Each 

cell contained a Teflon plug in the top of the container with a number of penetrations for 

electrical connections, heavy water refilling, and sampling. Two 6.35-mm Teflon rods 

projected through the top plug to support the palladium cathode rod in the center of the 

envelope. The Teflon rods were spring loaded to allow for expansion of the palladium 

electrode during charging with deuterium. The anode was helically wound from platinum 

wire on the inside of a perforated quartz tube. The anode helix was wound on a mandrel 

and allowed to spring against the inside of the quartz tube for support. No internal 

recombiner was used to catalyze the recombination of the gases produced by electrolysis 

back into heavy water. The D, and 0, gases were allowed to escape through a vent hole 

in the top Teflon plug. The quartz cells were placed inside Teflon cylinders that in turn 

were immersed in a temperature controlled water bath. A 2.5-mm gap between the quartz 

and the Teflon cylinder was filled with D,O and contained a platinum resistance 

temperature detector (RTD). Another platinum RTD was placed in the water bath 

adjacent to the Teflon socket. A cell containing a resistance heater similar in size to the 

palladium cathode and identical in construction to the actual cells was placed into each 

Teflon socket, prior to activation of the cells, for calibration. Varying amounts of electrical 

power were applied to the resistance heater, and the temperature difference across the 

Teflon was noted for each setting. Calibration curves for three of the cells are shown in 

Fig. 2. The cali%ration data were fitted with a fourth order polynomial for use with the 

cell calorimetry data. The second order term was very small and the third and fourth 

order terms nearly zero. The cells were periodically re-calibrated during the course of the 

experiments, as well as whenever the bath temperature was altered. A shielded neutron 

counting chamber was prepared next to the constant temperature baths to permit neutron 

counting of the cells during operation without interruption of the electrolysis. 

f 
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t e f l o n  support 

quartz cell - 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the design of the calorimetry cells. 
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Fig. 2. Calibration curves for three of the calorimetry cells. 
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ELECTRODE PREE'ARATION 

Two of the cells contained 6.35-mm-diam x 10-cm-long annealed palladium 

cathodes, one of which was pre-charged in D2 gas to a stoichiometry of 0.6, in a 0.2-M 

%OD electrolyte; one cell contained a pre-charged annealed cathode in a 0.1-M 6LiOD 

electrolyte solution; and one cell used a cast 1.27-cm-diam x 10-cm-long palladium rod in 

a 0.2-M electrolyte. Annealing was performed by heating the rods to a temperature of 

900°C for 4 hours in vacuum. The cast 1.27-cm-diam rod and the 6.35-mm-diam non- 

pre-charged rod were baked at 200°C in vacuum for 24 hours to remove any residual 

protium before being placed in operation. The experimental parameters for the palladium 

cathodes are summarized in Table 1. The three 6.35-mm-0.d. rods were purchased from 

Johnson-Matthey. The cast rod was fabricated from stocks of palladium obtained at 

ORNL. 

RESULTS 
The cells were operated at an initial current density of 50 W c m 2  for 48 hours 

and then at a current density of 250 W c m 2  for over 1800 hours. Referring to the cell 

numbering from Table 1, cells #1,#2, and #3 have remained in power balance within an 

experimental uncertainty of +1 W for the duration of the experiments. However, cell #O 

exhibited an apparent excess power level of approximately 3 W for a 300 hour period 

beginning 180 hours after the beginning of the experiment. This imbalance was 

approximately 10% of the input power. Our calorimetry cells did not use an internal 

catalyst to promote the recombination of the electrolyzed gases back into heavy water. 

D20 was added to the cells every twelve hours to replace the water depleted by 

electrolysis. By carefully recording the water usage rate, we were able to determine that 

no recombination was occumng in the cells. 

The power balance for our cells was determined from the equation 

Pimhh- = heat output + electrolysis - electrical input . 
The heat output of the cells was measured by the calibrated platinum RTDs. The 

electrolysis term was determined by measuring the make-up water for the cells assuming 

the exhaust gases were 100% humidified. The electrical input was determined by 
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Table 1. Experimental paraiiieters 

Electrode Electrolyte Electrode 
Cell No. Configuration Concentration Conditioning 

0 6.35 mm diam 0.2 M LiOD Annealed 
1 6.35 rnm diam 0.2 M LiOD Annealed/ 

pre-chargedl 
arsenic added 

pre-charged 
2 6.35 mm diam 0.1 M LiOD Annealed/ 

3 12.7 mm diam 0.2 M LiOD Cast 

Note: 
1. All rods were 100-mm long. 
2. The 12.7-mm-diam rod was dropped cast in a chilled copper mold. The rod was 

x-rayed to identify any possible voids. 
3. All rods were heated in vacuum to remove residual protium. 
4. Current density = 250 mA/cm’. 
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monitoring the voltage and current going to the cells. The electrolysis cells were driven 

by computer-controlled constant current sources and the voltages across the electrodes 

were monitored by a digital-to-analog converter in the control computer. The constant 

current power supplies were calibrated prior to the experiment. At an operating current 

density of 250 mA/cm2, the total current to the 6.35-mm-diam rod cathodes was 5.03 amps. 

At this current, 1.88 grams of D,O were electrolyzed per hour of operation, resulting in 

volumetric water usage rate of 1.702 cchour. Using the value of 70.41 kcal/mol for the 

heat of formation of heavy water, this electrolysis rate results in 7.635 W of power 

consumption. Assuming that the exhaust gases have a relative humidity of loo%, the total 

water consumption rate we calculate is 1.88 cchour corresponding to a total electrolysis 

power level of 7.77 W, including power due to evaporation. The consumption of D,O was 

monitored over the entire course of the experiment. Figure 3 shows a graph of the 

measured replenishment rate for the first 21 days of the experiment. The open circles are 

the measured values and the straight line is a straight line. fit to the data points. The 

fitted value of 1.87 cchour is in excellent agreement with the predicted value of 1.88 

cchour. Using this result the heat balance equation becomes 

PimhLmcr = heat + 7.77 W - V,,, x Ice,, . 
In addition to control of the power supplies and constant monitoring of the cell 

parameters, the control computer was programmed to sweep the cell current once each 

hour. The duration of the current sweep was 5 seconds. The slope of the I-V curve is 

the electrolyte resistance? By multiplying the square of the cell current by this quantity, 

the ohmic power deposited in the electrolyte may be determined. Figure 4 contains a plot 

of the measured parameters of cell #O for the first 600 hours of operation. The lower 

curve, represented by the dots, is the ohmic power, 12,11 x Releeholyte, deposited in the 

electrolyte. The curve represented by the asterisks is the measured calorimeter power 

output determined by comparing the temperature difference across the Teflon with the 

calibration curve obtained with the electrical resistance heater. The curve represented by 

the x's is the electrical input power to the cell, V,,, x I,,,. Finally, the curve represented 

by the (+) symbol is the sum of calorimeter plus the electrolysis power value of 7.77 W. 

During the initial 75 hours of the experiment, cell #O exhibited a slight negative heat 
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Fig. 3. Heavy water consumption in cell #O for the first 21 days of operation. 
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Fig. 4. The measured output parameters of cell #O. 
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balance. At a level of less than 2 W tapering to zero at approximately 75 hours, this 

indicates an energy storage of approximately 270 kJ. This far exceeds the hydride heat 

of formation value of approximately 3 kJ calculated for these rods. Cell #O remained in 

balance until the 180 hour mark when a positive imbalance of 2 W was observed. Twelve 

hours after this apparent excess heat event began, the temperature of the water bath was 

inadvertently changed from an initial value of 18°C to 13". The ohmic power increased 

at this point due to the increased electrolyte resistance at the lower temperature. The 

input power also increased with the increased electrolyte resistance because the cells were 

driven by constant current sources. The calorimeter output also increased with the lower 

temperature and maintained the 2 W excess. The sawtooth behavior, which is most 

evident on the input power and ohmic power curves, with a period of approximately 12 

hours, occurred because of the changing level of liquid in the cell due to electrolysis and 

the periodic refilling twice a day. As the liquid level decreases, the heat transfer area 

changes and the electrolyte resistance decreases as the molality increases. Although the 

effect of these changes is not accurately known, we only use data taken at the peaks of 

the sawtooth, where we know the calibration is accurate, for evaluation. The gap in the 

data represents a period when the cell was removed from the calorimeter socket for 30 

hours. During this period, the socket was re-calibrated at the lower temperature and the 

cell was placed in the neutron counter. All of the parameters of the cell were monitored 

during this time except heat output. We arbitrarily chose to display data taken only when 

the cell was in the socket. The imbalance increased slightly until the 370 hour mark when 

the temperature of the bath was deliberately raised to 18°C. The imbalance nearly 

disappeared but recovered and increased over the next 120 hours to slightly over 3 W. 

At approximately 480 hours the cell bath temperature was lowered to 5°C in an attempt 

to study the effect of temperature changes on the imbalance. The excess power 

disappeared at this point and repeated temperature and current cycling failed to reproduce 

the effect. The power balance for cell #O for the first 25 days of operation is shown in 

Fig. 5. The data were averaged over a twelve hour period for this graph. We continued 

the experiment for a total period of 1800 hours with no recurrence of the excess heat 

observation. The other cells remained in accurate power balance during the entire 
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experimental period. During the observation of heat imbalance in cell #0, cells #O and 

#1 were switched in their calorimeter sockets to verify that the apparatus was working 

properly. The power readings for each cell during this period were consistent with the 

calibrations for both cells, the measured imbalance in cell #O remained irrespective of the 

calorimeter socket used. 

ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS 
Shortly after the power imbalance was discovered, cell #O was removed from the 

calorimetry socket and placed in a shielded neutron counter containing a pair of NE213 

scintillator detectors with pulse shape discrimination. The neutron emission level of the 

cell was determined to be less than 1 x lo-% neutrons/sec/d-d pair, as set by the 

background level of the counting system. The tritium level of the initial electrolyte fill of 

D,O was measured to be 1.0 x 106 dpndcc and increased to a level of 1.3 x 106 dpm/cc 

50 hours after the beginning of the apparent excess power production. The accuracy of 

the tritium measurement was at best 10%; because of this uncertainty we draw no 

conclusions from our measurement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During a period of approximately 300 hours, one cell of four exhibited a positive 

power imbalance of 2-3 W after a short period of negative imbalance. The mechanism 

responsible for this behavior has not been identified; it appears to be a transitory effect 

with some dependence on temperature. 

This research was supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of 

Energy, under contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, 

Inc. 
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DISCUSSION (HUTCHINSON) 

Teller: 
Hutchinson: 
percent. 
Chexal: Are all four cells identical? 
Hutchinson: They are identical in structure. Two of the palladium rods were 
purchased from Johnson-Matthey and annealed. 
laboratory, extruded into quarter-inch diameter bars, and given vacuum treatment 
at 250'C for 24 h. 
Santucci : 
Hutchinson: 
calibration curve a AT across the Teflon of 25'C. 
Santucci : What is the operating voltage? 
Hutchinson: About 7 V ,  corresponding to 5 A at 35 W. 
Santucci: .What is your net integrated energy balance? 
Hutchinson: After charging at 1 A for 130 h, we increase the current to 5 A, and 
excess heat appears almost immediately. However, I believe that we do not yet 
have a value for the integrated excess power out. 
Mansour: What type of surface measurements did you perform? 
Hutchinson: Dr. Farrell in our Solid State Division is starting a wide range o f  
analyses. Results will be available in about a month, including helium 
measurements. 
Mansour: 
that he has seen it without exception in palladium cathode samples which he has 
exami ned. 
Hutchinson: We have stainless steel heaters in our cells, which are used to check 
calibration for every current operating point. 
Bard: The use of metal heaters can be a source of error. 
accidently grounded, there can be additional heat input. 
Hutchinson: Our heaters are definitely floating, and they are located outside o f  
the teflon insulation, effectively outside of the cell. The platinum anodes are 
grounded. 
Bard: But you still detect iron deposition at the cathode? 
Hutchinson: 
Tef 1 on 1 i ner. 

The excess heat flux amounts to how much? About 3 percent? 
Our input is about 30-35 W, and its value is about 3-5 W, or 8-10 

The other two were melted in the 

They were not annealed. 
What is the AT at an excess power level of 9 W? 

It corresponds to 32-33 W input power, 40 W output, and from the 

You do find iron present, which correlates with Dr. Hoffman's remark 

If the heater is 

Yes, but the currents to the heatar are very small, because of the 
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Jones: You saw few neutrons. Did you de tec t  any t r i t i um?  
Hutchinson: In our i n i t i a l  experiments we used r eac to r  heavy water, containing 
about 106 dpm/ml. 
After one week of operation, the value i s  the same. 
recycle,  we c o l l e c t  samples every two days. 
f o r  analysis .  
Tel ler :  
so f a r .  
Hutchinson: A t  l e a s t .  
Huggins: What current densi ty  did you use? 
Hutchinson: 
Chubb: 
Hutchinson: 
palladium cathode, then scanned f o r  l i t h i u m .  We found none. The other  rods wil l  
be analyzed i n  turn. 
Jones: You have done no control experiments on l i g h t  water? 
Hutchinson: Correct. That work i s  planned. 
Jones: Did you see any helium, pa r t i cu la r ly  He-3? 
Hutchinson: 

More recent ly ,  we have used heavy water w i t h  12-15 dpm/ml. 
Since we have an external 

We a l so  conserve our recombined water 

So your excess level i s  perhaps 108 times higher than any tritium formed 

250 mA/cm2, t h a t  i s ,  5 A and 20 cm2. 

After our f i r s t  r u n  with excess heat,  we cut and polished the 
You mentioned t h a t  you did not de t ec t  l i t h i u m  i n  the palladium. 

The f i r s t  rod has been sent  f o r  helium analysis .  Any He-3 present 
was bel ow background. 
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Section 23 

DR. EDWARD TELLER: THE MESHUGANON 





A Catalytic Neutron Transfer ? 

by Edward Tel ler  

We have seen some interesting data during the last two days. They may not be 
statistically significant. Yet, if proved correct, some new phenomena may be at 
work. 

strong reasons. 
reaction by many orders of magnitude. 

The second reason, o f  comparable force, is the relative frequency of the D t 
D -> He, + n and the D t D -> T t P reactions. The rates should be nearly equal. 
But measurement of neutron production and triton production indicate that the 
second reaction is lo8 or IO9 times more likely than the first reaction. 

D -> T t P reaction does not proceed in the usual manner: 
rays are observed. Yet, they should be present due to the fast charged particles. 
Furthermore, the fast tritons should produce 14 MeV neutrons in interaction with 
the deuterium, and they are also not observed. 

Finally, the excess heat ascribed to cold fusion never occurs at the 
beginning of the electrochemical experiments. 
vari ab1 e delay. 

a new physical phenomenon must be involved. 
particle which catalyzes the transfer of a neutron from one deuteron to another. 
In the reaction with the first deuteron, a proton would be left behind; in the 
second reaction, a triton would be formed. 

but not necessarily repulsive. 
Meshuganon. 

into the systematics of new particles. An even stronger negative argument is that 
the Meshuganon does not explain the absence of gamma-rays, X-rays and 14 MeV 
neutrons. The contradiction with experiments is reduced because the energy of the 
D + D -> T t P reaction is delivered in two steps, rather than in one. 

I say new phenomena and not Cold Fusion. Cold fusion is excluded for two 
This prevents the One well-known reason is the Gamow factor. 

While there is some evidence suggesting the production of tritium, the D + 
no gamma rays or X- 

It is claimed to appear with a 

If the production of tritium and of excess heat should be firmly established, 
I would like to propose a new 

My friends have remarked that this proposal is "meshuge," which means crazy 
I accept this criticism and call my particle 

The most frequent argument against the meshuganon is that it does not fit 

In 
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addit ion,  a considerable pa r t  o f  the energy i s  ca r r i ed  o f f  by neutra l  p a r t i c l e s  
which can produce heat wi thout g i v ing  r i s e  t o  X-ray or gamma-ray emission. 

observation. It may be produced i n  a small f r a c t i o n  o f  the D t D fus ion 
reactions. 
f i e l d s  a t  cracks o r  surface i r r e g u l a r i t i e s .  
few observed neutrons. 
g ive r i s e  t o  the presence o f  enough Meshuganons t o  catalyze the neutron t rans fe r  
which then proceeds a t  a considerably higher ra te.  
would, o f  course, be l i m i t e d  by the energy avai lab le i n  the D + D react ions.  

(Mn) + D -> M + T. Here (Mn) stands f o r  a neutral  p a r t i c l e  composed o f  a neutron 
and a Meshuganon. 
the deuteron but l ess  than the binding energy o f  the second neutron i n  the t r i t o n .  
The binding o f  a proton t o  a Meshuganon (MP), must no t  occur because the 
production o f  (MP) would break the chain. 
comparable t o  t h a t  o f  an electron, one can describe i t s  behavior i n  i t s  
i n te rac t i on  w i t h  nuclear p a r t i c l e s  according t o  the Bom-Oppenheimer method. 
p laus ib le  t h a t  i n  the f i e l d  o f  a deuteron, the Meshuganon w i l l  have not  more than 
one bound state.  
proton and a neutron, the Meshuganon w i l l  almost exc lus ive ly  stay w i t h  the 
p a r t i c l e  t o  which i t  i s  bound most strongly.  

(MP) as a react ion product i s  i n  no way absurd. 
It seems necessary t o  assume t h a t  the Meshuganon have a f i n i t e  l i f e t i m e  but 

can accumulate so t h a t  i n  the presence o f  t h i s  ca ta l ys t  the energy production and 
the generation o f  t r i t i u m  can proceed a t  an unusually f a s t  ra te .  Models t h a t  can 
accomplish t h i s  may be constructed. 

I n  the presence o f  beryl l ium, the react ion Be + M -> (Mn) + a  t a  might be 
observed. I n  the presence o f  Ua5, one might expect U,,, + (Mn) -> M t f i ss ion .  
This should y i e l d  observable f iss ion-products and considerable release o f  heat. 
Neither o f  these react ions i s  a necessary consequence o f  my assumptions. 
observation o f  e i t h e r  would be most i n te res t i ng  whi le the absence o f  both would 
make the hypothesis o f  a Meshuganon more u n l i k e l y  t o  represent r e a l i t y .  

u n t i l  a decis ion i s  obtained. 
probable explanation. I n  any case, the experimental observations, i f  they are 
confirmed, must be explained by means tha t  are outside o f  conventional nuclear 
physics. 

The Meshuganon designated as M should be neutra l  t o  escape d i r e c t  

These react ions could occur i n  very ra re  cases due t o  strong e l e c t r i c  

These react ions would account f o r  the 
The doubly ra re  production o f  Meshuganons would eventual ly 

The mass o f  the Meshuganon 

My proposed c a t a l y t i c  chain involves two reactions: D + M -> (Mn) + P and 

I t s  binding energy must be greater than the binding energy i n  

Since the Meshuganon has a mass 

It i s  

I n  t h a t  case, dur ing a d issoc iat ion o f  the deuteron i n t o  a 

Therefore, the systematic absence o f  

The 

My conclusion i s  t h a t  the experimental work on "co ld fusion" should continue 
The Meshuganon may g ive a possible but  not a 
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ABSTRACT 

Two series of experiments were performed to determine the conditions of 

cell operation that produce sufficient excess heat to be useful for the 

production of energy. 

temperature analysis of' identical light- and heavy-water electrochemical cells 

were too ambiguous and, thus, not suitable for evaluating excess heat 

effects. In the second series, two Pd-D/LiOD-saturated D,O/Pt cells were 

operated at current densities between 15 and 500 mA/cm2 in a constant-heat- 

loss-rate twin calorimeter for 460 hours. Water loss measurements during the 

experiments indicated that the recombination reaction (D2 + 0, + D,O) did not 

occur. The D/Pd ratio was determined gravimetrically during the experiments. 

No excess heat was found within the sensitivity (0.13 W, 0.082 W/cm3 of Pd, 

0.013 W/cm2 of Pd) and precision (+0.3 - W) of the calorimeter. 

In the first series, the results from a differential 
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CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS ON ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS WITH Pd-D CATHODES 

L. Redey, K. H. Hyles, D. Dees, H. Krumpelt, and D. R. Vissers 

Electrochemical Technology Program 
Chemical Technology Division 
Argonne National Laboratory 

INTRODUCPION 

The purpose of these experiments was (a) to investigate the energetics of 

the electrochemical formation of Pd-D, (b) to verify the claims of excess heat 

generation reported by Fleischmann and Pons,(l) and (c) to ascertain whether 

an electrochemical cell could be operated to produce sufficient excess heat 

for the production of useful energy. These experiments were not designed to 

detect any nuclear radiations and, thus, to verify the results of Jones.(2) 

This article is based on the presentation given at the Workshop on Cold Fusion 

Phenomena, Santa Fe, NM. ( 3 )  

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Two series of experiments were performed: (a) differential temperature 

analyses of identical light- and heavy-water electrochemical cells and (b) 

calorimetric measurements of operating heavy-water electrochemical cells. 

In the first series of experiments, the temperature difference between 

identically constructed Pd-H/LiOH-saturated-H,O/Pt and Pd-D/LiOD-saturated- 

D,O/Pt cells was monitored. 

difference would be close to zero until the onset of "cold fusion," when the 

D,O cell would become noticeably hotter. However, it proved to be impossible 

to maintain identical electrochemical conditions in both cells. For example, 

to maintain the current densities the same in the two cells, the cell 

It was anticipated that the temperature 
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operating voltage of the heavy-water cell became higher than the light-water 

cell; this in turn caused the temperature to be also higher. When the current 

densities and the cell voltages were both made the same by manipulating the 

cell resistance, the light-water cell became very slightly warmer (0.8 K). We 

concluded that the results from this kind of experiment were too ambiguous 

and, thus, not suitable for evaluating the occurrence of excess heat as has 

been re~0rted.t~) 

In the second series of experiments, Pd-D/LiOD-saturated-D20/Pt cells 

were operated in a constant-heat-loss calorimeter that was sensitive enough to 

detect the levels of excess heat previously reported. ( 1 r 4 1 5 )  

been generally defined as that heat output from the cell, after suitable 

corrections have been made to account for several concurrent side reactions, 

that is greater than the heat equivalent of the electrical energy that was put 

into the cell. Details of this series of experiments and the associated 

calculations are described below. 

Excess heat has 

EXPERIHENTAL 

The Calorimeter 

The schematic of the constant-heat-loss-rate water calorimeter that was 

built for the specific purpose of this experiment is shown in Fig. 1. 

electrochemical cell, located in the water of the calorimeter, was controlled 

at 30.OoC. The constant-temperature bath that surrounded the calorimeter was 

held at 21.OoC by flowing the water through a controlled-temperature 

circulator. A heat-loss-rate control gap regulated the rate of heat transfer 

between the calorimeter and the bath. 

.placing air in the gap for levels of cell heat production up to 5 W and water 

The 

The heat loss rate (a,) was varied by 
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in the gap for levels ‘ ~ p  tc 30 U. The bath vas ikrmally insulate? from the 

surroundings by thick layers of Styrofoam. 

any significant direct heat loss to the ambient air through the top of the 

cell. 

electrical heater that was placed into the electrolytic cell. 

the water temperature of the calorimeter uniform; however, in this type of 

calorimeter, neither the temperature of the electrochemical cell nor any 

nonuniform temperature distribution in the cell affects the precision of the 

heat measurement. Prior to operation of the electrochemical cell, the 

calorimeter was calibrated by introducing known resistive heat inputs. 

The cover was insulated to prevent 

The heat loss from the calorimeter was calibrated with a precision 

A stirrer kept 

The principle of the calorimeter is illustrated in Fig. 2. To maintain 

the temperature of the calorimeter constant, the rate of heat loss from the 

calorimeter to the bath (W,) was precisely compensated for by adjusting the 

heat input from the electrical heater (W,). 

off, W, = W,; when the electrochemical cell was on and produced heat, the 

When the electrochemical cell was 

heater input was decreased in accord with the following relationship: 

W, = W, + Q,. 

The constant temperature bath contained twin calorimeters so that two 

electrochemical cells could be identically operated; thus, the results would 

emphasize any unusual occurrences that may occur in one of the cells. The 

electrical circuit diagram for the electrochemical cells is shown in Fig. 3 .  

The power source was a potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research Model 375) 

operatea in the galvanostatic mode. The cell voltage was measured by high 

.precision digital meters. 
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The overall precision of the heat flux, determined t o  ?x k0.3 W at  low 0, 

and k0.4  W at high Q,, was limited by some slight temperature oscillations 

experienced by the calorimeter, which were in the range of 0.1OC. Because 

these oscillations were quite slow (less than O.l0C/6 h), the sensitivity of 

the calorimeter was better--approximately 0.13 W over a period of one hour. 

The time constant of the calorimeter to reach steady state after changing the 

current density was about 10 minutes. Included in these values are all the 

experimental errors related to the measurements of the temperature, cell 

voltage, heater voltage, and current. When related to the volume, surface 

area, and weight of the starting Pd cathode, the sensitivity of the 

calorimeter was 0.082 W/cm3, 0.013 W/cm2, and 0.068 W/g respectively. 

Considering that the reported levels of excess heat('s4c6) have been around 

10 W/cm3, this precision was more than adequate €or the present experimental 

purposes. 

The Electrochemical Cell 

Details of the electrochemical cell are shown in Fig. 4 .  A wrought Pd 

rod cathode was supplied by Johnson Matthey (AESAR's #12557) and had the 

following characteristics: 99.96% pure, 0.63 cm diameter, and 5 cm long (1.58 

cm3, 10.29 cm2, 19 g). The rod was degassed, either at temperatures below 

100°C or at high temperatures in vacuum, and then was heat treated before each 

experiment at 65OOC for an hour in air and, finally, at 6OOOC in vacuum €or 

about 18 hours. 

#10285) and had the following characteristics: 

and 100 cm long. 

into the cell. 

A Pt wire anode was supplied by Johnson Matthey (AESAR 

99.95% pure, 0.1 cm diameter, 

The anode wire was wound into a 3.2 cm ID coil to snugly fit 
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Thc elactroiyte was about 40 cn3 of LiOD-saturated D,O. The LinD- 

saturated D,O was prepared from 99.9% pure Li metal, supplied by Johnson 

Matthey (AESAR #10767), and 99.8% pure D,O, supplied by Aldrich (#15,188-2). 

Saturated LiOD electrolyte (about 12 w/o) was used to lower the resistivity, 

compared with that of the 0.1 M LiOD solution used by Fleischmann and Pons('), 

produced less irreversible heat during electrolysis and, thus, improved the 

precision of the experiment. The cell was covered, leaving only a small gap 

to allow escape of the electrolyzed gases, to minimize the back diffusion of 

H,O vapor from the ambient atmosphere. 

the electrolyte as was shown by the post-experiment chemical analysis. 

Nevertheless, some H,O did contaminate 

The Pd cathode was supported by a stainless steel tube current lead that 

was covered by a Nalgene tube to preclude any involvement of the stainless 

steel in the electrochemical reaction. A thermocouple, inserted through the 

tube, was in physical contact with the Pd cathode to monitor any rapid 

temperature excursions that might occur. 

Six extended duration experiments were carried out under a wide variety 

of conditions. The cumulative electrolysis time was 1500 h. The duration and 

charge input of the longest experiment were 460 h and 700 Ah, respectively. 

During the course of the experiments, the following measurements were made in 

addition to the calorimetric ones: (a) the weight of the Pd cathode to 

calculate the D/Pd ratio, (b) the potential of the PdD, cathode on closed and 

open circuit -versus a Hg/HgO reference electrode filled with LiOD-saturated 

D,O, and (c) the weight of the heavy water added t o  maintain the electrolyte 

level in the cell constant to within 0.3 cm. 

At the end of the experiment the electrolyte was chemically analyzed. A 

H/D ratio of 0.02 was found after 460 h of cell operation, presumably the 
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result of some D,O/H,O exchange fros the atmospheric moisture. 

for tritium in the electrolyte (269 d/m/ml) at the end of the same experiment 

indicated no significant change over that in the as-received heavy-water 

(138 d/m/ml). The Pd cathode was degassed after the experiment, and the 

original weight of the palladium still remained. However, the outcoming gas 

had an average AID ratio of 0.06 which means that the actual concentration of 

deuterium in the PdD, cathode was slightly less than that calculated from only 

the weight measurements. 

An analysis 

DATA EVALUBTION 

Power Balance 

During the operation of the electrolytic cell, several well-identified 

electrochemical, chemical, and electrical processes occur and produce heat 

effects in the cell. 

of excess heat generation can be made. 

with the cell resistance, the electrolysis of heavy water, the absorption of 

deuterium into the palladium lattice, and the loss of  water from the cell. It 

is assumed in this analysis that no significant amount of recombination had 

occurred during electrolysis. 

These processes must be quantified before any assessment 

The processes are those associated 

The cell impedance includes the ohmic resistance of the cell (R), the 

polarization of the Pd cathode (nC), and the polarization of the Pt anode 
( 0 , ) .  The rate of heat generation from these processes is the sum of the 

individual effects (QIRR) given by 
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where I is the cell current. 

referred to as electrochemical irreversible heat that arises from performing 

the electrolysis reaction at a finite rate. It can be shown that 

Q,,, is an exothermic pr~cess and is cfrer? 

Q,,, = WE - I(AG/2F) = I (E - 1.2570), (3) 

where E is the applied cell voltage, WE =I E is the electrical power to the 

cell, AG = 242.6 kJ/mol D,O at 30°C(6~7) is the free energy change in the 

electrolysis of heavy water, F is the Faraday constant, and 1.257 volts is the 

thermodynamic voltage. 

Even when carried out at a reversible rate, the electrolysis of heavy 

water (and any other reaction for that matter) produces heat effects equal to 

the change of entropy (AS) multiplied by the absolute temperature (T). 

heavy water electrolysis, this heat effect is endothermic, and the rate of 

For 

heat adsorption ((IxEv) at a finite rate is given by 

Q,,, = I (TASI2F) = 0.269 I, (4) 

where AS = 170.8 J/K mol D,O at 30°C(6*7), and 0.269 volts is the value. 

The heat generation from the absorption of deuterium becomes negligibly 

small as the D/Pd ratio in the Pd cathode approaches 0.7. 

The water loss processes include the saturation of electrolyzed gases 
- with D,O vapor and the entrainment of liquid D,O in the gas leaving the 

electrochemical cell. An evaluation concluded the sum of all these effects is 

negligible (less than 1% of the total heat effects) for the present 

experiments. 
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Assuming that no excess heat is generated, the net  heat output from t h e  

electrolysis cell (W,) is given by the sum of all the above effects, or 

W, = Q,,, - QREV = WE - I (AG + TAS)/2F = WE - I(A8/2F) = I(E - 1.526), (5) 

where AH = 294.4 kJ/mol D,O at 3 0 ° C ( 6 1 7 )  is the enthalpy change in the 

electrolysis of heavy water and the thermal neutral is 1.526 volts is the 

value. Intuitively, the enthalpy term in Eq. 5 arises because it is the 

quantity of power input to the electrolysis cell that produces chemical energy 

without heat evolution. 

electrical input to the cell. 

Therefore, W, can be thought of as the adjusted 

The excess heat generated can be determined by 

(6) Excess Heat = Q, - W,, 

where Q,, which is the measured heat-generation rate of the electrolysis cell 

transported to the calorimeter, is defined in Eq. 1. 

Energy Balance 

The energy balance is based on the comparison of the jQ,dt and J'W,dt 

integrals calculated for a period of time starting at time t, and ending at 

time t,. Ideally, the integrals should cover the entire span of the 

experiment; but, because of the nature of the instrumentation available, it 

was only possible to calculate the integrals over periods of constant current 

density of 10- to 50-h durations with acceptable accuracy. 

Mass Balance 

A mass balance was performed to evaluate how much water was lost from the 

eIectrolytic cell due to the saturation of the electrolyzed gases with D,O 
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vapor and the entrainment of liquid D20 in the gas leaving the cell. 

balance was also used to determine the extent that the electrolyzed gases had 

recombined in the cell. The mass balance was calculated by determining the 

rate at which water had to be added to the cell to keep the electrolyte level 

constant and comparing it to the cell current (knowing that each ampere of 

current consumes heavy-water at a rate of 6.22 mg/min due to electrolysis and 

an additional 0.41 mg/min at 30°C due to the saturation of the gases). The 

loss by entrainment was three orders of magnitude smaller than the loss by 

electrolysis. 

The mass 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following chemical processes were addressed in the analysis of the 

experimental results: the electrolysis of water, 

2D,O = 2D2 + 0,; 

the recombination of the split D, and 0, gases, 

2D, + 0, = 2D20; 

The formation of PdD, from gaseous D,, 

xD, + 2Pd = ZPdD,, 

and from liquid D,O, 

Pd + xD+ + xe- = PdD,; and 

the decomposition of PdD,, 

2PdD, = 2Pd + xD,. 

(7)  
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Whereas the actual reaction steps may be nuch more complicated than these 

processes would indicate, the energy calculations only require a knowledge of 

the beginning and end of the process. Of these processes, the electrolysis of 

water (Eq. 7)  is of primary importance because it dominates the energetics of 

the experiments. 

The electrochemical formation of PdD, (Eq. 10) made a significant 

contribution t o  the power, energy, and mass balances (PEM balances) only 

during the comparatively short periods in the experiments when the formation 

of PdD, was rapid. 

PdD, was slow, and this reaction then contributed less than 1 percent to the 

PEM balances, as was deduced from the measured current efficiencies shown in 

Fig. 5 .  

phase (Eq. 9) at ambient temperatures and pressures only up to about x = 0.6; 

higher concentrations require electrochemical charging. 

During most of the experiment, the compositional change of 

It should be noted that PdD, can be formed directly from the gas 

The decomposition of PdD, (Eq. 11) occurs when the cell is on open 

circuit. 

deuterium in the PdD,, (Fig. 6) and on the elapsed time after current 

interruption in accord with Fick's law of diffusion. 

The rate of decomposition is dependent on the concentration of 

The extent that the evolving D, and 0, gases recombine (Eq. 8) must be 

carefully considered in calculating the PEM balances. The recombination rate 

is directly related to the rate that the heavy water had to be replenished to 

keep the level constant in the electrolytic cell. In all of these 

experiments, the measured replenishment rate was essentially equal (Fig. 7 )  to 

the rate that the water was electrolyzed, as calculated with Faraday's law and 

the measured current input, and increased by the amount of heavy water needed 
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to saturate the evolving gases at 30°C. Because no recoabination of deuterium 

and oxygen was observed, no correction for recombination was included in 

EqS. 2-6. 

The lack of recombination in our experiments does not exclude the 

possibility that, under other investigators' experimental conditions, 

recombination might have occurred and have been overlooked. If recombination 

does occur, the factor 1.526 in Eq. 5 must be reduced in proportion to the 

recombination rate. 

because of the low solubility and slow diffusion of D, and 0,, there are 

conditions when fast recombination can occur. For example, on exposed 

electrolyte-free surfaces of the Pd or Pt electrodes or in the electrolyte 

when 0, gas bubbles admix with D, gas bubbles on the surface of electrode and 

recombine. 

electrodes at high current densities, which can be very pronounced in dilute 

electrolytes, and create favorable conditions for recombination or peroxide 

formation. Peroxide, or other impurities, can set up heat-producing 

irreversible reactions or electrochemical-chemical cycles. 

Whereas recombination is slow in liquid D,O itself 

Further, pH changes can occur in the surface layers of the 

The concentration of deuterium in the Pd cathode was determined by 

gravemetric measurements. Because some deuterium escaped from the Pd 

electrode as the measurements were being made, time plots were necessary to 

extrapolate the weights to when the current to the cell was first interrupted. 

The decomposition of  PdD, (Eq. ll) produced a very distinct cooling effect 

while the PdD, electrode was being weighed. Up to about x = 0.7, the 

deuterium uptake in the PdDx electrode was relatively fast, as is reflected by 

the observed high current efficiency (Fig. 5 ) .  However, very energetic 

electrochemical conditions were required to achieve higher deuterium 
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concentrations. A manifestation of this is the low electrode poteniial 

measured at high concentrations. In the compositional range of the a and a+B 

PdD, phases, the electrode had potentials in agreement with the 

literat~re(~*~), that is, about 30 mV at x<0.4 and a gradual decrease to about 

zero as x reached 0.6 (these potentials are relative to a Pt(D)/D, electrode 

prepared with the same electrolyte, and assuming that the Hg/HgO reference 

electrode used in the measurement had a 920 mV potential against this 

electrode). At concentrations greater than x = 0.6, however, the open-circuit 

potential of the PdD, electrode shifted to approximately -90 mV, indicating 

that the deuterium had a high fugacity and was very energetic in the PdD, 

electrode. 

periods (10-20 minutes) after the current was interrupted and then slowly 

drifted to less negative values. 

decrease in the deuterium in the surface layers of the PdD, electrode. 

This negative potential was not stable but did persist for long 

This behavior was probably due to the 

The results of the PEM balances are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 .  The heat 

output of the cell (a,) and the adjusted electrical input (W,) show agreement 

well within the accuracy limits of the measurements. Thus, no excess heat was 

found within the limits of the sensitivity and precision of the calorimeter as 

operated under the described experimental conditions+ 

conditions encompassed many of the factors that have been suggested as 

influencing the onset of "cold fusion." These are (a) the Pd cathode had 

sufficient mass and surface area to meet the reported claims for both bulk 

effects'l) and surface effects(2); (b) the applied current densities covered 

the wide range from 12.5 to 500 mA/cm2 (Fig. l o ) ;  (c) -the duration of the 

experiment was long enough t o  maintain a high concentration of deuterium in 

the Pd cathode for hundreds-of hours (Figs. 10 and 11); and (d) the ratio of 

The experimental 
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D/Pd in the PdD, electrode approached 1.0, that is, PdD. The datz in 

Fig. 11 have been cprrected for the measured R/D ratios. It should be noted 

that the deuterium concentration did fluctuate (Fig. ll), even at constant 

current density for unknown reasons. Because the deuterium concentration in 

the PdD, electrode was measured relatively infrequently, the instantaneous 

rate of change of x is unknown. However, the examination of the continuous 

temperature record of the PdD, electrode showed that to within - +O.O25OC no 

sudden temperature changes occurred. Furthermore, our calorimeter could 

detect a change in x of 0.1 within a 10 minute period assuming an enthalpy of 

33 kJ/mol D,. ( *  elo *11) 

CONCLUSION 

No excess heat was observed in Pd/LiOD-saturated D,O/Pt cells during long 

duration experiments conducted with a high sensitivity, constant-heat-loss- 

rate calorimeter. The experimental conditions covered a wide range of 

parameters that have been described as being important to the production of 

excess heat. Additionally, quantified were the power/energy/mass balance, 

deuterium concentration and potential of the palladium cathode, degassing of 

Pd-D, and tritium level of the electrolyte. All of the observed heat effects 

were accountable by established electrochemical, chemical, electrical, and 

thermodynamic processes. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 

Constant Heat-Loss-Rate Calorimeter 

Mass-, Energy-, and Power Balance Considerations 

Circuit Diagram for Calorimetric Experiments 

Electrolytic Cell for Calorimetric Experiments 

Current Efficiency of PdD, Formation at Low Current Density 
(i<25 mA/cm2) 

Degassing Rate of PdD, at 2 min. after Current Interruption 

Water Loss Rate for the Experiment 

Comparison of the Heat Output of the Cell (a,) and the Adjusted 
Electrical Input (W,) 

Difference of Heat Output (a,) and Adjusted Electrical Input (W,) 

Current-Density Program for the Experiment 

Deuterium Concentration Variation During the Experiment 
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WL : Heat-loss rate from calorimeter to bath 
WH : Electrical heater power to calorimeter 
WE : Electrical power to cell 
Qc : Heat-generation rate of cell transported to calorimeter 

Cell 
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Calorimeters in Common Bath 
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DISCUSSION (MYLES) 

Bard: Is the heat output in your substitutional calorimeter controlled 
automatically? 
Myles: Yes. The internal heater is automatically controlled by a data 
acquisition system. At Argonne we have an electrochemical technology laboratory 
for fuel cell and battery development work, which has the instrumentation in situ. 
The calorimeter was home-built. It also contained a home-built counter for 
thermal neutrons. 
Yeager: How accurately is the calorimeter temperature controlled? 
Myles: To less than 0.1.C. 
Hoffman: You use the Intense Pulse Neutron Source (IPNS) to determine the 
location of the deuterium in the palladium while electrolysis takes place? 
My1 es : 
Talcott: 
Myles: 
only one or two weeks ago. 
Talcott: Is Dr. Gian Felcher doing this work? 
Myles: That is correct. 
Chu: 
composition for PdD, gave an x value equal to unity. 
si ngl e weighing? 
Myles: 
repeated experiments. 
are removed from the cell, so that the gravimetric data are probably low. 
Chu: 
Myles: Charging was typically for 6 weeks, although some specimens have operated 
for longer periods, up to several months. For specimens of the diameter which we 
used, based on the size of specimen reportedly used by Pons and Fleischmann, these 
times may have not been long enough. 
smal ler-di ameter cathodes. 

The information is given in the paper. 

Exact1 y . 

I am sorry, but I was not responsible for the data analysis, which started 
How do you handle the D,O background in the IPNS? 

On one of your graphs, you showed a point indicating that your final 
Was this determined by a 

All of our results involved multiple weighings over several weeks of 
There are possible losses o f  deuterium when the specimens 

How long was your palladium cathode typically charged? 

In further work, we would like to examine 
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EXACT UPPER BOUNDS ON BARRIER PENETRATION IN MEDIA: 

SOLID-STATE EFFECTS CANNOT ENHANCE FUSION RATES ENOUGH 

Gordon Baym 

Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 

1110 W. Green Street, Urbana, Illinois 61801, U.S.A. 

In two recent A. J. Leggett and I developed an exact quantum mechanical 

upper bound on the rate at which two deuterium atoms in palladium in equilibrium can 

overcome their repulsive Coulomb barrier and tunnel to zero separation, thus giving rise to 

a fusion reaction. Underlying the mathematics is the very simple physical observation that 

from the point of view of the solid-state environment, two deuterium at zero separation 

look to the medium like a 4He atom. If solid-state effects favor having two deuterium at 

zero separation, then one should also find enhanced binding of 4He. 

Experimentally the deuterium affinity, Kd, is3 2.4 eV in Pd. While we were unable 

to discover any published direct measurement of the helium atom affinity, K4, for Pd or 

Ti, the fact that at room temperature 3He desorbs4 from Ti and forms bubbles5 in Pd 

suggests that, as for other metals, K4 is at best very small (< 1 eV). While it would be 

very useful to have accurate data for the 4He affinity, there is no evidence of solid-state 

enhancement of the binding of 4He. 

The technical argument can be summarized as follows: first, writing the tunneling 

rate from radius T as usual as e -B ,  we demonstrate, by judicious choice of variational 

wavefunctions for the exact many-body ground state, the inequality: 

where p is the reduced mass of the tunneling nuclei, and Bo is the rate that would be 

calculated in the lowest Born-Oppenheimer approximation for tunneling from any radius T 

in the classically inaccessible region of that approximation. Second we combine this result 
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with an exact lower bound for Bo employing the f f i i t y  data, to show that for two isolated 

deuterons in Pd or Ti a very conservative upper limit on the probability density of two 

deuterons to be at the origin at zero temperature is 2 x 10-3'/cm3. This number is to be 

compared with the value of order 10-7/cm3 needed to understand the more conservative 

claims for a positive fusion rate. In other words, equilibrium zero-temperature solid-state 

physics provides an upper limit some 23 order of magnitude too small. 

As discussed in ref. 1, to attain the necessary - lo7 enhancement in equilibrium 

at room temperature would require unprecedented long range thermal effects of distant 

particles on the tunneling process. Similarly to attain the necessary enhancement by means 

of collective processes among the deuterons, would require a totally unphysical value of 

the deuteron pair correlation, - lo7, at atomic separations. 

One should note that these arguments place strong constraints on any model for 

enhanced fusion in solids; as a minimum, such a model should be tested for its prediction 

of the binding energy of 4He in the solid. It is too easy to produce inter-deuteron potentials 

that yield large fusion rates, if the potentials are not constrained at zero separation to 

describe correctly helium in the solid. 

This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation grants DMR84- 

15063, DMRB5-21041, PHY86-00377 and DMR88-18713. 
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Theory (Topical Discussant: Gordon Baym, University of Illinois) 

It is completely appropriate that the summary of theory come last in this meeting, 
since we are searching for new experimental phenomena in an area in which theory must 
be supported by consistent, systematic data. Any search for “anomalous phenomena” is, 
in its early stages, an experimentally, not theoretically, driven field. It is all to easy at this 
point for theorists to construct theories to explain one or another bit of data, independent 
of what other experiments are revealing. 

To summarize the major theoretical issues, discussed in the earlier gathering of the 
theorists here, one must distinguish three classes of phenomena. First is the question of 
equilibrium versus nonequilibrium processes, involving conventional physics as we know 
it. The second is the question of whether one is confronting some kind of exotic nuclear 
physics - of which many suggestions were offered- or is there yet other new physics, for 
example, the possibility that one is seeing a breakdown of elementary quantum mechanics 
for events having very small probability. This latter issue has not, in fact, been adequately 
tested in the laboratory. As agreed by the theorists present, it is necessary to stay as 
close as possible to conventional physics for as long as one can hold out, and only when 
driven up to the wall should theorists start to invoke new physics. It is very important, 
in particular, that one should study the limits imposed by conventional physics. I gave an 
example in the theory session of the theoretical limits on fusion in the equilibrium ground 
state of a system. What other limits does conventional theory impose? 

Coming down to particulars, one can identify two future directions for theoretical 
research: materials problems, on the one hand, and nuclear reaction mechanisms on the 
other. The materials issues can be divided into static, i.e., basically equilibrium, problems, 
versus dynamic, although this distinction is a rather artificial, since there is a large overlap 
between the two. 

Most important is to have a strong understanding, through good systematic studies, 
of the e!ementary properties of the various materials being dealt with, as well as studies 
of possible variations of the niaterial4. Theorists need to understand better the energetics 
involved in these materials, carrying out more extensive calculations of their electron band 
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structure, including fundamental determinations of electron screening effects. 
While much is already known, one could use further studies of questions such as where, 

as a function of hydrogen concentration, the different isotopes of hydrogen prefer to sit 
in the lattice; in which states is tritium, for example, expected in palladium. Do there 
exist special sites, which may be due to impurities, where tritium and the other hydrogen 
isotopes prefer to live? How strongly does 4He bind to palladium? What does deuterium 
do in systems such as palladium at large concentrations? Should one expect yet-to-be 
discovered clustering phenomena? Does there exist a phase transition beyond a critical 
loading in the ,&phase to a state with large numbers of clusters? What are the expected 
dynamics associated with clusters, if there is in fact cluster formation? Theory will require 
considerable experimental information, obtained by neutrons, x-rays, and other methods, 
on highly loaded materials. Unfortunately, we have a paucity of data on many of these 
questions, data that will be needed for a fuller theoretical picture of the possibilities of 
fusion. 

Generally, one needs to enlarge the perspective and branch out to study the hydrogen- 
hungry materials, those with high hydrogen f f i i t y ,  and those with large diffusivity in 
particular. Are there other materials, such as alloys of the various hydrides, that have the 
potential to give interesting results? 

Problems of surface physics need serious theoretical attack, to characterize and under- 
stand the microstructure, and other properties of hydride surfaces. What lives on surfaces? 
What is the effect of lithium, for example? 

The theorists identified a list of problems in the category of dynamic processes, which 
need both theoretical and experimental attack. How do the isotopes of hydrogen diffuse 
in materials of high hydrogen affinity, as well as in the corresponding hydrides? Because 
diffusion involves very low-mass particles, the process is not simply classical but has a 
considerable quantum component via tunneling, with simultaneous dissipation. What are 
the effects of stresses and strains on these systems? How, for example, does deuterium 
interact with strain fields? The issue here is not simply a question of statics, but one 
should also concentrate on time-dependent effects, including determining the responses to 
finite frequency stresses, and finite frequency electric and even magnetic fields. Theorists 
should be on the lookout for threshold phenomena in dynamical processes. 

Another area requiring further work is the physics associated with cracks and voids. 
What, in particular, is the theoretical basis of acceleration across cracks, the role of external 
electric fields, and the requisite timescales, compared to those for diffusion and electrical 
conduction. 

The above questions are, by and large, conventional materials issues; however they 
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are ones which the present community has considerable impetus to study in much greater 
detail. 

Turning now to questions of nuclear reactions, one immediate issue is whether one 
should have confidence in the present understanding of low-energy reaction cross sections 
at energies down to a few electron volts? Can there be unusual mechanisms that can take 
place? Do there exist relevant many-body effects in nuclear reactions, e.g., the suggestion 
we have heard of Coulomb interactions stimulated by nearby bodies exerting electric fields 
in the nuclear channels? Theoretical, as well as experimental, searchs ought not be limited 
simply to hydrogenic fusions, but should include reaction mechanisms involving other 
elements: palladium, lithium, uranium, beryllium, etc. 

One interesting possibility is that of exotic neutron-transfer mechanisms, processes 
involving hypothetical new particles, “champs” or “misshuggetrons,” for instance. Such 
processes would have to occur at sufficiently low probabilities not to be seen readily in 
accelerator experiments. Important here is to determine limits on masses and interaction 
strengths of such particles. High-energy physicists and cosmologists have much experience 
with the problem of placing such constraints on particles. For example, comparison of 
primordial nucleosynthesis with observed light element abundances indicated rat her early 
that there can exist at most three species of neutrino, a result recently verified in mea- 
surements of the width of the Zo. A further example are the useful constraints that have 
been placed on hypothesized new particle masses from study of supernovae. 

Generally, any exotic reaction would have to be consistent with what we already know 
about low-energy systems, information gathered both theoretically and experimentally in 
over a half-century of low energy nuclear physics; they would also have to be consistent with 
our experience with conventional fission reactors and thermonuclear explosions, as well as 
astrophysical systems. As Edward Teller correctly pointed out, one must not postulate 
things that one would have noticed in the normal procedures of nuclear physics. A further 
caveat in invoking such exotic mechanisms is to understand why matter is stable in the 
presence of the mechanism. Why, for example, should heavy water be stable, given that 
its density of deuterons is quite comparable to that in highly-loaded Pd. Eventually one 
should also ask whether the present data on nuclear products is sufficiently compelling to 
search fully for such mechanisms? 

One possible reaction mechanism certainly calling for further study is a chain reaction, 
triggered, for example, by a cosmic ray entering the system. Cosmic rays are not easily 

avoided, even underground. Very helpful would be to know the results of experiments 
with cosmic-ray detectors providing coincidence data with other activity in an electrolytic 

cell. A very nice example of such a study has been the search in superfluid liquid 3He 
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at millikelvin temperatures, to see if the transition from the superfluid A to B phase 
- which, when thermodynamically preferred, requires a cooperative nucleation involving 
many particles - is triggered by a cosmic ray producing local heating and subsequent 
nucleation of the thermodynamically favorable phase. 

Theorists must, should the present experiments resist theoretical explanation within 
the framework of conventional chemistry and solid-state physics, remain open to the pos- 
sibilities of chemistry revealing new nuclear physics. I was pleased to learn recently that 
the first chemical element discovered in America (of atomic number Sl) ,  was discovered in 
1926 by chemists at my university, from which it took its original name, “Illinium.” 

T h e  following points were raised in the discussion following the summary :  

It was stressed that when looking for new or exotic phenomenon, there may be strange 
induction periods. If one postulates something not usual, there may be an indication that it 
was not there at the inception; it may be produced in the apparatus before the main effects 
are visible. Another point stressed was that where tritium has been seen in a reaction which 
appears to be favored over the other branches, the energetics should be checked. One may 
have an indication of the participation of another particle which can carry away energy 
from the system. All such additional facts deduced from the observations should be taken 
into account, thus limiting the choice of the exotic effects which should be considered. 
However, the experimentalist should not ignore puzzling results or coincidences, for they 
may have real meaning to a theoretician. 

It was mentioned that palladium deuteride and palladium hydride have peculiar su- 
perconducting properties. Palladium is not superconducting, but palladium hydride begins 
to be, when the H/Pd ratio rises above 0.6, an effect presumably connected with the p 
phase. The general rule is that the heavier isotope has the lower transition temperature. 
An exception is palladium hydride, where palladium deuteride has the higher T,, with 
palladium tritide having an even higher value, perhaps 10 or 20 % different. This is a 
sizable effect. An explanation for this is in itself challenging, and it may well give details 
about the behavior of palladium hydride in its normal state, and thus about the bound- 
ary conditions for calculations. For instance, there is the question whether there can be 
more than one hydrogen in one octahedral sik. The answers to questions of this kind are 
not full explanations, hut they can iIifluence the approach to explanations. Superconduc- 
tivity indicates changes in band structure or mobility, and in general, about association 
of electrons, not of hydrogen nuclei. However, association of electrons can then lead to 
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conclusions about the distribution of the hydrogen nuclei, which is of more direct interest. 
Do the superconducting anomalies correlate with similar anomalies in diffusivity a n d  in 
other phenomena? 

However, it was then pointed out that the inverse isotope effect is known for a number 
of materials other than palladium, and is explained for these systems as the result of 
Coulomb potential changes. A T, difference of one or two kelvin is well understood. It 

can be analyzed and understood in terms of different couplings to local optical modes for 
deuteride vibration at the octahedral site and has nothing to do with multiple occupancy. 

Finally, the issue of the band structure of the deuterides themselves, viewed as ionic 
entities, was raised. This question has interplay with diffusivity and may also correlate 
with ionically-mediated superconductivity. 
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DISCUSSION (BAYM) 

Hoffman: 
palladium is very slow. 
Mansour: Helium certainly stays within palladium. Even after heat treatment, 
some still remains behind. 
Baym: There is no evidence of any unusual binding between helium and palladium. 
Kim: How did you calculate the nuclear matrix? 
Baym: I am assuming that those are the experimentally measured values. 
Chubb: 
doing so exactly, since you are treating them as individual fluctuations at a 
site. 
Teller: 
the reaction probability. You use a theorem which is not exact, but it gives the 
upper limit to the rate, taking into account the Gamow tunneling factor. 
Baym: 
Teller: 
of the Gamow factor. 
they reached that position is no longer relevant. 
factor has been considered. 
two particles in contact is now used to estimate the reaction rate. 
entirely with this approach. 
Baym: Thank you. 
what effect the presence of the solid lattice can have. 
Chubb: 
Baym: I do not want to spend time over all the mathematical details, but the 
trick is to take a sequence of trial many-bodied wave functions which give bounds 
on the exact expression. 
Chubb: Do the many-bodied wave functions contain the electron structure of the 
metal, for example, Bloch functions? 
Baym: I have not considered the detailed wave function. I have used the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation to give the bounds on the exact potential. 
Teller: Thus, you consider a one-sided limit. 
Baym: 
Chubb: 
Baym: 

Did you state that helium is lost from palladium? Its diffusion in 

How do you include phonon-deuteron interactions? You appear not to be 

If I understand the reasoning correctly, you use two steps to estimate 

It i s  more complex, but it is effectively as you say. 
You then take the matrix element which contains assumptions independent 

The estimated Gamow tunneling 
The two nuclei are now in contact, but the history of how 

The experimentally determined matrix element for the 
I agree 

I assume standard laboratory nuclear physics, and then I ask 

How does the Coulomb barrier enter into the expression? 

The other side would be too cumbersome to determine. 

That value should be approximately correct. 
You said that you have used an effective Gamow barrier height of 1.78 eV? 
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Mansour: 
case of r close to zero. 
for a separation distance of 0.5 angstroms, which would be more practical when 
referring to a crystal lattice? 
Baym: 
turning point in reaction space. 
Chubb: 
are incorrect in these circumstances. This analysis is not valid for the 
well -screened environment in which species are ionically bounded in a periodic 
1 att i ce structure. 
Baym: 
Chubb: 
period city? 
Baym: Of course. 
Chubb: 
differ nt particle sites correctly, you should then proceed to the calculations of 
the transition matrix. In my view, the distances involved are far apart, perhaps 
12 lattice vector distances. You should not be concerned with r = 0. The 
expression should be r = r, or r = r, + d. In addition, you are considering a 
periodic environment in which you are attempting to calculate a matrix element. 
The events which you are considering are scattering processes over a periodic 
environment, which would require periodic density correlation functions, i .e., 
Green’s functions which possess Bloch symmetry. 
Baym: 
Chubb: The nuclear forces depend upon the overlap o f  the nuclear part of the 
interaction with other forces. 
which possess small zero-point energies, the use of the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation is valid. 
Baym: 
although I certainly cannot prove it. 
Rafelski: 
where fusion has occurred, any coherence which was present at the start of the 
process will break down. 
Baym: 
do not propose to use such a mechanism. 
Danos: I have a comment which is relevant to Dr. Baym’s presentation. One has 
Coulomb forces between two charged particles. They ccjllide as deutercns, but a 
type of Born-Oppenheimer transition occurs involving the neutron in a 
preassociation o f  the type described in the Oppenheimer-Phillips paper. 

Your calculations for the reaction probability are based on a special 
What is your feeling about the corresponding probability 

For such reaction distances, I would suggest the use of the classical 

I believe that the squares of the energy nuclear expressions which you use 

I would disagree with you. 
Do the pair-correlation functions which you use possess the appropriate 

If you are using the correct periodicity, and if you consider the 

I am considering the nuclear forces in the matrix. 

I would also like to point out that for particles 

I believe that the use o f  Born-Oppenheimer assumption is reasonable, 

Because the nuclear reaction produces a charged particle in the space 

My point is that a coherence mechanism of this kind would not work, arid I 

The 
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neutrons have no barrier to penetrate, but low and higher order configurational 
correction terms are required to estimate the probability. 
formed. The expressions are shown in the figures. 
generate the series o f  states, and then the higher configurations are mixed in 
using the Coulomb forces. It happens that the mixing of the higher configurations 
is highly probable, as the calculations show. 
process, but the mechanism is generalized and would apply to other postulated 
processes. 
overall rate, one squares the matrix element and multiplies it with the 
appropriate preexponential factor. 
magnitude, i.e., between and or per second. 
Bap: 
that dissociation will occur. How do you obtain enhanced rates by mixing with a 
state with a large energy denominator? 
Danos: I do not believe that dissociation will occur, since the energies in the 
higher order process are not large. 

Two photons are 
One takes the terms to 

The figures refer to the D-D 

For D-D, the matrix element is equal to 1017 per second. To obtain the 

The rates obtained are of the correct order of 

The energy which you use for the intermediate state is large, which implies 
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ABSTRACT 

Based on nuclear theory hypotheses, a consistent and plausible expla- 
nation is described for tritium production and excess heat generation above 
that due to the electrode reaction recently reported by Fleischman, Pons, and 
Hawkins (FPH) and others in their electrolysis experiments. A surface reac- 
tion mechanism is proposed for electrolysis experiments in which deuterium- 
deuterium (D-D) fusion takes place in the surface zone of Pd cathode where 
whiskers of metal deuterides are formed in the electrolysis experiments. Con- 
ventional theoretical estimates of the D-D fusion rate at room temperature 
are critically re-examined and are shown to be inadequate. Other nuclear 
theory hypotheses involving neutron-induced reaction processes, which may 
occur subsequent to and concurrent with the D-D fusion, are also discussed. 
Experimental tests of the proposed mechanism and new improved devices for 
the cold fusion are suggested. 

‘Invited talk presented at NSF/EPRI Workshop on Anomalous Effects in 
Deuterated Metals, Washington, D.C., October 16-18, 1989. 
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Introduction 

Tritium production and excess heat generation above that due to the elec- 
trode reaction observed by Fleischman, Pons, and Hawkins (FPH) [l] and oth- 
ers [2-51 in their electrolysis experiments with a palladium cathode immersed 
in heavy water (with 0.1M LiOD) can not be explained by conventional the- 
oretical estimates for deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion, since the estimated 
D-D fusion cross-sections and rates are too small at room temperature. How- 
ever, the conventional theoretical estimates of the cold D-D fusion rate and 
branching ratio are arbitrary and may not be valid since they are based on 
an extrapolation of the reaction cross-sections at higher energies (2 3 k e V )  
to lower energies where no direction measurements exist, except the indirect 
measurements of FPH and others. Recent experimental results indicate that 
the extrapolation method is not valid at low energies. Plausible nuclear the- 
ory explanations are discussed. Experimental measurements of the D-D fusion 
cross-sections and branching ratios at very low energies are suggested. In order 
to explain the FPH effect, a surface reaction mechanism is proposed for the 
cold D-D fusion with electrolysis. Experimental tests of the proposed mech- 
anism and new improved electrolysis devices for cold fusion are discussed. A 
dynamical cold D-D fusion theory should be formulated in terms of a four- 
nucleon scattering problem in which both Coulomb interaction and nuclear 
forces are included and also both elastic and inelastic channels are treated on 
an equal basis. 

Theoretical Estimates for Cold D-D Fusion 

Because of the complexity of the four-nucleon system, no rigorous theoreti- 
cal calculations of the D-D fusion rates and branching ratios have been carried 
out. Recent estimates [6, 7-91 for the D-D fusion rate of D atoms bound in 
metals at room temperature are mainly based on a formulation of the D-D 
fusion rate for the Dz molecule. The fusion rate, A(3ec-l per D-D pair), of 
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the D2 molecule ( E  < 0) is expressed as 

with the total intrinsic nuclear reaction rate given by 

where the S-factor, S(E = 0) = 0.1 MeV barn [lo], is extrapolated from the 
experimental values of the S-factor, S(E) with E 3keV [24]. The probability 
density of finding two D's within r N  - 8 F  is found to be [6, 7-91, < 

( Q D , ( r N ) I 2  ( i ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  - 1 0 - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ) ,  

which is obtained from solutions of the Schroedinger equation with a diatomic 
potential for the 0 2  molecule or D atoms imbedded in Pd. With the above 
values of A and ) Q D , ( T N ) ~ ~ ,  the fusion rate per D-D pair is estimated to be [6, 
7-91 , 

A = A ( g g 2 ( ~ N ) l z  - ( 10-47sec-' - 10-74sec-1), 

which is at  least thirty-seven orders of magnitude smaller than the observed 
rate (lO-"sec-') inferred from excess heat generation [l, 2, 41 and tritium 
praduction [3, 51. 

With E 2 0 appropriate for a surface reaction mechanism described later 
for the electrolysis experiments [l-51, two dominant channels for the D-D fusion 
are 

D + D -+ 3H(l.01MeV) + p(3.02MeV) 

D + D + 3He(0.82MeV) + n(2.45MeV). 

( 1 4  

(1b)  

and 

Reaction (la) is not a "real" fusion but a neutron-transfer reaction, while 
reaction ( lb)  is a fusion reaction in which two protons are fused to form a 3 H e  
nucleus. The reaction rate, Roo, for (la) or ( lb)  is given by [lo] 
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with 

where E, is the “average” kinetic energy and the cross-section, u ( E ) ,  is pa- 
rameterized as ( E  is in the c.m.) 

in the conventional estimates assuming that non-resonant charged particle 
reactions for reactions (la) and (lb). EG is the “Gamow energy” given by 
EG = (~T~YZL)ZD)~MC~/~  or EL” x 31.28(keV)’l2 with the reduced mass 
M x MD/2. The extrapolated values (S(E x 0) % 55keV - barns) of the 
S-factors for both reactions (la) and ( lb)  are nearly equal at E x 0, although 
S(E) for reaction ( lb)  is slightly larger than S(E) for reaction (la) for E 2 
20keV [Ill. 

If there is no resonance behavior for u ( E  5 3keV) and the above relation 
(2) between u ( E )  and S(E) turns out to be valid for 0 < E 5 3keV, then a 
minimum value of the “average” kinetic energy (c.m), E, x 75eV, is required 
to obtain the claimed value of A x 10-lOsec-’ [l, 31 for reaction (la), since 
R D D  = (nb/2) < uv > x 1.8 x 10’4cm-3sec-’ (or A x 0.3 x lO-”sec-’ 
per D-D pair) with < uv > x 10-31cm3sec-’ and TID x 6 x 1022~m-3 in the 
Pd cathode or in heavy water [l, 31. However, there are currently no known 
mechanisms which enable deuterium atoms to gain average kinetic energies 
of 2 75eV and at the same time suppress reaction ( l b )  in the electrolysis 
experiments with the Pd cathode [l, 3, 51. For the claimed value of A zz 

10-23sec-1 1121 for reaction ( lb) ,  deuteron “average” kinetic energy (c.m.) of 
E, x 15eV is required. 

(2) is valid only for the case of one charged particle scattering off 
another like charge. For scattering problems involving many nucleons such 
as reactions ( l a )  and (lb),  eq. S ( E  x 0) x 

394keV- burn has been used to fit the experimental values of the cross-sections 
for reaction (la) at deuteron kinetic energies (lab.) of E x 4,6,8,10, and 12 
keV [14]. Rigorous tests of eq. (2) at E 5 3keV are yet t o  be carried out 

Eq. 

(2) is to be modified [13]. 
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by future experimental measurements. Justification of eq. (2) has not been 
demonstrated by theoretical calculations based on a dynamical four-nucleon 
theory for reactions (la) and (lb). 

Conventional theoretical estimates of the cold D-D fusion rate and branch- 
ing ratio are arbitrary and may not be valid since they are based on an ex- 
trapolation of the reaction cross-sections at higher energies (-?. 4keV) to lower 
energies where no direct measurements exist, except the indirect measurements 
of FPH and others. Recent experimental results of Beuhler, Friedlander and 
Friedman [15] at  - 0.3keV show that both the fusion rate and the branch- 
ing ratio for ( 3 H  - p )  channel are extremely large as in the case of the FPH 
effect compared to the conventional estimates, thus indicating that the ex- 
trapolation method is not valid at low energies. For E = 0.15 keV in the c.m. 
(corresponding the case of Beuhler et al. [15] with 0.3 keV in the laboratory 
system), the use of eq. (2) gives acalc(E = 0.15keV) z 3 x 10-57cm2 for both 
reactions (la) and ( lb ) .  For the case of (D20)loO clusters accelerated to 300 
keV (corresponding to deuteron C.M. energy of N 0.15 keV), deuteron flux, 
a, is approximately - 1.25 x 1012cm-2sec-' in their experimental setup [15, 
161. The observed reaction rate of R z 0.05 sec-' for reaction (la) is related 
to the cross-section, g ( E ) ,  by 

R = nu( E ) W A ,  

where n is the deuteron density in the target TiD, t is the target thick- 
ness and A is the surface area (- 1 cm2) of the target. For an effective 
interaction thickness of t = 10-5cm, the above relation leads to oezp(E z 
0.15keV) z 0.67 x 10-31cm2 which is 25 orders of magnitude larger than 
cCalc(e z 0.15keV) z 3 x 10-57~m2 obtained from eq. (2) [16]. 

The results of oesp(E z 0.15keV) % 0.67 x 10-31cm2 extracted from the 
experiment by Beuhler et al. [15] can be regarded as the first direct measure- 
ment of a,,,(E) at E = 0.15keV for reaction (la), and also as an experimental 
test invalidating the conventional extrapolation method based on eq. (2) at 
low energies. It also supports the recent results of enhanced D-D fusion rates 
observed in electrolysis experiments by Fleischmann et al. [l] and others [3, 
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5, 121. 
Another significance of the experimental results of Beuhler et al. [15] is 

that the reaction rate for ( l b )  appears to be substantially suppressed compared 
with that of reaction (la) in their experiment, contrary to the conventional 
assumption of nearly equal rates for both (la) and (lb).  The suppression of 
reaction ( l b )  and enhancement of reaction (la) at  low energies have also been 
observed in the recent electrolysis experiments by Wolf et a1.[3], Iyengar [5], 
and others. One possible explanation is that there may be a broad resonance 
behavior in a ( E )  for reaction (la) but not in a ( E )  for reaction ( lb) ,  which 
is plausible since the final state Coulomb interaction is present in reaction 
(la) but not in reaction (lb).  If a ( E )  happens to have resonance behavior 
near E x 0, the extrapolation may yield erroneous values of a ( E  x 0) or 
S ( E  x 0), since the non-resonant relation (2) is not applicable to resonance 
reactions. Therefore, it is very important to investigate the possibility of 
resonance behavior for a ( E )  near E z 0 theoretically, and also to measure 
a( E z 0) directly with precision experiments. 

Recent observation of neutron bursts at -30°C at a rate of A x 10-23sec-’ 
reported by Menlove et al. [17] may be interpreted as the existence of a sharp 
resonance in the reaction channel ( lb).  

At present, there are no direct experimental measurements and theoretical 
calculations of the branching ratios for reactions (la) and ( l b )  below E 5 3kev. 
One would expect the branching ratio of reaction (la) to be larger than that of 
reaction ( lb) ,  since reaction ( l b )  involves a fusion of two protons to form 3He 
while reaction (la) does not fuse two protons but merely transfers a neutron 
from one deuteron to another to form 3H (known as the “deuteron stripping 
reaction” in nuclear physics). Theoretical calculations of the reaction cross- 
sections and branching ratios of reactions ( l a )  and ( lb )  are being carried out 
based on four-nucleon scattering theory [18] using nucleon-nucleon forces and 
the Coulomb interaction. 

Direct experimental tests of the above interpretation of the results of the 
electrolysis experiments [l-51 and Beuhler et al. [15] can be carried out by 
measuring a ( E )  for both reactions (la) and ( l b )  at the energy range of 0 2 
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E 5, 0.3keV, using the inverse reactions, P ( ~ H ,  D)D and 3 H ( p ,  D)D for (la) 
and ' H e ( n , D ) D  for ( lb)  in addition to using the direct reactions (la) and 

(W 

Surface Reaction Mechanism for Cold D-D Fusion 

If the experimental result of Beuhler et al., a,,,(O.lSkeV) x lO-'b, is 
conclusively confirmed in future experiments, smaller average deuterium ki- 
netic energies of ED rz 1 - lOeV are needed to obtain the reaction rates of 
A x lo-'' - 10-z3sec-1 for reactions (la) and (lb).  There are no known 
mechanisms which can provide ED x 1 - lOeV for deuterium atoms imbed- 
ded in Pd lattice sites in the electrolysis experiments. However, it is possible 
to generate the average kinetic energies of Eo z 1 - 1OeV in the surface zone 
outside the Pd cathode as described below. 

It is known that whiskers of Pd deuteride and/or LiD form on the cathode 
surface in electrolysis experiments in which the Pd cathode is immersed in D20 
with 0.1 M LiOD electrolyte. These whiskers are known to occupy the surface 
zone of 2 lOpm thickness, where most of D2 gas bubbles are formed from the 
dissociation of DzO. Depending on electrolysis conditions, many spherical and 
hemispherical D2 gas bubbles of varying sizes (radii ranging from few pm to 
few mm) will be produced continuously in the surface whisker zone and will 
stay there for certain time durations before they move out of the electrolysis 
cell. Most of these DZ gas bubbles in the surface whisker zone will have 
whiskers protruding into the bubbles creating field emission potentials around 
the tips of whiskers. The average potential in each D2 bubble is expected 
to be approximately that of the applied potential of the electrolysis cell, but 
the electric field near the whisker tips can be several orders of magnitude 
larger than the average field, as is well known from field emission studies. Due 
to this electric field, D+ ions in the bubble will gain kinetic energies with a 
statistical distribution which depends on the bubble size and values of the 
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varying electric field inside the bubble. The average kinetic energy of the D+ 
ions in each bubble is expected to be 1 - 10eV, when the applied potential is 
1 - 1ov.  

The surface reaction mechanism described above is consistent with the 
recent observation reported by Appleby et al. [2] that the use of NaOD does 
not produce excess heat during electrolysis, since whiskers may not form with 
NaOD electrolyte (without Li) during electrolysis. 

The surface reaction mechanism for cold D-D fusion can be tested by mea- 
suring the production rates of fusion products of reactions ( la)  and ( lb)  from 
field emission experiments in which metal deuteride tips (Pd deuteride, Ti 
deuteride, etc.) are surrounded by D2 gas at different pressures in a container 
with different values (1 - 1OV) of applied electric potential. 

Cold Fusion Devices with AC Field 

If the surface reaction mechanism turns out to be a correct mechanism for 
cold D-D fusion, new improved devices can be designed based on the same 
mechanism. One of the promising designs is to use both DC and AC fields as 
described below. 

One particular design with AC field is shown in Figs. l(a) and l(b).  The 
sample is a metal sheet which can be deuterated to a high degree (such as 
Pd, Ti, NiLa, etc.) and which can form whiskers on its surface with a high 
density and large depth. P t  electrodes on both sides of the sample sheet are 
also sheets or flat wire meshes. Initially the electrolysis is carried out with DC 
voltage (1 - lOV) using the sample as a cathode and P t  as anodes, as shown 
in Fig. l(a).  After deuteriums are loaded into the sample maximally and 
whiskers have grown on both sides of the sample, the DC voltage is switched 
to AC voltage as shown in Fig. l (a)  or Fig. l(b). For both cases of Fig. l(a) 
and Fig. l (b) ,  a small negative voltage bias can be applied to the sample in 
order to retain deuterium atoms in the sample. 

The first 
advantage is that a much higher value (up to 103V) of the AC voltage can 
be used without dissociating D 2 0  too rapidly. With a higher voltage, the 

There are two important advantages for the use of AC field. 
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D-D fusion rates can be scaled up substantially. The second advantage is that 
the size and stability of D2 gas bubbles in the surface reaction zone can be 
controlled by adjusting the modulating frequencies (100 - 40, OOOcps) of the 
AC field, which can be used to maximize D+ flux in Da gas bubbles and to 
increase the D-D fusion rates for reactions (la) and (lb).  

Neutron-Induced Chain-Reaction Hypotheses 

A neutron-induced chain reaction hypothesis [19] has been proposed, which 
involves radiative neutron capture in the Pd cathode, 

n + lo*Pd -, lo9Pd (escited states) + -y(z 6.15MeV) (3) 

with the resultant 7-rays (5  6.15MeV) breaking up deuterium in Pd and 
heavy water by photodisintegration, 

-y(z 6.15MeV) + D ---$ p + n - 2.225MeV (4) 

< which generates neutrons with kinetic energies - 2MeV. The cross-section for 
reaction (3) is large at thermal energies a = (8.3f0.5)b [20]. The reaction rate 
(cross-section times velocity, m) for reaction (3) is also large, anpd?& zz 2.64 x 
1018n3sec-3. The cross-section for (4) has a maximum value of a zz 2.5mb 
at E7 zz 4MeV, and a value of a z 2mb at E7 zz 6MeV [21]. Hence the 
reaction rate is (ac) - 7 x 10-”cm3sec-1. These neutrons can then feed back 
into reaction (3) thereby establishing a chain reaction which is designated as 

(3) + (4). The chain reaction, (3) -+ (4), may be initiated by reaction (3) 
with neutrons generated from reaction (lb).  

In addition to reaction (3),  there are other possible radiative neutron- 
capture reactions such as 

n + losPd -+ lWPd(excited states) + 7 (36) 

which has a sizable cross-section (20.0 f 3.0b) at thermal energies [20]. There 
are additional radiative neutron capture processes by other Pd isotopes but 
their cross-sections are much smaller than those of reaction (3) and (3b): an7 x 
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3.4 f 0.3b for lo2Pd(n, r), an,, x 0.6 f 0.3b for lo4Pd(n, r), a,,, x 0.293 f 
0.029b for lo6Pd(n,7)  lo7Pd (g.s., 6.5 x 106yr half-life), a,,, x 1.8 f 0.2b 
for lo7Pd(n,7) ,  a,,,., x 0.190 f 0.030b for lloPd(n,-y) "'Pd (g.s., 23.4 min 
half-life)[20]. The natural abundances of Pd are 1.02% '02Pd, 11.14% lo4Pd, 
22.33% lo5Pd, 27.33% lo6Pd, 26.46% lo8Pd, and 11.72% 'loPd [20]. 

Another neutron-induced chain-reaction hypothesis is that of neutron in- 
duced fission-fusion process [22-241. The first stage of the fission-fusion process 
is ignited by neutrons from reaction ( lb)  and/or reaction (4),  which produces 
tritium ( 3 H  or T) via the following fission reaction, 

n + 6 L i  + 4He(2.05MeV) + T(2.73MeV),  (5) 

with kinetic energies indicated in parentheses. The cross-section for reaction 
( 5 )  is very large at thermal energies (949 x 1 0 - 2 4 ~ 2 )  [25]. The reaction rate 
(cross-section times velocity, a v )  for reaction (5) is also very large, a,Livn = 
(2.1 - 1.3) x 10-16cm3s-1, for a range of neutron energies up to 14 MeV [26]. 
The natural abundances of Li are 7.5% 6Li  and 92.5% 7Li. 

The second stage of the process is T-D fusion with T(2.73 MeV) generated 
from the first stage (5) and/or from reaction (la),  

T + D + 4He(3.52MeV) + n(14.07MeV). (6) 

The T-D fusion cross-section is maximum (- 10-23~m2)  at a T kinetic energy 
of - 100 keV and is nearly three orders of magnitude larger than the D-D 
fusion cross-section for t h e  same D kinetic energy. The T-D fusion reaction 
rate for reaction (6) is large [27], av - 1 0 - 1 6 ~ 3 s - 1 ,  for T(10 keV - 10 MeV). 

Both chain-reaction hypotheses (3) + (4) and (5) + (6) for the FPH effect 
lead to a set of predictions which can be tested experimentally. However, very 
low reported values [3, 28-30] of the neutron production rate (5  10-23sec-' 
per D-D pair) compared with the reported rates of tritium production (- 6 
hour burst, 10-lOsec-') [3] and excess heat generation (- days to weeks, with 
an inferred D-D fusion rate of lO-"sec-') 11, 2, 4) are inconsistent with the 
chain-reaction hypotheses, (3) + (4) OT (5) + (6) at present. 

> 
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The reaction rates for reactions (4) and (6) may be comparable with 
neutron-induced reactions (3), (3a), and (5) which may occur using neutrons 
produced from reaction ( lb) ,  concurrent with reactions ( l a )  and (Ib). Other 
neutron induced reactions, which may contribute to produce nuclear products, 
are 

n + D + T + 7 + 6.26 MeV, 

n + 6Li  -+ ' L i  +7 + 7.25 MeV, 

n + ' L i  + ' L i  + y + 2.03MeV. 

(7) 

( 8 )  

(9) 

and 

The cross-sections for reactions (7),(8), and (9) are 0.519 f 0.007 mb, 0.0385 
f 0.0030b and 0.0454 f 0.003b1 respectively, at  thermal neutron energies [20]. 
Reaction (5) is expected to proceed much faster than reactions (8) or (9), 
because of its larger cross-section. 

Possible reactions involving 6Li  and D are: 

D + 6Li  -+ 2 4 H e  + 22.4MeV, 

D +  6 L i + T + p +  4He+2.6MeV, 

D +  6Li--, 3He+ 4 H e + n + 1 . 8 M e V ,  

D + 6Li  -+ 'Be + n + 3.4MeV1 

and 
D + 6Li  ---* ' L i  + p + 5.0MeV. 

Possible reactions invoiving p from reaction (la) are: 

and 

p + D + 3He +y + 5.49MeV 

p +  6Li  -+ 3He + 4He +4.02MeV 

p + ' L i  + 2 4He + 17.3MeV 
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All of reactions (5), (8) - (14), (16) and (17) involving Li are expected to 
occur preferentially in the surface zone of Pd cathode, since the Li density is 
higher there. 

Monte Carlo simulation calculations of all of reactions, (3) --f (17), will 
be needed for specific geometries of each electrolysis experiments in order to 
choose and discriminate these reactions when conclusive experimental data for 
nuclear products become available in the future. 

Summary 

Recent experiments [l-5, 12, 151 have demonstrated that (i) reaction (Ib) 
is suppressed while reaction (la) is enhanced at low energies E 5 0.15&eV, 
(ii) the conventional extrapolation estimates of the D-D fusion rates at low 
energies are at least 20 orders of magnitude smaller than the low energy ex- 
perimental results [l-5, 12, 151 and hence are invalid, and (iii) the FPH effect 
is a nuclear fusion phenomenon because of the experimental observations of 
tritium production reported previously by Wolf et a1.[3] and Iyengar [5], and 
also reported by others at this workshop. 

For the purpose of establishing conclusively that the FPH effect is due to 
the D-D fusion ( la) ,  it is important and urgent to measure the D-D fusion 
cross-sections at low energies, 0 5 E 5 0.3keV, using the inverse reactions, 
P ( ~ H ,  D)D and 3 H ( p ,  D)D for reaction (la) and 3He(n, D)D for reaction (Ib)  
as well as the direct reactions ( la )  and (lb),  in addition to improving the 
electrolysis experiments using new devices with AC voltage. The proposed 
surface reaction mechanism for the cold D-D fusion should be tested with the 
use of the new devices and with the proposed field emission experiments. 

Contrary to many highly publicized claims, there are no reliable theoretical 
calculations of the D-D fusion cross-sections at near zero positive energies. 
Rigorous theoretical calculations based on four-nucleon scattering theory are 
yet to be carried out for the D-D fusion at low energies. 
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DISCUSSION (KIM) 

Rafelski: 
theory. 
Kim: That is correct. 
Rafelski: 
the derivations. 
Kim: I intended this as a tutorial for the chemists, who are not familiar with 
the background. 
Chubb: 
Baym: 
Rafelski: 
a hundred times greater. 
Gamow-Teller formula. 
Baym: 
straight-line relationship. 
because o f  the imposed forces. 
would question that. If a resonance energy exists, such an extrapolation is not 
possible. Your assumptions will then be invalid. Concerning the Brookhaven data 
shown in your figure, Dr. Bond indicates that the He-3 energy spectrum could not 
be detected because of X-ray interference, yet the amount was still consistent 
with the normal ratio in the two fusion product channels. 
Kim: 
monoenergetic deuteron, the rate is at least 10 orders of magnitude larger than 
that predicted from the standard Gamow tunneling calculation. The extrapolation 
is done to show this discrepancy. 
correct, Dr. Jones's results will not require deuterons with an energy of 15 eV. 
Based on this assumption, their energy could be much less than 15 eV. 
calculations should be treated as a scattering problem with a deuteron velocity 
distribution, not as a bound-state problem. 
Appleby: If we suppose that Dr. Jones's data refer to the same process, how does 
that relate to the situation for palladium under electrolysis conditions? What 
deuteron energies would be required to account for the rate probabilities? 
Kim: 
Appleby: 
expected to be equal to some multiple of kT, so that a very small fraction would 

You appear to be using standard astrophysical expressions in your 

Since this is textbook theory, the answer could have been given without 

There are also solid-state physicists here, and I certainly appreciate it. 

On the order of 15 eV, but the kinetic energy at which fusion occurs is 
What temperatures do you assume to obtain the rates reported by Dr. Jones? 

The reasoning corresponds to that in the 1936 

After you remove the Gamow tunneling term from your data, you obtain a 
For DD fusion, the two channels are not identical 

You extrapolate your results to zero energy, and I 

On the other hand, if you interpret the data as a cross section for 

If the Brookhaven data can be accepted as 

The 

About 100 eV without a velocity distribution. 
For the gas-phase experiment, the highest deuteron energy would be 
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have an energy of, say, 1 eV. The average energy of the discharging deuteron in 
the electrolysis experiments might be about 1 eV. 
than that in the gas-phase experiments. 
the increased rate? 
Kim: It may be sufficient. 
Baym: 
treatment should not involve a bound-state problem, but a scattering problem, 
since you suppose that the deuterons in the many-bodied system are in motion until 
they reach a classical turning point at a distance o f  a fraction of an angstrom. 
However, a close look shows that the physics is in fact the same. 
Kim: I disagree. 
appropriate for a surface reaction mechanism and can give very different results 
from a bound-state treatment. 
Rafelski: The orders of magnitude used here must be established properly because 
they are confusing. I have already mentioned the Gamow-Teller equation. This 
would indicate that at an equivalent temperature of 5 eV, the maximum reaction 
rate occurs at around 200 eV. 
occurs at 200 eV. 
higher energy, which seems to be impossible in a solid. 
for a realistic 0.25 angstrom screening length, at 10 eV temperature, with 
reaction occurring at 200 eV, one can reach close to the supposed reaction rates. 
The D-D reaction rate dominates, but just barely. 
Kim: I disagree. It may be possible in deuterium gas bubbles on the Pd surface. 
Wolf: 
documented physical problem. 
scattering length for slow neutrons in ortho- and para-hydrogen? This situation 
includes many o f  the ingredients of our present problem, including the wave 
functions and the nuclear spins of the hydrogen over about the same dimensions. 
Rafelski : 
calculation. 
system. As a result of these calculations, I am confident that we understand the 
fusion processes. 
Miley: Could you explain the difference between your and Dr. Kim's approaches? 
Rafelski: He showed only the equations to be solved, whereas I showed the 
computed resul ts. 
Kim: The difference was the fact that I used standard equations involving a 
deuteron velocity distribution, whereas Dr. Rafelski used his own expressions for 
monoenergetic deuterons. I maintain that for low-energy nuclear reactions, the 
calculation must be done under dynamic conditions as a four-nucleon scattering 

This would be many times higher 
Would that energy difference account for 

I believe that you are misrepresenting the problem. You state that the 

The scattering treatment with a velocity distribution is 

In other words, at a temperature 5 eV, the reaction 

If one computes the rates 
Thus, at a given temperature the reaction occurs at a much 

I have a standard question for the nuclear theoreticians concerning a well- 
How effectively do your models describe the neutron- 

Since muon hydrogen is 1 i ke a neutron, one can carry out this 
We have numerically solved the complex wave functions for the 
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problem, including both nuclear and Coulomb forces. 
do that. 
Miley: 
the limit? 
Baym: Dr. Kim is not violating the limit. Instead of using the average system 
energy, one assumes that the system is at some higher temperature. 
Jones: After Dr. Wolf’s challenge, have you applied the calculation to the 
published Brookhaven experiment? There seems to be a discrepancy between theory 
and experiment for the low-energy case. 
Baym: I tried to fit the data, and I believe that the results indicate that 
fusion is possible in the 200 keV energy range. 
the experiment was carried out correctly, and that the real energy was as they 
indicate. 

We are only just starting to 

Concerning Dr. Baym’s earlier question, why do you think one can violate 

However, I would question whether 
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Abstract 

The effects of coherent many-particle dynamics in providing local site density fluctuations 

at finite temperatures for hydrogen isotopes in metals, are analyzed with tight binding calculations 

based on a Hubbard hamiltonian. Boson species show marked enhancements, which increase with 

temperature, concentration and magnitude of the site-to-site tunneling amplitude. The effects of 

such fluctuations on deuterium dynamics at high concentrations are evaluated within a self- 

consistent formulation of the deuteron-deuteron interaction. Application to the nuclear regime 

yields estimates of finite temperature bosonic collective enhancements of nuclear reaction rates 

between deuterons in palladium deuterides. 
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The dynamics of hydrogen isotopes in metals is dominated by quantum transport. 

Phonon-assisted tunneling is believed to provide the primary mechanism for mobility below about 

700 K [ 11. There has been considerable theoretical work on the tunneling dynamics of isolated 

interstitial hydrogenic species in metals, but very little is understood about the high concentration 

behavior. In this regime, strong interactions between the interstitial species render the usual small  

polaron quantum treatment invalid, while the tunneling mechanism is inadequately described by 

classical hopping theories and simulations. Anomalies in the isotope dependence of diffusion 

coefficients for hydrogenic species near 1:l interstitial:host concentration ratios [2] have led us to a 

model for tunneling dynamics at high concentrations which contains nuclear statistical effects. We 

use this model to demonstrate below that d + d fusion rates are enhanced by finite temperature 

Bose collective effects in the metallic environment. 

The theory we outline here is based on a generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian for the 

dynamics of interstitial hydrogen isotopes in metals, which will act on particles of spin 1/2 

(fermions) for hydrogen and tritium, and on spin 1 particles (bosons) for deuterium. The 

Hamiltonian is given by 

where t is the single particle inter-site tunneling term between nearest neighbor sites ij, and U the 

two-particle intra-site repulsion. These two terms constitute the most important physics for 

hydrogen dynamics at high concentrations. The choice of statistics corresponds to the ionized 

form of the interstitial, as suggested by experimental dynamical studies [3]. Although the 

Hamiltonian is identical for fermions and bosons, its effect on many-body states is very different 

[4]. Previous calculations of the extent of delocalization of eigenstates in small periodic clusters, 

showed that the difference between statistics, rather than the magnitude of the spin is important [4], 

so we restrict ourselves here to the computationally simpler case of spin 0 for deuterium. We can 

solve this Hamiltonian exactly with a periodic cluster technique, obtaining the exact many-body 

eigenstates and energies for small clusters, either with or without periodic boundary conditions [4]. 
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For application to the DPd system, we consider N=2 clusters without periodic boundary 

conditions, and N 4  clusters with periodic boundary conditions, as being representative of 

minimal and maximal ranges of coherent motion. The N=4 cluster could represent four inter- 

connected octahedral sites in the Pd fcc lattice, and the N=2 either two octahedral sites, or two 

tetrahedral sites. Generalization to clusters containing inequivalent sites is straightforward, but will 

require more detailed knowledge of the single particle tunneling amplitude tij than is currently 

available, in addition to the single site energies (omitted from eq.( 1) since they provide only a 

constant term). The experimental isotope dependence of hydrogenic mobilities in Pd has been 

interpreted as implying coherent propagation in a band of excited vibrational states extending over 

an octahedral-tetrahedral-octahedral tunneling path [5]. The values of t in excited states will be 

larger than for ground vibrational states, and a detailed calculation for such a tunneling pathway 

will require specific knowledge oft between each pair of connected sites, for each band of 

vibrational states accessible at room temperatures. We shall consider, in what follows, a range of 

possible values of t  for excited states. 

These tight binding calculations are used to evaluate the thermally averaged local site 

density fluctuation operator 

where 
1 - 1 - 

n,=-Cni ,  n l 2 = - C n i 2  
N i  N i  

(3) 

and < > denotes a thermal average. Once the eigenstates of H have been determined for n particles 

on an N-site cluster, <(6n)% is evaluated within the canonical ensemble at temperature T. 

<(6n)2> thus contains both a thermal average over the many-body states, and a site average over 

all sites i in the cluster of N interstitial sites. It is a measure of the temperature dependent density 

susceptibility within the cluster, i.e., of the local density fluctuations possible on each site, within 

the constraint of a constant cluster occupancy of n particles on N sites. 
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We evaluate this local susceptibility for a range of parameters U, t and kT, for both bosons 

and fermions on clusters of N=2 and N=4 sites, over a range of concentrations n/N. Figures 1 and 

2 show the behavior of <(Sn)2> as a function of n, for spin 1/2 fermions and spin 0 bosons, at 

various ratios of U/t on the 4-site cluster, with periodic boundary conditions. We find that the 

fluctuations are considerably greater for bosonic than for fermionic species under all conditions, 

and at all temperatures. At double site occupancy, i.e. n=2N, the fermionic fluctuations are zero as 

a consequence of Pauli exclusion, while the boson fluctuations continue to increase with density. 

Although this effect is most marked for U4, even in this limit the increase of <(6n)2> with n is 

considerably suppressed relative to a free, ideal Bose-Einstein gas [6],  reflecting the tight-binding 

nature of the motion. As temperature decreases, relative to U, the magnitude of the fluctuations 

decreases, even leading to a local minimum for bosons at single-site occupancy, n=N. The general 

conclusion is that as long as t is finite, small non-zero site density fluctuations are possible at full 

coverage, and are significantly greater than the corresponding fluctuations allowed in the atomic 

limit. Furthermore, these fluctuations increase with temperature, and for bosons, with 

concentration, n/N. For a given set of parameters U, t and kT, the absolute magnitude of <(6n)2> 

is decreased for the N=2 cluster without periodic boundary conditions, reflecting the reduced 

contribution of coherent single particle motion to enabling local site density fluctuations. 

A conservative estimate of <(6n)2> for deuterium in Pd may now be obtained by adapting 

typical values of the Hubbard U and t parameters for interstitial hydrogen in metals, to Pd. 

Estimates of t range from 

excited states [ 11. Since at room tempera& the relevant values of t will be for excited states, as 

discussed above, an initial estimate of t-1 meV for D in Pd is reasonable. Estimation of U is not 

so straightforward, since for interstitial hydrogenic species, the repulsion U is a complex parameter 

expressing the overall repulsive energy between the nuclei and their associated electron 

distributions in the metal environment. U is thus essentially a screened Hubbard U, and will in 

general also be dependent on the vibrational level. Recent binding energy calculations allow us to 

obtain an approximate estimate of U-3 eV for the energy to take two hydrogen interstitials from 

adjacent octahedral sites and put them on the same site [7]. We expect however that U may 

actually vary from 1-10 eV, and a full ab initio calculation would very useful. 

to -1 meV in ground vibrational states of H, and up to 30 meV in 
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Table 1 summarizes c(6n)2> for D (bosons) in Pd, with U/t=102, 103, 104 and kT=1-25t. 

Both single site occupancy, n=N (PdD), and double site occupancy, n=2N (PdD2) values are 

shown. Enmes in rows 1,4 and 5 correspond to t=l meV, kT=25 meV (room temperature) and U 

varying from 0.1-1.0 eV. Row 2 corresponds to parameters U4.25 eV, t=2.5 meV, kT=25 

meV, and row 3 to U=2.5 eV, t=25 meV, kT=25 meV. For comparison, rows 6 to 8 show the 

corresponding values at T=O, i.e. in the ground state. 

The results shown in Figures 1-2 and Table 1 clearly show enhancement of local site 

density fluctuations for bosonic interstitial species. The magnitude of these fluctuations increases 

with the range of coherent motion, i.e. both by increasing N and also by employing periodic 

boundary conditions. These are equilibrium fluctuations, which exist at room temperature despite 

an unfavorable on-site repulsion energy U, because of the small but non-negligible contribution 

from coherent tunneling motion. Thus a large apparent repulsive energy between two deuterium 

species in one site does not necessarily mean that such configurations are impossible at room 

temperatures. 

The effects of these enhanced boson density fluctuations on the deuteron-deuteron 

interaction is now evaluated within self-consistent linear response theory. In the Hubbard 

description, coulombic interactions of d+ with d+ are subsumed into U, and the collective motion 

of the d+ species is given by the Hubbard tight-binding dynamics. Treating the response of the 

metal electrons and the Hubbard screened d+ species independently, linear response yields an 

effective potential due to a charge Q, 
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for the effective potential at r due to a charge Q at the origin. Here & and u are the density- 

density susceptibilities of the electrons and of the Hubbard d+ species respectively. Note that 

eq.(4) could in principle be used to self-consistently determine the quantities u and Veff('), 

provided the electronic interactions were also well characterized. Within the present aims of 

understanding the maximal effects of <(6n)%, we neglect this interdependence, and consider U 

and xd as independent variables determining Veff('). Fourier transforming, we obtain 

47Q 
k2e (k) 

?&(k) = - 

with 

The behavior of the electronic contribution to Veffcr) is well known, consisting of a short- 

range screening charge distribution which can to first order be described at the Thomas-Fermi 

level, and a long-range oscillatory part deriving from the singularities of &(k)[8]. To obtain order- 

of-magnitude estimates of tunneling through the Coulomb b e e r ,  it suffices to consider only the 

short-range repulsive part of Veff(r). We can obtain an upper estimate of the screening of this by 

combining the Thomas-Fermi electronic screening conmbution with the k-independent 

approximation to i d ( k ) ,  obtained from the Hubbard calculations 

This yields a total screened Coulomb potential between two deuterons which contains a 

new 'boson screening' term, in addition to the usual electronic screening provided by the metal 

environment: 
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2 e -K,I 

r 
VJr) = -e (9) 

with 

The boson scTeening arises from the ability of the mobile deuterons to respond collectively 

to local displacements of inter-deuteron separations. The procedure outlined above amounts to 

replacing 

polarization of the electronic environment by the deuterons, by virtue of the screened Hubbard U 

parameter. Thus although its use down to the nuclear region is an extrapolation, it does not imply 

a completely uniform background, and so does not obviously violate the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation. 

by its value at an intermediate length scale, and also includes some degree of 

Small values of <(6n)2> are sufficient to cause appreciable enhancement of the total 

screening. For example, KS=2.76A-l and 16.41A-1 with <(6n)2>=0.2x10-3 and 0.29~10-1 

respectively (Figure 3). These values of <(6n)2> correspond to stoichiomemc PdD with coherent 

motion in the N 4  site cluster, with a) t-1 meV, U-1 eV, kT=25 meV, or b) t-25 meV, U-2.5 eV, 

kT=25 meV. In comparison, electronic screening alone yields KS=2.40A-l (with N(&~)=0.47 

states/eV/Pd for PdH [9]). 

This boson screened coulomb potential is then used to estimate fusion rates for the reaction 

d+d-+He3+n 

The thermally averaged fusion rate is given by 

1 
a 

A = ~ ( A 2 q e - ~ )  

where A=2x10-16 cm3 s-1 is the nuclear reaction rate constant, q=e2/hv and B is the semiclassical 

WKB tunneling integral for the screened Coulomb potential: 
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Eq. (12) contains a thermal average over different vibrational bands of states, in each of which 

both the relative kinetic energy E, and the screened potential Ve&) will generally differ. For order 

of magnitude estimates it suffices to replace the full thermally averaged fusion rate by the mom 

temperature contribution from a single band of vibrational states of D in Pd, 

A = -  A2q e-B 

a3 

We set E=298K, and v=2 x lo5 cm s-l (the velocity of a deuterium species in the ground 

vibrational state of an octahedral Pd site). The volume a3 is the volume of an octahedral interstice, 

0.774A3. 

The boson screened fusion rates resulting from the range of values of in Table 1, 

are shown in Figure 4, where they are seen to be strongly dependent on the magnitude of the 

density fluctuations. Two lower limits are of interest here. Firstly, the limit when <(6n)2>=0, i.e. 

no boson screening. A fusion rate of A =4xIO-99 s-l is obtained using the density of electronic 

states appropriate to stoichiometric PdD. This value, which is consistent with other recent 

calculations [ 101, is considerably less than that predicted for fusion in gas phase D2 molecules 

[ 1 13. This is a consequence of the low electron density in PdD, rather than of the delocalized 

nature of the metallic electrons. Secondly, the T=O limit. The T=O results obtained for both PdD 

and PdD2 with ratios U/t > lo3 lie below the upper bound of 

Baym, assuming a deuterium affinity of Pd equal to that at low concentrations [12]. For U/t=102, 

the N=2 cluster results also lie below this, while the N=4 cluster rates lie above this bound. This 

implies that U/ol@ in the ground vibrational state, as expected (see above). 

s-l obtained by Leggett and 

Analysis of the finite temperature fusion rates in PdD and PdD2 can now be made subject 

to the aforementioned T=O restrictions on parameter ratios U/t. Finite temperature rate 

enhancements can derive from population of excited vibrational states with a smaller ratio of U/t. 

We consider a realistic range of possible values of the Hubbard parameters U and t in excited 
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vibrational states to be given by t-1-25 meV, U-O.l-10 eV. Figure 4 shows that fusion rates of 

10-25 s-1 and greater require to be greater than 6 ~ 1 0 - ~ .  Analysis of the U,t,kT and N 

dependence of A leads to the following conclusions: 

i) At room temperature, kT-25 meV, fusion rates greater than 11-10-25 s-1 are not 

possible if the range of coherent motion extends only to N=2 clusters. This holds for both PdD 

and PdD2. 

ii) Fusion rates are considerably enhanced by increasing the range of coherence to N=4 

interstitial clusters. Now there exists a critical range of the ratio U/t between 102 and lo3, over 

which room temperature fusion rates vary from negligibly small to detectable values. Thus for a) 

t-25 meV and U-25 eV, A-10-93 s-l, while with b) t-25 meV and U-2.5 eV, s-l, for 

PdD with N=4 site clusters (kT=25 meV). A similar U/t ratio with a larger kT/t ratio, c) t-1 meV, 

U-O.l eV, kT=25 meV, yields A-10-19 s-1. These three values refer to stoichiometric PdD. 

Recent experimental rates reported by some groups for reaction (1 1) are 10-23 s-l [ 131. These 

comparisons lead us to conclude that, given what is currently known about the energetics and 

dynamics of D in Pd, such fusion rates of 10-23 s-l are unlikely in PdD since they require an 

unusually low value of U. (see above discussion) 

Ei) In this same regime however, the concentration dependence is dramatic. For example, 

with the previous set of parameters b), the rate increases to A-10-20 s-1 when PdD is replaced by 

PdD2. Thus, although for stoichiometric PdD it therefore appears impossible to achieve rates of 

order A-10-23 with realistic values of U/t, it may well be possible with PdD2. 

We conclude that boson screening induced by finite temperature coherent dynamics of 

deuterons can induce huge enhancements over the d+d fusion rates in gas phase molecular D2, and 

also over the corresponding T=O rates in metallic Pd. This additional screening mechanism is 

significant, even for very small amounts of finite temperature boson fluctuations. It is very 

sensitive to both deuteron concentrations, and to the relative magnitudes of the Hubbard parameters 

U and t. 

Several implications for experimental studies follow from this analysis of boson screening. 

Firstly, the estimates made here based on realistic values of U/t indicate that a,t least local ratios of 
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D:Pd greater than 1:l are required to obtain rates comparable to those reported by Jones et al. [13]. 

Such locally high concentrations may obtain near the surface or associated with defects. More 

detailed knowledge of the D distribution at high concentrations would be useful. Secondly, given 

a high enough deuterium concentration, the boson screening mechanism described here would also 

be correspondingly effective in enhancing the rates of other fusion reactions in the metal. Several 

difficult theoretical issues are also raised. Our analysis of bosonic collective effects has assumed i) 

an approximate Hamiltonian, ii) linear response for the effective interaction, and iii) a k- 

independent dielectric constant. Each of these approximations must be critically examined and 

possibly superseded, to obtain more accurate estimates of finite temperature rates. More precise 

calculations of the Hubbard parameters, and of the effective dielectric constant, eq.(8), will be 

especially useful. The latter requires investigation of the dynamical interaction between the highly 

mobile and strongly interacting deuterons, and the electrons, at high concentrations. Nevertheless, 

despite the approximations made here, the magnitude of the fusion rate enhancements obtained 

with realistic parameters suggest that further exploration of environments favoring collective 

coherent motion will be extremely interesting. 
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Table L ((&I)*) for d+ in Pd, evaluated for a) N 4  site clusters with periodic boundary 

conditions, and b) N=2 site clusters without periodic boundary conditions. 

Integers in brackets refer to the power of 10. 

u/t kT/t N=2 N=4 
- - - n=4 - - 

1 0 2  25 0.33(- 1)  0.36(- 1) 0.11 0.16 

102 10 0.59(-3) 0.18(-2) 0.30(-1) 0.10 

102 1 0.40(-3) 0.12(-2) 0.29(-1) 0.10 

103 25 0.40(-5) 0.12(-4) 0.20(-3) 0.62(-3) 

104 25 0.00 0.00 0.20(-5) 0.60(-5) 

102 0 0.40(-3) 0.12(-2) 0.29 (- 1 ) 0.10 

103 0 0.40(-5) 0.1 2 (-4) 0.20(-3) 0.62(-3) 

104 0 0.00 0.00 0.20(-5) 0.60(-5) 
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Figure 1. ((&I)’) for bosons (- ) and fermions (.-*.) in the N 4  site cluster with 

periodic boundary conditions, for the parameter ratio U/t=36, at temperatures a) 

kT=1000t, b) kT=lOt, C) kT=t. 

Figure 2. ((&I)’) for bosons (- ) and fermions (-*-) in the N 4  site cluster with 

periodic boundary Conditions, with a) U=O, t=1, kT=lOt, and b) t=O, U=36, kT=lO. 

Figure 3. Veff (r) given by electronic and boson screening according to eqs.(9) and (10). i) 

Electronic screening alone, with Q = 2.40A-1, corresponding to a Fermi surface 

density of states N(EF) = 0.47 statedeVPd for PdH [9] (- ). ii) Electron and 

boson screening, with Ks = 2.7681-l, corresponding to ((&I)”> = O . ~ X ~ O - ~  (- - - -). 
iii) Electron and boson screening, with K, = 16.41A-1, corresponding to ( (&I)2)  = 

0.29~10-1 (*--) (Table 1). 

Figure 4. Loglo A as a function of log ((&I)’) for the reaction d + d 3He + n. A is evaluated 

with eqs. (9-10) and (13-14). Circles indicate the points obtained with the values in 

Table 1. (An additional point for (( 6n)’)=1.0 is shown for reference.) 
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ABSTRACT 

A crystall ine sol id may present a potentially r ich environment for enhancing 

the fusion rate of hydrogen isotopes. We hypothesize and examine contributions 

to  the fus ion rate f rom deuteron effect ive mass, electron screening, and 

deuteron proximity which lead to signif icant predictions and testable results. 

These bulk mechanisms can account for reported cold fusion rates because of an 

exponential increase i n  the tunneling coefficient. In addi t ion the latt ice may 

provide preferential pathways of mot ion which provide nearly one-dimensional 

col l is ions, increase the col l is ion frequency, the center-of-mass energy, and 
make i t  more l ikely that the nuclei wi l l  coll ide and fuse. Cluster-impact fusion 

experiments appear to have features i n  common with cold-fusion. 

1. In t roduct ion 

Although much further experimental data are needed to establish the 

claimed cold fusion results as scientific fact, these claims have 

nevertheless focussed attention on the possibilities of fusion in a crystal 

lattice which deserve to be scrutinized carefully by the scientific 

community. If these data prove to be correct, there are many important 

experimental and theoretical questions which need to be answered. Based 

upon conventional mechanisms, quite general arguments could be made 

that cold fusion cannot occur, but this view does not address the available 

data (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8). To do so, we will explore the sensitivity of the 
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fusion rate to various parameters to shed light on their respective roles 

and to hopefully provide guidance to future experiments. If fusion were 

to occur at the reported levels, it appears that hitherto unconsidered 

physical mechanisms must be present in the host solid at high d loading 

that are otherwise not present. 

There are four essential ingredients or processes for sustained 

controlled nuclear fusion of either the hot or the cold variety: tunneling 

probability, collision frequency, fusion probability, and sustaining the 

reaction. The fusion rate is proportional to the product of the first three 

processes. The fusion probability is dependent on processes that occur 

inside the nuclear well and which determine the reaction products. The 

fourth process involves prevention of poisoning the reactions and 

replenishment of the deuterium and tritium fuel. The ability to achieve 

fusion at low temperature appears to be related most strongly to 

unexpected increases in tun n eli ng probability . 

2. Cold Fusion 

The fusion rate is extremely sensitive to the tunneling probability. 

Even small variations in the relevant variables can substantially change 

this coefficient, which in practical terms is a measure of how easily the 

two nuclei can overcome the barrier of their electrical mutual repulsion. 

Once this barrier is overcome, the attractive nuclear force dominates. 

Tunneling is considered to be a quantum mechanical phenomenon in which 

a particle whose energy is less than the potential energy of a barrier can 

nevertheless be found on the other side of the barrier. Classical tunneling 

as demonstrated to be analogous to quantum tunneling by Cohn and 

Rabinowitz (9) can provide an insight into the physical process. 
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Recent publications have postulated effective mass concepts for the 

electrons in a solid as an analog to muon catalyzed fusion, as well as 

other mechanisms to account for increased tunneling (1 0,11,12,13,14,15). 

Even if the electron concepts are not applicable for a bound system to 

enhance the fusion rate, our fusing particle (d) effective mass concept 

appears valid (16,17) as it is applied outside the barrier where the inertia 

of the unbound deuterons (d) is determined by the lattice. Subsequent to 

this workshop, we learned that Alicki(l8) also considers the d effective 

mass. 

The cross-section, Or, for a nuclear reaction between charged part- 

icles can be expressed as a product of four factors: 

Or = o ~ G T ~  (1) 

where oC 

coefficient, T is the ratio of net flux of particles transmitted into the 

nuclear potential well compared to that penetrating the coulomb barrier 

and p is a function of the strong interaction leading to a given fusion 

reaction (exit channel). 

is the cross-section for collision, G is the coulomb tunneling 

For nuclei at low energy whose reduced de Broglie wavelength, % , is 

therefore large compared to nuclear dimensions, 

interactions by partial waves with orbital angular momentum Lfi. For 

cC = x X  * ( L+1) for 

s-waves (no angular momentum) this is just x X = rc h 2 /p *2 v 2 . 
A very important effect of the solid is to bring d's much closer togeth- 

er than they could otherwise be at ambient temperature. Although the 

averagg separation of the d's is about 1.4A in heavily loaded Pd, the d's can 
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be in equilibrium Jocal ly at a separation as close as 0.94A (19,20,21). 

Closer separation is possible in non-equilibrium processes.Various models 

for the screening potential of the free electrons in the solid lead to 

roughly similar results. The differences in the models may be important 

when better experimental data are available and a close correlation 

between experiment and theory is sought. At this stage a model of a 

spherical shell of radius R of negative charge surrounding each d will 

suffice even though other models such as a uniform cloud of electrons give 

significantly higher tunneling and fusion rates. This model leads both to 

an analytical solution, and to fusion rates which can account for the 

present experimental results. The potential energy as a function of radius 

r, outside the nuclear well is 

V = (e2/4~~O)[(1/r)-(1/R)] r1 s r I R, (2) 

where e is the deuteron charge, r1 is the nuclear well radius. V= 0 for r > 

R. V- V, (the square well nuclear potential) for Osrsrl. 

The periodic potential in which d's move in Pd and their interaction 

with the ionic lattice and its constituents is similar to that of electrons, 

and the effective mass concept applies to both. A d in such a crystal is 

subject to forces from the crystal lattice as well as the Coulomb force 

from another d.The Hamiltonian of two d's contains contributions from the 

periodic potential of the lattice, electrons, and from interaction of the 

two d's. Simplification to the two-body (two d) Hamiltonian may be 

accomplished by using the effective mass for r>a, the lattice spacing. 
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Experiments involving r>a and time t>a/c, which consider only external 

forces, will infer an inertia for the charged particle equal to the effective 

mass. m) are approached, the interaction 

between the two d's dominates over the lattice contribution, and the free 

mass is appropriate. Thus we assume the d's have a reduced Bffective 

mass p* for r>R. In the nuclear well the d's have a 

As nuclear distances (-1 0 - l  

reduced mass p = their 

reduced mass (d mass/2). Inside the barrier (classically forbidden 

region), their mass varies continuously from the reduced gffective m a  

outside the barrier to the reduced free (true) m a  inside the nuclear 

well, as a two-body approximation of the many body problem. (In the many 

body approach, the reduced free mass would apply everywhere.) To obtain 

an analytic solution, we have p at r1 to p* at 1-2 the classical turning 

point: pgg (p - p*)(rl/r) + p* for r2>>r1 

Solution of the Schroedinger eq. yields the tunneling coefficient 

G = A exp{-2g(rl)}, where 

g(r1) = ( x / 2 ~ ) [ ( 2 8 2 / 4 ~ ~ ~ ) p . r 2 1 1 / 2  . (4 )  

(3 )  

Finally, the barrier transmission flux coefficient, T , is given by : 

T = [4 WK]  , K>>k. ( 5 )  
k is the wave number for the asymptotic region (outside the Coulomb 

barrier) : k = m v / I h  and, K = (2 m Vn)1'2/'h . Thus 

Or= (2hip'vK)Ap exp{-2g(rl)} (6) 

p depends on the specific reaction. Cross sections for d-d fusion have 

not been measured below -10 keV. Resonances might exist at lower 
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energies like the 5He resonance for d-t fusion and where there is no 

inhibition of the nuclear events e.g. by requiring a radiative transition as 

in d-p fusion. It would then be possible for p to be much larger than for 

ordinary d-d fusion. We assume the dominant nuclear events to be the 

normal isobaric analogues : d + d = p + t and d + d = n + 3He, with some 

branching ratio . The measured value (1 3,14) of the astrophysical 

function,S, for d-d fusion is between 53 and 108 keV-barn = 1.73 x 10-42 

J-m2 which can be combined with Eq. 6 to yield 

or = (S/E) exp{-2g(rl)}. (7) 

The number of d-d fusion reactions/cm3/sec is : 

N = (1/2)n20r v ( 8 )  

where n is the d number density, and v is the mean thermal velocity. Thus 

N = (1/2)[2n2S/(2p*E)1/2 ]exp{-2g(rl)} where, (9) 

E is the energy in the center-of-mass (CM) system. 

We now proceed to examine the effects upon this relationship of the 

crystalline environment. These effects address the d effective mass. To 

our knowledge we were the first to apply these concepts to the fusing 

particles as a possible explanation for cold fusion.(l6,17) 

In a region of periodic potential perturbations, charged particles 

behave dynamically as if they possess an effective mass, m* (less or 

greater than the free mass) , given by : 

m* = h2 /[d2E/dk2]. (1 0) 

Just as the electrons see an attractive periodic potential, the d's see a 

repulsive potential at each of the metal ions with further periodic 

8 
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potential peaks at the positions of the octahedral interstitial sites when 

essentially all are occupied by d as in the P-phase PdD, with x 2 0.75. 

Although we do not attempt a band calculation for the d effective mass 

m*, the magnitude to be expected can be estimated from the simple 

Kronig-Penney model for a unit charge moving with periodicity, a : 

m* 'h2/2a2E (1 1) 

where E are the eigenstate energies for d moving between the interstitial 

sites. Eq.( l l )  properly estimates the effective mass of electrons in terms 

of the Fermi energy - eV. For d (bosons of spin l ) ,  even though their 

energies are low,being distributed around thermal, equation (1 1) gives 

meW.01 times the free d mass as a lower limit. A decreased mass can 

profoundly increase the G factor. A triton(t) should have an even smaller 

effective mass than a d because it is a Fermi particle and hence has higher 

E. Because of this, a prediction of this model is that heavv loadina of the 

lattice with t and d s hould aive even hiaher fusion rates.The difference in 

zero-point amplitude of d, t, and p in Pd may also be significant. 

The effects of d effective mass are calculated in Table 1 where the 

number of d-d fusions/cm3/sec is calculated for PdD, for x20.75. The 

fusion rate is calculated for a series of values of effective mass for CM 

energies 0.025eV, 0.15 eV, and 1 eV, as could be found in the high energy 

tail of the thermal energy distribution. 

ELab = ECM corresponds to symmetric collisions of d in transit between 

interstitial sites, which may be more likely in a lattice which provides 

preferential pathways of motion, than in a high temperature plasma. This 
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is another mechanism which can increase the fusion rate by many orders 

of magnitude. As Table 1 shows, fusion rates >1010/cm3/sec may be 

obtained by these mechanisms which can account for the reported excess 

power and radiation attributed to cold fusion. 

Table 1. d-d fusion rate in powers of 10 per cm3/sec of PdD,. 

( k / p >  for R-0.5A (J+&> for R=2.7A 

E N W  L U ~ ~  - 1 01 0.05 0.02 

0.025 -45 +11 +19 +25 -156 -27 -8 +7 

0.1 5 -44 +11 +19 +26 -152 -25 -7 +8 

1 .o -43 +12 4-20 +26 -139 -22 -4 +11 

In addition to accounting for reported fusion rates (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), this 

theory further predicts two generic (i.e. for p*= p) properties of cold 

fusion in the bulk of a solid: 1) There is an extremelv strona dependence o n 

d co ncentration. 2)There is not a st rona te moerature deoe ndence o f thg 

fusion rate riaht UD to t he meltina DO int. For Pd this is 1828K, 

corresponding to E = 0.152eV. In free space, a large increase in fusion 

rate would be expected with increased temperature. With a decreased 

solubility of d in Pd, and hence decreased density as indicated by the large 

differences between the R=2.7A and R=0.5A cases, one may expect a 

decrease in the fusion rate with increased temperature. These predictions 

could be tested by externally increasing the temperature of an active 

fusion cell, and by adjusting the d concentration. 

As stated earlier, the fusion rate is also proportional to the collision 

In three dimensions, the collision frequency frequency of the deuterons. 
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per particle is F3 = nocv, where n is the number density, oc is the 

collision cross section, and v is the mean thermal velocity. We expect 

this number to be roughly the same in the liquid state and in ordinary solid 

solution as found in Pd. 

There may be preferential pathways that decrease the degrees of 

freedom in the solid so that the fusing particle is confined essentially to 

two- or one- dimensional motion in the solid-- that is, the particles may 

be able to move only in certain planes or channels. Decreasing the 

dimensionality or degrees of freedom decreases the number of ways 

potentially colliding particles can miss each other. 

For the purposes of numerically illustrating that a significant increase 

in collision frequency may be achieved in such cases, let us consider some 

very simple equations as crude approximations of the real situation. In 

two dimensions the collision frequency is F2= n2/3 oc1j2 v. In one 

dimension the collision frequency is F1 = v. Depending on the 

particular values of n and oC when the particles are confined to planar or 

channel motion in the solid, F2 can be orders of magnitude larger than F3, 

and F1 can be many orders of magnitude larger than F3. Similarities to 

superconductivity are interesting to note (22). Thus by increasing the 

collision frequency and the center-of-mass energy, channeling greatly 

increases tunneling and hence the fusion rate.(l6,17) Channeling increases 

the probability of a nearly one-dimensional collision, with essentially the 

absence of angular momentum in the final state. This may permit low 

energy resonances which greatly increase the fusion cross section. 
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These effects, in conjunction with an effective d mass of only 0.1 x 

the free d mass can account for the known positive experimental 

observations. The strong exponential dependence of the fusion rate upon 

the concentration and effective mass is evident from Table 1. This may in 

part explain the wide spread in positive and negative experimental results 

of different investigators. (23) 

3. Cluster-Impact Fusion 

Small singly ionized D 2 0  ice crystals containing clusters of 25 to 1300 

D 2 0  molecules were used to bombard TiD targets, producing high gne-  

d imens iond compression and high fusion rates. (24) Even though the - 
100 eV/d energies of the latter are significantly higher than the - 0.03 eV 

of cold fusion, they share much in common. In particular, they both 

represent anomalously high fusion rates based upon conventional wisdom. 

This is obvious with respect to cold fusion, but much less so for cluster 

fusion and may be a factor that contributed to the relative ease by which 

it was accepted. If  "cold fusion" is a proper term for ambient 

temperature fusion, then the term "lukewarm fusion" is both convenient 

and appropriate for fusion at - 100eV. 

In demonstrating d-d fusion rates of lO-l/d-sec at incident deuteron 

energies of only - 100 eV Beuhler, Friedlander, and Friedman (BFF) have 

made a most significant contribution in their cluster-impact fusion 

experiments. (24) They note that their experimentally obtained fusion 

cross section is "more than 10 orders of magnitude larger" than their 

computed value. Actually, their experimental fusion cross section is 25 

orders of magnitude larger than their theoretical value. Significantly, 
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Rabinowitz and Worledge (25) have shown that even when both 

compression and electron shielding effects are included, the experimental 

cross section is still 15 orders of magnitude larger than the theoretical 

cross section. 
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DISCUSSION (WORLEDGE) 

Carrero: 
Worledge: The calculation which I present is for energy on the order of 150 eV. 
If one assumes the possibility of enhanced screening effects, perhaps consisting 
of a shell of negative charge giving you a shifted Coulomb potential, then 
reaction rates can be calculated which are of the required order of magnitude. 
Mansour: How do you account for the deuterium loading factor in your 
calculations? 
Worledge: 
Chubb: 
to be acting on the effective mass? Do you assume that it is the one relative to 
the strong interaction, since the electrostatic mass effects are small? 
Worledge: A calculation of the effective mass is not used. The expression simply 
shows the effect of a reduced effective mass. 
Whaley: To clarify the issues, the expression Dr. Worledge uses is basically a 
3-particle approximation, which is valid for electrons. At the bottom of the band 
the dispersion function is quadratic, and the energy would be the level above zero 
for the band. 
heavy particles such as hydrogen and deuterium, the dispersion of the band is 
much, much narrower. 
still be used. For tunneling in the eV barrier energy range, heavier effective 
masses are the rule, which for electrons are normally an order of magnitude larger 
than the rest mass. 
Chubb: It should be 
measured relative to the chemical potential of the system, which changes as 
electrical potenti a1 , concentration, and other factors change. 
Worledge: I would still like to point out that the energy expression which you 
refer to is not used to derive any of the reaction rate probabilities. I have 
simply calculated the rates assuming that the rest mass applies, or effective 
masses smaller than the rest mass apply. If the effective mass increases, the 
tunneling rates would no longer be of interest. 
other direction, then the rates can increase markedly. 
Miley: Does this give us any information about branching ratios? 
Worledge: A t  zero particle separation we can say nothing about branching ratio. 
I assume that the process is dominated by the strong interaction. 

What cluster size do you assume to obtain your probabilities? 

It is included in the density term. 
Both Coulomb and nuclear forces are involved. Which force do you assume 

This is the energy determining the Coulombic effective mass. For 

At the bottom of the band, a quadratic approximation can 

The energy used in the expression is a measured unit. 

If the effective mass goes in the 
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Carrero: The formula used f o r  the  e f f e c t i v e  mass tends t o  the  r e s t  mass a t  h igh 
energy, no t  t o  zero. 
Worledge: The expression which I used may no t  be the  on ly  desc r ip t i on  o f  the 
e f f e c t i v e  mass. I be l ieve  t h a t  we should explore other  p o s s i b i l i t i e s ,  s ince a 
lower e f f e c t i v e  mass would be one approach t o  exp la in ing  the  r e s u l t s .  
Jones: I t h i n k  t h a t  conducting a parametric study such as t h i s  one i s  use fu l .  
Worledge: 
the  S func t ion .  
our assumptions concerning i t  are more suspect. 
under these cond i t ions  now. 
Gamow fac to rs  under these condi t ions.  

The expression f o r  r a t e  i s  a product o f  the  Gamow tunne l ing  f a c t o r  and 
The S func t i on  has no t  been measured down t o  low energies, and 

Nevertheless, i t  i s  a lso  worthwhi le t o  l ook  a t  the 
Perhaps, we are measuring ra tes  
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I Introduction 

It has been suggested by various participants of this workshop that there 

is a need to postulate "new physics" in order to explain the phenomena associated 

with "cold fusion". In fact, "new physics" is not required. "Cold fusion" can 

be explained in terms of known quantum mechanical effects that become physically 

realizable in a well-defined limit within a solid'. Furthermore, the 

extaordinary circumstances associated with the prolonged overcharging of Pd 

electrodes by Fleischmann and Pons2 suggest that in fact this well-defined limit 

may very well have been obtained during the experiments'. 

The relevant limit should accompany slight overcharging of an 

electrolytically induced stoichiometric Pd-D compound within a periodic Pd host. 

This limit has relevance to potentially new forms of fusion because further 

charging of the electrode favors the formation of cooperative ionic fluctuations 

in which small, though equal, indistinguishable amounts of charge are distributed 

uniformly to different unit cells throughout the lattice. The evolution of these 

ionic fluctuations becomes favorable because of the 1 arge energy costs associated 

with lattice strain at individual lattice sites that occur when more than one 

deuteron attempts to occupy the same unit cell. The periodicity of the lattice 
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provides a means, through quantum mechanics, to eliminate these strains through 

the occupation of quantum mechanical "Bloch" (or energy band) states. 

The occupation of these sol id state matter states and the resulting behavior 

of the wave function provide a means for an entirely new form of nuclear 

interaction. The result is that nucleons that are separated by macroscopic 

distances in a classical sense may interact in a nuclear fashion quantum 

mechanically, thereby modifying significantly the conventional problem associated 

with nuclear fusion (of two nuclei colliding at nuclear separations at an 

isolated site) and the re1 ated coulomb barrier tunnel 1 ing requirement. 
Because the resulting nuclear interaction is initiated in a low energy 

environment in which the reactants are predominantly electrostatically stable 

proton-neutron pairs, nuclear fusion of deuterons may occur in a manner in which 

unfami 1 i ar products are re1 eased, governed by a new sel ecti on rule associ ated 

with the requirement that the initial and final states in the primary reactions 

involve nuclear particles that are derived from integer numbers of proton- 

neutron pairs. Also, the presence of the periodic solid significantly alters 

the ionicity and effective electrostatic volume of each deuteron in a manner that 

runs contrary to conventional thinking. 

Because of the origin and spatial location and cooperative nature of these 

ionic fluctuations, their physical impact on nuclear behavior can only be 

described appropriately when the dynamics and time evolution are treated in a 

fully quantum mechanical manner that incorporates the presence o f  the lattice, 

the possibility of many-body fluctuations at all lattice sites, the correct 

volume dependence of each deuterium nucleus that results from interaction with 

the lattice, and the cooperative nature of a state composed of indistinguishable 

bosons. These requirements have been largely ignored until now because the 

physical situation, involving a cooperative fluctuation whose electrostatic 

interaction must be treated quantum mechanically, is very different than the 

situation of fusion in free space (which provides the conventional intuition 

associated with fusion), where the process may be described by nuclear-sized 
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particles that first move in a classical manner, then interact electrostatically 

where they experience strong repulsion, and finally "tunnel" into each other in 

a semi-classical manner (derived within the WKB approximation) through the 

associated coulombic barrier. 

This paper provides the quantum mechanical theory of such ionic fluctuations 

and the selection rules for the resulting nuclear interactions. Because these 

fluctuations become energetically favorable during the overcharging of Pd 

electrodes associated with the prolonged electrolysis of LiOD, 1) they probably 

are responsible for the associated heating', and 2) this heating' is probably 

the result of a new form of nuclear interaction. 

Because these fluctuations result from overcharging of the electrode, their 

creation leads to an overpotential condition, in which the potential difference 

between electrode and electrolyte opposes the potenti a1 that is appl ied across 

the cell. It is important to note that a strong correlation between such an 

overpotential condition and the anomalous heating has been observed by numerous 

participants o f  this workshop. 

I 1  Misconceptions, Preconceptions and A l l  That 

The major reason that it is difficult to understand within the framework 

of conventional thinking (about the fusion problem) how "cold fusion'' can occur 

is the result of three premises that, until now, have been almost universally 

believed to hold within a solid: 

1) Fusionable reactants must be located near one another. 

2) The ionic deuteron cores inside a solid are "point-like" particles that 

have characteristic sizes comparable to those of '0' ions in free space. 

3) The products of condensed matter fusion somehow must "resemble" those 

of "conventional" fusion, associated with fusion in free space, and that it is 

appropriate to view condensed matter fusion as a "cooler" version of "hot 

f u s i on I' . 
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In fact, within a periodic Pd-D electrode, quantum mechanical effects, 

associated with the electrostatic interaction during s l i g h t  over-charging through 

the injection of additional deuterium ions, invalidate each of these of premises. 

The need for close proximity of reactants, as required in free space, is replaced 

by the requirement that reactants and the associated condensed matter host form 

a periodic lattice in which reactants "see" on the average a periodic, single 

particle potential. The premise that deuterons are "point-like" is altered 

dramatically as a consequence of electrostatic interaction with the lattice, 

which effectively enlarges the volume of the electrostatic "density" of each D+ 

ion by as much as a factor of relative to the comparable volume in free 

space. The requirement that "cold fusion" mimicks "hot fusion" in the sense that 

similar fusion products should be expected is altered by the collective nature 

of the interaction and the stability of the proton-neutron pair with respect to 

electrostatic interaction of D+ ions in the range of initial energies from which 

"cold fusion" is initiated. 

As a consequence, "cold fusion" is different from any previous known form 

of fusion. As discussed below, in the primary reactions "cold fusion" provides 

a conservation rule: in each reaction, when the initial state is formed from 

"bosons" composed of proton-neutron pairs, the final state will consist o f  

"bosons" composed of proton-neutron pairs. Thus, reactants and products 

predominantly obey Bose Einstein statistics on the length scales associated with 

electrostatic interactions. There are no free fermions as a consequence, such 

as free neutrons, protons, 3He*, or 3H+, in the primary reaction channels. 

Condensed matter fusion proceeds through collective phenomena in which the 

concept of collision may be replaced by an entirely new idea, the breaking of 

per iod ic  order .  
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I11 The Grand Identity Crisis 

The associated theory of condensed matter fusion' requires only that the 

electrostatic potential be periodic and that some macroscopic number of deuterons 

become indistinguishable for a sufficiently long period of time. When this 

occurs, depending upon the relative magnitude of the bonding between lattice and 

ions, it may become possible for deuterons, which on the average are located in 

different unit cells, to interact in a nuclear fashion with each other, through 

"self-interaction" (the process in which an ion sees its own potential and 

readjusts its motion and spatial distribution, thereby modifying its own 

potential). 

The starting point for interaction occurs near the D-concentration (one D 

per Pd) at which stoichiometric D-Pd forms. Then, a large percentage of each 

of the additional D that are subsequently injected interacts with an 

electrostatic potenti a1 that is predominantly periodic. Within this environment , 
to eliminate the possibility of large coulomb repulsion between D ions that 

results when two distinguishable D nuclei "attempt" to occupy the same lattice 

site, it becomes favorable once the stoichiometric compound is formed, for each 

additional D to occupy an "energy band" state. These states are defined by the 

requirement that 1) each wave function obey Bloch's theorem, 

2) the wave function satisfy a periodic, sing 

Hamiltonian based) equation, and 3) that the 

D+ ions is given by 

~ ( r )  8 xi,= +i,a*(r) +i,a(r) na,i 

e-particle Schroedinger (or other 

density p(r) of indistinguishable 

( 2 )  * 

Here, is a Bravais lattice vector, and the two indices i and CY are used to 

I.. 
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denote t h e  eigenvalue = eU(k))ki, where ea i s  t h e  oth energy band, k, i s  the  

ith value of t h e  wave-vector k. Each e igenstate $,,= has been normalized t o  t h e  

volume o f  t h e  c r y s t a l .  Also, i s  the  band occupation f a c t o r ;  na,, = 

(e  (ca(ki )-p)/kT - + 1 )-', where t h e  p o s i t i v e  o r  negat ive s ign  i s  used, respec t ive ly ,  

f o r  t h e  case o f  fermions o r  bosons, p i s  t h e  chemical p o t e n t i a l ,  k i s  the  

Boltzmann constant, and T i s  t h e  temperature. 

I n  t h e  phys ica l  case associated w i t h  modest overcharging o f  s to ich iomet r ic  

Pd-D, (as c a l c u l a t e d  below) p ( r )  corresponds t o  a very small number, and, as a 

consequence o f  t h e  dynamics o f  t h e  e l e c t r o s t a t i c  p o t e n t i a l  associated w i t h  Pd- 

D, i s  expected t o  be appreciable w i t h i n  t h e  reg ion  where t h e  dens i ty  o f  D i s  

appreciable p r i o r  t o  overcharging. This  means t h a t  p ( r )  should be viewed as a 

small dens i ty  o f  i o n i c  charge, associated w i t h  t h e  overcharging, t h a t  provides 

an e f f e c t i v e  "dressing" o f  t h e  i o n i c i t y  o f  each deuteron core, lead ing  t o  a very 

s l i g h t  e) t o t a l  p o s i t i v e  increase i n  t h e  charge o f  each o f  these cores. 

Again, as a consequence o f  t h e  l o c a l  e l e c t r o s t a t i c  environment, i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  

the  s p a t i a l  ex ten t  o f  p ( r )  must be grea ter  than o r  equal t o  t h e  s p a t i a l  extent  

o f  the  phys ica l  charge dens i ty  o f  D i n  Pd-D. 

Wi th in  t h i s  framework, t h e  process o f  fus ion  w i t h i n  a s o l i d  may be 

understood i n  terms o f  a very d i f f e r e n t  p i c t u r e  than i s  present i n  f r e e  space. 

This  process invo lves the  emergence o f  a new form o f  nuc lear  i n t e r a c t i o n ,  based 

upon c o l l e c t i v e  s e l f - i n t e r a c t i o n  t h a t  becomes poss ib le  a f t e r  many d is t ingu ishab le  

deuterons " lose"  t h e i r  i d e n t i t i e s .  We have named t h e  emergence o f  t h i s  form 

o f  COlleCtiVe i n t e r a c t i o n  " the  grand iden t i t y  c r i s i s " .  

The grand iden t i t y  c r i s i s  proceeds as fo l lows:  1) D+ ions become 

i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  i n  order  t o  a l l e v i a t e  l a t t i c e  s t r a i n  associated w i t h  i n j e c t i o n  

beyond t h e  p o i n t  o f  per fect  Pd-D sto ich iometry .  2) Th is  a d d i t i o n a l  charge enters  

the  l a t t i c e  through t h e  occupation o f  band s tates,  lead ing  t o  minimal deuteron- 
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deuteron electrostatic repulsion and maximal screening of coulombic repulsion 

through interaction with electrons, through fractional occupation (on the 

average) of each lattice site by additional deuterons. 3) In this environment, 

each additional D+ contributes fractional charge at an individual lattice site, 

is bound weakly to the lattice (about some average position) through an 

approximately periodic coulomb potential, and, with increasing D, the spatial 

deviation (zero-point-motion) of each D from its average position increases. 

4) Because of Bloch's theorem (Eq. l ) ,  through self-interaction from this initial 

state, an entirely new identity may emerge in which multiple particle 

fluctuations at individual lattice sites occur, which may lead to fusion. 

We have named this new collective state, from which fusion may emerge, "Bose 

Bloch Condensate" (BBC). The formation of the BBC and its properties are 

dictated by the lattice dependent interplay of the symmetries associated with 

periodicity and the properites o f  the boson wavefunction. 

IV Properties and Formation of the Bose Bloch Condensate (BBC) 

The formation of a D+ BBC is a requirement for condensed matter fusion. Its 

properties are dictated by the interplay between the Bloch symmetry (implied by 

Eq. 1) of the single particle wave functions and the properties of the many- 

body boson wave function. A requirement for the formation of such a BBC state 

is that Bloch's theorem be valid and that each particle be indistinguishable from 

the others for a sufficiently long period of time. 

For Bloch's theorem to be valid, 1) sufficient periodicity must be present, 

and 2) each particle must interact with approximately the same, single-particle, 

periodic potential. These criteria are satisfied when a macroscopic number of 

bosons (involving some subset of deuterons within the crystal) interact 



electrostatically with each other and the lattice in a well -screened environment 

by itinerant electrons in which the overlap between electrons and deuterons 

occurs in a sufficiently ionic manner so that each of the subset of deuterons 

satisfies a single particle Schroedinger equation. 

The large deuterium zero-point-motion (-0.2 A )  for stoichiometric Pd-D that 

has been measured in neutron scattering experiments3 and smal 1 heat of solution 

at slightly lower D-concentrations reveals that the each D+ is relatively weakly 

bound to the lattice. (Each D possesses a zero-point energy of 10's of meV.) 

This indicates that the associated bonding between deuteron cores and lattice 

may be viewed as ionic for time-scales that are less than -10-l" s. Similarly, 

the lattice may be viewed as periodic over a comparable time scale. The fact 

that for values of x>0.4 in Pd-D, , the electrons that are injected with the D 
during electrolysis predominantly occupy Pd s-1 ike states3, which remain 

predominantly near the Pd cores but have itinerant character, provides further 

evidence that the bonding o f  D to the lattice may be viewed as ionic. 

On thermodynamic grounds, we anticipate that the injected D should remain 

well -screened by itinerant electrons. Evidence of this phenomenon is provided 

by sensitivity of the energies and spatial orientation of the comparable 

electronic states with respect to H-concentration for the case of H-injection 

into Pd (as revealed through photoemission experiments4 and electronic structure 

calculations5). It follows (by inference) that for Pd-D, near x=l 

similar screening by electrons occurs. 

The total BBC injected charge is small. Also, the associated BBC 

p(r) should possess greater spati a1 extent and, hence, greater zero-poin 

n PdD,, 

density 

-motion 

(as a consequence of the coulombic repulsion, as discussed in the last section) 

than the D already present within the lattice. The combination o f  these factors; 

the ionic character of the bonding, large zero-point motion, and small binding 
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energy; imply that a single particle potential, on the time scale s.) 

associated with D zero-point-motion in the stoichiometric compound, should 

adequately describe the dynamics of the ionic D+ that is injected after Pd-D has 

formed. Because stoichiometric Pd-D provides a periodic potential, it also 

follows then that Bloch's theorem may be used to characterize the single particle 

wave functions o f  the additional injected D+ ions. 

As discussed in the last section, during the grand i d e n t i t y  c r i s i s ,  to 

alleviate lattice strain, it becomes favorable for the injected D+ to occupy band 

states. Because these band states are all derived from the same, approximately 

periodic potential, it follows that once these states begin to be occupied, the 

associated charge is derived from indistinguishable particles. The time-scale 

associated with this indistinguishability s.) is determined by the time- 

scale o f  the lattice, which is also suitably approximated using the period of 

oscillation associated with the zero-point-energies of the deuterons and Pd atoms 

that are already within the electrode prior to the point of overcharging. 

The properties of the BBC follow from the properties of the many body wave 

function B(Cp,r) associated with the occupation by bosons of NB band states 

(denoted by eigenvalues c,) possessing NB coordinate dependencies r, which is 

given by 

Here the sum over (r,) includes interchange of each coordinate r, with the 

remaining N B - 1  coordinates, ensuring that B i s  suitably Bose symmetric. 

As a consequence o f  Eq. 1, when the single particle wave function centered 

about any lattice site is evaluated at the identical location relative to any 

other (Bravais equivalent) lattice site, its value only differs by a phase factor 

(of unit magnitude). Because of this fact, it follows that within any Fermi 
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Golden Rule, or comparable quantum mechanical rate expression, the 

(electrostatic) wave functions associated with densities of deuteron charge, 

which may be separated by macroscopic distances in a time-averaged (classical) 

sense, have appreciable overlap. Collectively, within this time-independent, 

Bloch picture (which applies rigorously to the idealization of a perfectly 

periodic, time independent lattice), 1) it follows that the identities of the 

individual indistinguishable deuterons have been lost, and 2) each component of 

the ionic density associated with these indistinguishable band states must be 

viewed as a collective entity, derived from all of the occupied N, bosonic band 

states. 

In the physical situation, fluctuations in energy and periodicity associated 

with the electrostatic interaction and perturbations of the electrostatic 

interaction provide both 1) the limiting effects associated with the adequacy 

of the Bloch picture, and 2) in fact, lead to the possibility of fusion. The 

relevant fluctuations associated with the fusion problem arise from non-number 

conserving perturbations (associated with deuteron occupation) of the nuclear 

and electrostatic potentials. 

Because these fluctuations in deuteron number, as fusion proceeds, result 

in a depletion of the BBC density and lattice periodicity, and increase the 

entropy of the lattice, their behavior and characteristics are governed in a 

delicate manner by the thermodynamics and size of the lattice, and by externally 

applied forces. At sufficiently low temperatures, because of increases in 

entropy that result when these fluctuations are located near each other, the 

relevant 1 imit involves the case of perturbations that violate deuteron number 

conservation at isolated lattice sites, located far apart from each other. 

In the next section, we will examine how it becomes possible for such 

fluctuations to result in "self-induced" fusion (i .e., through a fusion process 
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driven by self-interaction) from a BBC initial state. With this end in mind, 

and to better understand the implications of the many-body band state wave 

function given in Eq. 3, it is both convenient and important to rewrite this 

many-body wave function in a time-dependent manner in which the possibility for 

fluctuation in particle number at an individual site is made transparent. The 

relevant expression follows from rewriting each Bloch state in terms of time 

dependent Wannier states, 4, 

NL 
hloch(k,r) exp(-e(k)t/h) = (1/~~)"' x 4s(r,t) ex~(ik*~,) - (4 )  

Here R, is a Bravais lattice vector, h=h/2~, where h is Planck's constant, E ( k )  

is the band energy of hPBloch, and k is the crystal momentum. In the harmonic 

approximation, each 4, is suitably approximated at t=O by the ground state wave 

function of a parabolic well, 

s=l 

.~... 

4 S ( r )  = (2/ArZp ' 'I4 exp( - r,'/rzt) 7 ( 5 )  

where rs = r-Ra, and rzp (= the zero-point-motion radius -0.2 A for Pd-D) is 

theclassical turning point of the well. Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3, we find 

1 * (6) 

The possibl ity for many-particle fluctuations appears through the bracketed 

product o f  summed terms in Eq. 6. In these terms, there exist subsets of terms 

containing multiple values o f  m contributing to fixed site s Wannier functions 

&(rm). All terms for which n values of m contribute to any of the &(rm) 

correspond to n-fold occupation of the lattice site s. Within a Fermi Golden 

Rule expression for the fusion rate (for example) for large Ng, small c, and 

small occupation number n, in the evaluation of the square of the matrix 
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element, t he re  

d i s t i ngu ishab le  

degenerate due 

dependencies i n  

NE 
e x i s t  (NJ c"/n! terms corresponding t o  n - f o l d  occupations by 

bosons. For i nd i s t i ngu ishab le  bosons, these terms become n!-  

t o  the  equivalence 

each o f  these terms. 
NE 

there  are (NJ c" terms corresponding 

bosons. 

of n! permutations o f  t h e  coordinate 

As a consequence, 

t o  n - f o l d  ocupations by i nd i s t i ngu ishab le  

I t  i s  important t o  recognize t h a t  t he  m u l t i p l e  occupation (associated w i t h  

the  product o f  any number [ L NE ] o f  Wannier s ta tes )  o f  a s p e c i f i c  s i t e  by 

deuterons i s  a d i r e c t  r e s u l t  o f  t he  i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y  o f  D+ p a r t i c l e s  t h a t  

compose the  BBC. Because t h i s  r e s u l t  r e f l e c t s  a p roper ty  o f  t he  wave func t i on  

and n o t  t he  densi ty,  i t  i s  poss ib le  f o r  a macroscopic number o f  deuterons t o  

i n t e r a c t  w i t h  each o ther  c o l l e c t i v e l y  through f l u c t u a t i o n s  i n  t h e  number of 

deuterons a t  an i n d i v i d u a l  s i t e ,  wh i l e  preserving a charge d i s t r i b u t i o n  which 

on the  average invo lves  deuterons t h a t  are separated by macroscopic distances, 

w i t h  each u n i t  c e l l  c o n t r i b u t i n g  a t o t a l  number o f  (chemical ly bonded and BBC) 

deuterons t h a t  i s  very s l  i g h t l y  g rea te r  than un i t y .  

Thus, t he  BBC resembles a quantum f l u i d ,  such as HeII ,  i n  being composed 

o f  i nd i s t i ngu ishab le  p a r t i c l e s .  Un l i ke  HeII ,  however, t he  BBC requ i res  a host 

l a t t i c e .  Also, i t  can e x i s t  a t  very low boson concentrat ion c. Also, i t  does 

n o t  form exc lus i ve l y  through the  ground s t a t e  b u t  possesses many forms (o r  

phases) associated w i t h  the  occupation o f  d i f f e r e n t  quasi-continuous energy 

bands. A t  low temperatures, c o l l e c t i v e l y  a l l  o f  t he  cons t i t uen ts  o f  t he  D+ BBC 

w i l l  occupy the  lowest k=O energy band, and a " t rue "  Bose condensate w i l l  form, 

which w i l l  e x h i b i t  i o n i c a l l y  mediated superconduct iv i ty and a h i g h l y  an i so t rop i c  

Meissner e f f e c t .  The BBC i s  a d i s t i n c t  matter state,  d i f f e r i n g  i n  important ways 

from quantum f l u i d s  such H e I I  o r  3He. The BBC possesses p roper t i es  s i m i l a r  t o  
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well-known bosonic quasi-particles associated with the presence of a lattice, 

such as phonons, magnons and excitons. 

V The Field Theory o f  Nucleons on a Lattice 

From the limit in which the BBC forms, fusion becomes possible through three 

quantum mechanical effects: 1) the indistinguishability of the D+ ions from which 

the BBC is formed, and 2) overlap between the single particle wave function 

associated with each BBC D+ ion with the others, that results as a consequence 

the periodic structure of the lattice, and 3) the broadening of each D+ ion wave 

function that results from interaction with the lattice. The importance of these 

quantum mechanical effects in the resulting fusion rate is revealed by examining 

the possibility of self-induced fusion. In much of the discussion, we use the 

Bloch state representation instead of Wannier states. Near room temperature, i t  

follows that self-induced fusion occurs only at isolated lattice sites that are 

far from each other. As a consequence, in the actual calculation of the fusion 

rate given in the next section, we use the Wannier state representation. The 

appropriate starting point involves a Fermi Golden rule (or more general) 

expression for the rate at which BBC 0' ions fuse through the multi-particle 

interactions associated with self-interaction. Within this context, because the 

identity of each 0' ion is lost with respect to the others and periodic order 

leads to important overlap between single particle 0' wave functions centered 

about different sites, the time-scales associated with such multi-particle 

interactions become significantly different than for cases involving isolated 

col 1 i si ons between free space D+ ions . 
Before demonstrating explicitly how these differences enter into the 

calculation of a fusion rate that incorporates these very important distinctions, 

it is necessary to present various points associated with the interactions of 
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nucleons on an ordered lattice. In particular, it is important to examine the 

relationship of the purely bosonic, many-body wave function (associated with BBC 

formation on the scale of electrostatic interactions) presented in Eqs. 3-6 to 

the many-body initial state wave function associated with the various nucleons 

that comprise the individual deuterons of the BBC. This problem is associated 

with separability between nuclear and electrostatic interactions that results 

from the electrostatically-induced broadening of each 0' wave function that 

accompanies deuteron interaction with the host lattice. It is also necessary to 

examine the impact of periodicity and wave function broadening on the possibility 

of inter-lattice-site nucleon-nucleon many-body interactions and fluctuations 

in deuteron particle number at a specific lattice site. 

In this section, we address these points by providing some detail concerning 

the possibility of multiple-particle interactions at a specific site and the 

required constraints associated with the resulting nuclear interactions. In 

particular, first, we show that Quantum Mechanics, in a natural way, through 

Bloch's theorem, allows for the possibility of inter-lattice site nucleon- 

nucleon interaction. We do this first by examining the implications of extending 

Bloch's theorem to nuclear dimensions. We find that because of Bloch symmetry, 

alone, there are possibilities for inter-site nucleon interaction that are 

reflected in all many-body interactions since the associated thermal Greens 

function is constructed from Bloch symmetric wave functions. We then examine 

the more relevant limit in which periodicity is only required on the length scale 

of electrostatic interaction. Here, we observe that the large zero-point-motion 

of each deuteron that is present within Pd-D implies that near the limit in which 

a deuteron BBC may form, the single deuteron nuclear and electrostatic potentials 

are separable. We use this separability of potentials as an initial condition 

for introducing the possibility that nuclear and electrostatic interactions may 
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become approximately separable over a finite period of time. Again, the 

resulting thermal Greens function automatically allows for inter-site nucleon- 

nucleon interaction, subject to the constraint that the single particle 

electrostatic potential alone (and not the nuclear potential) be periodic. In 

this derivation, we present the necessary and sufficient conditions that 

guarantee that this form of separability is obeyed by all successive 

perturbations associated with multiple deuteron interaction that is made possible 

by a field theory based on the associated, initial thermal Greens function. 

In this manner, we provide the necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee 

the existence o f  a suitable "inter-action potential" associated with self- 

interaction between nucleons at each order in perturbation theory that is 

consistent with the initial requirement that nuclear and electrostatic 

interactions remain separable. Because these conditions are derived based on 

the assumption that initially the electrostatic and nuclear potentials are 

separable, these conditions guarantee that the associated many-body interaction 

potentials are appropriate when each single particle D+ wave function initially 

obeys Born-Oppenheimer separability. (This fact justifies our using symmetrized 

products of Bloch functions [as well as the other wave functional representations 

discussed in the last section] to construct the initial BBC many-body wave 

function.) The necessary and sufficient conditions for separability of nuclear 

and electrostatic many-body interactions also lead to an important selection 

rule: in each reaction, when the initial state is formed from "bosons" composed 

of proton-neutron pairs, the final state will consist of "bosons" composed of 

proton-neutron pairs. Thus, reactants and products predominantly obey Bose 

Einstein statistics on the length scales associated with electrostatic 

interactions. There are no free fermions as a consequence, such as free 

neutrons, protons, 3He*, or 3H+, in the primary reaction channels. In the next 
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section, we estimate the relevant self-interaction energies associated with 

multiple deuteron interaction at a site and find that to first order in the 

relevant perturbation, the criteria for separability are satisfied. This result 

enables us to examine the possibility of a variety of possible nuclear 

interactions and justifies our use of the Fermi Golden Rule to estimate the 

associated fusion rate. 

It is important to recognize that though the name Bose Bloch Condensate 

places special emphasis on the bosonic character of the D+ ion, the Bose behavior 

of this particular 'condensate" is only significant on the length and time scales 

associated with the electrostatic interaction. Also, our use of terminology that 

involves "Bose" and "condensate" should not be confused with the more commonly 

used term "Bose Condensate". A Bose Bloch Condensate only resembles a "Bose 

Condensate" at low temperatures and only then on length scales that are much 

larger than nuclear dimension. The condensate aspect o f  a Bose Bloch condensate 

is present at all temperatures in which each deuteron may be viewed as an 

independent particle that has become indistinguishable from a macroscopic number 

of other deuterons. 

Though the Bose character of the BBC only exists over length and time scales 

associated with the electrostatic interaction, it is possible that (e.g. in 

crystal ized neutron star matter) the Bloch character of the condensate 

potentially may have consequence on length and time scales that are associated 

with nuclear behavior. This fact follows because of the extremely short range 

of the strong force and because when periodicity is extended to the dimensions 

associated with the strong interactions between protons and neutrons within each 

deuteron ( a 1 imit that may be appropriate for deuterons but that does not apply 

to most solids because most solids are not isotopically pure), Bloch's theorem 

may be extended so that the single particle wave function of each proton and 
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neutron may be selected separately to be a Bloch state. (In this case, as a 

function of a single coordinate r’, each function $elect(r’) and $nuc(r’) is 

separately a Bloch state.) Within this context, each proton and neutron 

separately obeys a Schroedinger (or Dirac) equation, in which the electrostatic 

and strong interactions are represented approximately using one single particle, 

periodic potential. 

The implications and limitations of the possibility that periodicity may 

extend to nuclear dimensions become more transparent when we recast the 

associated quantum mechanical problem in terms of the (four component) thermally 

averaged, single particle, nucleon Greens functions G(r,r’,t,p), 

G(r,r’,t,p)ij = -iTr( e(-8Eo)r Cgm,(r’,O) gqj(r,t)l )/Tr(e-880) .(7) 

Here, gqj denotes the second quantized nucleon field operator possessing ispin 

(=+1/2) and magnetic spin (=?1/2), both denoted by j. H, is the second quantized 

form of the single particle periodic Hamiltonian, 

Ho &,k,m e i  a+(ai)m a(ei)m* 

Here a+(“),,, and a(€,),, respectively, are the creation and annihilation operators 

of the nucleon possessing band energy E i  = ei(k), wave-vector k (i and k are both 

included within the summation) and ispin value m. These may be represented in 

terms of the field operators gqj(r) and the eigenstate, Bloch functions 

$nucleonj(ei,r) of the single particle Schroedinger (or Dirac) equation from which 

the band energies e i ( k )  are derived: 

= J d3r’ m(ei,r’) +O*m(r’,O), 

and 

a(€,), = J d3r’ m(Ei,r)+opm(r,O) * 
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Also, in Eq. 7, p = l/(kBT), T is the temperature, and 7 is the standard time 

ordering operator, defined by 

r(A(t) ,B(t‘))= 6 (t-t’)A(t)B(t’) 6 (t’ -t) B(t’)A( t) , 
where the terms are added [subtracted] when A and B are boson [fermion] operators 

and 6 is a step function defined by 

s(x) = 1, x>o 

= o  xso . 
When periodicity extends to nuclear dimensions, H, is measured relative to the 

Fermi energy associated with the occupation of 2*NB (=NE proton + N, neutron) 

energy band states (each of which is measured relative to the initial rest energy 

of the solid). 

In principle, on some time scale, if sufficient periodicity is present, 

Bloch’s theorem would apply even to sub-nuclear particles, such as the gluons 

and pions that bind together each deuteron, and a representative field theory 

could be constructed based on the two particle Greens functions associated with 

any of these entities, using the assumption of periodicity. When this is donep 

because of Bloch’s theorem, site-site interaction becomes possible in the 

associated field theory in a manner that is entirely different than when 

periodicity is not present. 

To understand the possibility of such site-site interaction, it is 

sufficient to note that for any particle whose time evolution XIMY be adequately 

described in terms of a single particle, periodic Hamiltonian, the associated 

two particle Greens function GreP(r,r‘,t,p) may be written using a spectral 

decomposition in terms of representative Bloch functions qrep(Ci,r‘). For 

example, in the low temperature limit, for any of these representative particles 

(boson or ferm’on), 
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q*rep(e,.r') , e-'wt GreP((r,r',t,-) = J & qrep(Eirr) 
29r (w-~*( 1- i 6) ) 

where the summation is over all (occupied and unoccupied) states (all of which 

are band states because the potential is periodic). Here, 6 is the standard 

infinitesimal increment associated with the time ordering operator that insures 

that in any scattering process, for positive temperatures, each Greens Function 

is associated with the creation of a positive energy "hole state" (associated 

with excitation) at times in the future and the annihilation of an excited state 

particle through the occupation of a negative energy "occupied state" at times 

in the past. Also, each PP(ci,r') satisfies Eq. 1. 

However, the applicability of an approach based upon a band theory of "sub- 

nuclear" particles, or even of a band theory of separate fermionic nucleons, to 

the problem of nuclear interaction within a conventional solid is impossible 

because 1) periodicity does not extend in a meaningful way to the length and time 

scales associated with nucleonic dimensions, and 2) even if such periodicity does 

exist (because of the very different length and time scales associated with the 

electrostatic and strong interactions), it is not clear that there exists a 

single particle potential that governs the eigenvalue spectrum o f  the associated 

particles over a meaningful period of time. Such a band theory of individual 

sub-nuclear or isolated nucleon particles appears to have little physical 

relevance. Because the individual fermions that constitute each deuteron 

statistically behave very differently (either as Fermions or as a bound boson) 

over the length scales associated with the electrostatic and nuclear 

interactions, it is apparent that over intermediate length scales, considerable 

interplay (and correlation) between electrostatic and strong interaction 

potentials takes place. As a consequence, the existence of s w h  a single 

particle, periodic potential is questionable. 

In the limit in which the BBC fcrms, periodicity is maintained through tke 



electrostatic interaction over length and time scales that are much greater (by 

a factor of lo5 and more) than the comparable length and time scales of nuclear 

interaction. As a consequence, the energy (- 1 eV and less) associated with 

the binding of the center of mass of each D+ ion to its average position is as 

much as a factor of lo6 less than the binding energy (-2 MeV) between each 

proton and neutron. This means that regardless of whether or not periodicity 

exists on the scale of nuclear interaction or at intermediate scales between 

nuclear and electrostatic dimensions, for the case in which a single, 

predominantly neutral, D is located near lattice site s, the wave function o f  

each nucleon (proton or neutron) anUcLeon is well described by a Born-Oppenheimer 
separable form 

(r-rcm,s) ( rcm, s) (8) - *nu" leon nucleon hrcm,,)= $ 

Here, rcm,s =(rmtrp)/2-Rs (rn and rp are the coordinates of the neutron and 

proton) is the center of mass of a deuteron located within a zero-point-motion 

radius rzp of the site at R,. (The coordinate r is r, when the nucleon is a 

neutron and equals rp otherwise.) In Eq. 8, the nuclear behavior and the 

associated proton-neutron binding are governed by a highly local ized nuclear 

function , which vanishes when r-rcm,s becomes greater than the effective 
nuclear radius is a slowly varying 

function which varies (in the neighborhood of the lattice site) over the known 

length scale rEP associated with the electrostatic motion of the center o f  mass 

rcm of each deuteron. Similarly, the wave function for the proton-neutron pair 

about site s may be written in the form, 

cm) of a deuteron Rdeut, while 

(9) 9 
OD eut eron elect (rn,rp)= $nuc(rn-rp) Ip (rcm,s) 

which is consistent with our use o f  the Born-Oppenheimer separability condition, 

and where the electrostatic function geleCt is the same in Eqs. 8 and 9. When the 

electrostatic potential is periodic, as in the case of stoichiometric Pd-D, 
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provided Eq. (8) holds, each lpeLece may be approximated by one of the single 

particle BBC deuteron Bloch functions hLoch(k,r) discussed in the last section. 

Then it follows that the associated many-body, initial state wave function given 

by Eqs.3 and 6 may be used with the understanding that each of the N, Bloch 

functions is multiplied by a nuclear function Q"", where the functional form 

of does not depend on the absolute position of any of the deuterons and does 

not interact with the electrostatic potential. 

It should be emphasized that these forms (Eqs. 8 and 9) are only suitable 

for the case in which Born-Oppenheimer separability applies. Because the fusion 

problem deals with a situation in which the effects of multiple-particle 

fluctuations at an individual lattice site occur, it is important to examine the 

impact of these effects on the functional forms given in Eqs. (8) and (9). These 

forms are rigorously suitable in the limit in which the energy scales associated 

with the nuclear potential of the initial state and (in order to apply the Fermi 

Golden Rule) of perturbations (associated with the application of the Fermi 

Golden Rule) to this nuclear potential are very different from the scales 

associated with the comparable electrostatic potential and perturbations of the 

electrostatic potential. 

We will demonstrate in this section that it is possible to construct a self- 

consistent, field theory in which each field operator is constrained so that the 

electrostatic and nuclear interactions remain separable. The effect of this 

constraint is to eliminate all processes associated with transitions to states 

in which the characteristic length and time scales fall in an intermediate range 

between the characteristic length and time scales of the electrostatic and 

nuclear interactions that are present in a particular subset of many-body 

interactions associated with a particular perturbation at a particular order of 

the perturbation in the perturbation expansion. 
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This approximation neglects a large number of possible processes. In any 

particular order of the perturbation expansion, however, as the difference in 

nuclear and electrostatic characteristic length scales of the initial state 

becomes sufficiently large, the overlap between the initial state and 

perturbations associated with intermediate range processes becomes considerably 

smaller than the overlap of the initial state with the perturbation associated 

with the subset of many-body processes in which the difference between 

electrostatic and nuclear length scales is large. As a consequence, in low 

temperature environments, after the BBC forms, provided the electrostatic time 

scale of a particular process is sufficiently long relative to a particular 

nuclear process, both processes may be approximated within a sel f-consistent 

field theory, in which non-separable nuclear-electrostatic interactions are 

prohibited. ( As we will see, this form of field theory automatically leads to 

the selection rule of cold fusion nuclear physics: "Bosons in and Bosons out", 

where it is understood that each boson is composed of proton-neutron pairs.) 

Because the zero-point-motion of the center of mass of each deuteron is quite 

large3, first order self-interaction perturbations that involve fluctuations in 

deuteron number at a site and the associated electrostatic self-interaction are 

many orders of magnitude less than the comparable perturbations associated with 

nuclear self-interaction. As a consequence, the approximation of nuclear and 

el ectrostat i c separabi 1 i ty (as we1 1 as Born-Oppenheimer separabi 1 i ty of the wave 

function) applies rigorously both to the initial BBC state and to self-induced 

perturbations involving deuteron particle number fluctuation in which deuterons 

coalesce over a common volume. 

In principle, the self-consistent BBC field theory in which nuclear and 

electrostatic interactions remain separable for a specified interval of time 

should be based on the necessary and sufficient condition that guarantees that 
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Eq. 8 remain valid for all times t within the specified interval. However, there 

are ambiguities associated with applying this condition to Eq. 8 (as discussed 

below) that result from the Fermi statistics associated with the individual 

nucleons that are eliminated when the condition i s  applied to Eq. 9. It is 

important to recognize that these ambiguities reflect more the nature o f  field 

quantization than Fermi vs Bose statistics. As a consequence, in the quantization 

of the field, by choosing Born-Oppenheimer separability as an initial condition 

and requiring it to remain valid for a finite period of time, we have imposed 

constraints on the field theory that can only be done unambiguously by quantizing 

the fields associated with Eq. 9 in a suitable manner, in which both fields are 

composed of bosons. In the context of a more complete theory in which 

separability is not required, the constrained fields of the self-consistent BBC 

case result from the limit of the complete theory in which in all many-body 

interactions, all processes are discarded in which separability is violated 

during any physical or virtual transition. By requiring separability, we 

unambiguously find an approximate form of the more complete field theory. The 

fact that this separability constraint leads to the situation that both the 

nuclear and electrostatic fields are composed of bosons means that in any of the 

diagramatic expansions of either theory in which strict separability between 

nuclear and electrostatic interactions i s  required, the "Bosons in and Bosons 

out" selection rule is obeyed. We will return to the explicit derivation of this 

rule later in this section. 

The necessary and sufficient condition that guarantees separability of the 

classical nuclear fields Q (either the fields from Eq. 8, Q""'"""(r-r,,,t) and 

Pucleon (r-rcm,t), or the fields from Eq. 9, Q""(r,t) and $Fuc(r,t) ) from the 

electrostatic functions Ipelec(r',0) for all times t within a finite interval of 

time is that during the interval Q and $+", each, evolve in a manner that is 
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independent of the evolution of either or . This condition is 

satisfied when at time t, the functional derivatives of the various functions 

in Eq. 8 (and their complex conjugates) with respect to each other all vanish: 

Because each Schroedinger (or Dirac) equation is first order in time, 

and i$*'lec are canonical, conjugate fields. Similarly, $" and i$% are canonical 

conjugate fields. As a consequence, the vanishing of each of these functional 

derivatives can be related to the vanishing of all of the Poisson bracket 

relationships between the two sets of classical fields at all times within the 

interval. The canonical quantization of the associated fields (in which the 

Poisson bracket is equated with the product of -i)( and the commutator [anti- 

commutator] of the boson [fermion] field variable) can be used unambiguously as 

a means of imposing these separability constraints between the nuclear and 

electrostatic fields only when the nuclear fields associated with Eq. 9 and not 

Eq. 8 are used. 

The reason these constraints can not be applied unambiguously to the fields 

associated with Eq. 8 is because with respect to the electrostatic interaction, 

each deuteron must obey Bose statistics (so that after quantization, $'Iec and 

become boson operators), whi 1 e and $+nucleon are fermion fields. In 

the case of Eq. 9, on the other hand, the nuclear functions gnu' and provide 

the probability distribution associated with finding a proton-neutron pair within 

a specific vol ume surrounding the proton-neutron center of mass. Thi s probabi 1 i ty 

distribution describes a tightly bound configuration of nuclear matter that in 

the second quantized form may be thought of as a boson derived from pairs of 

fermions. Thus, when the classical nuclear and electrostatic fields from Eq. 9 
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are quantized, the vanishing of the various functional derivatives that is 

required by separability can be unambiguously interpreted as the vanishing of 

associated commutators since both sets of fields are treated as bosons. The 

comparable canonical quantization procedure can not be applied to Eq. 8 

unambiguously because, when, for example, the nuclear fields are associated with 

fermions, the vanishing of the functional derivative 6$nuc1eon (r,0)/6P’~(r’ ,t) ( 

associated with the classical field Poisson bracket 

leads to the result (through canonical quantization of the electrostatic field) 

that lpnucLeon and commute. The quantization of the nucleon field requires 

that the vanishing of the functional derivative 6~+e1eC(r,0)/6$*Uc(r’,t) leads to 

the result that and $+‘le’ anti-commute. As a consequence, the choice o f  

anti-commutability or commutability has bearing on the separability constraint. 

When both forms of quantization are imposed (as is rigorously necessary when the 

fields o f  Eq. 8 are constrained to be separable), the null result, in which one 

or both fields vanish identically at all times, is the only allowable solution. 

The required constraints associated with length scale that are needed as 

an initial condition for the separability may be incorporated in each Greens 

function in Eq. 7 by first replacing the idealized single particle Hamiltonian 

H, (which had been assumed to be periodic for both the nuclear and electrostatic 

length scales), with a more realistic form in which the electrostatic potential 

is periodic, but the nuclear potential need not be periodic. It is also required 

that the two potentials are separable. In second quantized form, the appropriate 

Hami 1 toni an i s 

( r ,o) , (r ’ , t 1 

Ho xi,k,m Ei  D+(Ei)  D ( E i )  + NB A+(Enuc)b A(Enuc)bo 

‘nuc , b 

Here, D + ( E i )  is the boson creation operator associated with the occupation of the 

deuteron energy band r i ( k ) ,  measured relative to the electrostatic chemical 

potential p e l e c .  ( The value of pelec is fixed by the requirement that N, 
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deuterons be e l e c t r o s t a t i c a l l y  bound t o  the  s o l i d ) .  I n  t h e  second term, the  sum, 

i n  p r i n c i p l e ,  should be taken over t h e  prec ise  eigenvalue spectrum, using 

operators w i t h  t h e  spectrum o f  a Hamiltonian i n v o l v i n g  NB d i f f e r e n t  strong 

po ten t i a l s ,  separated by l a r g e  (on the  scale o f  nuclear dimension) distances. 

( I n  t h i s  case the  f a c t o r  o f  NB would be omitted.) For s i m p l i c i t y ,  i n  t h i s  term, 

we have used approximate boson c rea t i on  and a n n i h i l a t i o n  operators, A+( and 

A(  E, , ) , , ,  associated w i t h  the  proton-neutron p a i r s  o f  nuc lear  dimension (b 

s i g n i f i e s  magnetic spin),  and approximate eigenvalues associated w i t h  a 

d i f f e r e n t  s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  problem i n  which the  var ious s t rong p o t e n t i a l s  are 

averaged a t  a common loca t i on .  Consistent w i t h  t h i s  "average p o t e n t i a l "  s o l u t i o n  

t o  the  problem o f  N, disordered strong p o t e n t i a l s  separated by l a r g e  distances, 

we must in t roduce a nuclear chemical p o t e n t i a l  ,+,-p t o  conserve proton-neutron 

p a i r s  ( requ i red  both f o r  t o t a l  fermion conservation w i t h i n  the  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  and 

f o r  s e p a r a b i l i t y  o f  nuclear and e l e c t r o s t a t i c  i n t e r a c t i o n s ) .  Here, the  value 

o f  k-p i s  f i x e d  by the  cons t ra in t  t h a t  there  i s  one bound proton-neutron p a i r  

s t a t e  (occupied by two fermions) per occupied deuteron s ta te .  As a consequence, 

each occupied proton-neutron p a i r  i s  bound, a f a c t o r  o f  NB appears as a p r e f a c t o r  

o f  t he  sum i n  the  second term, and the  energy enUC o f  each proton-neutron p a i r  

s t a t e  i s  measured r e l a t i v e  t o  kcn-p . The approximate eigenvalues may be 

constructed using: 

nuc (-n2 v2 + Unuc, .ff ( rn-p) 1 gnu' ( enuc ; rn-p t €nu, g ( ; rn-p 9 t) , 
2pnuc 

hu, i s  t he  reduced mass (= Md4 , where M, equals the  mass o f  a deuteron), rn- 

(= rn - rp ) i s  t he  separat ion between proton and neutron i n  each proton- 

neutron p a i r ,  each proton-neutron p a i r  wave func t i on  gnuc(~nUc;rn-p,t) i s  

represented i n  f o u r  component column vec tor  form, possessing components 

+nucj(enUc;rn-p,t), where j denotes values o f  the  sp in  ( the  t r i p l e t  sp in= l  and 

s i n g l e t  spin=O values are allowed), and U (a lso  represented as a ma t r i x )  i s  
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derived from the average of the different strong potentials 

Then, in the expression for H,, the proton-neutron pair operators obey the 

standard boson commutation relationships with respect to each other and commute 

with the electrostatic boson operators. The procedure for evaluating the Greens 

function consists of using this alternate form for H, in Eq. 7 and replacing 

each nucleon field operator $qj(r) and the adjoint operator +wj, using 

alternative operators +qj' and dWj', where 

+OPj' (+rn-p/2+rcm,t) lPrmcj (+rn-p/2,t) +eleC(rcm,t) 9 (loa) 
In eq. loa, the positive (negative) value of rnJ2 on the right side and in the 

value of the field coordinate, rr, 

rf = +rn-p/2 + rcm 9 (lob) 
of +QPJ', corresponds to the position of the neutron (proton). The adjoint 

is defined by replacing $P"Cj(rn-p,t) and gebel=(rcm,t) with their adjoints. Here, 

$mcj(rn-p,t) is the proton-neutron pair field operator associated approximately 

with the function $n"cj(rn-p,t) of Eq. 9, while gebeleC(rc,,,,t) is the boson field 

operator associated with $'lec(rCm,t) : 

and 

In Eq. llb, the sum is over all deuteron energy bands. 

Having made these substitutions into Eq. 7, because the proton-neutron pair 

creation and annihilation operators all commute with the remaining electrostatic 
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boson operators (as required by the separability condition), and H, involves only 

the separable single particle Hamiltonians, we may explicitly evaluate the trace. 

Because this approximation is only applicable in cases in which the nuclear 

interaction is considerably stronger than the electrostatic interaction, in the 

resulting proton-neutron pair contributions to the single particle Greens 

function, we may also pass to the T=O, @ = a~ limit. Specifically, when Born- 

Oppenheimer separability applies, we may use 

G(rf,rft ,t,B)ij = GBBC(rcm,rcm’ , t , ~ )  

X pnUc (+rn-J2 9 +r’.-d2 t 1 i ,  j (12) 

Here, and throughout, the field coordinates rf and rf’ are evaluated as in Eq. 

lob. Also, consistent with the use of separable functions, each integration over 

the field variable rf or rf’ associated with any many-body process requires 

integration over both the associated center of mass variable (rcm or rem') and 

proton-neutron pair separation coordinate. Also, in Eq. 12 , pnUc(rn-d2 ,r’n-p/2, 

t)ij is the nucleon (neutron-pair) density matrix defined by, 

which vanishes unless 

. (13c) 
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Also, as a consequence of evaluating the trace in Eq. 7, in Eq. 10, we use 

with E I = C i ( k ) .  Eqs. 12-14 imply 

where the positive or negative sign is used consistently with the choice of sign 

associated with the field point (as in Eq. (lob)). Also, 

= (-b2V2/(2MD) + Uelec(r) 1 9  

and 

(-v2/2punc + Unuc,efi(r) * 
Hnuc.eff 

Here Unuc,eff(r) and hUc are defined by the average, single particle proton- 

neutron pair problem discussed above, and Uelec is the single particle 

electrostatic potential provided by the lattice. 

In Eq. 14, each cr(cl,r') is a single particle deuteron Bloch function (as 

in Eq. 6). Since each of these functions has appreciable value only within a 

zero-point-volume of one of the lattice sites, it follows that although any 

intermediate integrations over the field coordinates rf (which includes separate 

integrations over both the (center of mass) electrostatic (rem) and nuclear 

separation (rnJ coordinates, each of which extends throughout the crystal), 

contributions to the integral occur only from the regions where each BBC deuteron 

wave function has non-negligible value. Of greater significance, because of the 

separability of nuclear and electrostatic interactions, we have been able to 

. .  
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write the entire Greens function as the product of a nuclear quantity 

pnuc(r,r‘,t)ij (whose coordinates only depend on the possible nuclear distance 

separations between proton and neutron in each deuteron) multiplied by a much 

more slowly varying electrostatic Greens function GBBC(rcm,rcm’ ,pst) whose 

coordinates correspond to the center of mass of a deuteron. Of special 

importance to the cold fusion problem is that periodicity of the electrostatic 

potential provided by the lattice and Bloch’s theorem imply that it is 

appropriate to express GBBC in terms of the eigenstates of the electrostatic 
potential , the Bloch functions 8(ci ,r’) .  As a consequence, in any integral over 

the center of mass coordinates in Eq. 12, comparable terms in the expression for 

GBBC(rcm,rcm’,t,p) (Eq. 14) evaluated at Bravais equivalent positions of rcm and 

rcm’ provide contributions to the integrand that differ by a simple phase factor 

(of unit magnitude). Thus, despite the fact that the proton-neutron separations 

Irn-pI and lrn-p’l in the nuclear part of the Greens function (provided by pnuc) 

both must be less than -Rdeut (since the nuclear wave functions ~nuci(cnuc;r,O) in 

Eq. 13a are solutions to a Schroedinger equation based on a real strong 

potential), when Born-Oppenheimer separability is applicable and Bloch’s theorem 

applies, regions in which the center of mass variables rcm and rcm‘ are far apart 

(in particular, when these variables are centered on different lattice sites) 

provide significant contributions to any integrand involving G. This means that 

G( r+%, r’ , t and G(r, r’ , t ,p)ij  have comparable value. 

Thus, provided Born-Oppenheimer separability applies initially, a second 

quantized form of the theory applies where site-site interaction is implied in 

all integrations of the internal variables r and r’ of the two particle Greens 

function G(r,r’,t,p)ij. This means that it is possible for nucleons separated 

by macroscopic distances, in a classical sense, (in particular, nucleons located 

at different lattice sites) to interact collectively with each other quantum 
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mechanically as if they are located within a nuclear distance of each other. 

In particular, any "self-interaction" corrections, (which all may be represented 

[at least schematically] in terms of suitable integrals involving G(r,r',t,p)ij) 

due to modifications of the binding of a proton to a neutron at one site through 

modification of its own self-generated pion field have comparable magnitude to 

the associated corrections that result from changes in the pion field that are 

induced by changes of nucleon binding at a different site. This means that in 

any diagramatic calculation based on integration of the field variables rf and 

rf' of G(rf,rf',t,p) , contributions to self-interaction corrections that 

enter when rcm and rcm' are displaced relative to each other by a Bravais lattice 

vector have comparable magnitude. Each o f  these contributions is comparable to 

the contribution from the term in which rcm and rcm' are not displaced relative 

to each other, i.e., to the contribution which is associated with deuterons 

coincident over a common zero-point volume centered about a specific site. (It 

is quite important to recognize that this 1 ast 1 imi t of deuterons coalescent over 

a zero-point volume is quite different from the case of "point" deuterons [whose 

electrostatic dimensions are -Rdaut] coalescing over a nuclear volume because o f  

the very large [on the scale of nuclear dimensions] zero-point-volume that each 

deuteron occupies within the lattice.) As a consequence, within a BBC, 

contributions to multiple deuteron interaction from deuterons that are located 

on different sites enter with the same magnitude as do comparable contributions 

associated with a free space Greens function in which multiple numbers o f  

deuterons coalesce over a common electrostatic vol ume of comparabl e (i .e. zero- 

point-motion) size. Since all self-interaction corrections, associated with 

short-distance (ultraviolet) contributions to the self-energy that arise in 

conventional field theory associated with multiple nucleon occupation of a common 

volume, are expressible (using standard many-body techniques) in terms of a Wick 
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expansion of the associated perturbation using the two particle Greens function, 

it follows that commencing from the BBC, subject to the constraints associated 

with separability, these corrections take on an entirely different form within 

a solid. In particular, the role of Coulomb repulsion as it appears in any 

(free space) many-body interaction associated with multiple occupation of free 

space deuterons at a common location (bubble diagrams), is entirely different, 

and because site-site nuclear contributions are present, the traditional role 

of the "Coulombic Barrier" is very different. In the next section, we will 

estimate explicitly the coulombic and nuclear self-interactions associated with 

four deuterons interacting at a common location. 

Finally, the BBC field theory corresponds to a limit of a more complete 

theory. Within the BBC limit, there are important, implicit selection rules that 

result from the requirement o f  separabil ity between nuclear and electrostatic 

interactions. Thus, to obtain the BBC limit from the more complete theory, it 

is necessary to impose these selection rules on the more complete theory. The 

rules are implied by the fact that all BBC many-body reactions evolve from 

+qj'(r,t) (as defined by Eq. l o ) ,  by the assumption that each function $nuc(r,- 

p) has appreciable value only when lrn-pl - Rdeut, and the requirement that each 

deuteron-boson (electrostatic) field operator rcm, t) (and its adjoint) 

commutes with each of the proton-neutron pair boson field operators +mc(rn-,,O). 

The BBC limit may be obtained by removing from the complete theory all many- 

body processes, real or virtual, in which separability between nuclear and 

electrostatic interactions is violated. Though this procedure omits many 

processes, when the BBC becomes occupied, the dominant interactions with which 

the BBC has overlap have separability built into them provided the length and 

time scales associated with the nuclear and electrostatic interactions remain 

sufficiently different. A necessary condition associated with this prescription 
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is to require that, beginning from the more complete theory, all contractions 

between different (fermion) nucleons only occur when at all times, each proton 

(neutron) associated with the contraction is located within a nuclear dimension 

of a second neutron (proton) prior to the interaction. This means that from 

the various hierarchies of many-body potentials that are present in an 

unconstrained field theory (in which the nucleon and electromagnetic wave 

functions are not constrained to be separable), the BBC limit is only consistent 

with those in which the proton-neutron pair provides the stable particle from 

which the field theory evolves. As a consequence, the only allowable interaction 

potentials that can be constructed from the BBC field theory (and in the limit 

in which the more complete theory reduces to the BBC theory) are derived from 

proton-neutron pairs. Then if the initial state involves primarily deuterons 

(i.e., when there are no free fermions at an isolated lattice site), it follows 

that the final state must contain equal numbers of protons and neutrons, in which 

each proton is "paired" to at least one neutron located within "close" (i.e., 

nuclear) proximity of it. As a consequence, except in regions where periodicity 

breaks down (for example, near surfaces or interfaces), or impurities are 

present, the allowable self-interaction perturbations are constructed only from 

Greens functions that obey Eqs. 10 and 11 throughout the bulk solid. (Such 

perturbations always are constructed from Feynman diagrams that begin and end 

within a zero-point-volume of a lattice site.) Thus, the prerequisite conditions 

that allow for the formation of the BBC, which lead to separability of the 

nuclear and electrostatic interactions also lead to the selection rule: "Bosons 

in and Bosons out", where it is understood that each boson is formed from pairs 

of protons and neutrons. As a consequence, tritium release and 3Hetc production 

shculd not appear as primary fusion products! 

As we have emphasized, the limiting effect that governs whether or not 
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fusion occurs is the applicability of Born-Oppenheimer separability. The 

suitability of this approximation is dictated by an uncoupling of nuclear 

coordinate motion associated with variations in the proton-neutron separation 

rn-p = rn-rp from the motion of the center of mass coordinate rcm = (rntrp)/2. 

This uncoupling becomes possible when the zero-point-motion of each deuteron is 

large enough. We will examine this effect in the next section. 

VI Self-Interaction, and Self-Induced Fusion 

In this section, we estimate the relevant self-interaction energies 

associated with multiple deuteron interaction at a site and find that to first 

order in the relevant perturbation, the criteria for separability are satisfied. 

The large difference in energies allows us to conclude that the prerequisite 

conditions for separability are justified through leading order in perturbations 

associated with the ultraviolet behavior of the field theory, allowing us to 

estimate the resulting rate for self-induced fusion. This result enables us to 

examine the possibility of a variety of possible nuclear interactions associated 

with multiple deuteron occupation of a common zero-point-volume about a specific 

lattice site for a finite period of time, based on the "Bosons in and Bosons out" 

selection rule required by BBC reactions, using the Fermi Golden Rule. We then 

consider the limit in which heat production is dominated by one particular 

reaction, associated with direct 4He production from a perturbation (as required 

by separability) that involves only the strong interaction through the virtual 

coalescence of four D+ nuclei over a common electrostatic volume. Because this 

calculation applies to the low temperature 1 imit, the nuclear perturbation occurs 

at an isolated location. As a consequence, in this calculation, we find the 

Wannier representation of the BBC to be useful. Using this result we are able 

to calculate a suitable lower bound on the concentration c of BBC deuterons that 
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are requ i red  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  observed heat ing rate'. Because t h e  value o f  c i s  

very low, we are able t o  j u s t i f y  our conclusion t h a t  t h e  cooperat ive i o n i c  

f l u c t u a t i o n s  associated w i t h  BBC format ion become e n e r g e t i c a l l y  favorable as a 

means o f  reducing l a t t i c e  s t r a i n .  

I n  t h e  prev ious sect ions,  we have de f ined t h e  r e l e v a n t  Greens f u n c t i o n  and 

i n i t i a l  s t a t e  associated w i t h  BBC format ion and i t s  t ime e v o l u t i o n  away from the 

quas i -equ i l ib r ium s t a t e  from which i t  forms. Both o f  these q u a n t i t i e s  become 

app l icab le  near t h e  overcharging cond i t ion  t h a t  occurs as t h e  phys ica l  D 

concentrat ion becomes s l i g h t l y  g rea ter  than one D per  Pd. Then, as discussed 

i n  sect ions I I I - V ,  i t  becomes e n e r g e t i c a l l y  favorable,  as add i t iona l  small 

concentrat ions o f  D are in jec ted ,  f o r  t h e  i n j e c t e d  D t o  occupy energy band 

states.  I n  t h i s  l i m i t ,  each D "sees" an approximately per iod ic ,  s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e ,  

coulomb p o t e n t i a l .  Also, t h e  s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  wave f u n c t i o n  o f  each i n j e c t e d  D 

i s  w e l l  descr ibed by a Born-Oppenheimer separable form because o f  t h e  very l a r g e  

d i f f e r e n c e  i n  energy between t h e  e l e c t r o s t a t i c  b ind ing  o f  t h e  D t o  t h e  l a t t i c e  

and the  b ind ing  of each proton t o  neutron w i t h i n  each D. The r e l a t i v e  s t a b i l i t y  

o f  t h i s  quas i -equ i l ib r ium BBC i n i t i a l  s t a t e  and t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  f o r  nuc lear  s e l f -  

i n t e r a c t i o n  from t h i s  s t a t e  are governed by the  proper t ies  o f  t h e  s t a t e  and i t s  

t ime e v o l u t i o n  i n  t h e  presence o f  t h e  " t rue"  many-body p o t e n t i a l .  The second 

quant ized form of t h i s  many-body p o t e n t i a l  V i s  g iven by the  sum o f  the  second 

quant ized form of the  two-body coulombic V e L e c ( t )  and s t rong i n t e r a c t i o n  Vnuc(t) 

p o t e n t i a l s .  Near t h e  BBC l i m i t ,  the  s i n g l e  p a r t i c l e  p o t e n t i a l  Uelec(r) from which 

the  band energies of the  BBC deuterons are der ived i s  assumed t o  be a good 

approximation o f  the  funct ional  d e r i v a t i v e  o f  Va lec  w i t h  respect t o  the  f i e l d  

v a r i a b l e  $aLec(rcm,t): 

( rcm, t ) ( rcm, t ) - i~~~~ (t (rem, t) 9 (15a) 

where t h e  " c l a s s i c a l "  f i e l d  v a r i a b l e  (as opposed t o  t h e  second quantized 
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operator) functional form is used both on the right side of the equation and in 

the expression for Velec. Here, Uelec is the single particle potential of the band 

problem, 

( -Jf v2 + uelec )hloch(ei(k),rcrn) Ei(k)hloch(ei(k),rcrn) 9 (15b) 
2MD 

and $elec(rcrn,t) is an arbitrary linear combination of the Bloch state functions. 

Similarly, each of the N, single particle nuclear potentials 

Unuc(r) from which the proton-neutron pair energies enUC are derived is assumed 

to be a good approximation of the functional derivative of V"" with respect to 

the classical field variable $nu"(rc,,t) 

Unuc (r , t)QUc (r , t ) - 6vnu"/6$nu" (r , t ) , ( 1 5 ~ )  
e (15d) nuc ( & v2 + U""" )$nuC(Enuc;r,t) ~ n ~ c ~  (enuc;r,t) 

2&UC 
The classical field variable $nu"(rc,,t) is an arbitrary linear combination of the 

eigenstates $nu"(Enuc;r,t). Perturbation theory associated with many-body 

fluctuations about the BBC mean field theory consists of including within the 

time (and thermal) evolution of the dynamical variable of interest, the terms 

that result from incorporating the "classical" expectation values (i .e., the 

thermal expectation values as in Eq. 15a and 15c) of the higher order functional 

derivatives of V"" and Velec, evaluated using the thermal and functional forms 

associated with the BBC limit. (The second quantized form is used merely as a 

convenient method for evaluating the associated functional differentiations.) 

In the Greens function language, presented here and discussed in various 

text books', the relevant dynamical variable is nucleon density, provided by the 

difference between the exact nucleon Greens function Gexact(r,rr ,t) and the 

G(r,rr,t,p)ij of Eq. 12 (and functional derivatives of this difference with 

respect to the instantaneous nucleon fields) evaluated in the limit in which r 

+ r' as a function of time. The time derivative of the integral of the absolute 
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I. ~ 

square of this quantity in the limit that t -+ 0- is the total rate o f  change of 

BBC occupation. The self-energy matrix x (as it is referred to in the Dyson 

Equation) is defined order by order in the expansion in terms of functional 

derivatives by 

1, Gexact = G-1 Gexact - 

where a matrix sum over position, time and all spin indices is implied, 1 is the 

four dimensional &-function, and 

G-’(rf,t;rf’,t’) = [ia, - HlIUC,Off (+r,-d2) -Hoelec (rem)] 6 (t-t ’ ) 6 ( ( rn-p-rn-p’)/2) 
X 6 ( (rem-rcm' 1) 

Using these two relations, it is easy to show that the approximation for x given 

by 

Hnuc,eff- HoeLeC]( -ie(t-t’)B r < 6vnuc t > 3 
wj (r‘ , t ’ w + k  t ) 

x(r,t;r’,t’)i,j= [-iat,- 

- i e (t - t I ) mVnuc (t )/6$+i (r , t ) >I 
W r ’  ,t‘ I j  

provides the leading order, many-body correction to the time evolution operator 

associated with deviations of the precise field variables 6+(r,t) from their BBC 

values. We have used the symbol ‘I<. .>‘I to denote thermal averaging with respect 

to H, (the total single particle potential), and the subscripts i and j designate 

the spin value. 

The total “effective field mass” M of the field theory is provided by the 

integral over space of +iTr(cG) (the negative or positive sign, respectively 

is used for fermions or bosons) at a common spatial point. Thus, the quantity 

M = 1 1 im,,, si,j i x ( r , ~ ; r , - ~ ) i , j G ( r , r , - 6 , ~ ) ~ ~ ,  

establishes the stability criterian of the expansion in terms o f  functional 
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derivatives. If M > 0, the expansion is stable; when M < 0, the expansion is 

unstable. ( Here, the integration over r includes integrations of both the 

center of mass and nuclear coordinates at a common field point rf.) In the 

current case, where separability is required, all of the various functional 

derivatives of the electronic field variables with respect to the nuclear field 

variables must vanish and vice versa. A sufficient condition to guarantee that 

this is the case is that the energy and momentum scales associated with nuclear 

and electrostatic contributions to M be very different everywhere so that the 

expansion is either strongly stable (M << 0) or unstable (M>>O). Also, because 

of the short range of the strong interaction, it follows from Dysons equation 

that, in the low temperature limit, the only non-negligible many-body 

contributions associated with the possibility of fusion can arise near lim pr, 

W’ ,t’ ;r,t)i,j. 
Thus, not surprisingly, both the possibility of fusion and the question of 

whether or not nuclear and electrostatic interactions remain separable in the 

limit in which fusion may occur are governed by the ultraviolet (short wave 

length) 1 imit of the associated many-body physics. When the electrostatic and 

nuclear interactions are separable, it follows that the quantity x(r,t;r,t’)i,J 

and the functional derivatives of x(r,t;r,t’)i,j may be used to establish a 

hierarchy, of effective many-body interaction potentials associated with 

successively higher order corrections in the functional expansion of the time 

evolution operator. Provided M remains sufficiently negative as these 

corrections are included, the resulting effective potential may be used as the 

interaction perturbation in the Fermi Golden Rule expression for the transition 

rate via strong interaction to any of the allowable nuclear final states. In the 

case of the strong potential contribution, provided M is strongly negative, for 

the purpose of establishing an upper bound on the fusion rate, the relevant 
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matrix elements can be evaluated using a simplified description based on a single 

particle problem involving a reasonable approximation o f  the strong interaction 

contribution to the quantity z(r,~;r,-&)~,~. 

Near the quasi-equilibrium environment associated with the BBC state, 

may be evaluated using the BBC Greens function G(r,r’,-6,,9)ij (Eq. z(r,6;r,-6)i 

12) 

+ d3r‘ e’ G*(r’,r’,-6,B)iljl 6i,j6il,jl 1 r-r‘ I 
Here, 6n,m is the Kronecker delta tensor (‘1 if n=m and vanishes otherwise), the 

r’ coordinate in the second integration is over the center o f  mass and the proton 

position relative to the center of mass (-rn-J2), with r’= rf = -rn-J2-rcm, and 

S(r,r’)ij is the short-ranged strong potential. This potential also includes the 

exchange term (associated with replacing (r,r) with (r,r‘) and (r‘,r’) with 

(r’,r) in each Greens function in the second term). The exchange term (which i s  

normally considered to be of electrostatic origin) should be included with the 

strong interaction because it is considerably shorter in range and provides an 

important source of magnetic correlation, which is known to be of consequence 

on nuclear length scales since each ground state deuteron possesses a total 

magnetic spin quantum number of unity. The second term is associated with the 

familiar direct, coulombic self-interaction, which in the case of free space 

nuclear physics provides the barrier to fusion, where it precludes the phenomenon 

except at high temperatures. 

Renormalization (regularization) of any field theory is defined by the 

behavior of the right side o f  Eq. 16 in both the r+O (ultraviolet) and r- 



(infra-red) limits. To understand the possibility of fusion, it is sufficient 

to define z(r,6;r,-6)i,j to be the effective interaction potential for each 

nucleon, and to define all higher order, fluctuations in the associated many- 

body expansion in terms of functional derivatives of x(r,6;r,-6)i,j. In doing 

so, because the field points where x is applied are coincident, by definition, 
we have chosen any of the associated perturbations automatically to be the result 

of self-interaction. Then the regularization of the theory, as well as the 

possibility of fusion are defined primarily by S(r,r’), since this term plays 

a critical role in the r+r‘ limit. In priniciple, S could be constructed from 

a first-principles nuclear field theory, using Yukawa potentials, for example. 

In practice, it is simpler to model S in a suitable manner that provides a 

realistic estimate of its magnitude and spatial distribution. 

Because the second term becomes quite small as the value of rzp approaches 

its value in stoichiometric Pd-D (-0.2 A as shown in ref. 3), detailed 

information concerning S is not required other than the fact that it is very 

short-ranged (-by a factor of lo5 smaller) in radial extent and large in 

magnitude compared to the second term. As a consequence, a refined estimate o f  

S is not required to obtain a meaningful upper bound on the fusion rate, provided 

separability applies. To demonstrate that separability does apply, it is 

sufficient (through the first order corrections in the self-interaction 

perturbation), to demonstrate that M is very negative (and dominated by the 

strong interaction). We may estimate the value of the electrostatic contribution 

to the mass, Melee using the form for the Greens function derived in the last 

section. 
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Because the nuclear vari ab1 es have appreci ab1 e weight only in the nucl ear region , 
we may use 

and neglect the dependence of rn-p and rn-p’ within the integrand except within 

the nuclear density factors pnuc(rn-p,rn-p‘,6,B) found in the bracketed term on the 

ear f i r s t  two l ines of Eq. (18). As a consequence, the integrations over the nuc 

coordinates rn-, and rn-P‘ contribute unity, and we are l e f t  with 

Melee = J J d3rcm’d3rcm G*BBC(r,,.rc&.,g) e’ GBBC I rc-’ . rcm’ , - 6 . B 1. 
I rcm-rcm’ I 

19) 

Using Eqs. 4 and 5 t o  rewrite each GBBC in terms of Bloch functions, 

&loch(~ i (k ) , r cm) ,  in Eq. 19, we find a f te r  taking the 6+0 l imit  t h a t  MeLect 

reduces t o  the correct e lectrostat ic  l imit ,  

where 

To estimate MeLec, we take the low temperature, ,8 = m l imit  of Eqs. 21 and 22 ,  in 

which only the lowest k=O energy s ta te  contributes t o  the sum. Then using Eq. 



4, we find that 

where #a(rcm) and &(rcm), respectively, are the Wannier states for the sites 

s and m in the lowest energy band. Using Eq. 5, and the value rzp = 0.5 Bohr - 
0.26 A,  to estimate each Wannier state wave function &(rcm), and substituting 

it into Eq. 23, we find that in the double sum, a single contribution (from the 

diagonal contribution s=m ) dominates the other contributions to the density (by 

- 15 orders of magnitude), and provides a single dominant contribution for each 

density at each lattice site. Defining each of the site diagonal contributions 

to the double sum from the nth site by pn, with 

~n =s $n*(rcm) 4n(rcm)/NL (2 /arzp 3'2 ex~(-2r--~/r,a, 

where r,=r-%, with negligible error, we may approximate p(rcm), using 
NL 

. (23a) 2 312 ~(rcm) G Pn(rcm) = (2/mrzp 1 G ex~(-~r:/rza 
NL 

Substituting Eq. 23a into Eq. 21, we find, 

J J d3rcm'd3rcm &c,~) (24)  
I r cm- rcm 

M01.C 

< J J d3rcm'd3rcm a & c , * B )  e2 "Ol.',,l'"L 
I rcm- rcm 

= 54.4 eV 

This value should be compared with the comparable value of Melee (- 10's of MeV) 

that results when the zero-point-radius of each deuteron is reduced to nuclear 

dimensions, and to the approximate values for M""", where 
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The translational invariance of the binding of each proton to each neutron with 

respect to translations of the center of mass implies that to an excellent 

approximation, when separability between electrostatic and nuclear interactions 

holds, S(r,r') is translationally invariant with respect to displacements of both 

of its coordinates. The magnitude of M""", then, could become unbounded since 

The possibility of this unphysical bound, however, i s  due to the infrared 

divergence of the theory. 

Near T=O, we may obtain a more realistic bound by observing that increases 

in entropy necessarily result when a set of fluctuations in nuclear self- 

interaction energy (associated with Mnuc) are allowed to occur at lattice sites 

located near each other as a consequence of coupling to processes whose length 

scales fall intermediate in range between the nuclear and electrostatic 

interaction length scales. Thus, at sufficiently low temperature these 

fluctuations can only occur at isolated lattice sites, located far apart from 

each other. To establish a meaningful bound, then, for M""", we may consider this 

limit in which an isolated fluctuation in self-interaction energy occurs at a 

specific site. In this case, a lower bound for the magnitude of M""" is several 

MeV (since the binding energy of each deuteron - 2MeV), while a reasonable upper 
bound is provided by the average energy per deuteron pair - 11.9 MeV that results 
from D + D + "He, in which 23.8 MeV is released. Thus, M""" - lo5 X Meleeo As 

a consequence, M = - I MI""" + Me'"" is in fact extremely negative, even in the 

1 imit of low temperature, meaning that Born-Oppenheimer separability is valid 

both for the initial state and in the presence of the perturbation. 
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The same argument demonstrates that when four deuterons coalesce over a 

nuclear volume, the associated electrostatic sel f-interaction mass repulsion Melee 

is on the order of several hundreds o f  eV compared with a nuclear attractive 

self-interaction of mass WUc = 47.6 MeV. These estimates of the four deuteron 

per lattice site occupation do not include higher order bubble diagram 

corrections to the self-interaction. However, each of these higher order 

corrections enters with additional powers of the electrostatic overlap and 

nuclear overlap of wave functions at a common lattice site in a manner in which 

greater electrostatic repulsion favors reduction in electrostatic overlap (and 

increased zero-point-motion) , while enhanced nuclear attraction favors greater 
nuclear overlap. As a consequence, it is to be expected that if these higher 

order corrections are included, they would further increase the disparity between 

M"" and Melee. This would further improve the validity of the separability 

condition. 

Since Born-Oppenheimer separability applies equally well for the initial 

state and in the presence of a self-interaction perturbation, it is valid to 

estimate fusion rates from the initial state using the self-interaction 

potential, based on the Fermi Golden rule. Though the associated perturbation 

expansion is asymptotic, at best (since both the electrostatic and nuclear 

interaction corrections are an order of magnitude greater than the initial state 

nuclear and electrostatic single particle potentials), provided Born-Oppenheimer 

continues to apply, higher order corrections from the expansion, in which 

separability also applies, should improve the accuracy associated with the 

initial estimate. If these higher order corrections reduce the overlap of the 

electrostatic wave function (and Greens function) with the nuclear region, it 

is to be expected that further improvement of the separability should apply, 

meaning that further nuclear interaction will further improve the representation, 
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provided that Bloch symmetry is maintained. In this manner, it can be seen that 

an infinite number of diagramatic contributions can be constructed, each of which 

further reduces the overlap of corrections associated with electrostatic 

repulsion relative to those associated with nuclear attraction, there-by 

improving the initial approximation based on separable wave functions. 

We now consider the fusion problem. The most probable reaction appears to 

be the pure bosonic, momentum balanced reaction 

4 D + ~ l ~ ~ h  * 8Be**Bloch + 2 Alpha 

4D+viltual *c Be++++*virtual -, 2 Alpha 

(25 )  9 

or its Wannier state equivalent, 

(26) - 8 

In Eqs. 25 and 26, 4D+ refers to the 4-fold occupancy state or quad-deuteron 

(associated with the coalescence of four deuteron electrostatic functions over 

a common zero-point-volume), and 'Be** stands for a compact configuration at 

nuclear density which possesses the symmetries and internal quantum numbers 

associated with the initial four deuterons. This intermediate state has the same 

total energy as the initial four deuterons, but nucleons within the "nuclear 

force bag" have high kinetic energies. The final state requires rearrangement 

of nucleons so as to produce two spin=O Alpha's each containing 23.8 MeV relative 

to the center o f  mass. The full reaction is in principle reversible and 

satisfies the "bosons in and bosons out" selection rule (all components can exist 

as BBC states involving integer numbers of proton-neutron pairs). 

We also consider the possibility of two other reactions, suggested by the 

apparent requirement that LiOD (as opposed to NaOD) be electrolyzed to produce 

anomalous heat in a Pd electrode. With overvoltage electrolysis some Li can be 

expected to enter the host lattice. Although the effect of interstitial Li is 

1 ikely an electronic structure effect, there could be possible nuclear reactions: 

26Li+Bloch *c 12C**Bloch -, 3 Alpha t 4e- (27) 9 



and 

D+Bloch t 6Li+impurity + 2 Alpha t 2e- (28). 

I n  Eq. 27, 26Li+ i s  a double occupancy 'Li' Bloch s ta te .  I n  Eq. 28, 6Li+impurity 

i s  a r e a l  i n t e r s t i t i a l  L i +  i o n  which i s  assumed t o  r e a c t  w i t h  the  D+ BBC i n i t i a l  

s ta te .  Eq. 28 would r e f l e c t  an apparent ly d i f f e r e n t  type  o f  BBC reac t ion .  

However, s ince  the  f i n a l  Alpha p a r t i c l e  s ta tes  can be considered impur i t y  states,  

the  d i f f e r e n c e  may be more apparent than r e a l .  We w i l l  n o t  f u r t h e r  consider 

e i t h e r  L i  reac t ion .  

Le t  us now consider whether the  format ion o f  a D+ BBC can lead t o  the  

observed heat re lease i n  Pd by fus ion  reac t i on  25. D e t a i l s  o f  our ana lys is  are 

sketched below. A more complete d e r i v a t i o n  i s  given elsewhere'. Using the  

observed2 value o f  t he  power dens i t y  Pfu,ion-10 W/cm3 (4  MJ / 120 hours), we se t  

an approximate lower bound ( I$"'~ ) f o r  t he  concentrat ion ( 6 ) o f  i n j e c t e d  D+ 

ions, requ i red  t o  ob ta in  the  observed2 heating. Our est imate o f  E ~ ~ ~ ' ~  f o l  1 ows 

from an est imate o f  t he  fus ion  ra te ,  riusion, based on the  Fermi Golden r u l e ,  and 

the  i n t e r a c t i o n  p o t e n t i a l  x(r,6;r,-6)i,j, based on Eq. 16, us ing  a model strong 

i n t e r a c t i o n  f o r  S, based on the  known decay o f  the  exc i ted  *Be* nucleus t o  two 

alpha p a r t i c l e s .  Also, t he  low temperature l i m i t  i n  which m u l t i p l e  nucleon 

i n t e r a c t i o n s  associated w i t h  S occur a t  an i s o l a t e d  s i t e ,  i t  i s  appropr iate t o  

consider the  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  t o  be formed exc lus i ve l y  from e l e c t r o s t a t i c  Bloch 

func t ions  from the  lowest energy, k=O band s ta te .  

Because the  sel f - induced per tu rba t ion ,  S, associated w i t h  Eq. 25 i s  sho r t -  

ranged and invo lves  i n t e r a c t i o n s  between e i g h t  nucleons a t  an i s o l a t e d  l oca t i on ,  

two consequences f o l l o w  from Eq. 1. 1) Large con t r i bu t i ons  t o  the  associated 

pe r tu rba t i on  m a t r i x  element r e s u l t  from the  product between any f o u r  s i n g l e  

p a r t i c l e  D+ Bloch s ta tes  throughout the  l a t t i c e  i n  the  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  and the  
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product o f  t h e  h i g h l y  l o c a l i z e d  per tu rba t ion  w i t h  t h e  f i n a l  s t a t e  $f func t ions  

associated w i t h  t h e  r e c o i l i n g  alpha p a r t i c l e s .  2) A l l  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  t o  t h e  m a t r i x  

element are n e g l i g i b l e  except f o r  those associated w i t h  t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n s  over 

reg ions near t h e  s i t e  where i n t e r a c t i o n  takes place. Then, t h e  number o f  

d i s t i n c t  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  t h a t  a r i s e  from t h e  over lap o f  each o f  t h e  N, (>>1) s i n g l e  

p a r t i c l e  Bloch s ta tes  associated w i t h  t h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  ( i n  which there  i s  a t  

most 1 D+ wave funct ion centered a t  each s i t e ,  and each s t a t e  i s  normalized over 

t h e  c r y s t a l )  w i t h  t h e  product o f  S and the  4 D+ -double-alpha p a r t i c l e  f i n a l  

s t a t e  wave funct ions near t h e  l o c a t i o n  Rfusion o f  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  i s  N,(N,- 

l ) ( N b - 2 ) ( N b - 3 )  - Nb4. Hence, g iven an approximate value f o r  t h e  energy re lease 

per fus ion,  Qfusion, f o r  f i x e d  values of Piusion = rfusion Qfusion, i t  fol lows t h a t  

Piusion a c r,,, , where rnuc i s  t h e  r e a c t i o n  r a t e  o f  a h i g h l y  l o c a l i z e d  nuc lear  

r e a c t i o n  a t  t h e  s i n g l e  s i t e  Rfusion. 

4 

To evaluate c~~~~ we determine an upper bound f o r  rnuc using a s i m p l i f i e d  

r e a c t i o n  model f o r  Eq. 25. Th is  s i m p l i f i e d  model provides a h igher  r e a c t i o n  r a t e  

than i s  expected. We replace t h e  e i g h t  nucleon problem o f  t h e  r e a c t i o n  by an 

independent p a r t i c l e  nucleon model' i n  which the  fus ion  process i s  modelled 

through a square w e l l  p e r t u r b a t i o n  of t h e  nuc leonic  p o t e n t i a l  Th is  square we l l  

i s  de f ined by a s u i t a b l e  upward s h i f t  i n  t h e  k i n e t i c  energy To o f  each D+ i o n  

over a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  nuc lear  dimension w i t h i n  t h e  v i c i n i t y  o f  Rfusion. This  i s  

equiva lent  t o  r e q u i r i n g  i n  t h e  reverse o f  r e a c t i o n  25, an immediate d i s s i p a t i o n  

o f  t h e  energy of both alpha p a r t i c l e s  (which may be viewed as a s h o r t - l i v e d  

v i r t u a l  s t a t e )  i n  t h e  immediate reg ion  i n  which the  nuc lear  r e a c t i o n  takes place. 

The he igh t  o f  t h e  square w e l l  i s  Qfusion = 47.6 MeV (ca lcu la ted  from t h e  decrease 

i n  r e s t  mass8), which i s  i n f e r r e d  from t h e  assumption t h a t  t h e  wave func t ion  

over1 ap associated w i t h  t h e  quadruple deuteron (associ ated w i t h  t h e  coalescence 

o f  four deuteron Wannier s ta tes  over a common l a t t i c e  s i t e )  may be viewed as 
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an excited state of a 'Be- nucleus. 

Explicitly, using a suitable set of minimal uncertainty gaussian wave 

packets in which the initial state is defined with a characteristic electrostatic 

dimension rzp = 0.26  A and volume Vz.p. = 4/3 I rz;, while the final state is 

confined to the nuclear volume, V,,, = 4/3 I RB:, defined by the Be* nuclear 

radius R,, = 9.108 x cm, we find that 

(29) 9 

Using Piusion = 10 W/cm3 - NSita Qiusion rfusion, where NSita ( g  4.81 is the 

density of Pd, and Eq 9 ,  we find that g'o*er equals 2.8 x IO-'. Though Eq. 29 

was derived for an isolated perturbation, which applies to low temperature, the 

identical argument can be generalized to the case of higher temperature by 

performing a suitable averaging over initial state band energies in the Fermi 

Gulden rule. In this case, it is still true that Piusion a c r,,,. However, rnu, 

and c4 may both become strongly dependent on temperature due to disruption of 

Bloch symmetry by the fusion process. This feature could prove valuable for 

controlling the process. 

312 v 
riusion 21/h 12 M, RB?/(3h2)l (16/3) [ nuc/Vz.p.lQiusion2 x ( ~ ' ~ ~ 1 ~  

10" 

4 

VI1 Predictions 

The BBC D+ fusion picture requires a suitable host lattice. One critical 

feature enabling condensed matter fusion is the establishment of conditions in 

which some D resides in the lattice in ionic form screened by itinerant 

electrons. A second requirement is that energies of the reactant single particle 

band be close to that of chemically bonded D so that it is possible to populate 

BBC states at realizable temperature. A third requirement is that the lattice 

provide adequate regularity and size to maintain approximate Bloch symmetry. 

A large rzp appears favorable and reflects a low interstitial D+ binding energy, 
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important for reducing electrostatic self-interaction. A large rzp favors high 

diffusivity. It is interesting that Pd provides a diffusivity3 for D that i s  

greater than for H, contrary to expectation, suggesting that the bosonic 

character of D+ may contribute substantially to the diffusivity. This line of 

reasoning suggests that a Pd-V host, which provides the most enhanced H- 

diffusion of any substitutional Pd alloy (as pointed out by Whalelyg during this 

workshop), could be favorable for fusion reactions. 

The key observable of BBC fusion by Eq.  25 would appear to be intense Alpha 

emission. However, Eq.  25 may not be the dominant mode of BBC energy release. 

A mode in which the BBC undergoes scattering with chemically bonded D, 

potentially, could involve heat release without intense alpha particle 

production. Additional coupling of the energy associated with this kind of 

scattering also should occur. For the 4-deuteron reaction (Eq .  25), the Alpha 

particles have a range in Ilford emulsion of more than 240 microns'. Strong M- 

and N- shell x-ray line emission at -0.68 and -0.094 keV should be present. 

Neutrons are not predicted except as a result of Alpha bombardment of host 

impurities or of the surrounding electrolysis medium. Ionic superconductivity 

at sufficiently low temperature is expected. The anomalous superconducting 

behavior associated with increased critical temperature3 T, (from 9.5 "K to 11.5 

"K) that accompanies H for D substitution in Pd-H, which runs contrary to 

expectations based on conventional thinking about isotopic substitutions, could 

be accounted for by the presence of a small ionic component to the 

superconducting charge density. It is important to recognize that both the 

anomalous increase in T, and the enhanced D-diffusivi ty provide important 

evidence that bosonic effects (on the scale of electrostatic interaction) may 

be present in charge transport phenomena in deuterated Pd. 

Finally, it is appropriate to note some additional experimental results 
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associated with our theory and to provide some further comments concerning the 

generation of tritium 'and other secondary products. Secondary products either 

froin the primary alpha particle emission, or through secondary interactions that 

become favorable where Bloch symmetry is disrupted or partially removed (such 

as at surfaces and interfaces) should occur. Also, the tentative observations 

of Rolison and O'Grady'' could be the result of BBC nuclear scattering 

interactions near the cathode surface, possibly a consequence of reduced or lost 

Bloch symmetry. 

The tritium production results due to Storms and Talcott'l and Wolf'' all 

appear to have involved cases in which surface area and interfacial effects are 

important, suggesting that the breakdown of Bloch symmetry in these environments 

is playing an important role in the observed phenomena. Alternatively, it is also 

possible that this secondary tritium production may result from secondary 

scattering of moderately energetic D or 4He (possessing energies of - 100's of 

eV) with chemically bonded D after the onset of BBC fusion. This secondary 

scattering may lead to tritium production through still an alternative form of 

fusion, recently hypothesized by us, "not-so-cold" fusion. This a1 ternative 

form of fusion (which explains the "cluster impact fusion" experiments of Beuhler 

et all3) is the result of the collisions between modestly energetic (-100's of 

eV) deuterons with chemically bonded D (or other light ions or atoms) near the 

surface. The possibility of nuclear interaction, which to our knowledge has not 

been explained before, based on a quantum mechanical treatment of the 

electrostatic interaction, at these energies can be quantified through an 

application of the ideas of zero-point-motion broadening of charge, as presented 

in this paper. In particular, chemically bonded D in the surface region, for 

example, has a zero-point-radius of -0.2 A.  An incident particle possessing an 

energy of 100's of eV has a characteristic deBroglie wave length x~~~ of several 
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hundredths of an angstrom. We may use an electrostatic wave function dtarget for 

the chemically bonded D (assumed to be bound within a harmonic well of zero- 

point radius rzp), analogous to our choice of Wannier states (Eq. 5). 

dtarget( r) = ( 2/xrZp ) ' I 4  exp(- $/rzt) 

We may approximate the incident particle wave function by 

~ X P  ( - r2/xinc2) * 
2 314 Pident (r) = ( 2 / z x i n c  1 

Then we may demonstrate explicitly that the electrostatic repulsion is reduced 

by 5 orders of magnitude by calculating the first order energy shift M'l' in the 

incident particle's energy (the analogue of the electrostatic contribution to 

the total "effective field mass" Melee) 

M(1) J J d3rfd3r I *incident( 12 e2 I target( r') l 2  

We find that M equals e2(2/(x(r,2 t Xinc2 ) ) ) ' I 2  - 40 eV. This value again is 

roughly a factor of lo6 less than the comparable value associated with the free 

space case. As a consequence, as in the case of cold fusion, in "not-so-cold" 

fusion, the electrostatic repul si on between deuterons i s many orders of magnitude 

less than the strong interaction perturbation, and Born-Oppenheimer separability 

applies. Appreciable transition rates for fusion then become possible at 

dramatically reduced incident energies, as compared with those that are required 

in the absence of the zero-point-motion induced broadening. 

1r-f I 

Most importantly, to lend credence to our view that alpha production should 

be important, it should be pointed out that Chambers et all4 have in fact 

observed high energy, charged particles (presumably alpha particles) in the 

energy range (at - 21 MeV) predicted by our theory, during D+ ion implantation 

experiments in a 130 A thick Pd film. Possible detector failure may have been 

responsible for the the signals observed. However, the fact that no signal was 

seen at other, unpredicted energies is then difficult to explain. These 

extraordinary observations should be repeated, using a reliable detector. 
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DISCUSSION (CHUBB) 

Mansour: 
approach differ from hers? 
Chubb: 
Mansour: 
Chubb: Both approaches are closely related. However, there is an important 
distinction. 
Gamow tunneling formula. In this case, implicitly, the final tunneling process is 
the result of wave function overlap derived from functions which at large 
separation asymptotically obey the boundary conditions of free-space, unbound 
particles. In our approach, the final tunneling process is the result of wave 
function overlap derived from Bloch functions which obey the boundary conditions 
of particles that are bound to a periodic solid. 
because as a consequence, in the relevant electrostatic tunneling probabil ity 
calculation, our model prohibits the deuteron from occupying large regions of 
space that are far from the location where nuclear interaction occurs, while in 
Dr. Whaley‘s model, only near the location of nuclear interaction does the 
probability of overlap become small. This means that in our model, the set of 
nuclearly active states are implicitly prepared in a manner consistent with a case 
in which the individual particles are bound to a solid with low binding energy. 
This leads to enhanced probability at low energy for quantum mechanical 
interaction relative to the case in which nuclear interaction is presumed to occur 
from particles which are initially unbound. 
Mansour: 
Chubb: 
Baym: 
the same interactions, they would possess the same wave function, identical to 
that for indistinguishable protons. When they are distinguishable, it makes no 
difference whatsoever. 
Chubb: 
Baym: The consequences should be the same. 
local potential which you show in the lattice are very far separated. 
Chubb: They can be, since they represent ionic fluctuations. 
Baym: 
Chubb: Potentially, it could be superconducting. 

Dr. Whaley’s paper also assumed periodic conditions. How does your 

She was discussing it in terms of a periodic density function. 
Whereas you use Bloch functions? 

In Dr. Whaley’s approach, fusion processes are modeled using the 

This distinction is significant 

How large are the energy fluctuations which you consider? 
They are dictated by correlation effects of self-interaction. 
If we suppose your particles were distinguishable, with the same mass and 

It does in considering self-interaction effects. 
In addition, the points of changing 

You seem to be assuming a superconducting material. 
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Baym: In my view, it would be a superconductor. 
Chubb: 
Baym: 
then it is a superconductor. 
Chubb: 
function is the same as the Green’s function associated with other charged 
particles in a solid, such as electrons, except that it is derived from particles 
which obey Bose statistics. As non-vanishing wave-vector states become thermally 
occupied, implied momentum transfer to finite-temperature processes is required, 
leading to a breakdown of the superconducting behavior associated with the 
zero-temperature state. 
Whaley: 
Chubb: 
Whaley: 
binding situations. Basically, the same conditions hold as in the fluid, i.e., 
macroscopic fluctuations on a single site must occur. 
under your conditions, or at extremely low temperatures. 
Chubb: That is a subject for further discussion. Our present model is certainly 
not at zero temperature. 
Baym: I still maintain that if a Bose condensation occurs, then the material is a 
superconductor. 
Chubb: I disagree. At finite temperature, it is not a superconductor. Even in 
the idealization of the zero-temperature limit, in which the BBC presumably would 
exhibit superconductivity, it is possible, because the timescale associated with 
nuclear self-interaction is considerably shorter than the timescale of any 
electrostatic process, that fusion would occur more rapidly than the equilibration 
time required for superconductivity and that superconductivity would never be 
observed. 
the formation of Bose Bloch condensate requires the presence of an applied 
electric field, as well as the attainment of an over-potential condition, and that 
the associated Bose Bloch condensate chemical potential , as a consequence, has a 
complicated dependence on applied electric field, which could eliminate the 
possibility of the formation of a true, zero-temperature Bose condensate. 
Finally, it is also important to recognize that the Bose Bloch condensate 
deuterons can and do constitute only a small fraction of the total deuteronic 
charge. This is required since the band picture from which BBC deuterons are 
derived is only meaningful when the participants in the BBC population are 
well-screened from each otner by itinerant (Pd-like) electrons. As a result, only 
a very, very small (-lo-’) concentration of deuterons would be superconducting, and 

The particles can be in different K states. 
If the Green’s function for the system has a non-zero charge separation, 

At finite temperature, the behavior of the Bose Bloch condensate Green’s 

What in your view is a true Bose condensate? 
One in which all the particles are condensed and in the same energy state. 
I have estimated whether or not long-range order can be expected in tight 

These will not take place 

It is also important to recognize that, in any realistic experiment, 
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the impact of this component on the superconductivity would be small. 
possible that the anomalous behavior of the superconducting temperature of PdD 
relative to PdH (PdD has a superconducting temperature two degrees greater than 
PdH, contrary to conventional expectation) could be partly the result of BBC 
occupation, though this conclusion may not be justified for the reasons I have 
just given. 
Baym: The model situation would indicate room-temperature superconductivity. 
Miley: 
hypothesis? 
Chubb: 
crystals of material. 
diffusivity of D in palladium is twice that of H. 
and He-4 is detected, with Pd-106 it would be possible to produce Ag-107 and 
tritium. The a-particles would have large energies, but they could, in principlei 
become Bloch states and be trapped as exitons inside the lattice. Thus, the 
palladium, as well as the off-gas, should be assayed for helium. 
Baym: Can long-range interaction occur via nuclear rotational states? 
Chubb: No. For the case of a Tokamak and free-particle boundary conditions, the 
boundary conditions and energy ranges are quite different than in cold fusion, and 
the rotational nuclear states will not provide a means for obtaining long-range 
interaction. By using 
the appropriate boundary conditions associated with boundary particles, one 
preferentially prepares the system in a correct manner that i s  very, very 
different than a Tokamak. 
long-range interaction, through periodicity, becomes possible. 
Whaley: I sense that a great deal of confusion is occurring concerning 
single-particle states and many-bodied states. 
particular K value, that does not mean that the identical particles have the same 
value. 
tight-bi ndi ng situations. 
Chubb: 
possible. 

It is 

Is there a specific experiment that could be carried out to verify this 

An experiment would attempt to detect a-particles using good single 
Other points requiring investigations are the fact that the 

If a-particles are produced, 

The potentials of relevance inside the solid are small. 

This fact provides the underlying reason that the 

When a single particle has a 

One must allow for the interactions between the particles which occur in 

I agree. When these interactions are included, nuclear processes become 
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ABSTRACT 

A lot can be learned from an alleged cold fusion experiment. For example, it 
points out the missing knowledge of the macroscopic quantum medium 
characterized by dense Bosons at an intermediate scale length which is shorter than 
the atomic scale length, Angstrom, and longer than the nuclear scale length, Fermi. 

To create a dense medium for engineer exploitations is a recent trend of 
molecular engineering, the high temperature superconductivity and the low 
temperature fusion are two notable examples, other than the genetic engineering in 
biomedical sciences. Thus, what seem to be most useful out of the attempt of cold 
fusion are twofold: experimentally the molecular pressure technology of how to 
pack deuteron fuel densely within a palladium lattice, and theoretically the 
macroscopic quantum theory of a densely packed Bosons in a metallic lattice 
medium. That such a dense medium of overlapping deuteron nuclear 
wavefunctions acting like a macroscopic Boson state is indeed useful will be 
exemplified by a collective deuteron fission, stimulated by a high power neutron 
beam shot through the cylindrical package of dense deuteron-palladium medium, 
which can produce a collimated nuclear radiation with a gain, namely a possible 
nuclear laser with a collimated particle beam. 

Key Words: Collimated Beam Nuclear Laser, Gammar Laser, Macroscopic Quantum 

1. Dense Packaging of Deuteron Fuel in a Palladium Medium 

A high power nuclear radiation beam that shot through a dense cylindrical 
package of deuteron fuel inside a palladium lattice acting like a macroscopic 
(quantum) state can generate a collimated nuclear radiation powered by the 
stimulated fission mechanism, rather than the spontaneous fusion. This is 
theoretically possible because the inverted population concept is valid for the Free 
Neutron Laser (FNL), described in Sect. 2, and the palladium metal caging effect 1171 
has help the extraordinarily dense fuel package, described in this section. The 
impinging nuclear radiation can be a neutron beam, the gamma ray, or a charged 
particle beam. Each choice has a different challenge to be overcome with a different 
potential barrier described in Sect. 3. Then, we call for the experimental and 
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theoretical investigations about the physics of the intermediate atomic and nuclear 
region in Sect. 4. 

The difficulty in generating a short wavelength coherent radiation, such as 
the X-ray Laser, lies in the fact that the prospective source of radiation is not dense 
enough when compared with the radiation wavelength. Thus it is crucial for a 
coherent scheme to create a dense packing, as demonstrated by the cold fusion setup. 
Although the fission system is sufficiently dense, but may not be dense enough for a 
strictly coherent amplification. Thus, we are only talking about the gain coefficient 
of a collimated (rather than a strictly coherent) nuclear radiation. For coherent 
amplification an exponential-folding length must be greater than the spacing among 
successive contributing sources, but in an incoherent periodical deuteron sources it 
can be made to be an integer subdivision spacing of the palladium lattice (face- 
.centered-cubic lattice at edge lengths: 3.879Ax2.743Ax1.6797A) caged with deuterons 
which are Bosons with overlapping wave functions at about 0.15 OA apart. 

Such a package is compressed by the molecular pressure so that the distance 
becomes much less than the atomic separation in the D2 molecule. This is possible 
because the quadruple lattice pressure at the molecular level and the external 
electric field are simultaneously applied to squeeze the molecular deuterium (D) in 
loading into the palladium lattice, in order to form a densely packed nuclear 
deuteron (d) fuel. 

Fusion research followed the understanding of our solar fusion mechanism 
verified by the experimental test of hydrogen bomb under a tremendous 
pressurization. Recently, an efficient molecular pressure was employed in the 
experiment of Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann [2], and Jones et al. [31 
supported later in Japan by indirect measurements of charged particles emitted [ZO]. 
Although the idea of portable fusion by molecular pressure may prove to be 
inadequate by Williams et al. [18], the attempt is nevertheless inspirational in 
creating an alternative approach to the externally macroscopic pressure fusion. It 
gives rise for example to a cluster-impact fusion at Brookhaven Lab 1191. It led us to 
suspect that a weaker fusion cross section might intuitively mean a stronger fission 
cross section in the compressed medium. In that sense it can serve a constructive 
purpose. 
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The trend of material engineering is to work at the molecular level directly. 
For example, replacing the high pressure used in a traditional methodology for 
raising the superconductivity transition temperature, Paul Chu and his student 
M.K. Wu et al. have succeeded to do away the macroscopic pressure with a 
molecular pressure (clamp upon the the unit crystal cell and buckled the minor axes 
plan) by using the the Yttrium atom being smaller in size and located in the same 
column of Lanthanum in the Periodic Table of the Elements (used first by A. 
Muller, G. Bednorz, IBM Zurich group), in order to build the 1,2,3 compound 
(Yttrium, Barium, Copper, Oxide). As a matter of fact, the superconductivity is 
anisotropic, meaning only along the minor axes, a buckled plan by the molecular 
pressure, but not along the major crystal c-axis, without the molecular pressure. 
This insight of molecular pressure created the celebrated superconducting in a new 
family of layered Copper Oxides at the liquid nitrogen temperature (770K) by Cava et 
al. at AT &T [21] in 1988, and a new technology of bulk production by Chu et al. [22] 
in 1990. 

Although molecular solutions of material science problems have been 
implicitly emphasized by the high temperature superconductivity and the low 
temperature fusion, the molecular pressure becomes the obvious key concept, when 
pondering over the commonality in these two endeavors. Thus far, the most 
significance contribution is (not so much whether the cold fusion, or the FNL 
concept works or not works, but rather) the way scientists think. We begin to tap the 
molecular technology to achieve the wonder. (Besides the well known biomedical 
engineering at the molecular DNA genetic cloning level, we have elaborated the 
molecular pressure in both the high temperature superconductivity and the low 
temperature fusion.) Thus, Chu and Wu, Pos and Fleischmann have changed the 
way of thinking. We begin to respect the power and the efficiency of dealing directly 
at the molecular engineering level. 

2. Can a Collimated Nuclear Radiation be generated by a High Power Neutron Beam 
shot through a dense Deuteron-Palladium fuel? 

Early speculations of nuclear lasers were based on dilute and ordinary media 
[5-81. The present scheme of passing a high power of nuclear bean through a 
densely packed macroscopic quantum medium whose lattice spacing of deuterons is 
about 0.15 OA apart inside a palladium lattice. 
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The possible nuclear laser, Graser, requires the concept of an inverted 
population needed for the coherence and gain effect. The present scheme is similar 
to Meady's Free Electron Laser (FEL) [9-121, which in the present context becomes 
'Free Neutron Laser (FNL)'. Let a neutron beam satisfy a Maxwellian-like 
distribution with an averaged beam velocity U with respect to the rest frame of the 
condensed medium. Then, by definition, the central peak of a Maxwellian-like 
distribution has more neutrons/gamma ray/deuterons populated at a higher energy 
with respect to the trailing edge of the Maxwellian distribution which has lower 
population as well. 

Since the shortest path traversed by the fission particles through the 
cylindrical fuel package follows the input neutron beam direction, together the net 
beam can generate more fission particles in a shortest possible time along the 
straight cylindrical path. Thus, it has the largest possible energy to simulate more 
fission products along the way. Such a positive feedback enhancement yields a 
collimated beam by the available cylindrical kinematic phase space, which has 
furthermore a possible gain. We are not so much interested in the coherence, 
rather in the concentration power along the collimated direction. 

The major difference between FEL and FNL is the nuclear interaction 
occurred in the macroscopic quantum medium, rather than the Compton scattering 
of FEL in a free space. What is the most significant in FNL is the compact geometry 
that Deutrons have been lined up in a close package under the sub-Angstrom 
spacing. The relative gain contribution between such a kinematics effect and the 
dynamic interaction needs to be investigated. Particularly, the relativistic 'focusing' 
effect by the forward propagation cone might be similar to the relativistic effect of 
electron cyclotron radiation [13-141. 

Such a stimulated beam-deuteron fission might produce a collimated beam of 
nuclear radiation that may have coherent or incoherent gain. Even without a gain, 
the scheme is nevertheless interesting because it is a portable source inspired by the 
portable fusion. If the output were collimated, it could be exceedingly useful (for 
medical or military spplications). 
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The typical analysis about the coherent multiple scattering may be borrowed 
from that dimensional analysis given by Rayleigh and verified later by the quantum 
.mechanical calculation by Rutherford, namely the coherent scattering amplitude 
must be proportional to (=)the coherent volume, V, weighted by the inverse 
distance, L, and then the square of the wavelength, A, as follows. 

In the short wavelength limit, the formula might not be valid, it should behave like 
a geometric ray optics. Some qualitative analysis may be possible if the important 
ratio between the wavelength and the internuclear distance can be taken as the 
perturbation expansion scale factor. 

E -V/L’h2 

. .  

A slow neutron and a gama ray acts like a catalyst for a stimulated nuclear 
fission reaction. The possibility of stimulated nuclear reaction in a dense media at 
the length scale between the nuclear Fermi unit and the atomic Angstrom unit is a 
relatively unknown territory. 

3. Nuclear Fission of Deuterons 

A deuteron has a proton and a neutron. Since each has a spin quantum 
number 1/2, together a deutron has an integer spin quantum number. Therefore, a 
deuteron is a Boson, according to Bose-Einstein statistics, while a hydrogen is a 
Fermion, according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. Since bosons allow to occupy a 
identical quantum mechanical state, a dense overlapping of deuterons may create a 
macroscopic state. The quantum superfuidity behavior of bosons has been observed 
at a low temperature. 

There are three kinds of fission: the instantaneous ( charge number Z 2  > 52 A, 
mass number), the finite life-time ( 2 2  > 17.7 A), and the quantum mechanical 
tunnelling. The last kind of fission can be stimulated if molecular engineering can 
manipulate the overlapping Boson wave functions in a solid state metalic lattice 
environment for a favorable disintegration stimulated by a high power neutron 
beam. There three possible fission-stimulating beams, charged particle, neutron, 
and Gamma ray, and each has a different challenges. Data relevant to deuteron and 
fission is recapitulated as follows. 
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'* size: At the low energy, the short range potential of deuteron is local and 
everywhere attractive within 3 fm( one fermi is one femtometer: 1 fm=lO-15 m). 

Coulomb barrier: the electrostatic Coulomb potential e2/r at the nuclear 
diameter is about 600 KeV 

*electric quadrupole moment, mixture of S and D states: The ground state of 
deuteron has an electric quadrupole moment , + 0.00282 barns (1 barn = 10-24 cmz), 
a prolate spheroid contributed only by the proton, indicating a non-spherically 
symmetric wave function and non-constant orbital angular momentum, but a 
tensor or non-central force. (For the high energy case, the Case and Pais non-local 
potential, such as the spin-orbit coupling potential, must be used.) 

@magnetic moment, non-zero orbital angular moment: The magnetic 
moment of deuteron is smaller than the sum of the magnetic moment of proton 
and that of neutron 

that means in the ground state of the deuteron the proton and the neutron must for 
a small part of the time be in a state of non-zero orbit angular momentum. The 
total spin of the deuteron is 1 that is contributed by spin quantum number of the 
proton 1 /2 and the neutron 1 /2 

@Tunnel Effect: The binding energy of deuteron is 2.22 MeV, while the 
binding energies of 3He is about 7.72 MeV, and that of 4He is 28.3 MeV. 

The well known binding energy ratio discrepancy : 1:3.5:12.7 is due to the 
tunnel effect that the nucleons in the deuteron will spend about half their time 
outside the range of each other short range forces. 

pd (= 0.8574) < pp (= 2.7927) + pn(= - 1.9131) 

4. The Interaction Region between the sub-atomic scale and the super-nuclear scale 

In the last several decades, our knowledge in both the atomic physics and the 
nuclear physics has been matural to a great deal by physicists and chemists working 
almost independent of each other since the the advent of quantum mechanics. 
Thus, there has created relative void in our knowledge about the intermediate 
interaction scale in a densely packed condensed medium. The void exists within 
the sub-atomic length (sub-Angstrom distance) and the sup-nuclear length (super- 
Fermi distance) which falls short within these two fundamental interaction scale 
lengths. It so happens that the prospective of cold fusion occurs at the knowledge 
void. The spacing of deuterons is about 0.15 O A  which is much less than the atomic 
separation in the D2 molecule. The interatomic spacing between two nucleons in a 
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deutron is 0.74 OA. On the other hand, the conventional fusion reaction of 
deuteron(denoted as d) must happen at the the interzction length about the Fermi 
distance. Thus, a macroscopic quantum medium happens about the palladiurn 
medium, that individual deuterons are no longer localized particles.. The 
palladium, denoted as Pd, is a rare metallic element of the platinum group, but 
lighter easily fusible than platinum, silver-white, ductile, malleable. at. no. 46, at. w t. 
106.7. The dense package of deuterons that do not spend all the time binding inside 
the nuclei create the collective interaction between deuterons and palladium lattice. 
Clearly, theory just begins to elucidate the dense medium effect of unstable nuclei. 

The experimental setup of fission can be essentially identical to those 
provided by the cold fusion experiment. If an identical setup were used for beam- 
deuteron fission, this externally radiation beam stimulated fission process might be 
thought of as the inverse process used by Fleischmann, Pon and Hawkins for their 
signal radiation of thermalized neutron capture. Such a stimulated fission process 
takes the advantage of the molecular porous architecture of palladium [l], that can 
electrochemically be applied to the electrolysis of heavy water in order to line up all 
ducks, nickname for the deuterium with a quadruple moment, via a 0.1 M 
LiOD/D20 electrolyte, in the porous channel cubic cells. These ducks are unstable 
that their outward-spilling wave functions are electrically forced to approaching one 
other at the separation less than the atomic distance of 1 Angstrom ( 1 OA). In other 
words, the line-up ducks by the clever molecular engineering will be shoot at by a 
powerful beam of neuclear radiation are used as the fission fuel sources of neutrons 
and gama ray emission, rather than used as a fusion unit for the helium. The input 
is a powerful but Maxwellian-like and thermally distributed radiation beam, and the 
output will be collimated and cold nuclear radiation beam with or without gain. 
The cold fusion can yield helium and produce neutron beam at the rate of about 
4x104 neutrons per second, suggested by the Utah group [2], (with a factor of 50 
smaller according to MIT fusion group Parker et al. [4] ) 

and then the neutron capture produces the y-ray signal radiation of the 2.22 MeV 
(by [41 a terrestrial artefact such as Radon gas may be observed with possible 
linewidth inconsistency by a factor 2 using identical Nal(Ti) 3x3 inches crystal 
spectrometer detector system) 

d + d ---> n (2.45 MeV) + 3He (0.82 MeV) (1) 

n+p-- ->d  + y (2.22 MeV) (2) 
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The present viewpoint departs from neuclear fusion physicists and cold fusion 
chemists [3]. We admit our ignorance in this sub-atomic and super-neuclear region 
that calls for more experimentation and collaboration. Because of the obviously 
bio-medical and military payoff, the fission speculation calls for research about the 
important intermediate region of the sub-atomic condensed medium. 

5. Conclusions 

Since the molecular engineering technique involving packing of deuteron 
fuel into the palladium lattice has been developed, it can be employed, instead of 
cold fusion, to generate a collimated nuclear radiation through a stimulated fission 
process. 

The possibility of a collimated and powerful coherent nuclear radiation is 
always exciting, because of biomedical and military applications. Such a device 
begins with a non-radioactive portable source and charged by a wall-plug-in 
electricity in order to pack deutron fuel into the palladium, and then the collective 
fission is triggered by an external neutron beam. This protocal is almost unreal. To 
make either fission or fusion possible, further studies in the compressed and 
condensed quantum medium between the sub- Angs trom and the super-Fermi scale 
lengths is much needed both theoretically and experimentally. 
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Part 5 

SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS 

Three panels were convened (Excess Heat, Nuclear Products, and Theory) which met separately. 
The panels then dispersed, and three discussions followed. Edited summaries for each of the three 
discussion sessions, as well as ensuing comments, are given in the following sections. 





Section 31 

EXCESS HEAT 

E. Yeager 





Excess Heat (ToDical Discussant: Ernest Yeaaerl 

The first recommendation of the Excess Heat Panel had to do with the 
design and construction of re1 iable calorimeters for electrochemical studies. 
These problems should be approached using several types of calorimetry, which 
have individual advantages for different types of measurements. Furthermore, 
it is important to run blanks in all calorimetric experiments. A large number 
of measurements are required, and in general, the calorimetric instrument 
should be kept simple. There is a general preference for measurements on 
closed systems from the standpoint of thermodynamic simplicity, in that any 
thermodynamic corrections due to solvent additions or losses are avoided. 
This can be an annoying problem in open systems, since it is difficult to 
determine the errors in the corrections, which may exceed any excess enthalpy 
detected . 

There was a strong recommendation for joint studies between groups 
observing excess heat and those not observing such. Different types of 
calorimeters may optimize for steady state, nonsteady state, or heat bursts. 
In general, the calorimeters used are relatively ineffective for accurate 
measurement of transients. Thus, calorimeters are required which will operate 
with a time resolution better than currently available. It is quite evident 
from the results presented at the meeting that heat bursts are observed, and 
it would be desirable to have data with higher resolution. 

There was considerable discussion regarding a "standard" supply of 
palladium with a high probability of yielding "excess heat." Not all of the 
group believed that the excess heat apparently observed is sufficient to 
require a nuclear hypothesis as to its origin. The present state of affairs 
is that the physical factors concerning palladium which are important in the 
generation of excess heat in the hands of those who observe it have yet to be 
pinned down. However, there are cases where three, four, or more experiments 
performed on the same lot of palladium have all given positive results. The 
probability then is that a certain type of palladium will give positive 
results in a more general sense. If this is so not just for one worker or 
workers, the probability that other groups entering the field with their 
special expertise will be able to observe the effect is greatly increased. At 
present, a characteristic situation has been that many workers go for weeks, 
if not months, through very large numbers of palladium samples without 
observing heat. If one can improve the probability of finding appropriate 
experimental conditions which do favor excess heat, then the acquisition o f  
data of value will have been greatly helped. The Bureau of Standards or a 
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similar type of group might create a library of appropriate palladium samples, 
and effort should be intensified to determine why palladium of that particular 
sample seems to assure higher probability of success. 

The difficulty is that this phenomenon depends on a large number of 
factors, which are not well identified in the statistics for observing. the 
effect. For example, it has been said that the statistics for observing 
excess heat may be excellent for certain deuterated palladium samples but are 
insufficient in respect to the number of samples run in blank experiments. 
Since blanks do not provide very exciting data, typically only one or two 
blank samples have been run by any given group. However, the same statistics 
apply to blanks as to samples which produce excess heat. In other words, if 
one works hard enough, one may see excess heat of perhaps a less appreciated 
type in a "blank" experiment. 

The identification of the factors leading to positive results is 
crucial. The electrolyte factors are particularly, though not uniquely, 
important. These include the effect of "poisons." Several statements were 
made about the fact that such "poisons" can have beneficial effects. In order 
to confirm this, one must prepare a system which i s  not poisoned, i.e., where 
the palladium i s  not contaminated with platinum, silica, iron, and a long list 
of other possible impurities. Such experiments are possible. Electrochemical 
laboratories can 1 ist many cases where electrolytes have been purified and 
have stayed clean for long periods of time. However, the effort to purify 
systems to this extent is not trivial. Impurities must be preabsorbed from 
the system, under conditions where they literally have to be "tricked" to come 
out of adsorption surfaces of high area. Similarly, one has to be scru- 
pulously careful regarding the materials from which the cells are made: it is 
more than a simple matter of changing to Teflon or other more optimal 
materials of construction. 

Surface conditions are generally important and need to be further charac- 
terized; for example, dentrites may play a role. A simple way is required for 
measuring the bulk properties of the palladium, particularly the deuterium 
loading. While the deuterium can be stripped out, that will, however, perturb 
the systems. Experiments must be coupled: the generation of tritium and 
radiation effects should be simultaneously measured in cells generating excess 
heat, so that correlations, i f  any, can be established. Such correlations are 
not at a1 1 we1 1 -documented at present. 
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A f u r t h e r  suggest ion was t o  d e l i b e r a t e l y  dope the  pal lad ium surface by 
i o n  i m p l a n t a t i o n  o r  by a l l o y i n g  w i t h  meta ls  such as be ry l l i um,  uranium, o r  

l i t h i u m ,  wh ich  possess s p e c i a l  n u c l e a r  p r o p e r t i e s .  T h i s  may open up an 
approach t o  t h e  e lec t rochemica l  genera t ion  o f  excess heat  a t  unusual tem-  
pera tures ,  f o r  example, e i t h e r  an ext remely low o r  h i g h  temperatures, us ing 
non-aqueous so lu t ions .  There i s  no reason why the phenomenon should be unique 
t o  an aqueous so lu t ion ,  and one p o s s i b i l i t y  may invo lve  a fused hydrate m e l t .  
There was a l so  the  suggestion o f  t he  use o f  a hydr ide a t  an anode, as w e l l  as 
d i scuss ion  o f  t h e  use o f  superacids which show ext remely h i g h  thermodynamic 
a c t i v i t y  f o r  deuterons, compared t o  those, f o r  example, f o r  the hydrogen ion  
i n  s u l f u r i c  acid. 

Regarding recommendations f o r  f u t u r e  experiments, two sets  o f  cond i t ions  
were suggested. The f i r s t  would address the  quest ion o f  how t o  s u f f  c i e n t l y  
understand t h e  phenomenon t o  make i t  reproducib le  and we l l  -accepted. Second, 
once t h a t  i s  estab l ished,  a whole l i s t  o f  va r ia t i ons  may ar ise ,  whose e f f e c t s  
would n o t  be e l im ina ted  unless surface condi t ions are c a r e f u l l y  cont ro led .  
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DISCUSSION (YEAGER SUMMARY) 

.- 

Hoffman: One missing area in your suggestions for future work is to deliberately 
dope the cathode surface by ion implantation or by alloying with elements such as 
lithium, beryllium, or uranium. This may allow us to see if excess 
electrochemical heat may be obtained, either under high temperature conditions or 
at extremely low temperatures, by not using aqueous electrolytes. 
consider that and then reject it as not appropriate? 
Yeager: The effect of temperature was briefly discussed. 

Did you 

There is no reason why 
the electrolytic phenomenon should be unique to an aqueous solution, and one 
possibility would be the use of a fused deuterate melt. 
energy generation, it will be necessary to go to higher temperatures. 
Appleby: 
of palladium or other metal forming a hydride. 
Yeager: 
superacids, which have extremely high activities for deuterons. 
times higher than those in, e.g., the deuterons in sulfuric acid at the same 
concentration. 
Hoffman: 
Yeager: Yes, it is. General changes in surface conditions should include 
dendrite formation and composition. 

Hopefully, for future 

One might also use a hydride (deuteride) melt, with an anode consist 

We also considered the use of the That is an interesting suggestion. 
These may be 

Is surface modification also not a worthwhile area to explore? 

0l6 

Mansour: For the sake of completeness, I would like to ask the same question that 
emerged from the theory session, which I have not seen addressed so far. If 
tritium is indeed formed, where does its formation and storage occur? According 
to different hypotheses, it could be in the solid, in the liquid, or in the gas. 
Did you address this question in your session? 
Yeager: 
the discussion about the tritium enhancement in aqueous electrolytes. 
pointed out that it could be dissolved as a gas in the electrolyte, and not 
necessarily exchanged with the 1 iquid phase. 
Mansour: It could also be in the liquid phase. 
Yeager: 
but it could also be in the form of DT or TT. 
Chu: 
Yeager: 
territory. 

At least in part, it was addressed earlier this morning in the course of 
It was 

Many of us who have seen tritium have assumed that it is present as DTO, 

We do not seem to be addressing the question of excess heat. 
You are correct, the question of tritium is really outside of our 
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Hoffman: 
mod i f i ca t ion ,  o r  d i d  your group t h i n k  t h a t  i t  i s  no t  worthwhile? 
Appleby: 
Yeager: 
surface i n  t h i s  way. 
Bard: 
f u t u r e  experiments. We seem t o  have t r i e d  t o  suggest two separate sets. 
f i r s t  addresses the  quest ion o f  understanding enough t o  make t h i s  a reproduc ib le  
and wel l -accepted phenomenon, which I t h i n k  should be our focus, s ince i t  seems t o  
be the  pr imary problem. 
involves the  l i s t  o f  experimental v a r i a t i o n s  which should then be examined. 
be l i eve  t h a t  i t  would be a mistake t o  randomly i o n  implant pal ladium wi thout  
knowing the  important var iab les  before the  work takes place. 
Yeager: A l l  o f  us have i n t u i t i v e  ideas which we would l i k e  t o  t r y  r a p i d l y  and see 
the  r e s u l t s .  A systematic la rge-sca le  study should be more d i s c i p l i n e d .  
Te l l e r :  For the  sake o f  systematics, I have been impressed by both the  
v a r i a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  resu l t s ,  by some c o r r e l a t i o n  o f  t h i s  v a r i a b i l i t y  w i t h  the  s t a t e  
o f  pal ladium cathode, and many suggestions about the  cond i t i on  o f  t h e  pal ladium 
surface. I be l ieve  t h a t  there  i s  a 50 percent p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  t he  v a r i a b i l i t y  
would n o t  be e l im ina ted  unless the  surface cond i t ions  are c a r e f u l l y  con t ro l l ed .  
There, I would be opposed t o  the  separation o f  these two problems. 
Schneider: I would l i k e  t o  add an add i t i ona l  po in t .  I be l ieve  t h a t  some o f  the  
conclusions from the  next two repo r t s  a lso  a f f e c t  the  recommendations i n  the  
chemistry area. As has been stated, i f  neutron absorpt ion occurs, one must 
address the  nature o f  t he  reac t ions  tak ing  place a t  t he  pal ladium cathode surface. 
One normal ly does no t  consider such transformat ions i n  o rd inary  chemical pos t tes t  
analysis.  I n  t h i s  case, ana lys is  t o  de tec t  i s o t o p i c  changes w i l l  be appropr iate.  
T e l l e r :  May I make a supplementary statement? Livermore has conducted a group o f  
experiments which have on ly  been incompletely reported. 
rap id l y ,  and because o f  t h i s  I was unaware o f  many aspects o f  t he  work. Last 
n i g h t  D r .  Lowell Wood summarized the  r e s u l t s  by telephone, wh i l e  I repor ted  t o  him 
on the  NRL pal ladium experiments. 
was unaware. 
t o  a depth o f  3 microns. 
was observed, whereas below tha t ,  the  i s o t o p i c  r a t i o  was normal. 
t h a t  t h i s  must n o t  y e t  be accepted as f a c t ,  s ince mistakes i n  measurement can be 
made. Nevertheless, t he  presence o f  dendr i tes  on d i f f e r e n t  pa l  1 adium samples, 
t h e i r  surface composition, cons i s t i ng  o f  a wide range o f  chemical elements, and 
the  poss ib le  i s o t o p i c  changes a l l  suggest t h a t  complete surface a n a l y t i c a l  r e s u l t s  

Is i o n  imp lan ta t ion  a worthwhile technique t o  explore concerning surface 

I t h i n k  t h a t  i t  i s  a good idea. 
I also  t h i n k  so. One can introduce very i n t e r e s t i n g  species i n t o  the  

I t h i n k  t h a t  t he re  i s  a problem i n  t r y i n g  t o  make recommendations about 
The 

A f t e r  t h i s  has been establ ished, the  second quest ion 
I 

They were c a r r i e d  out 

I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  he repor ted  a r e s u l t  o f  which I 

I n  the  f i r s t  l -m ic ron  l aye r ,  strong dep le t i on  o f  L i - 6  
He has analyzed the  l i t h i u m  isotope content i n  a pal ladium cathode 

I must warn you 
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should be systematically reported. 
type, without paying attention to them. 
a new field. 
Yeager: I believe that those points are all very important. The surface 
conditions usually control the electrochemical phenomema. For example, where the 
interfacial properties of single crystal have been studied, the differences 
between different crystal faces of a metal such as platinum, gold, or palladium 
are as great as they are between different bulk metals. Surface topography and 
faceting should be part of the systematic surface studies. 

People may make unusual observations of this 
However, such an observation may open up 





Section 32 

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS 

George H. Miley 





Nuclear Products (ToDical Discussant: Georqe Milev1 

A primary conclusion from the discussion is that the observed tritium 
measurements appear to be so far above background that they are difficult to 
dispute. However, the measurements are very puzzling i n  that they are 
incomplete in terms of time-history correlation and also in terms of any 
energy balances which should be applicable, assuming known fusion reactions. 
The first priority should be to continue attempts to refine tritium detection 
and combine it to a maximum extent with other variables which can be measured. 
This i s  difficult, because of the wide dispersion o f  appropriate people, 
diagnostics, and operating cells across the country. Collaboration to a 
maximum extent i s  clearly required to move ahead rapidly in this area. 

There was strong agreement that helium (4He) should be one of the 
essential products of the type of nuclear reactions which are thought to be 
occurring. This has already been recognized by workers in the area. 
Consequently, some analyses for 4He have been attempted, but the data is 
inconclusive. Clearly, a concerted effort is required for its resolution. 
For example, one point which emerged is that for a large (e.g., 50-megajoule) 
heat burst, the helium product would amount to a few cubic centimeters at 
standard temperature and pressure. It is not known at present if the helium 
is produced in the volume of the electrode or on the surface layer, where it 
may be lost. Thus, it is necessary to examine both the electrode and gas 
escaping and dissolved in the electrolyte for a meaningful helium detection. 

There is a strong likelihood that any helium created would be either at 
the surface or in the near-surface layer. Unfortunately, it appears that all 
of the most productive electrodes have been wiped to remove electrolyte after 
electrolysis, disturbing the surface and removing any dendrites that were 
formed. Thus, in retrospect, one should be careful about any surface treat- 
ment after electrolysis prior to gas analysis. There was also a strong 
recommendation that the gas produced should be continually analyzed, to 
clarify the correlation of 4He production and other products, heating, etc. 
In addition to the analysis of 4He, new methods for the determination of both 
3He and 4He should be attempted. As far as tritium is concerned, the time 
history of its production is extremely important relative to our understanding 
of the phenomena involved. Later, the correlation o f  neutrons and other 
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reaction products can be performed, but presently it is most important to 
establish the time history of tritium production. Clearly, there is a delay 
time between tritium production and its detection, so a fast time response is 
not possible. However, a moderate response time can be achieved using on-line 
instrumentation with flow-through 1 iquid scintillators, etc. Unfortunately, 
this instrumentation is quite expensive, and it must be integrated with an 
operating cell. Alternatively, one can produce good time-integrated his- 
tories, over blocks of time, using closed cells. In any case, care should be 
taken to analyze gas and liquid phases carefully. 

Another observation concerns neutrons or neutron bursts, which also 
require time and energy resolution. There seems to be some optimism that the 
detectors which are now being brought to bear on the problem in several 
laboratories may be capable of this. However, a complete determination may 
still be difficult, since there is still debate about the problem of neutron 
energy resolution, much less time resolution. 

The neutron energy spectrum brings up the question of 14-MeV neutrons 
and whether or not these should serve as a fingerprint of secondary tritium 
reactions. Some unsuccessful attempts to measure 14-MeV neutrons have been 
reported. However, it is not clear if the number of neutrons from secondary 
reactions would have been expected to be large enough to detect with the cells 
employed. It has also been suggested that D-T experiments might be useful for 
future studies. To take one extreme argument, if the reactions apparently 
taking place are induced by micro hot-fusion cracking or by dendrites, under 
accelerator target conditions, then the D-T reaction should occur very 
copiously and enhance the ability to make measurements of 14-MeV neutrons 
which have less background interference than the 2.5 MeV D-D neutrons. Thus, 
it should be very instructive to make such measurements in order to eliminate 
some of the current background issues. While there is good logic to consider 
such an experiment, it would be hazardous f r o m  the radiation viewpoint. 
Probably, it should be a National Lab experiment, especially in view of the 
significant amount of tritium which would be involved. 

In addition to detecting neutrons, it is very important to attempt to 
correlate neutron emission rate with the production of other products. One 
obvious effect to focus on in this respect would be to look carefully, in as 
many laboratories as possible, for the 20-kV, k-shell X Rays from palladium. 
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Groups using high-pressure cells should consider how to obtain diagnostic 
access to them, to allow such measurements. Thus, to build up a complete 
history of neutron production, their time and energy dependence, as well as 
their correlation with X-rays, are required. 

Palladium isotope examination should be undertaken by the community as 
soon as possible. Preliminary results reported at this meeting for the first 
time indicate that mass-resolution can be reasonably well defined. These 
results suggest that a transmutation of the palladium may have occurred. 
However, the atomic number must be clearly identified to confirm that isotopic 
changes are involved. Also, contributions from contaminates must be shown to 
be negligible. Thus, a complete analysis requires specialized high resolution 
equipment that is only available at a few laboratories. There was general 
agreement that mass-spectrometer analysis should be a high-priority diagnostic 
for everyone capable of performing it. 

For future measurements, it was suggested that some labs should be 
concerned with the use of materials for electrodes other than palladium. This 
topic brought up a discussion of the use of other materials such as uranium or 
beryllium. This use of such materials would be classed as “new” exploratory 
experiments, whereas the use of other electrode materials such as titanium 
would represent more “conventional” experiments. The “new”” experiments would 
explore such things as possible neutron-induced fission in uranium and neutron 
capture reactions in the loosely bound beryllium. 

There was also some discussion that detection of surface electrical 
barriers might help in resolving the dendrite issue. The question is: what 
can be done to initiate dendrite growth? Apart from dendrites, is there some 
other method of initiating arcing, e.g., via lasers, and how can this be 
studied? 

Detection of alpha particles, protons, and tritons was also mentioned, 
as well as o f  y-rays. Detection of gammas is difficult, since if one 
considers cascading y-rays, a clear resolution of lines may be obscured by the 
background. Detection of charged particles requires access to the source 
region that avoids absorbing materials in front of the detector. This is 
especially difficult to achieve in electrolytic cells but i s  more feasible in 
gas cells where space is freer. 



Another conclusion of the discussion was that radiography should be 
routinely performed, using photographic film around the electrodes after 
experiments. This would help to determine if "hot spots" occur.. Similarly, 
the Utah metallurgy experiment found differences in hardness in certain 
surface areas. A question for study i s  whether these spots correspond to 
those that have shown up in film exposures at the Bombay Laboratory in India. 

Regarding palladium isotopes, interesting (perhaps, arc-initiated) 
experiments might be performed with enriched electrodes containing one or more 
selected isotopes. Such experiments might fit in with the Claytor experiment 
at Los Alamos, which focuses on defects produced in junction diode configu- 
rations under high D2 gas pressure. This type of defect might also be studied 
with an electrolytic cell, perhaps by attempting to run a cell in a high 
radiation field to initiate certain reactions. 

The recommendations from this discussion are summarized in the following 
outline taken from a slide developed during the discussion. 

Nuclear Products Discussion Group 
Dr. George Miley, Chairman 

Recommendations 

Near Term 

The evidence for nuclear products, especially tritium, seems convincing but 
puzzl i ng . 

0 Continue attempts to improve nuclear product detection and heat 
production while working to improve reproductibility; (implies) 
collaboration of teams which have "operating" cells with teams 
capable of detailed nuclear diagnostics (especially, on-line tritium 
detection). 

Further Work 

0 The helium ash issue is critical. Experiments have reported bursts 
u p  t o  50 megajoules of heat. Assuming conventional nuclear 
reactions, this is roughly 2cc (STP) of He. Thus, workers should 
look for He, both in the palladium electrode and in gas evolvjng from 
cells and in electrolyte. The "secondary" possible use of He spin 
resonance diagnostics should be considered. 
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On-line T, P measurement/flow through liquid scintillation (also 
cl osed system gas/l i quid). 

Time/energy resolution of neutron bursts should be fe.asible with 
next-generation detectors. Also, 14-MeV neutrons from D-T reactions 
should be studied carefully. 

Correlation of neutrons with second-product particles (e.g., K X-Rays 
at ZO-keV from Pd) (use window in pressure cell). 

Pd isotope transmutations should be studied with high-resolution 
measurements of nuclea mass and charge (M,Z)  using a precision mass 
spectrometer. Other e ectrode metals should also be examined. 

The use of other mater 

- Uranium 
- Be 
- Titanium 
- A l s o ,  Pd-V and N b  

als for electrodes is encouraged, includ ng : 

U and Be experiments represent a "new" direction to explore neutron- 
induced fission and neutron capture reactions under unique 
conditions. 

Detection of charged particles (protons and alphas): use surface 
bainer detectors, especially in gas cell experiments (this should 
also address concept of acceleration of charged particles or ions in 
dendrite-enhanced electric fields). 

Autoradiography experiments (spots on film) are recommended as a 
routine measurement. This should identify hot spots as well as 
variations in surface hardness. 

Gamma measurements are important but difficult due to the overlap of 
cascaded and background. This diagnostic should be attempted in 
laboratories with appropriate equipment. Collaboration with groups 
having "operating cells" is, however, essential e 

A prime overall objective should be to closely tie experiments to 
theory and continue efforts to p u l l  all available information 
together into a coherent picture. 

"New" experiments which should be considered include: 

- Beryl 1 i um/urani urn electrodes 
- Palladium isotope electrodes 
- Arc initiation 
- Irradiated palladium electrodes 
- Irradiated electrode cell s 
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DISCUSSION (MILEY SUMMARY) 

Bard: 
of palladium from different laboratories, including samples of helium-implanted 
material. 
conducted. 
Mi 1 ey: 
experiments need to be attempted again after exposure of samples to reproducible 
operating conditions. 
Bard: The agreement, as I recall, was that the results of helium analysis for the 
double-blind experiment would be announced on October 8. I would like to know the 
results, since there are clearly people here who are familiar with them. 
Miley: 
to this question? 
Hoffman: 
There was an agreement that the University of Utah should be able to analyze the 
results for three weeks before a public announcement was made. The results were 
given to Utah on October 5. Dr. Pons and Dr. John Murray met for discussions on 
October 9, and we obtained the complete results last Friday, October 13. 
Miley: 
tests, we would not change our recommendations, which are to reanalyze under more 
carefully controlled conditions. 
Hoffman: As long as we are on this subject, I would like to raise one important 
point. 
Bard: 
Hoffman: 
reveal the palladium surface. 
electrodes after removal from the electrolyte. 
invariably present. 
pure palladium, without even any platinum. 
strong likelihood that any helium created would be in the near-surface area, 
are now urging people to be very careful about the way in which they treat the 
surface after electrolysis. 
Bard: Was the gas phase analyzed, since helium formed near the surface would be 
expected there? 
Hoffman: 

To my knowledge, there was an agreed format for the double-blind analysis 

You seem to be recommending experiments that are already being 

The question concerns reproduci bi 1 i ty in operat i ng cell s . These 

That topic was not discussed in our session. Does anyone have the answer 

I was involved in the analyses, and we do have some of the answers. 

I would assume that independent of the results from the double-blind 

All of the active specimens had been wiped after electrolysis. 
What do you mean by "wiped"? 

The slimy surface dendrite film was removed by wiping with a tissue, to 
I have personally examined the surfaces of many 

Iron and other metals are 

Since we now feel that there is a 
The surface of the cathodes examined for helium consisted of 

we 

We only analyzed for He-3 and He-4 inside the bulk palladium. 
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Miley: 
gas i f  surface reac t ions  occur. 
Chubb: 
Miley: Yes, they are on our l i s t .  
Jones: The problem w i l l  be the  shor t  range o f  a - p a r t i c l e s .  
Chubb: 
the  surface. 
Miley: 
detectors.  
might a lso  de tec t  a - p a r t i c l e s .  
th ings,  f i l m  can be placed around the  electrodes, as was done i n  the  BARC 
experiments . 
Chubb: That should a l so  be done i n  t i t a n i u m  gas-phase experiments. 
Miley: May I ask a quest ion concerning the  hel ium analysis? Can you exp la in  the  
procedure which was fol lowed? 
Hoffman: 
d i f f e r e n t  l abo ra to r ies  f o r  He-3 and He-4 analysis.  As I stated, t h e  analyses were 
given by B a t t e l l e  Northwest t o  Utah e a r l y  i n  October. A l l  o f  t he  l abo ra to r ies  who 
p a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  the  analyses agreed no t  t o  say anything p u b l i c l y  u n t i l  a t  l e a s t  
th ree  weeks a f t e r  Utah had been given the  informat ion.  
saying anything o the r  than the  f a c t  t h a t  the  r e s u l t s  obtained were ambiguous. 
Miley: The cathodes examined had presumably produced anomalous e f f e c t s .  
Hoffman: A t  l e a s t  one had no t .  Some had been a r t i f i c i a l l y  ion- implanted w i t h  
hel ium t o  check the  a n a l y t i c a l  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  the  l abo ra to r ies  f o r  t r a c e  amounts 
o f  helium. A specimen was included which was untreated. 
Miley: Would such a serv ice  be ava i l ab le  t o  o ther  groups who may wish t o  send i n  
electrodes f o r  ana lys is?  
Hoffman: I work a t  Atomics In te rna t i ona l ,  D i v i s i o n  o f  Rockwell Corporation, a t  
the  Department o f  Energy Laboratory which analyzes around 1500 t o  2000 specimens 
per year f o r  He-3 and He-4 i n  s o l i d  mater ia ls .  
special  equipment, and the  hel ium isotopes are determined by mass spectrometer. A 
small number o f  o ther  l abo ra to r ies  around the  country have the  same c a p a b i l i t y .  
They would be de l i gh ted  t o  have the  commercial business. 
Bard: 
Rossi: I n  approximately th ree  weeks. The t im ing  w i l l  depend on f u r t h e r  
discussions between D r .  Pons and D r .  John Murray, which w i l l  take p lace  next week. 

We recommend ana lys is  of t he  gas phase, s ince hel ium may be present i n  the  

Do you recommend at tempt ing t o  de tec t  h i g h l y  energet ic a - p a r t i c l  es? 

Our ca l cu la t i ons  show t h a t  they may be detected i f  they are produced near 

We are  recommending the  use, wherever possible,  o f  surface b a r r i e r  
A1 though we intended these f o r  measurement o f  energet ic  protons, they 

Among o ther  We a l so  need t r i t o n  de tec t ion .  

The U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Utah sent specimens v i a  B a t t e l l e  Northwest t o  f i v e  

This precludes me from 

The s o l i d s  are evaporated i n  

Do you know when the  r e s u l t s  are going t o  be announced by D r .  Rossi? 
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Theory (ToDical Discussant: Gordon Bavm) 
"Cold fusion," as it has come to be known is obviously a new field, in which 

theory must be supported by consistent and systematic data. The subject is in 
its very early stages. As is usual when dealing with "almost-phenomena," it is 
an experimentally-driven, not a theoretically-driven, field. Two classes of 
phenomena invoke the major theory issues. One uses equil ibrium-versus- 
nonequilibrium phenomena, involving conventional physics as we know it. The 
second concerns the question as to whether some kind of exotic nuclear physics, 
or yet other new physics, is required, e.g., the possibility that there i s  a 
breakdown of elementary quantum mechanics for very small probability events. 
This certainly has never been tested in a laboratory. However, there was general 
consensus that it is necessary to stay as close as possible to conventional 
physics for as long as is required. Three sets of issues were suggested for 
future directions: materials, nuclear physics, and reaction mechanisms. 

Regarding the materials issue, they may be divided into static versus 
dynamic, though this is a somewhat artificial distinction. By static, we really 
mean problems concerning equilibria, but there is a large overlap between the 
two. Good systematic studies of the various materials in question are needed, 
with those for possible variations of the materials, i .e., band-structure 
calculations. Following are some questions to be answered. What are the 
energetics involved in these materials? What is the electron structure? Where, 
for example, can the various types of hydrogen be found in the lattice? Where 
is tritium to be found in palladium, for example? Is it in molecular, atomic, 
or ionic form? Are there special sites (which may be due to impurities) where 
tritium and the other hydrogen isotopes can be found? How strong i s  helium 
binding to palladium? There i s  a paucity o f  data in regard to the above, for 
which very simple measurements are required. 

Better understanding of the elementary properties of these materi a1 s is 
needed. This will involve understanding of the screening effects via fundamental 
calculations. Studies of alloys of the various hydrides are required. More 
generally, the perspective should be enlarged to study the materials with high 
hydrogen affinity, of which there are various systems with large diffusivity. 
Are there other materials which may also give interesting results? What are the 
special properties of deuterium in systems such as palladium at large 
concentrations? 
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Are there  c l u s t e r i n g  phenomena? Are the re  phase t r a n s i t i o n s  beyond the  
ava i l ab le  data, ou ts ide  the  c r i t i c a l  loading? W i l l  phase t r a n s i t i o n s  occur t o  
a s t a t e  w i t h  l a r g e  numbers o f  c lus te rs?  In tens i ve  s tud ies  are requ i red  t o  
provide data on h i g h l y  loaded mater ia ls,  using neutrons, X-rays, and o ther  
methods. Problems concerning surface physics need examination from a t h e o r e t i c a l  
viewpoint. What i s  t he  e f f e c t  o f  l i t h i u m ,  f o r  example? What are the  general 
p roper t i es  o f  hydr ide  surfaces? An add i t i ona l  area r e q u i r i n g  a t t e n t i o n  i s  t h a t  
o f  cha rac te r i z ing  and understanding the  mic ros t ruc ture  o f  these mater ia ls .  

A s i m i l a r  l i s t  o f  problems may be i d e n t i f i e d  i n  the  category o f  dynamic 
processes. For example, how does hydrogen d i f f u s e  i n  hydrogen, deuterium, and 
t r i t i u m  environments? How does i t  d i f f u s e  i n  the  corresponding hydrides? 
Another problem concerns very low-mass p a r t i c l e s  i n  which the  d i f f u s i o n  i s  no t  
simply c l a s s i c a l  bu t  has l a r g e  quantum aspects v i a  tunnel ing.  What are the  
e f fec ts  o f  stresses and s t r a i n s  on the  systems? For example, how does deuterium 
i n t e r a c t  w i t h  p o t e n t i a l  f i e l d s ?  These need t h e o r e t i c a l  and experimental a t tack .  
What are the  f i n i t e  frequency responses o f  systems i n v o l v i n g  e l e c t r o l y t e  f i e l d s  
and stresses? It i s  no t  j u s t  t he  question o f  examining s t a t i c s ,  bu t  a lso  f i n i t e  
frequency events. Another area i s  t h a t  o f  understanding the  physics associated 
w i t h  cracks and voids. I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  what i s  t he  r o l e  o f  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  here? 

For example, there  i s  the  issue o f  whether acce le ra t ion  causes cracks. 
Quantum-mechanical tunne l ing  re tu rns  t o  the  fundamental quest ion o f  d i f f u s i o n .  
A l l  these are i n t i m a t e l y  re la ted .  What are the  dynamics associated w i t h  
c lus te rs ,  i f  the re  i s  any c l u s t e r  formation? Another quest ion t h a t  t h e o r i s t s  
should consider i s  t h a t  o f  th resho ld  phenomena. There i s  evidence t h a t  there  are 
c r i t i c a l  cu r ren t  dens i t i es  where one begins t o  ge t  anomalous phenomena. 

Regarding nuclear react ions,  doubts were expressed about our understanding 
of t h e i r  physics. Are low-energy reac t i on  cross-sect ions r e a l l y  understood down 
t o  a few e lec t ron  v o l t s ?  Are there  unusual mechanisms which may take place? Can 
there  be e x o t i c  reac t ions  which are cons is ten t  w i t h  what i s  already known i n  low- 
energy systems, such as conventional fus ion  reac tors  as we l l  as thermal-nuclear 
explosions? Are there  i n t e r e s t i n g  many-body e f fec ts ,  e.g., concerning nuclear 
reac t i on  cross-sect ions,  when coulomb in te rac t i ons  are s t imu la ted  by o ther  nearby 
bodies exe r t i ng  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  on the  nuclear channels? One c e r t a i n l y  needs t o  
study r e a c t i o n  mechanisms i n v o l v i n g  elements o the r  than pal ladium, l i t h i u m ,  
uranium, be ry l1  ium, e tc .  
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There is the possibility that theorists should be concerned abotit exotic 
neutron-transfer mechanisms, involving effects which are not readily seen in an 
accelerator experiment, because they occur at low probabilities. For conceivable 
new particles, one caveat in trying to understand any such exotic mechanisms is 
to be concerned about why stability occurs. Why, for example, is deuterium or 
heavy water stable? 

It was proposed that one should not postulate things which would occur 
according to the normal procedures of cosmological nuclear physics. The high- 
energy physicists and cosmologists have much experience with the problem of 
placing constraints on nucleosynthesis issues. For example, this led rather 
early to the constraint of the existence of three species of neutrino. 

Another area which certainly requires more study is that of possible chain 
reactions in such systems. These might be triggered, for example, by cosmic 
rays, which are not easily avoided at ground level. It would be very helpful to 
have experiments where one has a cosmic-ray counter on top of a "cold fusion" 
cell. For instance, a good example which has been studied is the a-8 phase 
transition in liquid helium at very low temperatures in the milli-Kelvin range, 
where it is triggered by cosmic rays. 

There was a question of specificity of palladium in "cold-fusion" phenomena. 
Other atomic species should also be examined, particularly metals of high 
hydrogen di ffusivi ty. In this respect, there are the anomal ies associated with 
superconducting behavior of such materi a1 s. For example, why does pal 1 adi um 
deuteride have a higher T, than palladium hydride? How do these anomalies 
correlate with similar anomalies in diffusivity and in other phenomena? 

It was stressed that when looking for a new or exotic phenomenon, there may 
be unusual induction periods. If one postulates something not usual, there may 
be an indication that it was not there at the inception. It may be produced in 
the apparatus before the main effects are visible. Another point stressed was 
that where tritium has been seen in a reaction which appears to be favored over 
the other branching ratios, the energetics should be checked. One may have an 
indication o f  the participation of another particle which can carry away energy 
from the system. All these additional facts which already seem to agree with the 
observations should be taken into account, thus limiting the choice of the exotic 
effects which should be considered. However, the experimentalist should not 



ignore puzz l ing  r e s u l t s  o r  coincidences, f o r  they may have r e a l  meaning t o  a 
theo re t i c ian .  

It was mentioned above t h a t  pal ladium deuter ide and pal lad ium hydr ide have 
pecul i a r  superconducting proper t ies  . Pal 1 adi um i s no t  superconducting , but  
pa l lad ium hydr ide begins t o  be, when the  H/Pd r a t i o  r i s e s  above 0.6. This  i s  
presumably connected w i t h  the  fl phase. The r u l e  i s  t h a t  the  heavier isotope 
always has the  lower t r a n s i t i o n  temperature. An except ion i s  pa l lad ium hydride, 
s ince the  pal lad ium deuter ide has the h igher  T,, w i t h  pa l lad ium t r i t i d e  having 
an even h igher  value, perhaps 10 o r  20 percent d i f f e r e n t .  Th is  i s  a s izab le  
e f f e c t .  An explanat ion f o r  t h i s  i s  i n  i t s e l f  chal lenging, and i t  may w e l l  g i ve  
d e t a i l s  about the  behavior of pal ladium hydr ide i n  i t s  normal s ta te ,  and thus 
about the  boundary cond i t ions  f o r  ca lcu la t ions .  F o r  instance, there  i s  the 
quest ion whether there  can be more than one hydrogen i n  one octahedral s i t e .  The 
answers t o  quest ions o f  t h i s  k ind  are no t  f u l l  explanat ions,  bu t  they can 
in f luence the  approach t o  explanat ions.  Superconduct iv i ty i nd i ca tes  changes i n  
band s t ruc tu re  o r  m o b i l i t y ,  and i n  general, about assoc iat ion o f  e lect rons,  no t  
o f  hydrogen nuc le i .  However, assoc iat ion o f  e lec t rons  can then lead t o  
conclusions about the d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  the  hydrogen nuc le i ,  which i s  o f  more 
d i r e c t  i n t e r e s t .  

There i s  the  issue o f  whether the  study o f  isotopes i s  s i g n i f i c a n t .  The 
converse isotope e f f e c t  i s  known f o r  a number o f  mater ia ls  o ther  than palladium, 
and i t  i s  explained f o r  these systems as being the  r e s u l t  o f  the  coulomb 
p o t e n t i a l  changes. The new s t a r  i n  the  formulas f o r  changes i n  T, i n  these 
mater ia ls  must show how the  inverse isotope e f f e c t  a r ises .  This i s  we l l  
explained f o r  a number o f  systems, such as pal ladium hydr ide and deuter ide.  A 

T, d i f f e rence  o f  one o r  two  Kelv ins i s  w e l l  understood. It can be analyzed and 
understood i n  terms o f  d i f f e r e n t  coupl ings t o  l o c a l  o p t i c a l  modes f o r  deuter ide 
v i b r a t i o n  a t  the  octahedral s i t e  and has noth ing t o  do w i t h  the m u l t i p l e  
occupancy. 

F i n a l l y ,  there  i s  the  issue o f  the  band s t ruc tu re  o f  the  deuter id rs  
themselves. They are viewed as i o n i c  e n t i t i e s .  Th is  has i n t e r p l a y  w i t h  
d i f f u s i v i t y  and may a lso c o r r e l a t e  w i t h  i o n i c a l l y  mediated superconduct iv i ty .  
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DISCUSSION (BAYM SUMMARY) 

Worledge: 
cur ren t  dens i ty  f o r  excess heat, whether there  i s  a th resho ld  f o r  t r i t i u m  
product ion i s  more doubtful .  The m a j o r i t y  o f  t h e  t r i t i u m  product ion c e l l s  a t  
Texas k&M seem t o  have been exposed a t  one t ime o r  another t o  a h igh-current  
episode, bu t  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  make a f i r m  conclusion. 
Jones: 
gas-phase experiments i n v o l v i n g  t i t a n i u m  a threshold? 
Baym: I do no t  know. 
Te l le r :  
universe go beyond our t o p i c  today. 
considered, a l i m i t a t i o n  must be imposed. 
would be considered i f  normal procedures o f  nuc lear  physics are used. 
very use fu l  r e s t r i c t i o n ,  when one i s  look ing  f o r  new e f f e c t s .  
Baym: Absolutely.  
experience w i t h  the  problems o f  p lac ing  cons t ra in ts  r e s u l t i n g  from issues i n  
nuclear synthesis.  
existence o f  th ree  species o f  neutr ino.  
masses o f  p a r t i c l e s  and o ther  phys ica l  phenomena i n  supernovae have been 
establ ished. 
the  f i r s t  t ime t h a t  chemistry has revealed new nuclear  physics.  
you t h a t  t h e  f i r s t  new chemical element repor ted i n  America was discovered a t  the  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  I l l i n o i s  i n  1926. I t was promethium, atomic number 61. Another 
area r e q u i r i n g  more study i s  t h a t  o f  poss ib le  chain react ions,  t r iggered,  f o r  
example, by cosmic rays. 
the  t o p  o f  t h e  c e l l s .  A well-known example o f  such a phenomenon i s  the  
l i q u i d - h e l i u m  phase t r a n s i t i o n  i n  the  m i l l i k e l v i n  range, which requ i res  
m u l t i p a r t i c l e  cooperat ive phenomena t r i g g e r e d  by cosmic rays.  
Mi ley:  

h igher  i n t e n s i t y  t r i g g e r  should be suppl ied t o  increase the  r a t e .  
Baym: 
t h e o r i s t s ,  indeed, anyone else, want t o  make add i t ions  t o  t h i s  l i s t ?  

While t h e  evidence may be f a i r l y  re1 i a b l e  concerning a threshold 

Would you c a l l  t h e  approximate -3O'C c o r r e l a t i o n  f o r  neutron burs ts  i n  the  

I would l i k e  t o  caut ion  t h a t  t h e  broader quest ions o f  the  o r i g i n  o f  the  

One must no t  pos tu la te  processes t h a t  
This i s  a 

High-energy p h y s i c i s t s  and cosmologists have a g r e a t  deal o f  

For example, t h i s  l e d  r a t h e r  e a r l y  on t o  t h e  c o n s t r a i n t  o f  the 

However, when e x o t i c  reac t ions  are being 

I n  addi t ion,  c o n s t r a i n t s  on the  poss ib le  

Concerning the  quest ion o f  e x o t i c  nuc lear  physics, t h i s  would not  be 
I should remind 

Experiments should be set  up w i t h  cosmic-ray counters on 

We took the  opposi te view, namely, i f  t h i s  i s  a t r i g g e r e d  process, then a 

The issue i s  understanding the  t r i g g e r i n g  events. Does anyone among the  

Whaley: 
t o  determine whether there  i s  something s p e c i f i c  about pa l lad ium o r  o ther  metals 
which have t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  o f  absorbing hydrogen. 

There i s  the  quest ion o f  the  s p e c i f i c i t y  o f  palladium. Work i s  requi red 

What are the  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
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required to show these anomalous effects? 
restricted to palladium, but other metals of high deuteron diffusivity should be 
examined . 
Miley: 
Whaley: 
Chubb: 
particularly why pal 1 adium deuteride has a higher superconducting temperatwe than 
pal 1 adi um hydride. 
Teller: I would like to remind you of a further aspect o f  these observations. 
You did not mention specifically the strange induction periods which appear to 
occur for these apparently new or exotic phenomena. 
to explain the main peculiarity but also why the effect does not start 
immediately. 
perhaps it was not there at the beginning of the experiment. 
was occurring all the time, but earlier the main effects were not visible. A more 
important point is that when tritium production appears to be favored over the 
other branching ratios, after all the energetics have been checked, it is an 
indication of the participation of another particle, i .e., something that can 
carry away energy. When the observations are shown to be reproducible, then an 
explanation for all these additional pieces of information must be considered in 
the choice of exotic effects which might provide an explanation. 
Hoffman: I have a comment concerning Dr. Teller's remarks about Dr. Lowell Wood's 
experiment. 
because it did not seem to be of significance. Combined with other observations, 
it would take on added meaning. Perhaps, many of us have observed something 
similar in our experiments, where there was a result or coincidence which was so 
puzzling that we deliberately ignored it. 
a theoretician. Dr. Baym mentioned events triggered by cosmic rays. One of our 
experiments at Leadville showed results whenever a solar 10-MeV proton event was 
detected by the GEOS satellite. I ignored the coincidence, because I believed 
that there could not be a relationship between the two events. 
seen analogous effects. It is important that if you find some such anomaly or 
something unusual, discuss it with other people who might be interested. 
Voice: This leads me to think that we should look seriously at possible 
triggering mechanisms. 
Chubb: I entirely agree. 
Miley: 
Technology," I have often been criticized for instructing reviewers that they 
should accept technical notes in which negative results have been obtained, 

Experiments should not just be 

What would you recommend as prime candidates? 

The anomalies associated with superconducting behavior require attention, 
Pal 1 adi um and pal 1 adi um a1 1 oys. 

One should not simply attempt 

If one postulates an unusual process with an induction period, 
Alternatively, it 

Apparently, they saw an isotopic anomaly, which they first ignored 

Such a result may mean a great deal to 

All of us may have 

I would like to make a point on this topic. As editor of "Fusion 
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provided that the results were such that they might inform other workers about 
what to do or not to do in the future. I believe that learning from the negative 
results of other groups will be valuable. 
Teller: As has been 
stated, it i s  well established that palladium deuteride and palladium hydride have 
unusual superconducting properties. Pal 1 adium metzl i s  not a superconductor, and 
the phenomenon begins to appear as hydrogen is dissolved in the palladium at an 
atomic ratio above 0.6. The indications therefore are that the superconductivity 
is connected with the 8-phase. Since superconductivity is by now an almost 
geneyally observed peculiarity, this is not remarkable in itself. An isotope 
effect i s  sometimes observed in superconductivity, with the rule being that the 
heavier isotope has the lower transition temperature. Well-known exceptions to 
this rule, which may or may not be general, are the palladium hydride isotopes. 
Palladium deuteride has a higher T, than the hydride, and the value for palladium 
tritide is higher still. The effect is sizeable, not microscopic. Whether this 
effect is directly related to the phenomena discussed here is debatable. However, 
the explanation of the superconducting isotope effect is a challenge. It may well 
produce details concerning the behavior of palladium hydride and deuterides in 
their normal states, and therefore, about the starting point for calculations. As 

an example, we have asked whether one octahedral site can contain more than one 
hydrogen. 
peculiar, then it i s  perhaps not out of the question. Theoretical studies of this 
kind will be helpful. In themselves, they will not provide the explanations, but 
they could assist in approaching them. 
Baym: 
structure and mobil i ty? 
Teller: The superconductivity can tell you something about band structure and 
mobility, and generally, about the association of the mobile particles. These 
would be the electrons, not the isotopic hydrogen nuclei. 
association of the electrons can provide conclusions concerning the distribution 
of the hydrogen nuclei, which would be of direct interest. 
Bray: The superconducting phenomenon may unfortunately be a red herring. The 
converse isotope effect is known for a number of other materials, not just 
palladium, and it may be explained as resulting from Coulomb potential changes. 
The frequency term in the formula for T, changes in the correct way to give the 
inverse isotope effect, which is well understood in a number of other isotope 
systems. 
palladium hydrogen isotope family. For palladium hydride and deuteride the T, 
difference of 1-2 K has been well analyzed in terms of different coupling to local 

I have been reminded that I ought to make cne more comment. 

My impression would be no, but since the superconducting effect is 

My question is, what does the superconductivity effect tell us about band 

However, the 

I do not know of work which uses this specific approach for the 
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o p t i c a l  deuteron v i b r a t i o n a l  modes a t  the octahedral s i t e .  It has noth ing t o  do 
with the  m u l t i p l e  occupancy. However, I am not  sure about the  p a l l a d i u m - t r i t i u m  
sys tern. 

Chubb: 
examine the  i o n i c  energy bands o f  the  deuterons themseives, which near the  
s to i ch iomet r i c  compound PdD should become occupied, prcv ided t h d t  deuterons which 
are i n j e c t e d  beyond the s to ich iomet r ic  concentrat ion,  one D per  Pd, remain 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  i o n i c .  These band-stata deuterons, which may have importance f o r  
fusion, may be important as we l l  a t  lower D concentrat ions where t h e i r  occupation 
would have an impact on d i f f u s i v i t y  e f fec ts ,  and i f  there  i s  a co r re la t i on ,  w i t h  
an i o n i c a l l y  mediated ( low temperature) superconduct iv i ty .  
Mansour: I have a f i n a l ,  perhaps extremely op t im is t i c ,  proposal. Do you t h i n k  
t h a t  an outcome o f  t h i s  meeting should be the  format ion o f  a Task Team i n  each o f  
the  th ree  areas, which would be charged w i t h  examining o r  a t  l e a s t  coord ina t ing  
the  e f f o r t s  which we have discussed? 
Hoffman: It i s  my personal op in ion t h a t  networking among the  researchers working 
i n  the same area w i l l  be one o f  the  best ways t o  ensure t h a t  the  science moves 
rap id l y .  You a l l  have each other 's  names, telephone, and fax  numbers, and I hope 
t h a t  you w i l l  i n t e r a c t  together  f o r  a cont inual  interchange o f  in format ion.  

We have been t a l k i n g  about the e lec t ron  band s t ruc tu re .  We a lso  should 
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NSFFPRI WORKSHOP ON ANOMILOUS EFFECTS IN 
DEUTERATED METALS 

Washington, DC - October 16 - 18, 1989 

AGENDA 

MONDAY, ocroBm 16, 1989 
Morning Session (8:OO - 12:OO) Chairman: Paul Chu 

8:OO - 8:45 COniinenlalBreaMBst. 

8~45 - 9:OO Introduction: Welcome and Charges 
Frank Huband, Paul Werbos, and Tom Schneider 

Keynote Nuclear Physics Review 
Edward Teller 

Keynote ,Electrochemistry Review 
Martin Fleischmann 

9:OO - 9:40 

9:40 - lor20 

10:20 - 10130 Break 

10:30 - 11: lO  Relevant Electrochemical Values in the 0.10 Normal LiOD/Pd System 
Nate Lewis 

11:lO - 11:50 

1200 - 1:oo Lunch 

Afternoon Session (1:OO - 6:30) Chairman: David Worledge 

Relevant Material Issues (Pd/D system) 
Ted Flanagan 

1:OO - 4:20 Recent Post-Santa Fe Results: Nuclear Products 
1:00 - 130 Ed Storms: Presentation and Discussion 
150 - 2:40 Steve Jones: Presentation and Discussion 
2:40 - 3:30 Howard Menlove: Presentation and Discussion 
3:30 - 4:20 Kevin Wolf: Presentation and Discussion 

4:20 - 4:30 Break 

4:30- 5:10 Possible Criteria for the Detection of Nuclear Products 
George Miley 
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5:lO - 5~50 Possible Sources of Error in the Quantitative Analysis of Nuclear 
Products 

Nate Hoffman 

5:50 - 6:30 Tritium Detection Considerations 
Carol Talcott 

7:OO - 8:OO Dinner 

Evening Session (8:30. - 9:30) Chairman: Paul Werbos 

8:30- 9130 Review: Pre-Santa Fe Experimental Status 
Alan Bard 

WfSDAY, OCTOBER 77, 1989 
Morning Session (8:30 - 12:lO) Chairman: Tom Schneider 

8:OO - 8:30 C t M h t l W B ~  

8:30 - 12:lO Recent PostSanta Fe Results: Excess Heat 
8:30 - 9:05 Martin Fleischmann/Stanley Pons 
8:05 - 9:40 Richard Oriani 
9:40 - 10:15 Milton Wadworth 

10~15 - 10~25 Break 

10:25 - 11:OO John Appleby 
11:OO - 11:35 John Eockris 
11:35 - 12:lO Robert Huggins 

12:ZO - 1:20 Lunch 

Afternoon Session (1:30 - 5:OO) Chairman: John Appleby 

1:30 - 3:OO 

3:OO - 3:lO Break 

Possible Criteria for the Detection of Excess Heat 
Material and Measurement Techniques 

3:lO - 5100 Topical Discussions on Excess Heat 
3:lO - 3:40 Assessment of Experimental Status of Excess Heat 
3:40 - 4:lO identification of Issues Related to Excess Heat 
4: 10 - 500 Possible Future Research Related to Excess Heat 

5:15- 6:15 Dinner 

L 
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Evening Session (6:45 - 1O:OO) Chairman: George Miley 

6:30 - 8:lO Causal Hypotheses 
6:30 - 6:45 Gordon Baym 
6:45 - 7:05 Yeong Kim 
7:05 - 7:20 K.B. Whaley 
7:20 - 7:35 David Worledge 
7:35 - 830 Johann Rafelski 

8:lO - 1O:OO Topica/ Discussion on Nuclear Products 
8: 10 - 8:40 Assessment of Eiperimental Status of Nuclear Products 
8:40 - 9:70 Identification of Issues Related to Nuclear Products 
9:lO - 1O:OO Possible Future Research Related to Nuclear Products 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1989 
Morning Session (8:30 - 11:45) Chairman: Nate Hoffman 

9:OO - 950 Summaty Statement Preparations 
Excess Heat - Chairman: Ernest Yeager 
Nuclear Products - Chairman: George Miley 
Causal Hypotheses - Chairman: Gordon Baym 

9150 - l0:OO Break 

10145 - 11:45 Summary Statements 
1O:OO - 10:35 Excess Heat 
10:35 - 1 1: 10 Nuclear Products 
1 1: 10 - 1 1:45 Causal Hypotheses 
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Co-Chairmen: 

John Appleby, Texas A&M University 

Agencycoordinalwss 

Tom Schneidef, EPRI . 

Workshop secmm&x 

Harold Szu, Naval Research Lab. 

MeetihgAmngetnents 

Kathy Williams, Westover Consultants 

Paul Chu, University of Houston 

Paul Werbos, National Science Foundation 

Nate Hoffman, ETEC 
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